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UNITED STATES-JAPANESE TRADE IN
SEMICONDUCTORS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuEcoMMrEE ON TRADE, PRODUCTIVITY,

AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF THE
JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMIIEE,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in roomSD-138, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete Wilson (member

of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Wilson and D'Amato.
Also present: John Starrels and Kenneth Brown, professional

staff members; and Charles H. Bradford, assistant director.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILSON, PRESIDING
Senator WnsoN. This hearing will come to order.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Today, the Subcommittee

on Trade, Productivity, and Growth of the Joint Economic Commit-
tee, continues its scrutiny of international trade in semiconductors.
This is the second hearing which I have chaired, the first being
that at the University of Santa Clara this past August.

Prior to the first hearing, the United States semiconductor indus-try had filed a formal complaint against the Japanese for unfairly
restraining our exports to their markets-a so-called "301 peti-tion." Micron Technologies decided to go it alone and file a sepa-rate dumping action against Japanese manufacturers of 64K D-RAM's-dynamic random access memory.

At the hearing in Santa Clara, a letter from the Department ofJustice was released indicating that they had begun an antitrustinvestigation of Hitachi, a major Japanese chip manufacturer. Thatinvestigation is still underway.
In September, Micron filed an antitrust suit against 64K D-RAM

manufacturers, while just 2 weeks ago Advanced Micro Devices,
Intel, and National Semiconductor filed an antidumping caseagainst Japanese manufacturers of EPROM's-erasable, program-
mable, read only memory.

All of these activities may be confusing to you. In fact, we willhave a pop quiz at the end of this hearing to all in the audience to
identify the plaintiffs and respondents in each of these actions.

Certainly, all of the suits, trade actions, and investigations ofJapanese trade practices in semiconductors are at the very least in-
dications of great turmoil in the semiconductor industry. More
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likely, they are evidences of a pattern of activities designed to take
over an international market of great importance to the U.S. econ-
omy.

It is very much in the interest of the United States to support a
system of free and open trade-as long as it is a system that en-
forces the rules that its participants have agreed to follow.

One senior executive in the United States electronics industry
has told me that the Japanese do not protect their industries-
except for those that are of strategic importance, those that are in
the infant stage, and those that are struggling to compete and need
a period of adjustment. This is not free trade.

There have recently been press reports that the horizon for the
semiconductor industry is bright. This, despite continued short
weeks and layoffs at our production plants. But even as the semi-
conductor industry emerges from this brutalizing downturn, it can
only truly receive its just rewards if the U.S. Government under-
takes its responsibility to ferret out and prosecute predatory busi-
ness practices and illegitimate restraints on our exports. It will not
be enough to see black ink in the semiconductor industry's quarter-
ly earnings reports. Simply put, it is not adequate for the U.S. Gov-
ernment to rest when the semiconductor industry attains enough
access to the international marketplace to turn a profit. There-
must be a removal of unfair and illegal obstacles that exist so that
our industry has every access to the marketplace, not only to the
marketplaces of our trading partners to whom we afford liberal
access to our own, but there must be access to our own domestic
marketplace and barriers to that that are presented by unfair trad-
ing practices must also be the target of our attention and our
action. Only in this way can the U.S. semiconductor industry and
other industries develop a secure financial foundation that will
allow them to retain international leadership especially in the cut-
ting edge, strategic field of high technology.

Before we begin taking testimony, I wish to note that Mr. Tsuneo
Tanaka, president of Hitachi America, will not be appearing before
the subcommittee today. We had hoped and indeed had expected
that Mr. Tanaka would be present to provide documentation re-
garding Hitachi's semiconductor pricing policies. Such documenta-
tion could have served to substantiate Mr. Tanaka's so far unsub-
stantiated avowal of innocence on the charges of predatory pricing
that followed the issuance of Hitachi's notorious "10 percent
memo." That memo stated an intention to beat any competitor's
price by at least 10 percent.

Mr. Tanaka's refusal to appear is particularly troublesome as
Mr. Toshi Kitamura, executive managing director of Hitachi of
Japan, the parent company of Hitachi America, personally assured
me this past summer that his company would be glad to appear to
make clear its innocence. Indeed, Mr. Kitamura specifically asked
if I would excuse Hitachi from appearing at the August hearing in
Santa Clara, requesting that I schedule a hearing in the fall in
order to accommodate their schedule. We have done so. If Hitachi
does have exculpatory documentation, it should be made available
to this subcommittee. We continue to await it, but at this point we
see merely a pattern of delaying tactics and certainly any interven-
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ing events should not have changed the exculpatory substance of
Hitachi's documentation-if it, in fact, exists.

As the subcommittee does not have before it any documentation
provided by Hitachi supporting its claims of fair and appropriate
corporate conduct in its dealings in the United States, we cannot
this morning examine such documentation. But I will submit for
the record an article from the March 7, 1983, issue of Fortune mag-
azine that treats Hitachi's activities in our country. It is an article
entitled "How IBM Stung Hitachi." It chronicles Hitachi's theft of
IBM trade secrets and its smuggling of those secrets back to Japan.
Hitachi cannot assume that their pleas of innocence will satisfy the
interests of this subcommittee. They are not here this morning,
presumably on advice of counsel, because of the pending antitrust
investigation by the Justice Department. We will await the out-
come of that investigation. We will not prejudge it. Obviously, it
would be unfair and improper for us to do so. That is not the role
of this subcommittee nor the role of Congress.

But I will give a fair warning that when that investigation is
concluded we will regard that our business has not been concluded
and we will expect to see representatives of Hitachi at this subcom-
mittee.

Let me further say that only 2Y years after it pleaded guilty in
Federal Court in San Francisco to charges of industrial espionage,
it would be wrong for Hitachi to assume that their plea of inno-
cence without substantiation is going to satisfy this subcommittee.
It will not.

[The article referred to by Senator Wilson follows:]
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Senator WILSON. This morning we will take testimony from two
individuals extremely knowledgeable about the efforts of the
United States semiconductor industry to compete with the Japa-
nese. The first of our witnesses is Mr. Clyde Prestowitz, counselor
to the Secretary of Commerce for Japan Affairs, a man whose trav-
els on behalf of our Government's pursuit of open markets may by
now have made him a perpetual member of the million mileage
plans of at least two airlines.

Following his testimony, we will hear from Mr. W.J. Sanders Iml,
the chairman and president and CEO of Advanced Micro Devices,
who today is also appearing on behalf of the Semiconductor Indus-
try Association. He will be accompanied by Mr. Gilbert Amerlio,
president of the Semiconductor Products Division of Rockwell
International, who is also a member of the Semiconductor Industry
Association's board of directors.

Mr. Prestowitz, we welcome you and are eager to hear your testi-
mony.

STATEMENT OF CLYDE V. PRESTOWITZ, COUNSELOR TO THE
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR JAPAN AFFAIRS

Mr. PREmwTrz. Thank you, Senator Wilson. You're quite right
about the mileage. The only problem is the Government doesn't
allow us to take advantage of those.

Senator WILsoN. I sympathize.
Mr. PREsmowrrz. I have a prepared statement which I would like

to submit for the record. I would just make a short statement and
say that I personally have been involved in negotiations with
Japan on semiconductors for the past 4 years and during that time
I have served as cochairman on the United States side of the High
Technology Working Group, and a great deal of the efforts of my
group were devoted to problems in the semiconductor trade.

We negotiated two arrangements with the Japanese, one of them
called The High Technology Agreement, the other called The Semi-
conductor Agreement. Those discussions and arrangements dealt
with such issues as predatory pricing, access to the Japanese
market, intellectual property protection, and maintenance of the
rules of the free market.

They also dealt in the second agreement with concrete efforts by
the Japanese Government to enhance access to its market and,
indeed, the Government of Japan undertook to encourage its semi-
conductor users to develop closer ties with American manufactur-
ers and over a longer period of time to contract long-term contracts
with them.

There was a time in the spring and summer of 1984 when it ap-
peared that the agreement had had some effect. Since that time,
developments have gone very much in the other direction and
today the United States penetration of the Japanese semiconductor
market is less than it has been for quite some time.

You mentioned the cases that have been filed, the 301 unfair
trade case, filed by the semiconductor industry, and the two anti-
dumping cases. Those are currently under active consideration by
the Commerce Department and USTR and I expect that we will be
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hearing more, particularly about the dumping cases, in the near
future.

The President recently has made several announcements about
his desire to maintain a free and fair trade environment and has
asked the Secretary of Commerce to chair a strike force to deal
with unfair trade activities. We have been meeting this week and
will be meeting next week on a variety of unfair trading activities
in conjunction with that committee and certainly these issues will
come before it.

With that, I'd like to take you questions.
Senator WILSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Prestowitz. Your

prepared statement will be inserted in its entirety in the record at
this point.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Prestowitz follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLYDE V. PRESTOWITZ

MR.. CHAIRMAN:

THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE STATUS OF U.S.-JAPAN

TRADE IN SEMICONDUCTORS.

A LITTLE OVER TWO MONTHS AGO, I TESTIFIED BEFORE THE SENATE BANKING

COMMITTEE ON THIS SUBJECT. MY STATEMENT ON THAT OCCASION

HIGHLIGHTED SEVERAL IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT THE COMPETITIVE POSTURE

OF OUR INDUSTRY.

-THE U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY HAS HISTORICALLY RESPONDED TO

INTENSE COMPETITION--COMPETITION AMONG DOMESTIC COMPANIES AS

WELL AS WITH JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN FIRMS--BY A PRODUCING A

CONTINUOUS STREAM OF NEW DEVICES. REDUCING PRODUCTION COSTS. AND

EXPANDING APPLICATIONS. CREATING NEW AND LARGER MARKETS.

-OUR INDUSTRY HAS MADE A SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENT IN R&D TO

MAINTAIN TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP. IN 1984, THESE R&D

EXPENDITURES EXCEEDED $1.8 BILLION, MORE THAN 10 PERCENT OF

TOTAL INDUSTRY REVENUES. AND IN MOST MARKET SEGMENTS. THIS

COMMITMENT TRANSLATES INTO U.S. LEADERSHIP. IN MICROPROCESSORS,

PROGRAMMABLE MEMORIES. AND BIPOLAR LOGIC. AMERICAN COMPANIES SET

THE PACE.
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-THIS INDUSTRY HAS ACHIEVED STARTLING REDUCTIONS IN UNIT

PRODUCTION COSTS. LARGE AUTOMATED FACILITIES AND HIGH-VOLUME

MANUFACTURING HAVE COMBINED WITH TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS TO

GENERATE A 20 PERCENT PER YEAR DECLINE IN THE PRICE PER

SEMICONDUCTOR FUNCTION. IN SOME PARTS OF THE MARKET. THIS

MEASURE OF PROGRESS--OVER THE LONG TERM--RUNS AS HIGH AS 40

PERCENT PER YEAR.

-OUR COMPANIES ARE EFFICIENT ON A GLOBAL SCALE. THEY HAVE

OPENED PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CENTERS IN EUROPE AND

JAPAN WHICH TAP FOREIGN ENGINEERING TALENT. TO LOWER PRODUCTION

COSTS. THEY HAVE GONE OFFSHORE FOR LESS SKILL-INTENSIVE

PRODUCTION PROCESSES. FINALLY, TO IMPROVE MARKET ACCESS IN

JAPAN AND IN EUROPE. U.S. CHIPMAKERS HAVE ESTABLISHED IN THESE

COUNTRIES NOT ONLY ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS. BUT ALSO THE MORE

SOPHISTICATED WAFER PROCESSING FACILITIES.

DETERIORATING DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MARKET POSITION

DESPITE THESE STEPS. THE U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IN 1985 FINDS

ITSELF BELEAGUERED BY FOREIGN COMPETITION. U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR

PRODUCTION WILL DECLINE THIS YEAR. FALLING TO S15.0 BILLION FROM THE

$18.0 BILLION SHIPPED LAST YEAR. EMPLOYMENT WILL ALSO BE OFF. A

WALL STREET JOURNAL ARTICLE OF JULY 24, 1985 REPORTED THE LOSS OF

3,600 JOBS IN SILICON VALLEY ALONE SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR.
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THIS DECREASE IN PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT IS DUE IN LARGE PART TO

THE SOFTENING OF THE COMPUTER MARKET. THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY'S

LARGEST SINGLE END-USER. AND RISING IMPORTS. A LONG-STANDING

MULTILATERAL TRADE SURPLUS TURNED TO A DEFICIT IN 1982. BY YEAR-END

1984. THE FIGURES SHOWED AN OVERALL SHORTFALL OF OVER $2.3 BILLION.

THE PRIMARY REASON BEHIND THAT IMBALANCE WAS A CONTINUING SURGE OF

SEMICONDUCTOR IMPORTS FROM JAPAN. IN 1984. IMPORTS FROM JAPAN

REACHED $2 BILLION. MORE THAN TWICE THE LEVEL OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR.

IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1985. OUR DEFICIT WITH JAPAN CONTINUED TO CLIMB

DESPITE THE SEVERE INDUSTRY RECESSION. IMPORTS FROM JAPAN FELL BY 4
PERCENT DURING THE PERIOD. BUT GIVEN THE 15 PERCENT DROP IN TOTAL

U.S. CONSUMPTION. THIS STILL REPRESENTED A NET GAIN IN MARKET

SHARE. MEANWHILE. U.S. EXPORTS TO JAPAN FELL BY 28 PERCENT OVER THE

SAME SIX MONTHS. REFLECTING THE CONTINUING MARKET ACCESS PROBLEMS OF

AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS.

THE DRAMATIC OVERALL SHIFT IN THE TRADE BALANCE IS DUE ALMOST

ENTIRELY TO SLOW GROWTH IN U.S. EXPORTS OF COMPLETED DEVICES AND A

LONG-TERM INCREASE IN IMPORTS OF FOREIGN-OWNED DEVICES. IMPORTS OF

THIS TYPE HAVE GROWN AT ALMOST 50 PERCENT PER YEAR SINCE 1978, WHILE

EXPORTS HAVE EXPANDED AT A RATE OF ONLY 17 PERCENT PER YEAR. MOST

OF THIS INFLUX IS TRACEABLE DIRECTLY TO JAPAN.
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FROM 1980 TO 1984. THE JAPANESE SHARE OF THE WORLD SEMICONDUCTOR

MARKET INCREASED BY ABOUT 25 PERCENT TO 27.5 PERCENT. LARGELY AT THE

EXPENSE OF THE MARKET SHARE OF U.S. FIRMS. DURING THAT SAME PERIOD.

THE PENETRATION RATIO OF JAPANESE IMPORTS IN THE U.S. MARKET

TRIPLED. AND OUR BILATERAL TRADE DEFICIT WITH JAPAN IN

SEMICONDUCTORS INCREASED NEARLY EIGHT TIMES TO OVER $1.5 BILLION.

AT THE SAME TIME. THE IMPORT PENETRATION RATIO OF OUR FIRMS IN THE

JAPANESE MARKET ACTUALLY DECLINED, AND OUR TOTAL SHARE OF THE

JAPANESE MARKET CONTINUES TO STAGNATE AT NEAR 10 PERCENT. DESPITE

THE REMOVAL OF FORMAL BARRIERS. DESPITE OSTENSIBLY LIBERAL ACCESS.

AND THEN DESPITE SUPPOSED PROGRAMS TO FOSTER IMPORTS OF U.S. 
CHIPS,

THE AMERICAN SHARE OF JAPAN'S SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET STAYED REMARKABLY

CONSTANT, AND AT DEPRESSED LEVELS (NEVER ABOVE 13X DURING THE LAST

DECADE) THAT BORE NO RELATIONSHIP TO U.S. COMPETITIVE CAPABILITIES.

THESE DEVELOPMENTS HAVE TAKEN PLACE AGAINST THE BACKDROP 
OF A

LONG-TERM JOINT EFFORT BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY TO

DEVELOP A WORLD CLASS POSITION IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES. 
KEY

ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM INCLUDED:

-HOME MARKET PROTECTION. INCLUDING HIGH TARIFFS, QUOTAS, AND

RESTRICTIONS ON U.S. INVESTMENTi

-SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR COOPERATIVE R&D. ALTOGETHER,

THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT FUNDED OVER 60 DIFFERENT PROJECTS. 
THE

VLSI PROJECT ALONE. WHICH PRODUCED OVER LOOO PATENTS. WAS

BUDGETED FOR 8132.3 MILLION BETWEEN L976-79.
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-GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO DEVELOP A HIGHLY INTEGRATED.

CONCENTRATED. INTERDEPENDENT INDUSTRY STRUCTURE.

OVERT PROTECTION OF THE JAPANESE MARKET WAS ELIMINATED BY 1976. BUT

THE "THIRD EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES LAW FOR PROMOTION OF SPECIFIC

ELECTRONIC AND MACHINERY INDUSTRIES." THE SO-CALLED KIJOHO.
CONTINUED IN EFFECT UNTIL THE END OF JUNE OF THIS YEAR. IT PROVIDED

THE LEGAL BASIS FOR MITI TO CONTINUE TO FOSTER COOPERATION AMONG THE

BIG SIX JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTOR FIRMS ON JOINT R&D PROJECTS. IT ALSO

DIRECTED INDUSTRY EFFORT INTO SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGIES AND DIRECTED

MITI TO SEE TO IT THAT FUNDING WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR APPROVED

RESEARCH AND INVESTMENT.

WHETHER OR NOT THESE EFFORTS WERE THE CAUSE, JAPAN'S SUCCESS IN THE

SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS SUGGESTED BY THE FOLLOWING STATISTICS:

- IN 1968. THE INDUSTRY WAS ALMOST COMPLETELY DOMINATED BY

PRODUCTION FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. SOPHISTICATED

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT (IC) PRODUCTION HAD REACHED ONLY t24

MILLION OUT OF A TOTAL YEARLY SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTION OF

$252 MILLION, AND A TOTAL COMPONENT PRODUCTION OF $1.4

BILLION.

- BY 1978, SOPHISTICATED, INTERNATIONAL, STATE-OF-THE-ART IC

PRODUCTION FOR COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

HAD REACHED $1.2 BILLION OUT OF $2.4 BILLION TOTAL

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCYION AND TOTAL COMPONENT PRODUCTION OF

$8.75 BILLION.
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-INTEGRATED CIRCUITS NOW DOMINATE JAPANESE MICROELECTRONIC

PRODUCTION. RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORIES HAVE CLEARLY BECOME A

SPECIALTY--JAPAN HOLDS A 90 PERCENT SHARE OF THE WORLD 256K

DRAM MARKET AND WILL BE THE FIRST TO INTRODUCE A I-MEGABIT

DEVICE INTO THE COMMERCIAL MARKETPLACE. BUT JAPANESE

COMPANIES ARE NOW ALSO USING THIS COMMERCIAL BASE TO

DIVERSIFY INTO A BROAD VARIETY OF CHIPS. THEIR DOMESTIC

END-USE PATTERN. WHILE STILL CONSUMER-INTENSIVE. NOW

AFFORDS GREATER OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVICES ORIENTED TOWARDS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.

SOURCES OF TRADE FRICTION

THE SHARP DIFFERENCES IN THE APPROACH OF THESE TWO INDUSTRIES--A

VERY OPEN U.S. MARKET AND A HISTORICALLY PROTECTED JAPANESE

MARKET--HAVE LED, ALMOST INEVITABLY. TO TRADE CONFLICT.

EARLY IN THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE 64K RAM. RAPID JAPANESE PENETRATION

OF THIS MARKET LED TO FORMATION OF THE HIGH TECH WORK GROUP IN

1981. THE WORKING GROUP EVENTUALLY ADOPTED A SERIES OF JOINT

RECOMMENDATIONS ON SEMICONDUCTOR TRADE BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES

WHICH WERE ENDORSED BY THE JAPANESE AND THE U.S. CABINETS IN LATE

1983. THE TWO GOVERNMENTS AGREED:

- To MUTUALLY ELIMINATE THEIR TARIFFS ON SEMICONDUCTORS:

To PROVIDE PROTECTION AGAINST THE COPYING OF CHIPS: AND.
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- TO ESTABLISH A JOINT DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM TO MONITOR

TRENDS IN THE INDUSTRY IN ORDER TO PREVENT UNNECESSARY

FRICTION AND MISUNDERSTANDING.

EACH OF THESE GOALS HAS BEEN ACHIEVED.

AT THE SAME TIME, THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT UNDERTOOK TO PROMOTE

IMPORTS OF U.S.-BASED SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS. AND MITI IN FACT

CALLED IN THE LEADING JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTOR CONSUMERS TO ENCOURAGE

THEM TO DEVELOP LONG-TERM SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS WITH U.S. FIRMS.

IN THIS AREA. WE WERE LESS SUCCESSFUL.

FOR.A BRIEF TIME. U.S. SALES DID INCREASE. BUT THIS COINCIDED WITH

A PERIOD OF VERY STRONG DEMAND--AND TIGHT SUPPLIES--IN THE GLOBAL

MARKET. U.S. SUPPLIERS RESPONDED TO JAPANESE ORDERS BY ACCORDING

JAPANESE CUSTOMERS PRIORITY--EVEN AT THE EXPENSE OF LONG-TERM

DOMESTIC BUYERS.

WITH THE DOWNTURN IN THE WORLD SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET, U.S. SALES TO

JAPAN HAVE DECLINED--BOTH IN ABSOLUTE VALUE AND IN TERMS OF MARKET

SHARE. IN RETROSPECT. IT APPEARS THAT PURCHASES IN EARLY L984 WERE

OPPORTUNISTIC AND DID NOT LEAD TO ANY LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

IT IS CLEAR THAT ANY FUTURE ATTEMPT TO OPEN THE JAPANESE

SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET MUST FINALLY SOLVE THE QUESTION OF HOW WE CAN

CREATE A LONG-TERM ROLE FOR U.S. COMPANIES WHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH

OUR GLOBAL COMPETITIVE POSITION. IN THIS PATTERN OF ESTABLISHED
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SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS. THESE ARE OFTEN A MATTER OF PRIVATE

BUSINESS PRACTICES. AS MUCH AS GOVERNMENT POLICY. BUT THEY EXIST

WITH THE APPROVAL--OR AT LEAST THE ACQUIESCENCE--OF THE JAPANESE

GOVERNMENT.

CURRENT TRADE INVESTIGATIONS

I WILL NOT COMMENT ON THE MERITS OF THE SECTION 301 PETITION FILED

BY THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION. I CAN REPORT THAT. SINCE

I LAST TESTIFIED AT THE END OF JULY. USTR HAS ADVISED THE GOVERNMENT

OF JAPAN THAT WE WILL PURSUE THE CASE. AND WE HAVE RECENTLY

TRANSMITTED TO THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT A LIST OF QUESTIONS REGARD\NG

GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND INDUSTRY PRACTICES WHICH WE FEEL BEAR ON

SOME OF THE ALLEGATIONS IN THE PETITION.

NOR CAN I COMMENT ON THE PROGRESS OF THE TWO DUMPING PETITIONS--ONE

RELATING TO 64K DRAM AND ONE TO EPROMS--WHICH ARE CURRENTLY BEING

INVESTIGATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. OR THE DEPARTMENT OF

JUSTICE'S INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE POSSIBLE PREDATORY 
SEMICONDUCTOR

PRICING BY JAPANESE SUBSIDIARIES IN THE U.S.

AT ISSUE IN THESE PETITIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS IS WHETHER JAPAN AND

ITS SEMICONDUCTOR FIRMS ARE PLAYING FAIRLY. BY THE RULES OF THE

WORLD TRADING SYSTEM. IN THIS INDUSTRY. THIS QUESTION IS BASIC TO

THE PRESIDENT'S TRADE POLICY AS SPELLED OUT IN HIS SEPTEMBER 23

ANNOUNCEMENT. HOW IT WORKS IN PRACTICE IS CLEAR IF WE LOOK AT OUR

COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO THIS INDUSTRY.
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-WE ARE VIGOROUSLY ENFORCING EXISTING TRADE LAWS. WE ARE MOVING

FORWARD WITH THE 301 INVESTIGATION. AND I INTERPRET THE FILING

OF THE LATEST EPROM CASE AS A VOTE OF CONFIDENCE IN THIS

ADMINISTRATION'S DETERMINATION TO PROVIDE FULLEST PROTECTION OF

THE LAWS WHERE ILLEGAL PRICING PRACTICES ARE INVOLVED.

-THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS--A

KEY FEATURE OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM--IS CRITICAL TO THIS

INDUSTRY. WE HAVE ALREADY CONVINCED THE JAPANESE OF THE NEED TO

PROVIDE SPECIAL PROTECTION FOR CHIP DESIGNS, AND WE WILL BE

PURSUING THIS ISSUE WITH OTHER IMPORTANT EAST ASIAN PRODUCERS.

ESPECIALLY THE KOREANS AND TAIWANESE.

-To MOVE AGGRESSIVELY AGAINST UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES THE

PRESIDENT HAS ESTABLISHED A STRIKE FORCE CHAIRED BY SECRETARY

BALDRIGE. THE SECRETARY HAS ASKED ME TO DIRECT THE DAY-TO-DAY

WORK OF THIS GROUP, AND I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT PROBLEMS SUCH AS

THOSE FACING OUR SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY WILL BE AT THE TOP OF

OUR AGENDA.

OUR SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE, INTERNATIONALLY

EFFICIENT, HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY WHICH IS FACING STIFF--AND

ARGUABLY UNFAIR--FOREIGN COMPETITION. THE PRESIDENT'S TRADE POLICY

ANNOUNCEMENT SENDS A CLEAR MESSAGE THAT WE WILL ACT--AND ACT

EFFECTIVELY--IN SUCH CASES.
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Senator WILSON. If we are successful in removing all official Jap-
anese governmental constraints on United States access to their
semiconductor markets, to the Japanese market, and yet we still
have trouble increasing our market share above 10 or 11 percent,
there are some Japanese spokesmen who have said that there is
nothing more to be done, that if we have access and are allowed to
compete that is the end of it.

In fact, during my recent trip to Japan with Majority Leader
Dole, I was told by a senior official of Mm that the Government,
specifically MITI, were no longer responsible for directing the ef-
forts of the Japanese semiconductor industry. That is markedly at
variance with what you have to tell us this morning.

You indicate in your statement very clearly that until recently
the Japanese Government was up to its elbows in directing indus-
try efforts and its marketing strategies. There is also testimony
before the Foreign Relations Committee that suggests very strongly
the same direction of private industry efforts in Japan and that
this is very much an ongoing feature of the relationship between
Government and Japanese industry and specifically the Japanese
semiconductor industry.

If the Japanese Government is responsible for structuring its
semiconductor market so that it is impenetrable by outsiders, in
your judgment, does the Japanese Government have a responsibil-
ity to unwrap this very tightly packaged market so that it can be
experienced by others to an extent greater than 11 percent?

It's notable I think that that market share has been unvarying
over about the past 20 years, while U.S. semiconductors, particular-
ly chips, have more than 55 percent of the European market and
gone very well elsewhere in the world.

Mr. PREsTowrrz. What we are dealing with is the question of in-
dustrial policy and its impact in both short term and long term. I
don't know that the Japanese Government today is actively direct-
ing Japanese companies in their marketing or production activity.
There certainly continue to be a number of cooperative govern-
ment and industry research and development projects, some of
which receive partial funding from the Government, but one of the
aspects that we are dealing with here is something like the follow-
ing: Japanese companies have added and are continuing to add sub-
stantial capacity into a market which is already burdened with a
surplus of capacity.

And you ask yourself, well, why does that happen? How can it
happen? If these are private companies which have to make a
profit to exist, why is it that they would add capacity in a surplus
capacity situation?

Well, there are several reasons for that. One of them has to do
with the capital structure of the Japanese companies themselves.
The shareholders tend to be large financial institutions or other re-
lated institutions. The Japanese companies' responsibility to their
shareholders is much different than that of an American company.
So, effectively, they are able to sustain losses for a longer period of
time than a company could in what we think of as a normal capital
market environment.

Second, the Japanese Government has on the books a number of
laws which permit it to come to the aid of distressed industries. So
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that when industries get into losing situations, they may petition
the Government to ask for a suspension of the antitrust laws,
engage in cooperative planning of capacity and market allocation.

Now the semiconductor industry in Japan is not doing that now.They are not making use of those laws. And so it would be impossi-ble right now to accuse the Japanese Government of taking somedirect action to direct the capacity allocation or cartel operation.
Yet the companies all know that those laws exist, so they know
that if they get in real trouble there's a safety net there. Andknowing that there's a safety net, it then greatly reduces the riskthat they face in adding capacity in a down market situation.

Now that addition of capacity has the effect on not just the Japa-nese market but on the American and worldwide markets becausethose products find their way into the worldwide market and they
get sold at very low prices. Part of that happens because of thesafety net that I described.

Yet it's not clear that you can, under existing United States lawor international convention, point to the existence of a safety netwhich is part of Japan's industrial policy and say that that is re-stricting trade at the moment. It may have the effect of restricting
trade in the future, but it doesn't necessarily restrict it now.

Similarly, many of the effects that our industry is feeling todayare things that are effects that result from actions that were taken8 or 9 or 10 years ago. Again, it's difficult under our law to saythat the effects that people are feeling today from an action taken10 years ago are unfair trade. And yet that's what's happening.
So by way of a rather long-winded response to your question, Iguess what I'm saying is that the kind of normal reflex responses

that we tend to have toward unfair trade activities may not be ade-quate to deal with the situation that we face in this kind of indus-try with Japan or with some other countries, and what we havebeen trying to do is to negotiate with the Japanese Government tourge them to in effect take steps which would ameliorate theimpact of these industrial policies.
The great difficulty is that it's relatively easy for the Govern-

ment of Japan to direct or guide or encourage industries in direc-tions that industries naturally want to go anyhow. It's more diffi-cult for them to encourage or guide in directions in which the in-
dustries really don't want to go, particularly when the industries
are very sizable and powerful in Japan.

In that regard, I guess I'd like to quote a couple conversations Ihad recently. I was talking to a friend of mine who is a very high-
ranking executive in one of Japan's major semiconductor manufac-
turers. I have known him for quite sometime and this was a situa-
tion in which we could have an honest conversation.

He said to me:
Look, Clyde, the fact is, forget about the Japanese Government. The Japanesesemiconductor consumers-users are going to buy from withn their own companyfirst, within their economic group second, within Japan thirdly, and only last from aforeign supplier.

Senator WILSON. Would you describe that situation as free trade?
Mr. PRESTOwJTz. It's not a market in the sense that we in theUnited States think of a market. On the other hand, let me suggest
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that General Motors has subsidiaries and it buys from its subsidiar-
ies upon occasion.

Senator WILSON. Upon occasion, but aren't they also bound by
company policies that dictate that they get the best price and the
best quality to buy from whoever offers it whether it be their sub-
sidiary or some competitor?

Mr. PREsTowrTz. Sure. They are bound by U.S. antitrust and
price-fixing law. And Japan has an antitrust law, too.

Senator WILSON. I want to get to that, but go ahead.
Mr. PRE8sTowrTz. Let me stop there and you can ask more ques-

tions. What I'm trying to suggest is that the nature of the problem
is one that really goes deep into the structure and nature of Japa-
nese industry and business practices.

Senator WILSON. Well, I think you have described the situation
as it in fact exists, that the Japanese have institutionalized prac-
tices which in this country would be illegal.

The question may be whether they're not also illegal in Japan.
You've mentioned antitrust laws. I have had Japanese officials say
to me that in effect, "We are operating hands off. We are not di-
recting anybody."

Is that a sufficient response when Japan itself has virtually the
same antitrust laws as the United States, having received theirs
from us as a legacy of General McArthur's administration? Those
laws remain on the books today, but my impression is that they are
largely unenforced, that this handsoff policy applies with special
application to a lack of enforcement of antitrust laws, and my ques-
tion is, have we pressed the Japanese to enforce their own anti-
monopoly laws?

Mr. PREsTowrrz. Yes, we have. We have had actually one or two
instances of success. While it's true that the Japanese antitrust law
to some extent mirrors ours, there are a couple of significant differ-
ences. One is that private parties do not bring suit in Japan. An
antitrust investigation must be triggered by the Japanese Fair
Trade Commission and they do not have triple damages.

The Japanese Trade Commission is a relatively small body, small
budget, small staff, and its ability to act is therefore somewhat cir-
cumscribed.

Senator WILSON. Do you think it's circumscribed by the resources
allocated to it by the Government?

Mr. PREsTowrrz. To some extent, yes, I believe so.
Senator WILSON. Well, that would seem curable by their allocat-

ing more.
Mr. PREsTowrrz. Might be.
Senator WILSON. What record is there of U.S. governmental ef-

forts in this area? What record is there of our having applied pres-
sure to the Japanese to enforce their own antitrust laws?

I think the point is one deserving of attention and I think you're
right, they allocate little in the way of resources to enforcement of
the antitrust laws. They allocate far more to the staffing of Mm
and I suspect if we were able to really examine the books we would
find that they allocate a great deal more to providing that so-called
safety net.

Mr. PRE8Towrrz. I am not familiar really with the exact figures
on an allocation of resources, but MITI's budget is not a large
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budget but it is bigger than the Federal Trade Commission's inJapan.
We have pressed them, Senator, and in fact, as I said, in one

case-the case of soda ash-in response to our concerns an investi-
gation was launched, a cartel was discovered, a cease and desist
order was issued and U.S. exports increased by about sixfold.

We have pressed them in the area of semiconductors. There have
been some actual investigations in the area of semiconductors and
they have concluded, whether rightly or wrongly, that there is no
cartel activity in Japan.

Senator WILSON. I would like the committee to formally pursue
the record of the United States efforts to secure enforcement of
Japanese antitrust legislation. Your response, Mr. Prestowitz, isone that I think needs amplification. I would like a little more sys-
tematic examination of what we have done.

Mr. PREsTOWITZ. Well, let me add one thing then. As I men-
tioned, we have negotiated two agreements with Japan on semicon-
ductors and one of the clauses in both of them deals with maintain-
ing the rules of a free market. And in the first agreement the Jap-
anese Government undertook to vigorously enforce its laws to
maintain the free market rules of fair and open access.

Senator WILSON. Would you bring the microphone a little closer?
I'm having difficulty with the acoustics in this room.

Mr. PREsTOWITZ. As I said, in the first agreement the Japanese
Government undertook to vigorously enforce its laws related to
maintaining an open and fair and free market.

In the second agreement it undertook to introduce legislation to
protect proprietary designs and proprietary semiconductor chips
and to prevent predatory activities.

So it is an issue that we have addressed. The United States Gov-ernment has raised this issue with the Japanese in virtually every
negotiation in which I've been involved and we do have those two
agreements on paper.

It's just not possible for me or any other Government official to
go to Japan and actually force them to take particular steps. Tothe extent that we have been able to raise this issue and press it
upon them, we have.

Senator WILSON. There are some in the United States who saythat our antitrust laws need revision. Some Japanese officials in
conversations have suggested that our antitrust laws need revision
to allow us to compete with them and that that's not their fault.

In fact, we have revised our antitrust laws in some significant as-
pects that does permit that. Yet, basically, I think it's clear that we
are not going to relax the kind of protections of U.S. consumers
that gave rise to some of the basic antimonopoly protections.

That being the case, assuming we are not going to loosen our
own antitrust laws in those basic applications, if Japanese compa-
nies under governmental direction divide up world markets-that
is, if one takes EPROM's and another takes 12K D-RAM's or if one
takes Europe and the other takes the United States, should not
this activity be actionable under our antitrust laws?

Mr. PRxsTowrrZ. Well, to the extent that the activity occurs in
the jurisdiction that is covered by our antitrust laws, yes.
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Senator WILSON. Well, it certainly would occur where they are
selling them in the United States.

Mr. PRESTowrrz. I'm not an antitrust expert, Senator, I am not
familiar with how the law applies extraterritorially. If the items
are made in Tokyo I'm not sure how we apply the law. But certain-
ly, where the root of our law runs, any antitrust violations should
be prosecuted.

Senator WILSON. Where there is the kind of complicity that I'm
talking about where the Government is involved in a marketing
strategy-the Japanese Government with Japanese industry-
there are some who would say that we cannot thereafter enforce
United States antitrust laws against a Japanese company under
the doctrine of foreign governmental compulsion.

Now is that an official policy of this Government?
Mr. PRESTowITz. Well, I think that question is before the court

right now. I believe the Supreme Court is dealing with that ques-
tion right now in the case of the Japanese color television case. So
I'm not sure that I'm competent to answer the question.

Senator WILSON. Well, I will not press you further on it. I do
intend to press the Government on that and I will tell you that it
seems to me that the enunciation of the doctrine of foreign govern-
mental compulsion is one that needs the closest scrutiny-and in
fact, I will go farther and say-rejection, except where there is a
genuine innocence on the part of the company that is clearly
beyond doubt. It is a dodge, plain and simple, to allow unfair com-
petition, and I think we would be fools to simply accept that, par-
ticularly when we are getting these conflicting stories about the
actual role of the Japanese and the Japanese Government.

At this point, let me welcome Senator D'Amato of New York, a
member of the committee.

Senator D'AmATo. Senator Wilson, first of all, let me commend
you for holding this hearing today on the Japanese semiconductor
industry, an industry which is vitally important to your constitu-
ents in California, but also very important to America as a whole-
going to the heart of whether or not we continue to suffer an ero-
sion of our industrial technical base.

I might say at the outset that we are under some time con-
straints, so I'm going to ask if I might be permitted to offer my
written opening statement in its entirety for the record.

Senator WILSON. By all means.
[The written opening statement of Senator D'Amato follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

MR. CHAIRMAN, I COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING
TODAY ON "U.S. - JAPANESE TRADE IN SEMICONDUCTORS." THE
SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS THE LATEST MARKET THAT THE
JAPANESE HAVE BEGUN TO SQUEEZE U.S. MANUFACTURERS OUT OF
BUSINESS.

TODAY, THE UNITED STATES TRADE DEFICIT TOTALS AN
UNPRECEDENTED $123 BILLION AND IT IS EXPECTED TO EXCEED
$150 BILLION BY THE END OF THE YEAR. IT IS NOT
SURPRISING THAT JAPAN IS THE COUNTRY RESPONSIBLE FOR
MUCH OF THE DOMESTIC SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY'S WOES SINCE
JAPAN IS ALSO THE LARGEST CONTRIBUTOR TO OUR NATION'S

TRADE DEFICIT TO THE TUNE OF $37 BILLION.

SEMICONDUCTOR TRADE MUST BE VIEWED WITHIN THE LARGER
CONTEXT OF THE UNITED STATES' COMPETITIVENESS IN THE
'HIGH-TECH' SECTOR, A SECTOR WHICH COMMANDS AN

INCREASINGLY LARGER SHARE OF AMERICAN TRADE IN
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MANUFACTURED GOODS. LAST YEAR, HIGH-TECH GOODS ACCOUNTED

FOR 43% OF OUR EXPORTS AND 25% OF OUR IMPORTS. HOWEVER,

IT IS EXTREMELY TROUBLING TO LEARN THAT OUR HIGH-TECH

TRADE SURPLUSES HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY DECLINED, FROM $26.6

BILLION IN 1980 TO A MERE $6.2 BILLION IN 1984.

THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS THE LEADER IN THE

HIGH-TECH SECTOR. IN 1984, THE INDUSTRY EMPLOYED

APPROXIMATELY 200,000 WORKERS AND GENERATED MORE THAN

$20 BILLION IN SALES. THE JAPANESE, HOWEVER, SEEM

DETERMINED TO DOMINATE THE INDUSTRY AND ARE USING UNFAIR

TACTICS TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL.

EXAMINING THE BROAD TRADE PICTURE, WE FIND THAT THE

JAPANESE ARE NOT ALONE IN USING UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES

TO CLAIM A LARGER SHARE OF THE PROFITABLE U.S.

MARKETPLACE. TAIWAN, SOUTH KOREA AND HONG KONG ALSO

SUBSIDIZE THEIR INDUSTRIES AND PERMIT THE PIRATING OF

U.S. PRODUCTS.

DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, I HELD HEARINGS ON

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN MY HOME STATE OF NEW YORK. I WAS

SHOCKED AND ANGRY AT THE TESTIMONY I HEARD FROM FEDERAL

OFFICIALS AND BUSINESSMEN. IN UTTER FRUSTRATION, THEY
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DESCRIBED THE LACK OF ACCESS TO FOREIGN MARKETS, AND THE

ILLEGAL TRADE PRACTICES THAT MANY OF OUR TRADING

PARTNERS USE AGAINST US.

ONE WITNESS, WHOSE COMPANY IS A PIONEER IN CERAMICS,

DESCRIBED THE RUN AROUND THAT U.S. COMPANIES ARE GIVEN

IN TRYING TO OBTAIN A PATENT IN JAPAN -- THE 20 YEAR

PATENT LIFE CAN EXPIRE BEFORE A U.S. APPLICANT EVEN HAS

AN ENFORCEABLE PATENT. ADDING TO THEIR FRUSTRATION IS

THAT JAPANESE FIRMS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO COPY THE
COMPANY'S PRODUCT. THESE COPIES ARE THEN SOLD, NOT ONLY
IN JAPAN, BUT ALSO IN THE U.S. MARKET WHERE THEY COMPETE

DIRECTLY WITH THE U.S. PATENT HOLDER'S PRODUCTS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE NEED A CONCERTED TRADE POLICY. WE MUST
TIGHTED THE LOOPHOLES IN OUR CURRENT LAWS AND PASS NEW

LEGISLATION THAT PROTECTS U.S. TECHNOLOGY AND INGENUITY.

WE MUST IMPRESS UPON OUR TRADING PARTNERS THAT WE WILL
NO LONGER TOLERATE THEIR PREDATORY TRADE PRACTICES; THEY
MUST RECIPROCATE BY OPENING THEIR MARKETS TO U.S.
PRODUCTS AS WE HAVE OPENED OUR MARKETPLACE TO THEM.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.

62-030 0 - 87 - 2
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Senator D'AmATo. Let me make the observation that this Joint
Economic Committee has held some field hearings in the area of
trade and trade policies with the Japanese. Witness after witness
testified to the incredible barriers that the Japanese constructed in
an attempt to keep us from and impede us from obtaining patents,
in battling United States companies from attempting to get any
kind of share of market penetration in Japan, and then how they
turned around and committed some of the most egregious, outra-
geous acts by way of intrusion on those patents, taking United
States investment, and so forth, taking our own work product, and
then selling those here in the United States of America.

Now let me say, Mr. Prestowitz, I certainly don't mean to come
down on you, but the fact of the matter is that we have not re-
sponded adequately in seeing to it that existing laws are enforced,
or coming forward and giving to the courts the ability to deal with
these cases. Where there are infringements, and the court says,
yes, there are, we have to show that there's substantial damage to
the industry. It would seem to me that there should be legislative
relief, and that you should be in the forefront in suggesting reme-
dies to deal with these kinds of predatory practices. The American
public, in certain cases, is being misled to believe that we cannot
compete; that the Japanese have cornered the market because of
their productive capacities and capabilities. There is clear evidence
in case after case, in area after area, that they do so when they
rob-they rob Americans of their productive genius, their invest-
ments, denying them that which they are entitled to, and then
taking that work product and sending it back into this country.

Now, how long do we wait? Do you really believe that the Japa-
nese are serious, that they really mean to lower their barriers?
What is the sense of lowering a barrier after they have total
market capacity, after we cannot compete, after they have knocked
out of the industry those who could have been formidable competi-
tors? I'll take you into the fiber optics area where we could have
sold them five times cheaper-five times cheaper-and they
wouldn't let us into their marketplace.

We should be outraged. The American people are told this story
repeatedly, "Oh, we have to have better productivity in order to
compete.' When we do have better productivity, the Japanese Gov-
ernment constructs a policy of restraint.

Am I overstating the case, Counselor?
Mr. PRiEsTowrrz. Well, I think you are aware that I have person-

ally had discussions with Japan on this matter and the issue of an
intellectual property is currently one that is the subject of poten-
tial legislation here on the Hill and it's also the subject of discus-
sion in the Economic Policy Council, and I think that people are as
concerned about it as you are and that there will be some further
activity.

Senator D'AMATo. Have I overstated the case?
Mr. PREsrowrrz. Well-
Senator D'AMATo. You know, if it was your company that had to

deal with these kinds of practices-let me tell you, Corning Glass
came in and testified for the record very clearly what they had to
go through, and how they were denied an opportunity to sell their
products, even though they were being sold, marketed, and were as
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efficient as the Japanese, but were five times cheaper-five timescheaper than what the Japanese eventually purchased. Now theJapanese are engaged in activities where they are producing four
to five times what their domestic needs are, they re subsidizingthat industry. Do you know where those fiber optics are going to besold, and at significantly less than what Americans can producethem for? It will cost us jobs, and then we're going to hear someAmerican public officials say, "We have to produce better. Now, ofcourse, we should send them oil. That's going to lower the tradedeficit."

What kind of nonsense is this?
Senator Wilson, I might just simply say to you that I just believethat this is nothing more than a charade, this whole business aboutattempting to change the balance of payments area to deal withthe deficiencies and, more importantly, that the fact of what Amer-ican businesses are entitled to is fair play. The American taxpayersare entitled to it, and I don't see this taking place.
This is based upon real fact, that many businessmen just simplydon't have the time and money to stay in this area and maintainthese suits. They take years and years, and then their own govern-ment seems to turn a deaf ear, if anything, taking a position incontravention of what is right. That really adds insult to injury.Senator Wilson, let me say to you that I am anxious that the re-sults of this hearing be made known to all, and I stand ready toassist you in your endeavors, whether they be legislative or wheth-er they be attempting to see to it that the laws that we do have onthe books are adequately enforced.
Senator WiLsON. Thank you very much, Senator D'Amato. Ithink it's clear that we are going to be pursuing both lines, bothnew legislation and the enforcement of existing law. In fact, justbefore your entry, I had been pressing a line of questioning withMr. Prestowitz having to do with United States efforts to secure en-forcement of Japanese antitrust laws, in addition to the enforce-ment of the United States antitrust laws.
Let me now pursue a somewhat different tack with you, Mr.Prestowitz. Let's assume that we find that there is considerable dif-ficulty in our securing enforcement by the Japanese of their ownantitrust laws. Let's assume, for the sake of argument, that we en-counter great difficulty in our own courts in securing the enforce-ment of our own antitrust laws.
Is not Congress then compelled, for all the reasons that SenatorD'Amato has so eloquently stated, to face an unhappy necessity,and that is, are we not then required to prevent foreign monopo-lists from entering our own markets if we cannot attack their off-shore conspiracies directly?
Mr. PREsTowITz. Well, we certainly have a duty to proceedagainst any unfair trade activities; yes, sir.
Senator WILSON. Well, let me suggest that not ver~y far into thefuture an attack of that kind is going to be made. It s going to bemade by legislation. There are a number of us who have been long-time advocates of free trade and we have long since come to recog-nize that it is a foolish position to continue mouthing free trade ifit's to be an empty phrase, and specifically as it relates to the Japa-nese-if there is no reciprocity, if there is no equity, if we find that
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we are being shut out of their markets while affording them liberal
access to our own. But beyond that, what we are talking about
today is something which has to do with far more than simple
access. It has to do with what really is either a conspiracy in which
the Japanese Government has been involved as a participant or
they have been involved at the very least by the complicity of
seeing no evil and exercising no control.

Moving then to the likely remedies that Congress will take if we
think that it will take too long or be too uncertain to secure what
we think is justice through the routes of the enforcement of Japa-
nese or United States antitrust laws, which of the proposed reme-
dies that are going to be offered to the Congress does your Depart-
ment feel would be most consistent with the kind of equity that we
are entitled to seek and the least offensive to a system of free
trade? Let me outline two approaches in this regard: On the one
hand, there is the Danforth legislation seeking reciprocity and di-
recting the President to avail himself of a full array of tools that
are available to him now under existing trade law. On the other
hand, there is the far more far-reaching Bentsen-Rostenkowski ap-
proach of legislation that is not sectoral and indeed goes beyond
reciprocity except in the broadest sense.

Would you comment on what you feel would be the strengths
and weaknesses of these different approaches?

Mr. PRESTowrTz. Well, I think you are aware that the adminis-
tration has not yet taken a position with regard to the Danforth
bill itself. In principle, the administration has been very reluctant
about reciprocity legislation because of the potential destructive
impact that that would have on the rest of our trade.

I think there's a great fear that reciprocity legislation could lead
to kind of a chain reaction of strikes and counterstrikes.

However, the Commerce Department has had various discussions
with Senator Danforth on this particular bill and we are hoping
that we can continue to work with the Congress in a constructive
way.

So far as the across-the-board approach presented by Congress-
man Rostenkowski, again I think you know the administration has
been opposed to that. Our concern is that it would not, on the one
hand, really solve the problem and, on the other hand, could lead
very well to a trade war just at a time when the world desperately
needs growing trade in order to divert the threat of recession. So
we are opposed to that.

Senator WILSON. You are opposed to the Bentsen-Rostenkowski
approach and have not yet taken a position on the Danforth reci-
procity legislation?

Mr. PRE8TowmTZ. That's right.
Senator WILSON. If the pending textile bill or the shoe bill were

to become law over the President's veto, what effect do you see this
having on United States-Japan trade relations? Specifically, as an
example, could the MOSS talks proceed?

Mr. PnRxTowrrz. I personally doubt that passage of such legisla-
tion would have much effect on the United States-Japan trade rela-
tions. In fact, I believe it might have the effect of relieving the
pressure on the Japanese because Japan is not directly very much
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affected by any legislation directed at either footwear or textiles.
The major issues with Japan lie in other areas.

But if we direct all of our attention toward those areas, then
almost inevitably it means a relaxation of the tension to the key
areas with Japan. So I think it could be counterproductive from
our point of view in terms of keeping the pressure on the Japanese
to further open their market. That's a personal opinion.

Senator WILsoN. You have a great deal of experience as a negoti-
ator with the Japanese. You are currently seeing the sixth or so
Japanese peace offensive since 1981 aimed at convincing us of their
sincerity in trying to balance United States and Japanese trade.

What really do you think is their perception of this and do you
see a solution to the trade problem as any way possible without
Congress finally tiring of the mouthing of free trade as a slogan?
I'll put it this way. I recently was invited to speak to the Japan
Business Association of southern California. These are all repre-
sentatives of Japanese industries operating in southern California.
They are most welcome there. Their investment is an asset. They
have been quite understandably courted. But what I told them,
some of whom I have known in a prior incarnation as a mayor of a
large southern California city seeking economic development and
seeking Japanese investment, what I told them is that the current
situation is one in which, to reduce things to the simplest terms,
the doors to Japan's market are locked. They are excluding United
States exporters from their markets and I told them that, plain
and simple, those doors are going to come open either voluntarily
with the key of Japanese cooperation; or if they remain locked they
would be opened by the fire axe of American retaliation. That the
choice essentially is theirs, except there is, of course, the choice
that Congress must make as to precisely what instruments to
apply.

Do you see any real alternative for the U.S. Congress than to at
this point engage in a retaliation that is not itself protectionism
but, rather, one that recognizes the distinction between protection-
ism of the kind that we have traditionally eschewed and the neces-
sity to protect ourselves against protectionism?

Mr. PREsowrrz. Senator, I think that retaliation called retalia-
tion is probably the worst of all possible worlds. I doubt that simply
striking at the Japanese is going to give you the results that you
want and we have an enormous interest in maintaining a construc-
tive trade relationship with Japan.

The Japanese trade practices to date have been disappointing. I
don't think there's any way to deny that. At the same time, I think
that recent activity by the Prime Minister has been in fact quite
courageous in the context of Japanese politics and I am hopeful
that he and other leaders of Japan will be able to continue to act
in a far-seeing and statesmanlike manner.

I think that the problems between our two countries result from
really fundamentally different perceptions of how economies work
and how the relations in trade between our two countries should be
carried out, and I think it's absolutely essential that the two sides
be able to resolve these problems through negotiation and through
management rather than through retaliation.
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Senator WILSON. Well, sir, I must tell you that, with all due re-
spect, you and I have a fundamental disagreement there. That is
the world as I wish we could expect it to be, but I don't know how
much unhappy experience is required before we are compelled to
recongize that's not the world as it is. I must say that there is an
end to patience and I think there is an end to patience understand-
ably on the part of those who can justifiably link their loss of
market and their requirement to discharge employees to trading
practices that are in fact unfair.

This industry upon which we are focusing today is not the steel
industry. It is not an unproductive industry. It is a state-of-the-art
industry. They can offer the highest quality at prices that are more
than competitive. They are achieving market shares in the rest of
the world that makes clear that they are competitive. Yet, for some
mysterious reason, for 20 years their market share in Japan has
been a flat 10 percent.

Now the problem is far broader than this industry. It's broader
than the high-technology field. But it is clear to me that patience
in dealing with this problem is going to lead to further disappoint-
ments and I think the time has come when we should stop turning
the other cheek.

Mr. PREsTowrrz. Don't misunderstand me, Senator. I am not sug-
gesting that we play patsy to the Japanese.

Senator WILSON. I think that's exactly what we have done.
Mr. PREsTowrrz. I think that there's no one in the United States

Government who's been more active in trying to negotiate to put
pressure on the Japanese to open their market, to resolve those
problems. Certainly no one in the administration has been more
supportive of the semiconductor industry than I have been. I think
it is essential that we maintain pressure on Japan to give us the
same kind of opportunity to participate in their economy that we
give them to participate in our economy.

The thrust of my comments simply was I'm not sure that we can
get there by blindly retaliating. I think it takes more.

Senator WILSON. I don't think we should engage in blind retalia-
tion, but let me preface this on your comments about Prime Minis-
ter Nakasone. I think he is, indeed, a man of courage and vision. I
think he sees very clearly the magnitude of the threat to what you
described as a constructive relationship between Japan and the
United States. There should, indeed, be one and there can be. We
are dependent upon one another as one another's customers.

But what has occurred, through no fault of the Prime Minister's,
is that he is facing protectionism within the Japanese Diet. Now I
recognize protectionism in my country and I sure as hell recognize
it in his, and when we're talking with people who simply refuse to
allow competition to occur in their country, I think the only way
that we can become credible to the Japanese is by retaliation. That
is an unfortunate fact of life. I don't think they take rhetoric very
seriously.

So I think the time has come, regrettably, when we are com-
pelled to do two things: First, to insist upon fair access to their
marketplace; and second, to insist that the access that we have pro-
vided them to ours not be unlimited, in the sense that we are will-
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ing to tolerate unfair trading practices, with respect to Japanese
imports in this country.

It is true, without question, that American consumers have bene-
fited from a number of Japanese imports to this Nation. They have
received quality products. They have particularly benefited from
price competition. Voluntary import restrictions on Japanese auto-
mobiles did not penalize the Japanese manufacturers, the auto-
makers, to change their prices. They sent premium automobiles.
The people who did suffer were the American consumers who
wound up paying $1,200 per car more.

What I am looking at is simple equity both ways, both with re-
spect to our being allowed to compete with the Japanese and with
others in their markets. In fact, the size of the deficit is far less
important to me than the magnitude of our exports. But what we
are really focusing on here this morning relates to the domestic
United States market and the world because what we are talking
about, in my judgment, are conspiracies that allow the Japanese
Government either through a see-no-evil policy or as an active
partner to engage in practices that are clearly unfair, if they are
not explicitly illegal under their law or ours, and I think the time
has come for Congress to face that fact. Just as we are demanding
market access and as we prepare to inflict retaliation in order to
achieve it, it may be that we are going to have to keep some Japa-
nese goods out also as a response to the kind of unfair trading prac-
tices that we have seen chronicled in this Fortune article and else-
where.

Well, you have been generous with your time.
Mr. PREsTowrrz. Senator, if I could, there's one question which

was submitted to me in writing and I thought you were going to
ask it, but I do have a response and I would like to give you that
response.

Senator WILSON. Go ahead.
Mr. PREsTowrrz. The question was: There's difference of opinion

over what share of the Japanese semiconductor market is held by
United States firms and what share of the United States market is
held by Japanese firms?

This question stems, of course, from the recent publication by
Mm figures showing that United States manufacturers have about
a 20-percent share of the Japanese market and that Japanese man-
ufacturers have about a 10-percent share of the United States
market.

These figures, of course, were submitted or published by Mm in
an effort to prove that the complaints of United States manufactur-
ers are unjustified and that indeed they are doing quite well in the
Japanese market.

This is a question that the Commerce Department has studied
quite carefully. One of the results of our high-technology working
group discussions was the establishment of a so-called data collec-
tion system and the purpose of a data collection system was pre-
cisely to collect concrete statistics from both sides that could be
used in resolving future disputes on an objective basis.

When this dispute arose, of course, we expected that Mm would
consult with us and that we would have recourse to these statistics
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gathered by both sides. But in fact they did not. They immediately
published their own figures.

Now, as you know, statistics are a little bit like a coat of paint.
They cover a multitude of sins. In the semiconductor industry, as
in most other industries, there are various ways to look at penetra-
tion and market share and a great deal depends on how you define
the market.

Let me say for the record that the statistics published by the
Japanese side are both inaccurate and misleading, in our judgment,
in the judgment of the experts in the Commerce Department on
the semiconductor markets.

They overstate United States exports to Japan by about 100 per-
cent. They understate the size of the Japanese market and they
overstate the share of the United States manufacturers. Now I
could give you a variety of shares of market and what I would like
to do is to submit this report in its entirety to your committee, but
let me say that the figures which we believe to be accurate show
United States penetration of the Japanese market in the 12- to 15-
percent range, and Japanese penetration of the United States
market in the 15- to 20-percent range.

What is more important and I think the real key here is not the
actual level of penetration but the trends. And under any set of
statistics, whether it's the Japanese or data from the Commerce
Department or any other set of statistics, the trends are clear that
the United States share of the Japanese market has been stagnant
for the last 10 years and the Japanese share of the United States
market has risen dramatically. Thank you.

Senator WILSON. Thank you very much. I think that's a very val-
uable contribution and I'm grateful for the time that you've given
us this morning. Thank you very much, Mr. Prestowitz.

Next we invite to the witness table Mr. W.J. Sanders, chairman,
president, and chief executive officer of the Advanced Micro De-
vices. Mr. Sanders is appearing today on behalf of the Semiconduc-
tor Industry Association, as is Mr. Gilbert Amelio, who is accompa-
nying him and is the president of the Semiconductor Products Divi-
sion of Rockwell International.

Mr. WoLFF. I am Alan Wolff, counsel for the Semiconductor In-
dustry Association.

Senator WILSON. Welcome, Mr. Wolff. Gentlemen, we are delight-
ed to have you here and we are grateful for you coming and your
patience.

STATEMENT OF WJ. SANDERS III, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT, AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, ON
BEHALF OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY GILBERT AMELIO, PRESIDENT, SEMICON-
DUCTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION OF ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL;
AND ALAN WOLFF, COUNSEL, SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY AS-
SOCIATION
Mr. SANDERS. Senator, I have a prepared-statement that I would

like to put in the record.
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Senator WILSON. We would be delighted to put your prepared
statement in the record in its entirety at the end of your oral re-marks.

Mr. SANDERS. My name is Jerry Sanders. I am chairman, presi-dent, and chief executive officer of the Advanced Micro Devices, aleading United States manufacturer of semiconductor products. Iam also a founding member of the board of directors of the Semi-conductor Industry Association, the SIA, and as you said, I am tes-tifying today on behalf of that association.
I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to discuss with you andyour committee some ways in which America can remain first ininformation technologies and to review the current trade situation

in the semiconductor industry.
The question to address is: How do we assure that there will be aU.S. semiconductor industry in 10 years?
The information technologies are quite simply the core of thenext industrial era, just as the steel, chemical, and automobile in-dustries have been the core industries of the 20th century. It iscritically important that the United States continue to lead theworld in technological advancement in the production of comput-

ers, communication products, software, instruments, robotics, andsemiconductors. My mission here today is to champion the cause ofkeeping America first in information technology.
The Japanese know that in this "information age," leadership ininformation technology equates to leadership in commerce. They

also know that it is impossible to be first in information technology
without also being first in semiconductor technology. This is whythe Japanese have expended enormous sums of money over thepast several decades in an effort to gain parity in semiconductor
technology. It holds the key to supremacy in information tech-
nology.

The mutual course is growth, specifically growth in number ofjobs. I told the members of the Commonwealth Club in San Fran-cisco a few weeks ago that millions of new jobs have been created
in America in the past few years. Unfortunately, not all jobs are
created equally. Some jobs pay more than others. Some types ofemployment, such as manufacturing jobs, create more wealth andhave a greater economic multiplier effect than others. While Amer-
ica has been creating new jobs in the lower paying service sector,
we've actually deleted jobs in the manufacturing sector.

The result of this shift in emphasis speaks for itself. In manufac-turing fields, hourly earnings on an inflation adjusted basis for
American workers were lower than 10 years ago. We're losingground.

One of the most significant factors in the loss of manufacturing
jobs has been America's enormous trade deficit. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce calculates that every $1 billion added to thetrade deficit amounts to the failure to create 25,000 jobs. At the
present trade deficit level, the cost is about 3.7 million jobs.

High technology has been held out as the great hope for contin-
ued economic expansion in America. It may come as a shock toyour committee then to learn, if you didn t already know, thatAmerica's trade deficit with Japan in electronics is $15 billion. It's
even greater than the trade deficit in automobiles.
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Now we are the first to acknowledge that a major portion of the
trade deficit with Japan is not attributable to current unfair trade
practices. A major portion of the deficit can be attributed to the
fact that we do not manufacture color television and other popular
consumer electronic products in the United States. These products
are not manufactured in America because the Japanese have
gained, at least in part through targeting those industries in the
1960's and 1970's, and in part to predatory pricing comparative ad-
vantages in the economics of producing consumer electronics. They
can now produce better and more economically than we can.

As free traders, we believe in the theory of comparative advan-
tage, but in technology-based industries Government intervention
can distort comparative advantages and tip the balance in the di-
rection of an industry favored by the Government. There are nu-
merous ways in which Government can tilt the scales: tax policy,
financing, permitting or encouraging cartels, and other monopolis-
tic practices, including, as you have well observed, old-fashioned
protectionism.

The Japanese have been tipping the scales in favor of technology
based industries as a part of their national strategy. The time has
come for American response. I'm not calling for a trade war. We're
already losing the trade war. I'm not calling for protectionism or
abandoning the theory of free trade. What I am calling for is a re-
dress for past violations of the concepts of free trade by the Japa-
nese and I'm calling for fair trade from the Japanese.

The first element of redress must be adoption as a key part of
our national strategy of keeping America first in information tech-
nology. Semiconductors are the crude oil of the information age.
Semiconductor technology has the same strategic importance to the
information age that coal and petroleum had to the industrial age.

The health of our industry is currently threatened by Japanese
practices and actions that tip the scales against us and unfairly
hinder our ability to compete effectively.

In response to those practices, the Semiconductor Industry Asso-
ciation has filed an action under section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974 calling upon the President of the United States to take action
against unfair practices by the Japanese. Specifically, our industry
is seeking to redress two areas of injury, restricted access to the
Japanese market, and predatory pricing practices by Japanese
semiconductor manufacturers.

The immediate issue of our industry is unfair foreign trade prac-
tices. Even though there may be larger contributors to the trade
balance, since our society does not tolerate looting at the scene of
the disaster, why should we tolerate unfair trade practices that are
injuring an industry that is vital to the United States of America?
After a major earthquake or hurricane where damage runs in the
millions, we don't tolerate someone stealing a television set just be-
cause it's only a television. We punish looters in an effort to stop
looting.

The injuries to the semiconductor industry from predatory trade
practices are real and they threaten both our economic vitality and
our national security. The .predatory pricing practices of the Japa-
nese, coupled with their closed markets, are looting the American
semiconductor industry. They are making it impossible to generate
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profits which if unchecked will make it impossible for us to invest
adequately in both research and development and plant and equip-ment.

The impact upon our entire Nation's economic growth is incred-ibly far reaching. Ben Franklin was probably talking about uswhen he said, "A little neglect can breed great mischief." The Jap-anese trade offensive is aimed not merely at gaining market sharebut, more importantly, in gaining supremacy in all the critical
product lines that drive semiconductor technology, and they haveshown a willingness to engage in whatever practices are needed to
gain market share in these technology drivers.

In D-RAM's, dynamic random access memories, the Japanese
now have 70 percent of the market and it is predicted they willcapture the entire remainder by the end of the decade. In S-RAM's
they now have 80 percent of the market. In EPROM's, they nowhave 50 percent and have now targeted that sector; 25 percent ofthe worldwide IC market is in those three device types and thesethree product lines are the technology drivers, the high ground soto speak, in undeclared trade war. We cannot let our competitors
capture all the high ground or the war will be lost for the Ameri-
can people, even though we were in it. It is vital to every one of usthat we do not lose this battle.

Keeping America first in information technology is the key topreserving the American dream and handing it on to our children.
It is clear that every American, not just every semiconductor com-
pany employee, has a stake in the outcome. The Congress has amajor role to play in deciding the outcome because you shapepublic policy.

Public policy that increases the savings pool, encourage contin-ued investment in research and development, and permit realistic
depreciation of plant and equipment are all vital to our interna-
tional competitiveness. The U.S. semiconductor industry as an in-dustry which relies on international markets for 30 percent of itssales and which faces a rapidly increasing level of import competi-tion in its domestic market, finds itself one of the industries most
affected by any change in U.S. trade policy.

There are currently six elements of U.S. trade policy underreview which should be considered in a comprehensive U.S. tradepolicy. These are bringing down the value of the U.S. dollar to ap-propriate level, vigorously enforcing U.S. unfair trade laws, negoti-
ating elimination of foreign government barriers to imports, revis-ing U.S. trade laws to address a wider range of unfair foreign tradepractices, to provide compensation to parties injured by foreign
unfair trade practices, and to enhance the international competi-
tiveness of the U.S. industry, developing U.S. tax law that will en-hance the international competitiveness of U.S. industry, and reex-
amining U.S. antitrust laws as they apply to foreign anticompeti-
tive activities and U.S. competitiveness.

We must consider all these elements in our trade policy toensure that we don't lose the opportunity to drive technology inthe one remaining product sector where the United States is the
real technology leader in EPROM's. If we lose the battle to remain
first in information technology we hang up our hopes for a brighter
future.
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America's future is in high technology and our success or failure
lies the Nation's ability to provide a safety net for the less fortu-
nate, to assist the developing nations of the world, and to assure
our own national security. The U.S. semiconductor industry wel-
comes competition. All we ask is fairplay. It is not fairplay when
one of the competitors is given special assistance that enables it to
walk off the playing field with all the advantages and it is permit-
ted in the absence of any effective referees or penalties to violate
the rules of the game. By the end of this decade we can have a
Super Bowl between champions in information technology with ad-
vantages going to all mankind or we can have a contest between
the Christians and the lions.

The U.S. Government can take steps now to ensure that it's the
former. Thank you.

Senator WILSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Sanders.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sanders follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF W.J. SANDERS III

Mr. Chairman, my name is Jerry Sanders. I am

Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of Advanced

Micro Devices, a leading United States manufacturer of semi-

conductor products. I am also a member of the Board of

Directors of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA),

and today am testifying on behalf of that association. I

wish to thank you for this opportunity to discuss with you

and your committee some ways in which America can remain

first in information technologies and to review the current

trade situation in the semiconductor industry.

The question to address is: what is needed in

order for there to be a U.S. semiconductor industry in ten

years? Today I will outline the elements of a U.S. trade

policy to accomplish that goal. I do not come here to en-

gage in country bashing. I am here to promote America.

I. INTRODUCTION - AMERICA FIRST IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The information technologies are quite simply the

core industries of the next industrial era, just as the

steel, chemical, and automobile industries have been the

core industries of the 20th century. It is critically im-

portant that the United States continue to lead the world in

technological development and in the production of comput-

ers, communications products, software, instruments, robot-

ics and semiconductors. These industries are essential to

our national security, to our current economic well-being,

and to our continued economic growth. Our competitors over-

seas have recognized the importance of these industries, and
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have engaged in a wide variety of programs to make possible

their rapid growth. Very often, these foreign government

promotional efforts have come at the expense of the United

States industry involved. The United States Government must

recognize that unless it takes prompt, affirmative action to

ensure that America remains first in information technol-

ogies, other nations will usurp that position.

My mission here today is to champion the cause of

keeping America first in information technology.

If America is the reigning but beleaguered cham-

pion, the challenger is Japan. The Japanese have set their

sights on our precarious crown. They know that in this

"Information Age," leadership in information technology

equates to leadership in commerce. They also know that it

is impossible to be first in information technology without

also being first in semiconductor technology. This is why

the Japanese have expended enormous sums of money over the

past several decades in an effort to gain parity in semi-

conductor technology: it holds the key to supremacy in

information technology.

The necessary U.S. effort to counter this chal-

lenge must involve not only the particular trade policies on

which I will focus today, but a commitment to building tech-

nological skills and creating the environment in which those

technological skills can be translated into the development

and production of state-of-the-art information technology

products.
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II. THE NEED FOR A NEW U.S. TRADE POLICY

A new U.S. trade policy is necessary to make it

possible for our information technology industries to sur-

vive the current challenge brought about largely by the

industrial and trade policies of foreign governments. At

the same time, a new U.S. economic policy is necessary to

enable U.S. industry to stay in the lead in these areas.

Government support for technical education, government en-

couragement of R&D expenditures, and government creation of

an environment which encourages the commercial exploitation

of products developed through domestic R&D are all required

if U.S. information technology industries are not only to

survive but are to maintain their economy-leading growth

over the long term. Our challenge as an industry is to

develop and present to our government suggestions as to the

type of programs which can ensure that America is always

first in technology.

Before I turn to the specific problems faced by

the United States semiconductor industry in its interna-

tional trade, particularly with Japan, I would like to exam-

ine the crucial elements of the overall U.S. international

trade program which is emerging this fall through the inter-

action between the President and the Congress. The U.S.

semiconductor industry, as an industry which relies on in-

ternational markets for 30% of its sales and which faces a

rapidly increasing level of import competition in its domes-
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tic market, finds itself one of the industries most effected

by any change in U.S. trade policy.

There are essentially six elements of U.S. trade

policy currently being implemented or under review in the

U.S. government. These are:

* Bringing the value of the U.S. dollar
to an appropriate level;

* Vigorously enforcing U.S. unfair
trade laws;

* Negotiating the elimination of
foreign government barriers to
imports;

* Revising U.S. trade laws to address a
wider range of unfair foreign
trade practices, to provide com-
pensation to parties injured by
foreign unfair trade practices,
and to enhance the international
competitiveness of U.S. industry;

* Developing U.S. tax law that will
enhance the international competi-
tiveness of U.S. industry; and

* Reexamining U.S. antitrust laws as
they apply to foreign anticompet-
itive activities and U.S. competi-
tiveness.

Setting an Appropriate Value of the Dollar

The Administration's recent initiative, in con-

junction with our major trading partners, to bring the value

of the dollar back to an appropriate level with respect to

other major currencies utilized in international trade,

represents a very important step toward increasing the com-

petitiveness of many U.S. industries. When the value of the

U.S. dollar is inflated, this represents a tax on U.S. ex-
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ports and a subsidy for imports. There is no clear, funda-

mental economic reason for the fact that the dollar has

remained for such a sustained period at a level so unrelated

to U.S. trade performance.

In fact, absent very strong investment flows from

overseas, the excess of U.S. imports over U.S. exports

should itself act to return the dollar to a balanced level.

Such investment flows into the United States are, however,

occurring. Thus, the concerted government action to realign

exchange rates at a more realistic level is essential to put

a halt to the devastation to key American industries which

has been caused by the overvaluation of the dollar over an

extended period.

Of course, this concerted government action must

involve more than just temporary intervention in the ex-

change markets. The value of the dollar will only adjust if

the markets believe fundamental change has occurred in the

way the major trading partners have structured their econo-

mies. For the U.S. this means reducing the Federal budget

deficit and lowering interest rates. For Japan, this means

encouraging a higher level of individual consumption.

In any case, in and of itself, a currency realign-

ment at a more realistic level will not be sufficient to

reestablish the United States as the preeminent world indus-

trial center or maintain our status as the world's leading

technological center. Manufacturing jobs which were moved

to other nations in order to avoid the penalty associated
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with production in the United States will not return to this

country. Furthermore, in high technology industries such as

ours, which is a target of national development strategies,

and in which prices are already falling at a rate of ap-

proximately 30% per year, the value of the dollar has not

proven to be a significant determinant of relative competi-

tiveness.

Vigorously Enforce U.S. Trade Laws

The President has also indicated his commitment to

the vigorous enforcement of U.S. trade laws. This step too

is essential if U.S. companies are to avoid the terminal

injury which can result from foreign government subsidies,

foreign dumping of products in the U.S. market, and foreign

barriers to access to their markets.

Yet, this step alone is also insufficient. For-

eign unfair trade practices already include elements which

fall outside of the scope of existing U.S. trade law, but

which are nonetheless injurious to U.S. industries. More-

over, the trade laws provide no compensation to the U.S.

industry which has suffered as a result of the foreign un-

fair practice. Furthermore, the application of the trade

laws frequently cannot occur rapidly enough to avoid serious

injury to the U.S. industry involved.

Eliminate Foreign Barriers To Imports

The President has also committed his Administra-

tion to take steps to eliminate foreign barriers to imports
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from the United States. This is particularly important in

the case of emerging information technology industries which

foreign governments may wish to protect from import compe-

tition. In the newer technologies which involve very large

up-front R&D and investment expenditures, volume production

is often the key to commercial success. When foreign mar-

kets are closed to U.S. companies, the U.S. companies lose

not only the sales they would otherwise make in the foreign

market, but sales that they are unable to make in their

domestic market because their per unit costs are maintained

at an artificially high level. At the same time, they lose

many of the other benefits of volume production, such as

improved production and design technology.

Foreign market barriers can take a variety of

forms from quotas, tariffs and investment restrictions to

non-tariff barriers such as customs delays and quality in-

spections to the encouragement by foreign governments of

market structures and buy-national attitudes which prevent

significant foreign entry into the market. In all these

cases, the effects can be equally devastating, and the U.S.

Government must be willing to take action against all such

foreign market barriers.

Revise U.S. Trade Laws

One area of trade policy reform which the Presi-

dent has said must be addressed (though the Administration

has not yet submitted any proposals), and which is under

active consideration in the Congress, is trade law reform.
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As mentioned above, there are types of foreign unfair trade

practice now being experienced which are not clearly ad-

dressed under current U.S. unfair trade practice laws.

For instance, it should be made absolutely clear

in our trade laws that U.S. companies are entitled to obtain

relief from the ill effects of past foreign government ac-

tions and policies which continue to have a detrimental

effect on the current trade patterns of U.S. companies. It

should also be made clear that foreign government tolerance

of an industry cartel is actionable under Section 301 of the

Trade Act of 1974.

Furthermore, the Congress should enact legislation

to permit domestic firms injured by foreign unfair trade

practices to receive damages from their competitors in much

the same way that antitrust damages are paid by the anti-

trust law violator to the injured party. At present, dump-

ing and countervailing duties are paid directly to the

United States Government.

In the early 1970s the U.S. industry was success-

ful in proving that Japanese companies were dumping color

television sets in the United States, but by the time duties

were imposed to counter this predatory practice, the U.S.

industry had already suffered irreversible damage and was

eventually driven from color television production in this

country. This was despite the fact that the dumping duties

in this case were among the largest ever assessed.
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The television case is illustrative of the fre-

quent ineffectiveness of the duties imposed under our trade

laws. It also demonstrates the need to ensure that actions

to counter foreign unfair trade practices are carried

through rapidly enough to provide timely relief to the

effected U.S. industry. In the semiconductor industry, for

instance, products have life cycles of as little as four

years. As a result, in the two years between the recogni-

tion that unfair trade practices are occurring and the time

that counter-actions are taken, the market for the product

may well have become inconsequential. Changes to this as-

pect of U.S. law may require not only U.S., but interna-

tional attention -- possibly during the upcoming round of

GATT negotiations.

Finally, the U.S. Government should consider the

competitive disadvantage imposed on U.S. information tech-

nology industries by our current system for the administra-

tion and enforcement of our export control laws. The cur-

rent situation creates significant trade problems for U.S.

exporters' long-time customers in friendly western coun-

tries. They find it very difficult to understand why we

request such thorough documentation and audits when their

other western suppliers do not. Furthermore, our competi-

tors from our COCOM allies point out that U.S. companies are

put at a competitive disadvantage by extraterritorial appli-

cation of U.S. export control laws. It is far easier to do

business with our COCOM allies who are restricted only by
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multilateral agreements. It is a matter of utmost urgency

that we develop regulations that will allow us to do busi-

ness on the same basis as our western competitors.

Tax Law is Trade Law

A growing number of Members of Congress are now

recognizing that because U.S. tax policy has a very signifi-

cant impact on the global competitiveness of U.S. companies,

it too must be considered a form of trade law. Our tax

system is "de facto" industrial policy, and at present it is

encouraging the wrong types of U.S. industrial development.

Borrowing is encouraged at the expense of saving, thus main-

taining a higher U.S. cost of capital. At the same time,

the highest effective tax rate is applied to the sector of

our economy most affected by competition from abroad --

manufacturing.

The U.S. Government recognizes that tax reform is

necessary. What is critically needed to make that reform

effective from a trade and competitiveness perspective is to

make a fundamental shift from a consumption-based tax system

toward a savings-based tax system. Savings and investment

are the lifeblood of our economy, and in particular of the

information technology industries. Research and develop-

ment, capital formation, and the prudent use of capital

determine productivity growth, and ultimately, the standard

of living of our citizens.

Our tax laws should reflect this fundamental fact.

Yet the Treasury II tax proposal contains some provisions
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which are absolutely antithetical to the key issue of en-

hancing U.S. industrial competitiveness in information tech-

nology. Most seriously, the proposal would force U.S. in-

formation technology firms to depreciate their capital

equipment at a very slow rate which is totally unrelated to

the actual useful life of the equipment involved. Semi-

conductor manufacturing equipment, for instance, has a use-

ful life of about four years and yet is classified in the

same depreciation category as capital goods which have use-

ful lives of twice that duration.

But of even greater concern to our industry is the

Ways and Means Committee tax proposal which would impose a

20% penalty tax for R&D while cutting the R&D credit. Under

this proposal, a semiconductor company which incurs a $100

million financial loss, but which performed $250 million in

R&D during the year in which it experienced the loss (a

realistic ratio for many semiconductor companies this year)

would end up paying U.S. taxes.

These international competitiveness issues cannot

be ignored (as they apparently were in the case of the Trea-

sury II and Ways and Means tax proposals) in the preparation

of our revised tax laws. To do so would risk completely

offsetting the efforts being made in other areas of U.S.

trade policy to revitalize U.S. industry's competitive

strength on world markets.
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Reexamine U.S. Antitrust Law

Finally, it is becoming apparent that the U.S.

antitrust laws enacted around the turn of the century are

based on an economic model which takes no account of inter-

national trade. Last year, the Congress wisely amended the

antitrust laws to promote the creation of joint R&D ventures

between U.S. companies. This law has already been widely

utilized. Forty-five groups have already established or are

now forming such ventures, including ten joint ventures in

the electronics industry. It can be expected that the bene-

fits of joint R&D will soon begin to be reflected in the

marketplace.

SIA believes, however, that it is time to review

our antitrust laws to consider possible ways in which they

can be modified to reflect the new reality of a global mar-

ketplace and to improve the international competitive posi-

tion of U.S. companies. We believe this can be accomplished

without sacrificing the protection from anticompetitive

behavior provided by the antitrust laws.

There are two areas of U.S. antitrust law which

are most in need of review. One is the application of U.S.

law to anticompetitive actions which take place outside of

the United States. Where injury is done to U.S. companies

by foreign actions or a foreign industry structure which

would violate U.S. antitrust law, there should be some re-

course under U.S. law. The other area to which consider-
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ation should be given is the possibility of permitting some

joint manufacturing programs in the United States.

SIA will be conducting such a review during the

coming months, and will hope to have the opportunity to work

with the Congress in this process.

A Comprehensive U.S. Trade Policy

Out of these basic elements, the United States

must formulate a comprehensive and effective trade policy.

Each of the elements is critically important, but only if

they are seen as parts of a whole will the overall policy be

able to achieve its full potential. Our industry supports

the conclusion of the President's Council on Industrial

Competitiveness that the formation of such a trade policy

must become a national priority. We also endorse the recent

decision by the Administration to create a strike force on

international trade issues under the leadership of Secretary

of Commerce, Baldrige.

Only by taking that action can we avoid irrevoca-

ble damage to U.S. information technology industries in the

short term and move onward to develop and implement the

programs necessary to accelerate the growth of the informa-

tion technology industries in the United States. SIA is

anxious to work with you to develop concrete policy propos-

als, along the lines of those I have presented here today,

which can form the basis which will permit us to proceed

with our long term economic growth.
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III. THE SEMICONDUCTOR TRADE SITUATION

I would like to turn now from broad policy issues

and spend a few minutes reviewing the current status of

international trade in the semiconductor industry. The

concerns I have expressed regarding the danger of severe

damage to our industry from unfair foreign competition are

not at all academic.

In DRAMs -- dynamic random-access memories --

Japanese companies now have 70 percent of the world market

and it appears they will capture virtually the entire re-

mainder by the end of the decade. In SRAMs -- static ran-

dom-access memories -- they now have 80 percent of the world

market. And in EPROMs -- erasable programmable read-only

memories -- they have more than 50 percent and have their

sights set on the remainder.

These three product lines are the technology driv-

ers -- the high ground, so to speak, in an undeclared trade

war. We cannot let our competitors capture all of the high

ground or the war will be lost before the American people

even know we were in it.

As you know from the testimony given before this

committee on this subject on August 6, 1985 by Charles

Sporck, President of National Semiconductor Corporation and

George Scalise, Chief Administrative Officer of my company,

the Semiconductor Industry Association is actively pursuing

a trade case under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. In

that case, the U.S. semiconductor industry seeks to obtain
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full participation in the Japanese semiconductor market

(which has been denied to them by the actions of the Japa-

nese government) and an end to semiconductor dumping by

Japanese companies in the U.S. market. In addition, active

investigations of the Japanese semiconductor industry are

underway on two dumping charges, one private antitrust case,

and one Justice Department antitrust investigation. The

most recent of these is an antidumping petition filed on

September 30, 1985 by my company along with Intel Corpora-

tion and National Semiconductor Corporation against Japanese

manufacturers of EPROMs.

Clearly, the semiconductor trade situation which

you are examining today has exploded into confrontation on a

wide number of fronts. I firmly believe that there must be

a better way to address the issues which have led to this

confrontation. In fact, SIA and its member companies have

strongly supported the efforts of the U.S. Government over

the past fifteen years to resolve the trade issues raised in

the semiconductor industry by unfair Japanese practices.

Unfortunately, these negotiated efforts have resulted in a

number of agreements which have either been actively under-

mined or simply not carried out by the Government of Japan.

I hold here a volume in which we document these

practices. They include evidence of:

* The implementation by the Government
of Japan of "liberalization coun-
termeasures" which offset the
benefits to U.S. companies of the
elimination of Japan's semiconduc-
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tor quotas and investment restric-
tions;

* Government of Japan financial assist-
ance to its semiconductor industry
since 1974; and

* Government of Japan "elevation pro-
grams' for its semiconductor in-
dustry which include very detailed
technical targets set by the gov-
ernment for the development of new
semiconductor products.

As you can see, this documentation is quite thorough.

Because other approaches have not resulted in the

elimination of the ill effects caused by these practices,

SIA and individual U.S. semiconductor firms, including my

own, have found it necessary to bring formal trade cases.

Through this process, we hope to bring about the prompt

resolution of the semiconductor trade issues which have

remained unsolved for so many years.

What we do not wish is to have our trade petitions

distract the U.S. Government from the fundamental require-

ment that it represent the overall interests of U.S. com-

merce in resolving trade problems. I saw a news item in the

Washington Post on October 1, 1985 in which it was reported

that Houdaille Industries will cease to manufacture machine

tools. This article was particularly relevant to our sub-

ject today, because in 1982 Houdaille brought a trade case

seeking relief from allegedly subsidized and cartelized

imports from Japan. Houdaille raised many serious compe-

tition questions which were never satisfactorily resolved,

but eventually the relief was denied by the U.S. Government.
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The result is that U.S. users of machine tools are now

largely reliant on Japanese suppliers. This raises serious

questions concerning the possibility that Japanese machine

tool users will receive first priority when new products are

brought out or when shortages occur.

I do not wish to read in the newspapers in a few

years that the last American manufacturer of semiconductor

devices is going out of business. Nor do our customers wish

to read that news. Certainly, the parallel is not absolute.

U.S. semiconductor companies have a stronger case than did

Houdaille. Moreover, what we seek is access to the Japanese

semiconductor market and an end to Japanese semiconductor

dumping in our market. But in both situations --

Houdaille's and ours -- a U.S. industry has found itself

competing with a heavily concentrated Japanese industry

targeted for growth by the Japanese government.

There is also no reason I should have to read such

an article. The SIA 301 case and our dumping petition pro-

vide overwhelming evidence of the unfair trade practices in

which the Japanese government and Japanese semiconductor

manufacturers have engaged. With regard to the market ac-

cess issue, the U.S. Government has already concluded, in a

1983 submission to the U.S.-Japan High Technology Working

Group, that U.S. semiconductor companies were not being

permitted to achieve full participation in the Japanese

marketplace. What is necessary is that the U.S. Government

continue to focus on the fundamental trade problems which
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cause a case to be brought even after a case is initiated

and then work to resolve those problems. An excessively

legalistic approach to trade problems is not in the best

interest of either our nation or of any of this nation's

trading partners.

The semiconductor trade cases embody virtually

every element of the Administration's current trade policy.

We seek market access which has been denied to us 
by the

actions of a foreign government, and we seek the enforcement

of U.S. unfair trade practice laws. It is the intention of

SIA that these trade cases combined with a new U.S. 
trade

policy will finally make possible the permanent solution 
to

our international trade problems with Japan and enable 
us to

concentrate on the future development of our industry 
in-

cluding healthy, fair competition with Japanese semiconduc-

tor manufacturers.

By the end of this decade we can either have a

Super Bowl between champions in information technology with

the benefits going to all mankind . . . or we can have a

contest between the Christians and the lions. The U.S.

Government can ensure that it is the former.

Mr. Chairman, I would request that the SIA docu-

mentation of Japanese unfair trade practices in the semi-

conductor industry "Japanese Protection and Promotion of the

Semiconductor Industry" be entered into the record of this

hearing. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to com-

plement you and this Committee for your attention 
to these

issues of great importance to the United States, and thank

you for the opportunity to appear before you today.
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Senator WILSON. Mr. Amelio, do you have a statement that you
wish to make?

Mr. AMELIO. Senator Wilson, as you know, I do not have a formal
statement. I would, with your permission, just add one or two com-
ments if I might.

Senator WILSON. Please.
Mr. AMELIO. I think, as stated eloquently by Mr. Sanders as well

as Senator D'Amato earlier, that ultimately what we have here is a
contest to see if America can compete in significant future world
commercial markets. The future market is information technology
and that, as we know, is fueled by semiconductor technology. We
have a stake here. It's not just the $20 billion worldwide IC
market, but a $400 billion worldwide information market which is
growing rapidly.

The detractors today we know. Illegal trade practices by foreign
governments, closed markets, macroeconomic factors, tax disincen-
tives, and outmoded antitrust laws and lack of vigorous enforce-
ment of our trade laws.

As for actions, we must begin somewhere, and we are advocating
vigorous enforcement of our present trade laws and that's why we
have appealed to section 301, but beyond that we have to review
both our trade laws and our antitrust laws and enhance them
where they are outdated.

We have to address the key economic factors such as our budget
deficits, a tax policy for both incentives and disincentives so that
we can encourage greater savings and capital formation, and dis-
courage spending and overconsumption. And of course, we need a
new productive round of GATT or the equivalent to encourage de-
veloped nations to carry their weight and effect a new reciprocity.

I am here today not only as a director of the SIA, along with Mr.
Sanders, but also representing the Semiconductor Division of Rock-
well International, as well as all of Rockwell, and we remain very
concerned about these issues, not just today as we see with Japan
and not just with semiconductors, but ultimately what the effect is
beyond that in telecommunications and the implications in future
trade relations with other nations.

So I stand behind Mr. Sanders' statement. Thank you for the op-
portunity, sir.

Senator WILSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wolff.
Mr. WoLFF. If I might just mention a little bit of history for the

record, we prepared a book entitled "Japanese Protection and Pro-
motion of the Semiconductor Industry,' which is solely Japanese
source materials.I It's a bit like reliving history to read some of the
documents that are in the Japanese press at the time.

On March 1, 1973, the United States Special Trade Representa-
tive, then Mr. Eberle, who came to Japan recently, notified our
country if it does not decide to liberalize electronic computers and
integrated circuits, the United States will lodge an appeal with the
GATT. If the appeal is made, our country will inevitably be driven

I See appendix to this hearing for complete book of Japanese source materials.
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into a tight spot, and in this respect, too, it will be pressed to liber-
alize electronic computers urgently.

Then MITI Minister Nakasone said:
We're carefully checking into the time of liberalization and counter policies for it.

Further tieup among the three groups of firms will be promoted. There can be no
case of any of the groups withdrawing and Mm will give administrative guidance
with the present three groups as the object.

He goes on to talk about the severe damage that would be done
to Japan if liberalization is carried out, Japan must foster integrat-
ed circuit manufacturing at home because the integrated circuit is
becoming the foundation for the electronic industry.

That began in March 1973. By June 1973, the MITI Minister Na-
kasone said, "In settlement of the dispute with the United States,
in deciding the liberalization of electronic computers, the biggest
pending question in the trade field between the United States and
Japan has been removed. The pressure against Japan will probably
lessen. Partly due to the fact that deliberations on the Trade Act
will start in the United States, we decided to announce the liberal-
ization of electronic computers quickly. In addition, due to appear-
ing signs of a desirable imbalance of trade accounts between the
United States and Japan, our deciding on the liberalization of com-
puters and integrated circuits has removed the biggest pending
problem in the United States-Japan trade. With this United States
pressure against Japan will probably lessen." That was June 15,
1973.

I would just add one last note. On March 10, 1976, a few months
later, MmTI Minister sent two letters to local public organizations,
financial organs, power industries, educational institutions and
others and he said:

The domestic computer industry must be fostered and developed by giving a fair
evaluation of the technological standards of its products; that is Uust in the case
the point was lost on the recipients of the letter] if the Japanese model is on an
equal level as a foreign model, the Japanese model should be selected.

That's the history of what we face today.
Senator WILSON. That's very enlightening and it's a very useful

compendium and I'm grateful that you put it together.
Gentlemen, there is a vote underway. I can go and return very

quickly. If your schedule permits, I would prefer to do that so that
we can then proceed to questions. So we will take a brief recess and
if you will just stay handy I will be right back.

[A short recess was taken at this point.]
Senator WnLSON. Gentlemen, to resume, let me first invite Mr.

Sanders and Mr. Amelio to make whatever comment they wish
with regard to the whole line of questioning that I addressed to Mr.
Prestowitz.

Mr. SANDERS. I would love to respond to that. I wish I could have
written the questions for you because if I had written them I would
have written them the same way.

I think the situation exists today that the Japanese, through
practices which go back several decades, have built a juggernaut in
electronics which is not just in semiconductors but which is a jug-
gernaut which can cross-subsidize semiconductors as appropriate.

As a result, the ability for the Japanese to compete in the areas
where they have focused has become virtually insurmountable. Our
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concern now is to keep that from becoming terminal and wiping
out the entire industry.

They already dominate virtually all of the technology drivers.
Once they dominate all the technology drivers, then there is no
hope for the industry because they will have insurmountable ad-
vantage.

So your questions about isn't it time we do something in retalia-
tion, retaliation to me is the only thing. The Japanese, from my ex-
perience, only respect power. Asking them for favors seems to me
an inappropriate thing to do inasmuch as we have given them free
access to our market. They have closed their markets to us. They
have an absolutely closed market, as you have heard from testimo-
ny. When they open the market through liberalization they use
other techniques to keep the market closed.

At this point in time, the market is closed not merely by formal
barriers which have been eliminated of course, but more by the
fact that what can we sell them now? I mean, they have now set up
internally the productive capability to make virtually everything
they want. So the only thing we can sell them is what they don't
make.

And as soon as we come up with a new idea of something they
want to buy, they buy it until they can make it and then that
market is closed to us.

So I'm quite sure what law they're breaking, but I know it's not
in the U.S. interest and my frustration with the administration is
that they are so preoccupied with the law that they don't under-
stand the equity situation. The U.S. interests are being severely
damaged and we're trying to find some method under current law
to correct it. And I think that that may be a fruitless search.

Senator WILSON. You have certainly implied the answer to this,
but if you would be even more specific, what are the long-term
prospects for the United States semiconductor industry if it does
not gain admission to the Japanese market, and if some of the tac-
tics that are inhibiting competition in our own market are not cor-
rected?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, I have to say in answer to a question like
that is always dangerous because we have to raise capital in the
capital markets and if we say if we don't get some redress from
Japanese unfair competition we are a terminal case, it is not en-
thusiastically received on Wall Street. But I think sometimes one
has to rise above current stock prices and the impact on them and
say, if the Japanese activities remain as they are unchecked there
will be no United States semiconductor industry of importance
within 10 years.

Senator WILSON. Now I assume that I know what your response
would be, but make it for the record. Those who say that the de-
cline of the U.S. industry is attributable to a lack of competitive-
ness or lack of keeping current in technology, a lack of being price
competitive?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, Senator, that's just absolutely nonsense. In
the early 1970's when the United States companies had an infinite-
ly superior productive capability and were not permitted to build
plants in Japan or to access the market because they were protect-
ing it, we had the comparative advantage and we were competitive.

62-030 0 - 87 - 3
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Had they not protected their market then, we would have main-
tained that competitive edge.

The same thing is going on now in fiber optics. So we are com-
petitive. It turns out we're not competitive in areas where they've
already won and it's a little frustrating for us to continually apolo-
gize for the fact that their protectionism and their subsidies and
their Government support has resulted in their domination in D-
RAM's. But we accept mea culpa. They have won in D-RAM's. The
reason they won is because of the same unfair practices which they
are now applying to EPROM's.

Our only solution is we must stop them in EPROM's. They are
not the technological leader in EPROM's. No Japanese company
makes an EPROM for sale larger than 256,000 bits. Everybody ca-
pable of that are American companies. My company is the world
leader with the only one mega-EPROM, but the market is small as
it develops and unfolds. Meanwhile, their market of the older prod-
ucts use predatory pricing to drive me out of the business, remov-
ing my ability to generate R&D funds and capital investment
funds.

The industry spent last year, just the top five companies in the
semiconductor industry, spent $800 million of their own funds on
research and development, $800 million. That's an enormous sum
and it's 10 percent of sales. My company over the last 5 years has
spent 17.5 percent of sales on R&D and still it's had the highest
margins in the industry and is currently spending about $150 mil-
lion a year. We are competitive. We have the world class products.
That's what the Japanese buy from us. However, once they use
these market penetration pricing tactics, they drive us out of the
business, leaving us to a smaller and smaller corner of the market.
We only have one technology driver left. When that's gone, I see
very grim prospects for the industry.

Senator WILSON. Mr. Sanders, are the tactics which the Japanese
are using that you have just described affecting your sales in other
parts of the world? Tell me a little bit about the market worldwide.

Mr. SANDERS. Well, I'll give you an example. My largest custom-
er in Japan bought approximately $20 million of our products last
year. This year, while that customer expects to use 20-percent less
semiconductors, our business has dropped by 60 percent. This is the
direct result of them building more of it internally and price attri-
tion.

So our business in Japan is the biggest decline of all of our busi-
nesses around the world, even though their market has held up
better than the rest of the world market. My business is being im-
pacted all over the world, again by predatory pricing. Prices have
collapsed. Prices have come down 80 percent: 80-percent reduction
in price in 9 months. Well, I can tell you since the area where the
80 percent price reductions occurred were an area which was 20
percent of my business, I'm immediately denied even a flat market
16 percent of the business. So the practices of predatory pricing to
me are paramount in this issue and the closed market issue is im-
portant, but the predatory pricing and our ability to penetrate
their market once the price has been driven down to unprofitable
levels and below cost is of really secondary interest.
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The real issue is how do we get the Japanese to price their prod-
ucts fairly rather than driving market share with a view to recoup-
ing profits and revenue later? When I speak generally to the Gov-
ernment, the administration, they say, "Well, what you're propos-
ing will make your customers pay more money." My answer to
that is, "They either pay more money now or they pay it later."
Once there's no effective competition from the United States suppli-
ers, then the prices will rise to whatever the traffic will bear and, inmy view, that is not in the long-term best interests of this country
before we even talk about national security.

So the impact has been that in 25 percent of the world market,
which is commodity memories, Japanese pricing practices have
eliminated the opportunity to make a profit. The top five United
States producers of semiconductors are all reporting record losses on
semiconductors.

Senator WILSON. In that respect, I would be grateful if you would
provide for the record whatever figures the SIA has with respect to
the market share which Japanese semiconductors have here and
which United States semiconductors have in Japan.

Mr. SANDEs. We have that data, Senator. We will provide it to
you through Alan Wolff.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
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IL100001 066*20 The Honorable Pete Wilson

10 0 5000 United States Senate

720 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Wilson:

In the October 10 hearing you chaired of the

Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Trade,

Productivity and Economic Growth, you requested that

Mr. W.J. Sanders III, President of Advanced Micro

Devices, provide you with additional information

on the market share of Japanese firms in the United

States and of U.S. firms in Japan. Mr. Sanders has

asked that we provide you this information. The

figures presented below are taken from the World

Semiconductor Trade Statistics (WSTS) program. This

program collects actual shipment figures to the North

American, European, Japanese and Rest of the World

Markets from semiconductor companies representing

95-98% of world semiconductor shipments. This is

the best data base on semiconductor trade.

Market share figures from WSTS are not equivalent

to official trade statistics. WSTS measures sales

by national base of company rather than by country

of export. Thus, products manufactured and sold

in Japan by U.S.-based companies are counted as part

of U.S. market share in Japan.

In calculating total market size, the WSTS program

utilizes the total available market (TAM) concept.

All shipments of commercially traded products are

included as part of the market. If a company --

such as Motorola, Harris Corporation, NEC, Hitachi

or Siemens -- utilizes some chips for its own end-use

and sells others on the open market, that product

is commercialy traded, and all shipments of that

product are included in the market size figures.

If, however, a company -- such as IBM -- manufactures
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semiconductors only for its own use and does not
sell that product on the open market, the product
is not included as part of the total available market.
Such non-traded products cannot be considered part
of the market because they generally embody trade
secret packaging or other elements which make it
impossible for any other company to supply a substitute
product, and because, without a market price, it
is impossible to put a market value on those chips.

The following are the 1982-1984 WSTS figures
for U.S. companies market share in Japan and for
Japanese market share in the U.S.:

Market Share Figures
1982-1984 -- Total Semiconductors

($ billion)

First Half
1982 1983 1984 1985

Japanese Market 3.98 5.53 8.00 3.80
U.S.-based Cos. Sales in Japan .40 .60 .91 .34
U.S. Market Share in Japan 10% 11% 11% 9%

U.S. Market 6.26 7.77 11.60 4.35
Japan-based Cos. Sales in U.S. .65 1.00 1.66 .57
Japanese Market Share in U.S. 10% 13% 14% 13%-

^ Japanese suppliers are most heavily concentrated
in those semiconductor products which have experienced
the most dramatic price declines (primarily memory
products). This accounts for much of their 1985
decline in share in the U.S. market. As you know,
two dumping cases have been filed in the memory chip
area against the Japanese companies which caused
these severe price declines.
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Market Share Figures
1982-1984 -- Integrated Circuits

(5 billion)

First Half
1982 1983 1984 1985

Japanese Market 2.74 3.98 6.18 2.90
U.S.-based Cos. Sales in Japan .35 .43 .85 .31
U.S. Market Share in Japan 13% 11% 14% 11%

U.S. Market 5.00 6.31 9.66 3.60
Japan-based Cos. Share in U.S. .56 .88 1.50 .50
Japanese Market Share in U.S. 11% 14% 16% 14%

I hope this information is of use to you. If
there is any additional information we can provide
to you, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sineyly youufs, -

ian Wm. Wolff
Counsel .p_ a
Semiconductor Industry

Association

cc: Ira Goldman
Ken Brown
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Senator WnsON. Let me just ask this. Does your association in
its policies deal with the question I asked Mr. Prestowitz as to
whether or not our approach in terms of congressional legislation
should be directed at the size of the trade deficit with Japan, or
should it instead focus upon the level of our exports?

Mr. SANDERS. I'm unfamiliar with the current position of the
SIA, so if I may I will respond as the chairman of Advanced Micro
Devices and my understanding from my discussions with my col-
leagues without being fully aware of where the SIA is at this point.

We believe in promoting world trade. Therefore, we want the
Japanese to buy more, not ship less. So we encourage market open-
ing activities in some affirmative action format. When we use the
term "affirmative action," what we mean is the only demonstra-
tion is an open market is increased procurement. It's not enough to
have the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the ninth Japan market
opening initiative and then have them buy less, as they did last
month, overall.

So what we want is some sort of affirmative action that they buy
more, and the proof of an open market is that they buy more. iThey
could have an import promotion program. They have had an export
promotion program for 40 years. Maybe they could have an import
promotion program on a sectoral basis where it serves U.S. inter-
ests.

Relative to Japanese exporting less through tariffs and the like,
there are some benefits to that, but to me they are less direct and
beneficial to our industry than the Japanese buying more.

Senator WILSON. How has the value of the dollar affected your
industry in marketing?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, it turns out that whether the dollar is strong
or weak versus the yen, we don't sell any more in Japan. It has no
impact. Whether the dollar is weak or strong versus the yen, the
Japanese price their products below our prices in this market. So
frankly, it hasn't done a thing. The downward pressure on the
dollar will have, in my view, virtually no impact on the U.S. semi-
conductor industry's business.

Senator WILSON. I would have to agree with that because I think
that is the only inference that can be drawn from the flatness of
the market share that has occurred over the past 20 years when
the value of the dollar against the yen has varied enormously.

Mr. SANDERS. The only comment I would make, Senator, if I
may-and I know that my colleague is anxious to make an addi-
tional comment here, so let me merely say that the objective of the
Japanese semiconductor industry thrust is to drive us out of all the
technology driver sectors so we are no longer competitive in tech-
nology and then all the propaganda that we aren t a competitive
industry will be true. Once you ve driven us out of the ways to stay
competitive through predatory pricing and cross subsidy, we will
then no longer be competitive, QED, and they have been working
at it for 15 years and we are struggling, but they're getting real
close. We have only a couple of years left before we would have to
say to the committee, "We are no longer competitive."

Now I have to say with great chagrin, "We are no longer com-
petitive in D-RAM's. We are no longer in S-RAM's." I can still say
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we are the world's leader in EPROM's, but I'm not sure I'll be able
to say that to you in 24 months.

Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Sanders.
Mr. Amelio.
Mr. AmELo. With respect to the earlier comments about world

markets, I think the issue here is that in fact we realize that today
the whole world economy is just that-it's a world economic situa-
tion. This Nation or any other nation can't any longer be an autar-
chy? We have to recognize that. In that sense, we businesses then
become more dependent perhaps than ever before on the roles and
policies of our Government. In some sense, they're a partner.

I think that is a very significant factor, not only for the short-
term issues but for the long-term issues. I think we talk about the
budget deficit, the overvaluation of the dollar and so forth. All of
those things are important things that must be dealt with and on
the long-term health of our economy and our country it's very,
very important that we deal with all of those agenda items, but I
think in the short term the actions have to focus clearly on the ille-
gal trade practices that have brought us to this situation and the
first thing we have to do is to stop the Japanese illegal trade prac-
tices and to indeed open up the markets.

There is only one nation in the world that can get Japan to act
as a responsible world citizen and that's the United States. We just
have to step up to the bar and make them act responsibly.

Mr. SANDERS. I would like to second your comment that retalia-
tion is the only thing we can have, so it can either be a retaliation
if they don't do something which is a desired result-and certainly
there have been proposals if they don't get the trade imbalance
down to a certain level, the surcharges will be put on or tariffs, or
we can just have a negotiated settlement. We in the semiconductor
industry favor a negotiated settlement in our sector. We want to
separate the issue of the overall trade deficit from the U.S. semi-
conductor industry trade deficit. The semiconductor industry trade
deficit was $900 million last year with Japan. But, obviously this
represents only a small portion of America's overall $60 billion
trade deficit with Japan.

Nevertheless, if we are driven out of this business, we will not
have a productive capacity to enable us even to maintain our de-
fense establishment, which I think would be a terrifying thing for
this country, and moreover, if we don't participate in the volume
markets the semiconductor manufacturing equipment industry and
the semiconductor manufacturing supply industry will also be lost
to this country. And it would be a terrible thing if a critical strate-
gic element-namely, the microchip-would have to be manufac-
tured in foreign countries on foreign soil as a basic part of our na-
tional defense.

To that end, when the Japanese say, "Why don't you just build
factories in our country so that you can be more competitive," we
say, "Well, if that's the issue, why do you build factories in our
country? If your factories are going to be competitive in our coun-
try, why can't our factories be competitive in our country? Are we
inept? Are we incompetent?" And we would point out that the only
company that was ever allowed to build factories in Japan, namely,
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Texas Instruments, has made no progress in market share in 10years.
So we see yen values, where you build your factories, what youdo, makes no difference. The fundamental issue is the Japanese

market is inimicable to United States suppliers. The Japanese
market is inimicable because the Japanese industrial strategy isworldwide domination of information technology and the only waythey will move from that is under pressure of some alternative re-taliation, retribution, or redress; and in that we support you 100
percent, Senator.

Senator WILSON. Mr. Sanders, I take it that you don't accept the
argument that some make that United States exporters are notcompetitive with the Japanese competition because they don'tsupply adequate after the sale service either?

Mr. SANDERS. It's not fair for me to be arrogant enough to saythat applies across the board to all suppliers or it doesn't. I willonly say that our service and supplies seem just fine when we have
a unique innovative product and we seem to have a fine relation-
ship with many customers in Japan until there is a Japanesesource. Once there is a Japanese source, then any number of redherrings are thrown forth. So, no, I don't buy that.

I would like to use IBM as an example. I'm sure they don't needmy advocacy, but I'll use them anyway. IBM's share of the marketin Japan for computing equipment has declined from 60 percent to25 percent in the last 15 years. They have dropped 25 percentage
points of market share since 1980. They have gone from No. 1 toNo. 3, falling behind Fujitsu and Hitachi in computing equipment
in Japan and IBM has a world reknown reputation for and is ac-knowledged everywhere in the world as the finest after sale service
company in the world.

If IBM cannot provide the service to win in Japan, who can?
Senator WILSON. Gentlemen, I think that you have really re-sponded in your direct testimony to some of the other questions

that I might ask. Your testimony has been very much to the pointand it's been very useful and I thank you for being here. If there isanything that you care to supply in the way of statistical data inaddition to the compendium which Mr. Wolff addressed earlier, wewould be very grateful to receive it.
With that, I thank you, and this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subjectto the call of the Chair.]
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Preface

On July 11, 1985, U.S. Trade Representative Clayton
Yeutter initiated an investigation into a trade complaint
filed by the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA).

SIA has been gathering data from Japanese sources on
Japanese government protection and promotion of the semi-
conductor industry for a number of years. These materials,
which include a significant number of translations of Japa-
nese documents and press accounts, are being made available
in this volume for the use of the Section 301 Committee and
U.S. negotiators.

These materials, taken together, tell a story -- they
describe how the Japanese government, in a period of less
than two decades, has utilized subsidies, home market pro-
tection and a flexible antitrust policy to propel its semi-
conductor industry to its present highly competitive inter-
national position. It is a story which has been character-
ized by the implementation of countermeasures' in conjunc-
tion with successive market "liberalizations," and the mar-
shalling of national resources to achieve commercial objec-
tives that were beyond the reach of individual firms.
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places MITI's VLSI development program
in context and offers an example of the
Japanese government's attitude toward
international competition in high tech-
nology.

4. Japan Information Processing Development
Center (JIPDEC) Materials ......................... 71

JIPDEC is an organization founded, in
its own words, "with the support of
Government and related industrial cir-
cles" to promote information processing
in Japan. It publishes JIPDEC Report
and Computer White Par periodicals
which, up until 1978, contained budget
figures and other information concerning
government subsidies to the semiconduc-
tor industry. Regrettably, JIPDEC no
longer publishes such explicit and de-
tailed subsidy data.

5. Japanese Press Clippings, 1967-85

This section consists of articles and
translations of articles from 1967 to
1985 related to the development of the
semiconductor industry.

The articles from the years 1971-76 are
particularly noteworthy. They document
the growing U.S. pressure on Japan to
liberalize its computer and semiconduc-
tor industry, and Japan's urgent devel-
opment and implementation of "liberal-
ization countermeasures" designed to
nullify the effect of liberalization.

The articles from 1984 and 1985 should
also be noted. They document a major
new effort by MITI to increase the mag-
nitude of the tax breaks, "soft" govern-
ment loans and other financial assist-
ance to the microelectronics sector.
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LAW NO. 84

(Translation)

The Extraordinary Measures Law for Development of
Specific Machinery and Information Industries

(Law No. 84, July 1, 1978)

Article 1. Purposes.

The purposes of this law are to develop specific machinery
and information industries by promoting, among other things,
improvement of manufacturing technology and rationalization
of production thereof, and thus to contribute to the sound
development of the national economy and improvement of na-
tional living standards.

Article 2. Definitions.

(1) For the purposes of this law, "Electronic Machines
and Tools" shall mean machines and tools applying the
characteristics of electronic movements by using electronic
tubes, semiconductor elements and/or other parts similar
thereto and the parts and materials to be used mainly for
such machines and tools.

(2) For the purposes of this law, "Machinery" shall
mean machines and tools (except Electronic Machines and
Tools) and the parts (including semi-finished goods; the
same shall apply hereafter) to be used mainly for such ma-
chines and tools.

(3) For the purposes of this law, "Programs" shall
mean the programs defined in Paragraph 2, Article 2, of the
Law concerning Association of Businesses for Promotion of
Information Processing, Etc. (Law No. 90, 1970).

Article 3. Advancement Plan.

(1) The Competent Minister must set up a plan concern-
ing advancement (hereinafter the "Advancement Plan") with
respect to the following industries (hereinafter the "Spe-
cific Machinery and Information Industries"):

(a) Of the industries which are engaged in the
manufacture of Electronic Machines and Tools, the following
industries:

(i) Those industries manufacturing such
Electronic Machines and Tools specified
by government order, the manufacturing
technology of which has not yet been

1 -2
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established in Japan and which espe-
cially require the promotion of experi-
ment and research (including trial pro-
duction; the same shall apply hereafter
except for (2)(d) of this Article) con-
cerning manufacturing technology
thereof.

(ii) Those industries manufacturing such
Electronic Machines and Tools specified
by government order, the industrial
production of which is not conducted in
Japan or the production quantity of
which is extremely small, and which
especially require the promotion of the
commencement of industrial production or
increase of production quantity.

(iii) Those industries manufacturing such
Electronic Machines and Tools specified
by government order, which especially
require the promotion of rationalization
of production, such as improvement of
performance or quality or reduction of
production costs, etc.

(b) Of the industries which are engaged in the
manufacture of Machinery, the following industries:

(i) Those industries manufacturing Machinery
specified by government order, which
especially requires the promotion of
experimentation and research concerning
manufacturing technology in order to
prevent danger, to preserve the living
environment, to rationalize use of re-
sources, or to reinforce industries
which manufacture such Machinery (here-
inafter such purposes shall collectively
be called the "Prevention of Danger,
Etc.").

(ii) Those industries manufacturing Machinery
specified by government order (limited
to that Machinery (except for parts)
which is combined with Electronic Ma-
chines and Tools, such as electronic
computers, and as a result of the said
combination has attained extremely high
performance), which especially requires
the promotion of the commencement of
industrial production or increase of
production quantity for the Prevention
of Danger, Etc.

3
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(iii) Those industries manufacturing Machinery
specified by government order, which
especially requires the promotion of
rationalization of production, such as
improvement of performance or quality,
reduction of production costs, etc., for
the Prevention of Danger, Etc.

(c) Software Industry (which means an industry
preparing Programs according to the demand of others, expect
for that which mainly prepares Programs for data processing
in one line of business solely in response to the demand of
persons engaged in such line of business; the same shall
apply hereafter).

Matters to be set forth in the Advancement Plan are as
follows:

(a) With respect to the industries described in
(l)(a)(i) and (l)(b)(ii) of this Article, such matters as
specified in (i), below, and, if necessary, such matters as
specified in (ii) or (iii), below, which are fundamental for
the promotion of the establishment of manufacturing technol-
ogy:

(i) Content of the experiment and research
and the target year of its completion.

(ii) Matters concerning funds necessary for
the experiment and research.

(iii) Other important matters concerning pro-
motion of the experiment and research.

(b) With respect to the industries described in
(l)(a)(ii) and (l)(b)(ii) of this Article, such matters as
specified in (i), below, and, if necessary, such matters as
specified in (ii) through (iv), below, which are fundamental
for the promotion of the commencement of industrial produc-
tion or increase of production quantity.

(i) Target year of the commencement of in-
dustrial production or production quan-
tity for the final target year.

(ii) Kind and number of facilities to be
newly established.

(iii) Matters concerning funds necessary for
the commencement of industrial produc-
tion or for the increase of production
quantity.

4
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(iv) Other important matters concerning the
promotion of the commencement of industrial
production or increase of production quantity.

(c) With respect to the industries described in

(l)(a)(iii) and (l)(b)(iii) of this Article, such matters as

specified in (i), below, and, if necessary, such matters as

specified in (ii) through (v), below, which are fundamental

for the promotion of rationalization of production.

(i) Target of rationalization, such as tar-
get of performance or quality, produc-
tion costs, etc., for the final target
year.

(ii) Kind and number of facilities to be
newly established.

(iii) Matters concerning proper scale of pro-
duction introduction of cooperation of
the business or specialization of the
kinds to be produced.

(iv) Matters concerning funds necessary for
rationalization.

(v) Other important matters concerning pro-
motion of rationalization.

(d) With respect to the industry describe in

(l)(c) of this Article, such matters as specified in (i) and

(ii), below, and, if necessary, such matters as specified in

(iii) through (v), below (excluding those pertaining solely

to preparation of Programs for data processing in one line

of business), which are fundamental for the promotion of

improvement of technology and rationalization concerning

preparation of Programs:

(i) Target of the experiment and research
and target of other improvement of tech-
nology concerning preparation of Pro-
grams for the final target year.

(ii) Target of rationalization, such as
preparation, costs of Programs, etc.,
for the final target year.

(iii) Matters concerning introduction of co-
operation in the business.

(iv) Matters concerning funds necessary for
improvement of technology or ratio-
nalization.
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(v) Other important matters concerning the
promotion of improvement of technology
or rationalization.

(3) In setting up the Advancement Plan, the Competent
Minister shall give attention to the mutual relationship
among the Specific Machinery and Information Industries and
give appropriate consideration to develop effectively the
Specific Machinery and Information Industries pertaining to
such Advancement Plan and other Specific Machinery and In-
formation Industries which have close connection therewith.

(4) Promptly after the Advancement Plan has been set
up pursuant to the provisions of (1) this Article, the Com-
petent Minister must give notice thereof.

Article 4. Amendment of the Plan.

(1) The Competent Minister must amend the Advancement
Plan in case he deems it especially necessary due to remark-
able progress of the technology concerning the Specific
Machinery and Information Industries or great changes of
production conditions or other economic circumstances.

(2) The provisions of Article 3(3) and (4) shall apply
mutatis mutandis to the case mentioned in (1) of this Arti-
cle.

Article 5. Procurement of Funds.

The government shall make efforts to procure the neces-
sary funds set forth in the Advancement Plan.

Article 6. Direction concerning Practice of Concerted Act.

(1) The Competent Minister may direct that persons
engaged in the business of the industries described in Arti-
cle 3(l)(a)(iii) or the industries described in Article
3(l)(b)(iii) (hereinafter such industries shall collectively
be called the 'Industries Requiring Rationalization") should
practice concerted acts with respect to the restriction of
standards or the restriction of technology, in case he deems
it especially necessary in order to accomplish the target of
rationalization set forth in the Advancement Plan concerning
such industries.

(2) The Competent Minister may give direction that
persons engaged in Industries Requiring Rationalization
which may prevent sound development of the national economy
unless rationalization of production is promoted should
practice the concerted acts with respect to restriction of
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kinds (except restriction of standards), or utilization of
production facilities, in case he deems it necessary in
order to accomplish the target of rationalization set forth
in the Advancement Plan concerning such industries.

(3) In case it is difficult to accomplish the restric-
tion of the standards of Electronic Machines and Tools pro-
vided by government order set forth in Article 3(l)(a)(iii)
or the Machinery provided by government order set forth in
Article 3 (l)(b)(iii) (hereinafter collectively the "Ma-
chines and Tools Requiring Rationalization') solely by means
of the concerted acts with respect to the restriction of
standards provided in (1) of this Article, the Competent
Minister may give direction that the persons who are engaged
in the business of manufacturing Electronic Machines and
Tools or Machinery (excluding the Industries Requiring
Rationalization; the same shall apply hereafter) by using
the Machines and Tools Requiring Rationalization as parts or
raw materials should practice the concerted acts with re-
spect to the restriction of standards of Machines and Tools
Requiring Rationalization to be used by them, if he deems it
especially necessary. However, such direction may not be
given in case it is not acknowledged that such concerted
acts will contribute to the rationalization of such indus-
tries which manufacture the Machines and Tools or Machinery
by using the Machines and Tools Requiring Rationalization as
parts or raw materials.

(4) The directions provided for in (1), (2) and (3) of
this Article shall be given by notice, specifying the period
during which the concerted acts are to be practiced and the
content thereof.

Article 7. Content of the Concerted Acts.

The content of the concerted acts provided for in (1)
through (3) of Article 6 must conform to the following con-
ditions:

(a) Not to exceed the level necessary to accomplish
the target of rationalization set forth in the Advancement
Plan.

(b) Not to threaten to deprive unduly general con-
sumers and relevant entrepreneurs of their interests.

(c) Not to be unduly discriminating.
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Article 8. Alteration of Direction as to Concerted Acts,
Etc.

(1) The Competent Minister must alter or withdraw his
direction when he deems that the content of the concerted
acts allowed by the direction pursuant to the provisions of
Article 6(1) through (3) no longer conforms to any of the
conditions set forth in the previous Article.

(2) The provisions of Article 6(4) shall apply mutatis
mutandis to the case mentioned in (1) of this Article.

Article 9. Notification of Concerted Acts.

The person who receives direction provided in Article
6(1) through (3) (or in case such direction is altered pur-
suant to Article 8(1), such altered direction; the same
shall apply hereinafter) must file the notification with the
Competent Minister of the matters set forth in the order of
such Minister promptly after he practices a concerted act in
accordance with such direction. The same shall apply in
case of alteration or abolition thereof.

Article 10. Order Concerning Restriction of Standards.

The Competent Minister may, by order of such Minister,
order that a person who is engaged in the Industires Requir-
ing Rationalization and has received a direction to practice
the concerted acts with respect to the restriction of stan-
dards pursuant to the provisions of Article 6(1) should
restrict the standards of the Machines and Tools Requiring
Rationalization in accordance with such direction in the
event that:

(a) the production quantity of such Machines and
Tools Requiring Rationalization of the persons who are prac-
ticing the concerted acts in accordance with such direction
covers a considerable proportion of the aggregate production
quantity of such Machines and Tools Requiring Rationaliza-
tion.

(b) the business operation of the persons who are
engaged in the Industries Requiring Rationalization covered
by such direction and are not practicing the concerted acts
significantly prevents the accomplishment of the target of
rationalization set forth in the Advancement Plan concerning
such business.

(c) It is impossible or extremely difficult to
accomplish the restriction of the standards of such Machines
and Tools Requiring Rationalization by means of the direc-
tion provided in Article 6(3).
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(d) It is acknowledged that the continuation of
such conditions as described in (b) of this Article shall
threaten adversely to affect the improvement of the produc-
tion method of such Industries Requiring Rationalization and
the sound development of the national economy to a signifi-
cant extent.

Article 11. Exception to Applicability of the Act.

The provisions of the Act Concerning Prohibition of
Private Monopoly and Maintenance of Fair Trade (Law No. 54
of 1947) shall not be applied to the concerted acts prac-
ticed pursuant to the direction provided for in Article 6(1)
through (3), except as practiced by means of Unfair Business
Practices.

Article 12. Relationship with Fair Trade Commission.

(1) The Competent Minister must previously consult with
the Fair Trade Commission when he intends to give the direc-
tion pursuant to Article 6(1) through (3) or the order pur-
suant to Article 10.

(2) When the Competent Minister receives the notifica-
tion set forth in Article 9, he shall promptly inform the
Fair Trade Commission of receipt.

Article 13. Recommendation.

(1) In case the Competent Minister acknowledges that
persons engaged in the Industries Requiring Rationalization
or Software Industry whose production quantity of the Ma-
chines and Tools Requiring Rationalization or Programs cov-
ers a considerable proportion of the aggregate production
quantity of such products of those engaged in the same in-
dustries are practicing the introduction of cooperation in
the business (in case of the Industries Requiring Ratio-
nalization, the introduction of cooperation in the business
or specialization of kinds to be produced (hereinafter such
introduction of cooperation and specialization shall collec-
tively be called the "Reformation"), in accordance with the
Advancement Plan applicable to such business, and that the
commencement or extension (both in large scale) of such
business by other persons threatens to adversely affect the
practice of such Reformation and the sound development of
the national economy to a significant extent, he may recom-
mend such persons attempting such commencement or extension
of the business either to participate in such Reformation or
to change the timing of such commencement or extension or
the scale of the business.
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(2) The content of the recommendation provided for in
(1) of this Article may not be restrictive beyond the extent
required to accomplish the target of the rationalization
indicated in the Advancement Plan applicable to such busi-
ness, and may not threaten to unduly deprive general consum-
ers and relevant entrepreneurs of their interests.

(3) The Competent Minister must provide such persons
attempting such commencement or extension of the business
with a previous opportunity to state their opinion when he
gives the recommendation in accordance with (1) of this
Article.

Article 14. Taxation Measures

The Government shall make efforts to take necessary
taxation measures for the persons who use such Electronic
Machines and Tools as provided by government order under
Article 3(1)(a)(ii) (limited to those Electronic Machines
and Tools (except for parts and materials) that are combined
with other Electronic Machines and Tools, such as electronic
computers, and as a result of the said combination have
attained extremely high performance) or such Machinery as
provided by government order under Article 3(l)(b)(ii) which
especially requires dissemination.

Article 15. Inquiry to the Council.

(1) The Competent Minister must make an inquiry to the
Airplane and Machinery Industries Council in case he intends
any of the following acts:

(a) To make out a draft for the establishment,
amendment or abolition of the government order set forth in
Article 3(l)(a)(i), (ii) or (iii), or Article 3(l)(b)(i),
(ii) or (iii).

(b) To set up the Advancement Plan pursuant to
Article 3(1), or to amend the Advancement Plan pursuant to
Article 4(1).

(c) To give a direction set forth in Article 6(1)
through (3), order in Article 10 or recommendation in Arti-
cle 13(1).

(2) In case the Advancement Plan set forth in (l)(b) of
this Article relates to the Software Industry, the Competent
Minister must consult such matter with the head of the rele-
vant administrative organ.
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Article 16. Receipt of Reports.

Pursuant to the government order, the Competent Minis-
ter may require a report concerning business or accounting
conditions of a person engaged either in the Specific
Machinery and Information Industries or in the business of
manufacturing Electronic Machines and Tools or Machinery
using as parts or materials the Machines and Tools Requiring
Rationalization to the extent required for the enforcement
of this Law.

Article 17. The Competent Ministers.

For the purposes of this law, the Competent Minister
means the Minister of International Trade and Industry with
respect to the matters concerning the industries manufactur-
ing Electronic Machines and Tools specified by government
order under Article 3(l)(a)(i), (ii) or (iii) and Software
Industry and the Minister responsible for production of each
Machinery with respect to the matters concerning the indus-
tries manufacturing Machinery specified by the government
order under Article 3(l)(b)(i), (ii) or (iii).

Article 18. Punishment.

A person who has breached an order set forth in Article
10 shall be punished with a fine of not more than Y500,000.

Article 19. Punishment.

A person who falls under either of the following items
shall be punished with a fine of not more than Y100,000:

(a) A person who has failed to file a notification
in accordance with Article 9, or filed a notification con-
taining a false description.

(b) A person who has failed to report in accord-
ance with Article 16, or filed a report containing a false
description.

Article 20. Punishment.

In case a representative of a corporation, or an agent,
an employee or other person acting on behalf of a corpora-
tion or an individual has committed any of the acts stated
in the preceding two Articles, such corporation or individ-
ual shall also be punished pursuant to such Articles as well
as such committing person.
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Chapter II
Explanation of the Temporary Measure
Act to Promote Specific Machine and

Information Industries

Section 2. Detailed Article by Article Commentary

Article 11. Exception to Applicability of the Act.

Summary

This section defines the relationship between the des-
ignated cartel based on this act and the Antitrust Act.

Commentary

The Antitrust Act attempts to realize its ultimate
goal, the "improvement of the benefit of consumers through
competition in efficiency" by "securing free, fair and ra-
tional competition." In order to attain this goal, the
Antitrust Act prohibits the "private monopoly" and "unfair
restrictions on trade" (Section 3 of the Act) so that the
conditions of competition can be recovered or maintained.
In addition, it regulates "unfair trading methods," that is,
irregular means of competition (Section 19 of the Act).

If persons engaged in the machine industry take joint
actions such as limiting of specifications and others in
accordance with the instructions based on the stipulations
of Section 6, Subsections 1-3 of this act, naturally they
.restrict N(in practice?)] practically the competition in a
certain trade area." This is in conflict with the stipula-
tions of the Antitrust Act that prohibits the "private mo-
nopoly" and the "unfair restrictions on trade." The present
stipulation of this act is provided so that this conflict
can be avoided and that the consistency of the legal system
can be maintained. By this stipulation, the illegality of
the joint action based on the stipulations [(provisions?)]
of this act is blocked and discarded.

However, such a joint action with which the illegality
of the Antitrust Act is blocked and discarded by the stipu-
lation of this sentence of this Section may be found in
conflict with Section 19 of the Antitrust Act if the par-
ticipants of the joint resort to "unfair trading methods" as
means for securing agreement related to the joint action or
as means for carrying out what has been agreed upon. (Pro-
vision)

Incidentally, the "unfair trading method" has been
defined in the Antitrust Act, Section 2, Subsection 9. It
is an action which belongs to one of the following 6
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categories specifically designated by the Fair Trade Prac-
tice Commission as an act which could hinder fair compe-
tition. (Notification No. 11 of the Fair Trade Practice
Commission issued on September 1, 1953)

(1) Unequal treatment

(2) Unfair counter pricing

(3) Forced trading

(4) Binding conditions

(5) Abuse of superior position

(6) Obstructing trading of the competitors or unfair
forcing of the shareholders or officers of the
competing firms.

* * *

Article 14. Taxation Measures

Summary

This section stipulates the need of efforts to take
necessary taxation measures with respect to some of the
machines and instruments used as components to form systems
in case when the propagation of such are considered to be
urgent need.

Commentary

I. Preferential tax measures on component type machines
and instrument

As we have already stated in the commentary on Section
3, the main current of the advancement of the machine indus-
try in the future will take a course on creating more secure

supply system of the component type machines and instruments
as the results of high degree of combinations of computers
and other electronic products with other machines and in-
struments in such a manner that machine, electronic and
information technology, can be integrated to realize in

concrete forms the remarkable technological revolutions in
hard and soft sides.

Based on this concept, this act pays sufficient atten-
tion to the designation of machines and the planning for
technological advancement. In addition, a problem in propa-
gating these componentified machines and instruments, which
are functionally excellent, has not been overlooked in this

act. Extremely high purchase prices of these components
could hinder the propagation. To solve this problem, this
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act stipulates the effort to extend tax preferential mea-
sures to users of the machines and instruments which are
considered to require special propagation efforts.

II. Machines to which this stipulation is applied

Because the aim of the tax measures is to promote the
increasing use of component type machines and instrument and
thus to establish a secure supply system for them, the ma-
chines to which this stipulation is applied to are limited
to the electronic apparatus specified in the ordinances
referred to in Section 3, Subsection 1, Paragraph 1, (b)
which have acquired markedly higher performances as the
results of their combination with computers or other elec-
tronic apparatus, or the machines specified in the ordi-
nances referred to in the Paragraph 2, (b) of the same sub-
section. (Both categories are so-called industrialization
promoting machines.)

(Reference)

III. Following measures, realized by the amendments of
the Special Tax Measure Act in 1978, are tax measures
related to this section which have been taken

A. The special Tax Measure Act Section 11 (Income
Tax) and Section 43 (Corporation Tax) with
respect to the special depreciation of specified
facilities, etc.

A person using for his business the
machine or other facility as a set of
electronic data processing devices and
industrial machines newly developed or
markedly improved to perform advanced
degrees of functions when used in com-
bination, provided that the production
of the set requires a large sum of ex-
pense to build and that the installation
of such a set is specified by ordinances
as urgent and necessary.

B. The special Tax Measure Act Enforcement
Ordinance Section 6 (Income Tax) (Similar
stipulation is also found in Section 28
(Corporation Tax).)

Those specified by the ordinances
referred to in the Act Section 11, Sub-
section 1, Table ?, Paragraph 6 are
machines or other facilities as sets of
data processing devices and industrial
machines indicated by the Minister of
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Finance to be markedly effective in
improving the processing precision or
processing speed, or markedly effective
in promoting the safety at work steps.

C. 1973 Ministry of Finance, Announcement
No. 69, Attached Table 6
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Chapter III Administration of the Temporary
Measures Act for the Promotion of Certain

Machine and Information Industries

Section 1. Target Industries for the Promotion

As the name of this act, The Tempo rary Measures Act for
the Promotion of Certain Machine and Information Industries
indicates, this act can be applied to 'certain machine and
information industries." In conformity with the Act, Arti-
cle 3, Clause 1, only certain electronic apparatus and ma-
chine manufacturing industries and software industries des-
ignated in a government ordinance can be the "certain ma-
chine and information industries." The basic philosophy
underlying the Act is that even though the ultimate objec-
tive is to contribute to healthy development of the national
economy and also to the improvement of living standards by
elevating the entire machine and information industries in
Japan, it is not necessary to take up all of the machine and
information industries as candidates for the promotion mea-
sures of this Act, but the promotion measures should be
limited only to those which will meet rapidly increasing new
national economic and social demands of recent times.

This Act, as in the case of the "Kiden-ho," establishes
different conditions for machines and electronic apparatus
respectively in designating as "specific industries" in a
government ordinance. As for machines, only those that
contribute to the prevention of danger can be designated by
the government ordinance.

The electronic industry is a so-called advanced tech-
nology industry which is experiencing worldwide intense
technological innovations. With electronic apparatus used
in every production area and process, they are a basis for
the future development of the national economy and particu-
larly they are a precondition the development of system-
atized and informationalized industries. For these reasons,
to promote the electronic industry is in itself to respond
to the needs in the economy. Therefore, with respect to
electronic apparatus, targets for the promotion are not
limited only to those electronic apparatus to meet specific
demands such as the prevention of pollution and the estab-
lishment of safety, but targets can be any apparatus neces-
sary for the development of technology, industrialization
and the rationalization of production.

On the other hand, as results of various measures taken
since 1956 including the "Kishin-ho" and "Kiden-ho" among
others, machine industries with the exception of a few have
attained rather high standards in their technology and pro-
duction capabilities. What is needed more in this area for
the future in the form of Government's policies for the
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promotion is to provide appropriate assistance so that the
machine industry can smoothly supply pollution prevention
machines, safety machines, resource conservation machines
and others in response to rapidly increasing social demands
of increasing years such as demands for solutions to pollu-
tion and safety problems and the conservation of energy and
resources. From this viewpoint, as stipulated in Article 3,
Clause 1, Item 2 of this Act; the target apparatus desig-
nated in the Act with respect to machines are only those
apparatus recognized as particularly helpful to promote and
research, industrialization or rationalization of production
in one of the following areas: (1) prevention of danger,
(2) preservation of living environments, (3) efficient
utilization of resources, and (4) strengthing the foundation
of machine manufacturing enterprises.

Differences as to target industries for the promotion
in this Act from those in the "Kiden-ho" are as follows:

1. the software industry was added to the legal in-
dustries

2. the statement "to contribute to the application of
new technology on a commercial basis, the con-
servation of energy, and the improvement in styles
of business activities" was eliminated from and
"to contribute to efficient utilization of re-
sources" was added to the conditions for desig-
nating machines in a government ordinance.

3. In the area of machines, only compound types of
apparatus can be designated in a government ordi-
nance as the apparatus to promote industrializa-
tion.

Based on the basic philosophy stated above, regulations
for the enforcement of the Temporary Measures Act for the
Promotion of Certain Machine and Information Industries have
designated types of industries. The numbers of electronic
apparatus and machines designated in the government ordi-
nance are as follows:

1. Electronic apparatus

a. those that are faced with particular
needs to facilitate testing and re-
search on their production technology 15

b. those with particular needs to begin
industrial production or to increase
their production volume 8

c. those with particular needs to ratio-
nalize their production 9
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2. Machines

a. those with particular needs to facili-
tate testing and research on their
production technology 20

b. those with need particularly to begin
industrial production or to increase
their production volume 4

c. those with particular needs to facili-
tate the rationalization of production 32

With the addition of the software industry legally
designated to those listed above, the number of target in-
dustries for the promotion in this Act toals 89.

The numbers of apparatus designated in this Act and
those in the 'Kiden-hol are compared in the Table 2. (Tran-
slation omitted.) And the characteristics of the designa-
tion in this Act are as follows:

1. Compound types of apparatus have been newly desig-
nated.

In response to a spreading tendency of social demands
for compound types of apparatus, compound apparatus such as
computers combined with other electronic apparatus or ma-
chines have been newly designated.

(Examples) high performance facsimile store and forward
switching device, numerically controlled automatic forging
equipment, high performance computer controlled automatic
designing device.

2. Characteristics in the area of electronic appa-
ratus.

a. Relatively speaking, many of them are at the
testing and research phase and at the phase
industrialization.

b. Especially at the testing and research phase,
the emphasis has continuously been placed on
various materials for electronic apparatus
which are keys to the improvement in quality
and performance of the entire machine industry
including electronic apparatus and to the
technical innovation in the future.

c. With respect to industrial meters and instru-
mentation related to pollution, mechnical
types have been predominant in the past, but
electronic types are considered to become
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predominant in the future due to the rapid
progress in electronics. Therefore, in this
area testing and research to be promoted will
be limited to electronic apparatus types.

3. Characteristics in-the area of machines.

a. Relatively speaking, many of the target ma-
chines are at the stage of rationalization,
but this Machine and Information Act can des-
ignate those machines at the phase of promot-
ing industrialization if they are compound
apparatus. The Act includes four of this
type.

b. Those kinds of apparatus that contribute
merely to the reduction of manpower (for exam-
ple, vending machines, automatic cashiers and
automatic ticketing machines in the 'Kidenho")
are excluded. Heating, cooling, and hot water
boiler equipment which use solar energy, high
performance waste recycling equipment and
light water nuclear reactors are included for
the first time because they contribute to
efficient utilization of resources including
energy.

For your information, the apparatus to promote the
rationalization of machines in relation to designation cri-
teria such as the prevention of dangers are listed in the
following. Naturally some of the apparatus fall under more
than one criterion.

Section 2. Elevation Plans

I. Significance and nature of the Elevation Plans

The competent Minister must lay down plans concerning
elevation (hereafter referred as 'elevation plans") of in-
dustries that manufacture apparatus designated by the gov-
ernment ordinance and the software industry. (Article 3,
Clause 1)

The Machine and Information Act ("Kijo-ho") enacts, as
in the case of the 'Kiden-ho," measures according to actual
conditions of target industries such as instructions for
joint acts, recommendations for how to initiate a large-
scale business, how to secure funds, and tax measures.
These measures, however, are interrelated and they will
attain the desired objective only when they are implemented
systematically on the basis of coherent and unified plans.
Therefore, by making and announcing plans for each industry
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to systematically achieve these measures, the government
shows the future course and necessary steps to be followed
by the machine and information industries. These are impor-
tant guidelines to private industries and at the same time
they exhibit the overall system of policies by the govern-
ment for the electronic and machine industries and the soft-
ware industry.

Although elevation plans are made and announced by the
competent Minister, they are, in a sense, joint plans be-
tween the public and private sectors because the Aircraft-
Machinery Industry Council must be consulted with at the
time of plan formation and also opinions of concerned indus-
tries must be carefully listened to at the actual planning
stage of proposals. For this reason, elevation plans are
not a mere document describing prospects, but they show
ambitious visions pointing out the desirable direction for
the machine and information industries to take. They also
provide the basis for carrying out-policies and for organiz-
ing measures based on the Act.

In addition, this Act emphasizes that the competent
Minister must pay attention to interrelations among and
between the specific machine and information industries in
determining elevation plans and also he must give consider-
ation so that certain machine and information industries
covered by the said elevation plans and other certain ma-
chine and information industries closely related to them
will be effectively promoted. (Article 3, Clause 3) The
reason why this point is emphasized is because while the
"Kiden-ho" provided special consideration to the promotion
of the creation of systems and compound types by combining
the "machine" and the "electronic apparatus," for the future
not only this trend but the unification of "machines, elec-
tronics and information" are considered necessary. In other
words, the elevation of programs on the use of compound
equipment must be taken into consideration. In addition,
due to the fact that there are organic interrelations among
and between industries engaged in electronic materials,
parts and assembly, due consideration uust be given to the
necessity to create elevation plans the contents of which
reflect sufficiently this mutual interrelationship.

The competent Minister must revise elevation plans in
case the existing elevation plans become not suitable due to
extreme changes in economic conditions. (Article 4)
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Chapter III

Section 3. Subsidies

I. Loans for investment in plants and equipment

As stated previously, special financial funds with
special interest rates (electronics, machine industry eleva-
tion funds) set aside in Japan Development Bank and Small
Business Finance Corporation will be made available for
loans to those industries designated in this legislation.
The purpose of the loans is to provide necessary equipment
funds to achieve objectives such as to begin industrial
production or to increase production output, to improve
product performance or quality, or to decrease production
costs as prescribed in the elevation plans for the apparatus
to enhance industrialization and rationalization, thus,
smoothly propelling the elevation of the said industries.

The outline of the loan system for equipment funds to
the specified electronics and machine industries is as fol-
lows:

A. Prospective industries for loans

Businesses that manufacture the electronic apparatus
stipulated in Article 1, Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the regula-
tions for the enforcement (Government ordinance number 84 of
1978) for the Temporary Measure Act to Promote Specific
Machine and Information Industries, and similarly those
businesses that manufacture those machines stipulated in
Article 2, Paragraphs 2 and 3.

B. Financial institutions that accommodate loans

1. Small Business Finance Corporation

Loans will be accommodated by the Small Business Finace
Corporation provided that business plans submitted for the
loans have to do with such small businesses as stipulated in
Article 2 (Company with capital of Y100 million or less, or
company with 30 employees or less) of the Small Business
Finance Corporation and that the total amount does not ex-
ceed a certain amount (Y220 million for the year of 1979) by
adding their existing loan balance (including general loans)
at the Small Business Finace Corporation and their recom-
mended amount for elevation loan in the said year.

2. Japan Development Bank

Japan Development Bank will accommodate loans in case
business plan submitted for such loans do not meet the terms
of the Small Business Finance Corporation.
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C. Terms of the loans.

(Those listed here are applicable for 1979. Loan in-
terest rates are as of June 1, 1979.)

1. Small Business Finance Corporation

(Approximately Y5.5 billion out of Y74 billion ear-
marked for modernization loans. The ceiling is not defi-
nitely determined)

Loan methods:

Direct Loans and Agency Loans

Loan limits:

Direct loans--Y220 million combined with general
loans

Agency loans--Y30 million aside from general loans

Loan interest rates:

a. Most preferential special interest rate:
6.65%. However, 7.15% after the fourth year.

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
industrialization and a portion of the appa-
ratus to promote rationalization of elec-
tronic apparatus.

b. Special interest rate: 7.65%

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
rationalization of electronic apparatus (ex-
cluding (a)) and a part of the apparatus to
promote rationalization of machines.

c. Regular interest rate: 7.7%

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
rationalization of machines (excluding (b)).

The table 5 shows applicable interest rates by apparatus.
(The same classification applies for loans to be accommo-
dated by Japan Development Bank.)
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Loan maturity:

10 years or less

Grace period:

two years or less

2. Japan Development Bank (Total amount Y-11

bi 1lion)

Loan limits:

50% of the total equipment and construction cost.

Loan interest rates:

a. Most preferential special interest rate:
6.65%

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
industrialization and a portion of the appa-
ratus promote rationalization of electronic
apparatus.

b. Special interest rate: 7.65%

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
rationalization of electronic apparatus (ex-

cluding (a and a portion of the apparatus to

promote rationalization of machines.

c. Regular interest rate: 7.7%

----applicable to the apparatus to promote
rationalization of machines (except (b)).

Loan maturity:

longer than 5 years but less than 10 years with 7

years as the standard.

Grace period:

approximately 1 year.

D. Procedures for loan application

Special loans for funds for equipment investment from

Japan Development Bank and Small Business Finance Corpora-

tion in conformity with the Machine and Information Act are

made on the basis of recommendations by the Ministry of

International Trade and Industry. For this purpose, in May
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and June of every year (it was December for 1978 due to
legislative schedules) the MITI Machinery and Information
Industries Bureau announces in the MITI Bulletin items nec-
essary to receive loan recommendations (date and address to
send application for loan recommendation, documents to be
submitted with the application, etc.) at the same time it
begins to accept applications publicly from corporations
through various trade and industry bureaus and pertinent
industry groups and organizations.

The MITI, then, after hearing from applicant corpora-
tions the explanation as to the contents of their investment
plans to examine whether or not their proposed works are
essential to achieve the targets for production volume in-
crease, improvement in product quality and performance and
rationalization of production costs as prescribed in eleva-
tion plans, and also to judge whether or not their proposed
plans are necessary to achieve appropriate production
scales, work collaboration, specialization, and other items
for rationalization, selects qualified corporations and
makes recommendations for loans to Japan Development Bank or
Small Business Finance Corporation.

Based on the recommendations by MITI, financial insti-
tutions concerned will examine applicants' capabilities to
repay such loans before special loans created by this Act
are provided.

The application procedure stated above is schematically
illustrated in the Chart 3.

II. Preferential tax measures for important compound
mac ines

In lieu of the combined tax system used during the time
of the Electronic and Machine Industries Act, the Machine
and Information Industries Act, from the point of view to
accelerate the availability of apparatus for compound ma-
chinery and to attempt indirectly to promote the apparatus
manufacturing industry, has established a special deprecia-
tion system for important compound machines.

This system allows special depreciation in the first
year up to one-fourth of the acquisition value of the impor-
tant compound machines which are those that come to possess
extremely high performance by compounding electronic in-
formation processing equipment primarily composed of elec-
tronic apparatus or machines and electronic computers.
(Special Taxation Measures Law, Articles 11 and 43; Regula-
tions for the enforcement of the above Law, Articles 6 and
28)

(Reference]
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(1) Special Taxation Measures Law, Article 11

(2) Special Taxation Measures Law, Article 43

(3) Regulation for the enforcement, Article 6

(4) Regulation for the enforcement, Article 28

III. Measures to supplement credit standing in accord-
ance with the Small Business Credit Insurance Law

It is authorized to apply modernization insurance es-
tablished in the Small Business Credit Insurance Law to
enterprises that manufacture apparatus to promote ratio-
nalization of machinery and those that manufacture apparatus
defined as electronic apparatus in the Machinery and In-
formation Industries Act.

This means that when the credit guaranty association
guarantees obligations for loans from financial institutions
by small businesses that fall into these categories, the
Small Business Credit Insurance Corporation can conclude an
insurance contract for modernization with the said credit
guarantee association. In this case, the loans which will
be covered are limited to equipment funds necessary for the
acquisition machines and equipment and their incidental
facilities that need to be newly installed in accordance
with the elevation plans, and their related long-term opera-
tion funds.

* * *
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PROCEDURES FOR LOAN APPLICATIONS -- JAPAN DEVELOPMENT
BANK AND SMALL BUSINESS FINANCE CORPORATION

1. Public Announcement of the Outline for Loan Recommendations.

Source: MITI Machine and Information Industries
Bureau, Commentary on Public Law 84

(Chart 3)
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Table 5. List of interest rates applicable to apparatus
qualified for loans.

A. The following electronic apparatus and parts and materi-
als mainly used for the electronics apparatus (apparatus
to promote industrialization)

** 1. High performance facsimile store and forward
switching equipment.

** 2. Electronic digital computers and their peripheral
and terminal equipment that possess capabilities
suitable for high degrees of remote information
processing.

** 3. Magnetic cartridge mass storage devices.

** 4. Magnetic bubble storage devices.

** 5. Compound semiconductor elements (red emission ele-
ments excluded).

** 6. Semiconductor ICs (limited to MOS ICs with 100,000
or more elements and bipolar ICs with 5,000 or more
elements).

** 7. Liquid crystal display cells (limited to dot matrix
type).

** 8. Materials for electronic apparatus.

a. Compound semiconductor materials (limited to
those with gallium and phosphorus as principal
ingredients).

b. Rare earths cobalt magnetic materials.

B. The following electronic apparatus and parts and materi-
als primarily used for them (apparatus to promote ratio-
nalization)

* 1. Electronic applied apparatus for medical use.

* 2. Electronic exchange devices.

* 3. Facsimile equipment.

* Special interest rate (7.7%).
** Most favored interest rate (6.65%)
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** 4. Electronic digital computers and their peripheral
and terminal equipment.

* Special interest rate (7.7%)

** 5. Magnetic recording media

a. Magnetic tapes for measuring devices and elec-
tronic computers.

b. Flexible discs.

* 6. ICs

** 7. IC parts and its facility parts

a. Compound IC parts,

b. Surface elastic wave used filters,

c. connectors,

d. multi-layer print wiring boards.

* 8. Piezoelectric ceramic elements.

* 9. Materials for electronic apparatus

a. High purity silicon,

b. Ferrite products.

C. The following machines and parts and semi-finished goods
for parts primarily used for the machines (apparatus to
promote industrialization).

** 1. Numerically controlled metal machine tools (limited
to those with high precision positioning capability
by means of feedback control).

** 2. Numerically controlled automatic forging equipment.

** 3. Industrial robots (limited to those with five de-
gree or better operation freedom, high precision
positioning capability, and more than four arms
each of which is capable of different movement, and
intelligent robots.)

** 4. High performance computer operated automatic design
equipment.

* Special interest rate (7.7%)
** Most favored interest rate (6,65%)
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D. The following machines and parts and semi-finished goods
for parts primarily used for the machines (apparatus to
promote rationalization)

* 1. Light water nuclear reactors.

* 2. Numerically controlled metal machine tools.

* 3. Forging and press machinery

a. Liquid press,

b. mechanical press,

c. cutting machine,

d. forging machine.

* 4. Conveyance equipment

a. crane,

b. conveyor,

c. hoist,

d. elevator.

5. Industrial robots.

* 6. Pumps, compressors, and fans.

7. Heat exchangers.

8. Freezing and air-conditioning equipment and hot
water boiler and heating equipment

a. package type air conditioner,

b. freezer unit for refrigerator cars,

c. show case for frozen foods (limited to those
cooled by refrigerator),

d. fan coil unit and air handling unit,

e. hot water and heating boiler,

f. heating, air conditioning, and hot water boiler
equipment run by solar energy.

* Special interest rate (7.7%).
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* 9. Textile machines and sawing machines

a. spinning machine,

b. thread finishing and processing machine

c. looms,

d. dyeing and finishing machine,

e. industrial sawing machine.

* 10. Construction machines

a. dry gravel breaking machine,

b. power shovel,

c. truck crane,

d. tractor.

* 11. Farming tractors.

* 12. Food processing machines

a. baking machine,

b. meat processing machine.

* 13. Pulp manufacturing machines and paper manufacturing
machines.

* 14. Paper processing machines, printing machines, type-
founding machines and binding machines.

* 15. Plastic product manufacturing machines

a. automatic injection molding machine,

b. automatic extrusion molding machine.

* 16. Lumber processing machines.

* 17. Automatic casting equipment.

* 18. Automatic packaging machines and automatic packing
machines.

19. Precision measuring apparatus.

* Special interest rate (7.7%).
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20. Meters and inspection apparatus for automotives.

* 21. Gas leak alarms.

22. Pollution preventive equipment

a. exhaust gas equipment,

b. dust collecting equipment,

c. waste water treatment equipment,

d. waste treatment equipment.

23. Rolling stock

a. chopper operated cars,

b. light weight cars.

24. Special steel screws.

25. Ball bearings and roller bearings

26. Mechanical tools

a. artificial grinding whetstones,

b. special steel tools,

c. cemented carbide tools

d. machine blades

27. Hydraulic machinery and air pneumatic machinery

a. hydraulic pumps,

b. hydraulic motors,

c. hydraulic cylinders,

d. hydraulic valves,

e. hydraulic accumulators,

f. air pneumatic cylinders,

g. air pneumatic valves,

h. fluid elements.

28. Valves

a. automatic control valves,
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b. high temperature and high pressure valves,

c. cryogenic valves.

29. Automotive parts

a. combustion equipment,

b. exhaust gas purificatio*n

c. brake gears,

d. electric devices,

e. lights,

f. power transmissions,

g. steering double gears,

h. suspension safety devices,

i. noise prevention devices,

j. seat-belt style passenger restraining devices.

30. Cast items

a. precision cast items,

b. large-sized cast iron items,

c. large-size aluminum alloy cast items.

31. Plastic processed metal goods

a. precision forged goods,

b. precision press products.

32. Powder metallurgic products

a. sintered and forged items,

b. large-size powder metallurgic products.
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Table 6. 1973 Ministry of Finance,
Announcement No. 69

Machines and other facilities

High performance computer-controlled
metal processing machines (limited to
those which have their own dedicated
electronic computers (limited to those
digital type computer with more than 6
MB of main memory (excluding testing
bits)) with the minimum read unit of
0.005 mm for detecting the position of
the object of the operation, with the
capability of precise position control
by feedback of the position detection
data to the computer. Application is
limited to the cases where the metal
processing machine and the computer are
installed at the same time. This cate-
gory includes the I/0 devices installed
at the same time.)

High performance computer-controlled
automatic design equipment (limited to
those with automatic design correcting
function, standard material-selecting
function and function to represent any
desired cross section having their own
dedicated computers (digital) with more
than 25 MB main memory (excluding memory
capacity bits) and automatic drawing
machine (limited to those with more than
one square meter of effective drawing
area, a pulse width of 0.02 mm or small-
er, and maximum drawing speed of one
meter second, and more than four kinds
of drawing pends). Application is lim-
ited to the cases where they are in-
stalled at the same time. This category
includes the I/O devices, memory de-
vices, control devices or electric power
source devices installed at the same
time.

High performance computer-controlled
facsimile accumulator-exchange devices
(limited to those which perform smooth
transmission and reception between fac-
simile machines of different speed,
control of simultaneous transmission
through multiple communication path,
selection of alternative communication-

Period

April 1, 1978
to March 31,
1981

The same as the
above.

April 1, 1978
to March 31,
1981
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transmission path, selection of the
communications based on content prefer-
ence with their own dedicated computer
(digital type computers with more than6 MB main memory (minus testing bits).Application is limited to the cases
where the exchanges (limited to thosewhose exchange circuits connected aremore than 20), storage device (limited
to those dedicated to the exchanges,
having more than 50 MB of memory capac-ity (excluding testing bits)), and com-puters are installed at the same time.This category includes attached electric
devices installed at the same time.

High performance computer-controlled
automatic forging equipment (limited tothose which perform the shearing, trans-porting, heating, and forging of materi-als controlled by the use of the dedi-cated computers (digital computers witha main memory of 6 MB or over (excludingtesting bits)). Application is limited
to the cases where the forging press(limited to those with the maximum
pressureapplying capacity of 1,200 tonsor over. They should be either die-
forging type with quick metal die ex-changing function or the free forging
type which are capable of detecting theposition of the object of the operation,
detecting the temperature of the mate-rial, and feeding these obtained databack to the computer to subsequently
control the pressure level precisely)
and computers are installed at the sametime. This category includes attached
shearing device, transporting deviceswhich are used after the shearing step,material heating device, quick metal dieexchanging devices, I/O devices andelectric power source equipment for thecomputers.

High performance data remote processing
apparatuses (limited to those which haveremote batch processing function, on-line real-time processing function andtime-sharing processing function whichowns dedicated computers (digital com-puters with a main memory of 800 MB orover (excluding testing bits) and vir-tual memory function) and intelligent

April 1, 1979
to March 31,
1982

April 1, 1979
to March 31,
1982
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terminals (limited to those which have
arithmetic operation unit and logical
operation unit). Application is limited
to the cases where these are installed
at the same time. This category in-
cludes the attached I/O devices, memory
devices, communication control devices
and electric power source equipment
which are installed at the same time.
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REFERENCE MATERIALS
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SPECIFIC MACHINERY TYPES DESIGNATED FOR ELEVATION

[Full description follows for selected items]

Pae

1. Electronic apparatus -- apparatus for testing
and research advancement

(1) Electronic instruments for measuring
electricity

(2) High performance radiation measuring
instruments

(3) Electronic apparatus for medical purposes

(4) Electronic industrial meters

(5) High performance electronic instruments
for measuring density

(6) Communications devices

(7) Electronic apparatus for aircraft

(8) Supersonic (wave-using) equipment

(9) Electronic digital computers and their
peripheral and terminal devices that are
of high performance 46

(10) Laser-using equipment

(11) Electronic tubes

(12) Semiconductor elements 49

(13) ICs 50

(14) Circuit parts and mechanical parts

(15) Materials for use in electronic apparatus

2. Electronic apparatus -- Apparatus for
industrialization

(1) High performance facsimile accumulation
and exchange devices

(2) Electronic digital computers and their
peripheral and terminal devices that possess
functions suitable for advanced remote
information processing 51
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(3) Large capacity magnetic cartridge memory
devices 52

(4) Magnetic bubble memory devices 52

(5) Compound semiconductor elements 53

(6) Semiconductor ICs (limited to the MOS
type ICs with more than 100,000
elements and the bi-polar type ICs
with more than 5,000 elements) 54

(7) Liquid crystal cells (limited to the
dot matrix method) 56

(8) Materials for use in electronic apparatus 57

3. Electronic apparatus--apparatus for
rationalization

(1) Medical electronics

(2) Electronic exchangers

(3) Facsimile equipment

(4) Electronic digital computers and their
peripheral and terminal devices

(5) Magnetic recording media

(6) ICs 57

(7) Circuit parts and mechanical parts

(8) Piezoelectric ceramic elements

(9) Materials for use in electronic apparatus

4. Machinery--Apparatus for testing and research
advancement

(1) Numerically controlled metal machine
tools

(2) Forging and pressing machinery

(3) Industrial robots

(4) High performance automatic assembly
equipment

(5) Chemical machines

(6) Dyeing and finishing machines
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(7) High performance offshore oil rigs

(8) Large-scale injection molding machine
for thermosetting resin

(9) High performance fiberboard production
lines

(10) Combustion furnace with low level nitrogen

oxide emission

(11) Testing equipment

(12) Pollution prevention equipment

(13) Magnetically levitated rolling stock

(14) Cars and automotive parts

(15) High performance cooling, heating, hot

water boiler equipment run by solar energy

(16) Cutting tools and rolling tools

(17) High performance hydraulic equipment

(18) Cast items

(19) Compound processed metal items

(20) Powder metallurgical products

5. Machinery--Apparatus for Industrialization

(1) Numerically controlled metal machine tools

(limited to those that can perform high

precision positioning by feedback control)

(2) Numerically controlled automatic forging
equipment

(3) Industrial robots (limited to those with

higher than five degree movement freedom,

high precision positioning capability,
and more than four arms, each of which

can perform a different movement, and to

intelligent robots.)

(4) High performance computer controlled
automatic design equipment

6. Machinery -- Apparatus for Rationalization

(1) Light water nuclear reactors
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(2) Numerically controlled metal machine
tools

(3) Forging and pressing machines

(4) Conveyor equipment

(5) Industrial robots

(6) Pumps, condensers and fans

(7) Heat exchangers

(8) Refrigerating and cooling equipment and
hot water boiler and heating equipment

(10) Industrial sawing machines

(11) Civil engineering machines

(12) Farming tractors

(13) Food processing machines

(14) Pulp manufacturing machines and paper-
making machines

(15) Paper processing machines, printing
machines, type-founding machines and
book-binding machines

(16) Plastic product manufacturing machines

(17) Lumber processing machines

(18) Automatic casting equipment

(19) Automatic packaging machines and
automatic packing machines

(20) Precision measuring equipment

(21) Measuring and inspection devices
for cars

(22) Gas leak alarms for residential use

(23) Gas leak alarms for industrial use

(24) Pollution preventive devices

(25) Waste water treatment equipment for
boats and ships

(26) Rolling stock
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(27) Special steel screws

(28) Ball bearings and roller bearings

(29) Artificial grinders

(30) Special steel tools and cemented
carbide tools

(31) Machine blades

(32) Hydraulic devices and pneumatic devices

(33) Valves

(34) Automotive parts

(35) Cast items

(36) Plastic processed metal products

(37) Powder metallurgical products

7. Software industry
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REFERENCE MATERIALS, ITEM 1:OUTLINE OF ELEVATION PLANS BY TARGET BUSINESSES

1. Electronic Apparatus -- Apparatus for Testingand Research Advancement

(9) Electronic digital computers and their peripheral andequipment that are of high performance.

I. With respect to general digital computers with thefollowing capabilities, their manufacturing tech-nology is to be established by constructing, forexample, experimental models. (1984] (450,000](Capability-cost ratio should surpass the standardof foreign-made equipment planned in the same tar-get year.]

A. To package LSIs (larger than one million bitmemory elements, larger than 10,000 gate logicelements, or equivalent technology. The sameapplies hereinafter) in main frames. [Basictechnology shall be established by 1979.]

B. Package density shall be improved by increas-ing the number of layers and the density ofwire boards.

C. The effective fault rate in logic circuitsshall be less than one fit per gate.

D. Shall possess functions such as automaticdiagnosis, automatic correction of mistakes,automatic retrials and automatic
reconfiguration and materialize a high operat-ing ratio.

E. The micro program type shall be able to re-lease its programs to users.

F. Shall possess hierarchical memory configura-tion that includes large capacity files.

G. Shall possess the following operation systems

1. Control programs with advanced and highlyreliable control functions such as onelevel storage control, multi-channel
virtual memory system, and dense combina-tion and scarce combination multi-
processor system.

NOTE: (Year] [Amount] indicates the target yearand the fund required in million yen.
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2. Data base control systems that can handle

a variety of data.

3. Virtual computer control programs that

can simultaneously handle plural operat-

ing systems.

4. High standard language processors capable

of programming in natural languages,

simplified language processors for easy

programming, and special language proces-

sors that can process voice, charts,

images and Chinese characters.

5. Converters and emulators that will make

transfer from existing systems easy.

II. With respect to mini-computers with the 
following

functions, their manufacturing technology 
shall be

established by building, for example, experimental

models £1984) [50,000] (The performance-cost ratio

should surpass the standard of foreign-made 
mini-

computers in the project target year.]

A. The effective fault rate in logic circuits

should be less than one fit per gate and LSIs

should be packaged.

B. The effective fault rate in the main memory

equipment should be less than one fit per

gate, the user should be able to enlarge ca-

pacity by means of unit modules.

C. The micro program type should be able to 
re-

lease its programs to the user.

D. Should possess the following operating

systems.

1. Control programs that possess advanced

control functions and can respond to a

variety of inputs and outputs.

2. Micro program assembers and micro pro-

gramming methods that can be released to

the user.

3. High standard language processors.

4. Emulators that will make both the use of

special purpose computers and the trans-

fer from existing systems easy.

III. With respect to office computers with 
the following

capabilities, their manufacturing technolology

established by building, for example, experimental
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models (1984] (100,000.] [The capability cost ratio
shall surpass the stanard of foreign-made office
computers planned in the target year.]

A. The effective fault rate in logic circuits
shall less than one fit per gate, and LSIs
shall be packaged.

B. Microprogram types shall be able to release
their programs to the user.

C. Shall possess the following operating systems.

1. Control program with advanced control
functions such as continuous job process-
ing, multi-channel processing, a variety
of data input and output, and data base
control.

2. High standard language processor and
simplified language processor for easy
programming.

IV. With respect to the following peripheral and termi-
nal equipment, their manufacturing technology shall
be established by building, for example, experimen-
tal models (1984] (200,000]

A. Quiescing type file system with capacity of
more than 10 megabytes.

B. Sealed type magnetic disc memory system with
memory capacity of larger than 50 megabytes,
memory density of larger than 500 bits per
millimeter and the average registration time
of less than 50 milliseconds.

C. Magnetic drum storage or fixed head magnetic
disk memory with memory capacity of more than
200 megabytes, memory densiey of larger than
300 bits per millimeter, and the average ac-
cess time of less than three millisecond.

D. Magnetic disc memory with memory capacity of
more than 1,000 megabytes, memory density of
500 bits per millimeter, and the average reg-
istration time of less than 20 milliseconds.

E. Flexible disc memory with memory density of
more than 500 bits per millimeter and memory
capacity of more than 4 megabytes.

F. Magnetic tape memory with memory density of
more than 480 bits per millimeter and transfer
speed of more than 2,400 kilobytes per second.
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G. Low priced large capacity storage system with

memory capacity of more than two billion bytes

and on-line access capability.

H. Mass storage unit with memory capacity of more

than 30 billion bytes.

I. optical disc memory system that uses optical

technology and possesses memory capability of

more than 1,000 megabytes.

J. Pen controlled type high speed plotter with

resolution of less than 0.01 millimeter and

plotting speed of more than one meter per

second.

K. Pen controlled type high precision plotter

with resolution of less than 5 micrometers and

plotting speed of more than 50 centimeters per

second.

L. High performance CRT character display devices

that can display more than 200 kinds of let-

ters and more than 4,000 letters on the

screen.

M. Character display devices that use elements

other than CRT, can display more than 128

kinds of letters, and more than 1,000 letters

on the screen.

(12) Semiconductor elements

I. With respect to the following electronic apparatus,

their manufacturing technology shall be established

by, for example, experimental production.

A. High performance silicon semiconductor
elements

1. The following high frequency transistors.

(1982][350]

a. HF transistors with continuous out-

put of 50 watts or more when the

frequency is 4 giga-hertz, and those

with continuous output of 100 watts

or more when the frequency is 2
giga-hertz.

b. HF transistors with pulse output of

700 watts or more when the frequency
is 2 giga-hertz, and those with

pulse output of 200 watts or more
when the frequency is 4 giga-hertz.
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2. Low frequency transistors with collector
voltage of 400 volts or more and collector
electric current of 600 amperes or more, as
well. (1982](300]

3. Large capacity and high speed switching di-
odes with current capacity of 15 amperes or
more and the reverse recovery time of 50
nanoseconds or less. (1982][3003

4. High speed switching reverse conducting flow
cylisters with reverse pressure resistance of5,000 volts or more, current capacity of
1,000 amperes or more, and the turn off time
of 30 microseconds or less, as well.
(1982][300]

5. HF cylisters with reverse pressure resistance
of 2,000 volts or more, current capacity of
600 amperes or more, and, in addition, the
turn-off time of 8 microseconds or less.
[1982](300]

B. High performance compound semiconductor elements

1. Blue emitting elements with wave length of
4,350 Angstrom (A) or more but of 500 Ang-
strom or less, external quantum of 5% or
more, and, in addition, drive voltage of 3.5
volts or less. (1982](2503

2. Red emitting elements with external quantum
effect of 10% or higher. (1982](150]

(13) ICs

I. With respect to the following electronic apparatus,
their manufacturing technology shall be established
by, for example, trial production.

A. LSIs

1. Bipolar ICs with integration of 50,000
elements or more per chip. (1982](3,000]

2. MOS ICs with integration of 2 million
elements or more per chip [1984](3,000]

B. Low power driven ICs

1. MOS ICs that consume electricity in the
amount of 0.04 microwatts or less per row
of flip-flop.

C. High speed ICs
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1. High speed ICs with electric consumption
of 0.5 milliwatts or less per gate,
propagation delay time of one nanosecond
or less, and, in addition, integration of
16,000 gates or more per chip.
(1984][1,500]

2. High speed ICs with electric consumption
of 0.5 milliwatts or less and also propa-
gation delay time of 0.1 nanosecond or
less. (1984](1,200]

D. High power high pressure resistance ICs

1. Semiconductor ICs with the output of 50
watts or more. (1984](1,500]

2. Semiconductor ICs with pressure resis-
tance of 500 volts or more. (1984][500]

2. Electronic Apparatus -- Apparatus for industrialization

(2) Digital Computers and Their Peripheral
Equipment Which Are Capable Of Remote
Information Processing

I. 1984 Production goal for the following items with
performance levels as specified below is equivalent
to 100 units of the digital computer.

A. Digital Computer

1. Those digital computers with a main mem-
ory of U.5 M or over, having virtual
memory function and communication control
function.

2. Those having operating systems with in-
stant transaction process controlling
function, efective controlling function
in the multichannel timeshare processing,
dynamic file assigning function, and
other functions suitable for the highly
advanced remote information processing.

B. Peripheral Terminal Devices

Those digital computers whose terminal devices
have batch-processing function and other inde-
pendent [smart?] information processing func-
tions.

II. Kinds of Facilities and Funds

A. Automatic designing device (5 billion yen)
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B. Automatic production device (10 billion yen)

C. Automatic testing device (5 billion yen)

III. Others

Efforts shall be made for developing minicomputers
with highly advanced remote data processing capabil-
ity.

(3) Large Capacity Magnetic Cartridge Memory Device

I. Target year for the start of the industrial production
and the production quantity for the target year.

A. The industrial production of large capacity mag-
netic cartridge memory device (those with memory
capacity of 2B or over, transmission spread of
lM/sec or over and 10 seconds or shorter access
time) shall be started 1980, and projected to
reach 600 units/year of production level in 1984.

II. Kinds of facilities and Funds

A. Production facilities. -

1. Mechanism manufacturing facilities (2 billion
yen)

2. Head manufacturing facilities (1 billion yen)

3. Circuit manufacturing facilities (1 billion yen)

B. Testing facilities

1. Testing facilities for the device itself (1.5
billion yen)

2. Facilities for comprehensive test (0.5 billion
yen)

(4) Magnetic Bubble Memory Device

I. Production Proposed for 1984

A. Proposed production of magnetic bubble memory
device those with magnetic bubbles of bubble diam-
eter of 1.5 micromillimeters or smaller, transmis-
sion rate of 100 K/sec and access time of 3 milli-
second and shorter) is 5,000 units
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II. Kinds of Facilities and Funds

A. Production facilities

1. Air-purifying room and air-purifying facility (2
billion yen)

2. Membrane forming, manufacturing facility (2.4
billion yen)

3. Chip-cutter-related facilities (0.8 billion yen)

4. Photolithography-related facilities (2 billion
yen)

5. Micropattern mask forming manufacturing facili-
ties (2 billion yen)

6. Chip observation related facilities (1.2 billion
yen)

7. Module testing facilities (1.6 billion yen)

B. Testing facilities

1. Wafer testing facility (2 billion yen

2. Chip testing facility (2 billion yen)

3. Module testing facility (2 billion yen)

(5) Chemical Compound Semiconductor Element

I. Production proposed for 1984

A. Yellow and green luminescent elements (1.2 bil-
lion)

B. Field effect type elements for microwaves
(300,000)

C. Elements for laser (300,000)

D. Wafers for the elements mentioned in the three
preceding items (30,000)

II. Kinds and quantities of facilities needed to be newly
installed (hereafter this will be referred to as
"Kinds, etc. of facilities")

A. Facilities for the manufacturing and assembly of
components (900 units)

1. Epitaxial growth facility
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2. Photoresist facility

3. Diffusion facility

4. Vacuum deposit facility

5. Insulating membranes forming facility

6. Seal-in facility

7. Assembling facilities

8. Other facilities required for manufacturing
and assembling components

B. Testing and inspecting facilities

1. Testing and inspecting facilities

2. Air-purifying facility

3. Pure water producing facility

4. Dust-proof device

5. Pollution-preventive facility

III. Items concerning the fund required for the increase of
production (hereafter to be referred to as "Fund') (10
billion yen)

A. Establishment of large cross section, high grade
crystal growing technology, multilayer, epitaxial
growing technology, impurities-diffusing technol-
ogy, etching technology, wiring technology and
other manufacturing technologies

B. Acceleration of the development of the crystal
growth facility, multilayer epitaxial growth fa-
cility, and testing and inspection facilities

C. Investigations on the trends of overseas technol-
ogies

D. Cooperation with the related industries in joint
efforts so that effective developments can be made
in the new applied fieldsz

(6) Semiconductor IC (limited to MOS Type IC with 100,000 or
More Elements and Bipolar IC with 5,000 or More Elements
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I. Production proposed for 1984

A. MOS IC (4 million)

B. Bipolar type IC (3 million)

II. Kinds of facilities

A. Facilities for manufacturing and assembling compo-
nents (80 units)

1. Pattern-designing facility

2. Mask forming facility

3. Membrance growth facility

4. Photoresist facility

5. Diffusing facility

6. Vacuum depositing facility

7. Assembling facility

8. Facilities for manufacturing packaging ma-
terials and components

9. Other facilities needed for manufacturing and
assembling components

B. Testing and inspecting facilities (130 units)

1. Testing and inspecting facilities

2. Environment testing facility

3. Other facilities needed for testing and in-
spection

C. Other facilities

1. Air-purifying room

2. Air-purifying facility

3. Pure water producing facility

4. Dust-proofing device

5. Pollution preventive facility

III. Fund (25 million yen)

A. 25 million yen
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IV. Others

A. Establishment of technology for high precision,
high density pattern designing, technology for
controlling the depth of diffusion, technology
concerning the decrease of the threshold voltage
and other technologies related to the large scale
integration.

B. Acceleration in the automation of product design-
ing; automatic controlling of the steps of chemi-
cals deposition, diffusion, and epitaxial growth;
and continious processing.

C. Acceleration of the development of high density
pattern manufacturing device, high-precision mask
manufacturing device, high speed assembling facil-
ity, high speed testing facilities, and others.

D. Investigations of the trends of the overseas tech-
nologies.

(7) Liquid Crystal Display Cell (Limited to Dot Matrix Type)

I. Production proposed for 1984: 2 million

II. Kinds, etc. of facilities

A. Facilities for manufacturing and assembling compo-
nents

1. Substrate (glass) manufacturing facility

2. Electrode pattern forming facility

3. Interfacial membrane and orientation control
treatment facility

4. Assembly and seal-on facility

5. Liquid crystal treatment-sealing facility

6. Polarizing plate bonding facility

7. Other facilities for manufacturing and assem-
bling components

B. Testing and inspecting facilities (50 units)

1. Testing and inspecting facilities

2. Environment testing facilities

3. other facilities for testing and inspecting

C. Other facilities (30 units)
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1. Air-purifying room

2. Air-purifying facility

3. Pure water producing facility

4. Dust-proofing facility

5. Pollution-preventive facility

III. Fund

A. 2 billion yen

IV. Others

A. Establishment of high-precision micro-pattern
forming technology, technologies for arraying,
coupling, connecting and other manufacturing tech-
nologies.

B. Increasing efforts for improving reliability

C. Increasing efforts for grasping the technological
trends overseas and the trend in demands.

(8) Materials For Electronic Apparatus

I. Chemical Compound Semiconductor Materials (limited to
those whose main components are gallium and phosphorus)

II. Proposed production for 1984: 2,000 kg

III. Kinds, etc. of Facilities

3. Electronic Apparatus -- Apparatus for Rationalization

(6) ICs

I. Performance

A. Semiconductor ICs

1. MOS type and logic circuits; defect rate
must be below 50 fits and those which can
be used at temperatures from 40 degrees
beow zero to 90 degrees above

2. MOS type ICs and memory circuits--defect
rate below 30 fits -- temperatures -40
degrees to +90 degrees
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3. Bipolar type and digital type ICs--defect
rate below 10 fits and temperatures -40
degrees to +100

4. Bipolar type and linears (limited to
industrial apparatus case) (used in tem-
peratures -40 degrees to +90; defect rate
below 20 fits)

B. Hybrid ICs ("Thick Film")

1. Those with defect rate below 80 fits from
-50 degrees to +120 degrees. ("Thin
Film")

II. Target for Production/Reduction Rate Will be as
Follows in Relation to Production Cost in 1977

A. Semiconductor ICs

1. MOS and logic circuits (cost reduction of
more than 40%)

2. MOS type memories (cost reduction of more
than 50%)

3. Digital and bipolar (cost reduction of
more than 45%)

4. Bipolar and linear (industrial apparatus
45%)

5. Bipolar and linear. (other than industrial
40%)

II. Kinds of Equipment

A. Semiconductor ICs

1. Parts production and assembly (8300)

a. Pattern design

b. Mask production

III. Funds

A. Semiconductor ICs

1. 250 billion yen

B. Hybrid ICs

1. 30 billion yen

III. Other
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A. Standardization should be promoted

B. Efforts should be made to establish guarantee
system

C. To promote development and commercialization
design technology and implement

D. Try to establish technology concerning control
technology of diffusion depth and control

E. Attempt development and diffusion of automa-
tion control and continuous processing for
production

F. Try to develop pattern design equipment, mask
device

G. Try to grasp overseas technology trends

H. Attempt to needs in each demand field through
establishment of cooperative regime with us-
ers.
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POINTS OF POLICY EMPHASIS
FOR FY 1982
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MACHINE INFORMATION INDUSTRY BUREAU'S

POINTS OF EMPHASIS IN POLICY IMPLEMENTATION FOR FY 1982

--Budget, Fiscal Investment, and Taxation--

February 1982

Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Bureau of Machine Information Industry
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(Full Translation of the Text, pp. 1-51

Fostering of Technologically Most Advanced Industries

I. Promotion of Electronic Computer Industry

A. Speeding up the Development of Basic Technology for Next
Generation Electronic Computers

In order to respond to the diversifying and heightening
needs of the people in the midst of ever increasing con-
straints of resources and energy, it is necessary to speed
up "information revolution" centering around electronic
computer. The electronic computer industry is important not
only as the bearer of information revolution but also as the
strategic industry holding a key to the heightening of our
country's industrial structure in the future.

For this reason, the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry has administered a variety of policies aimed at the
independence and stabilization of our country's computer
industry. As a result of this, and owing to the correspond-
ing efforts of the domestic producers, our country's com-
puter industry is about to stand on its own feet.

However, due to the disclosure of a large-sized new machine
(3081), which commands far superior cost performance over
the traditional ones, by IBM which occupies about 60% of
share in the world's computer market, the computer passed
into a new generation (the 4th generation). As for this 4th
generation computer, adoption of epochal new technology to
its hard and soft ware, great enhancement of its cost per-
formance, emergency of new functions, and a leaping expan-
sion of its utility are expected. Thus, the urgency of
developing next generation computer system in our country
became even more heightened.

The one which will become the technological core in the soft
ware aspect of next generation computer is the ultra-LSI
which is a highly densified and high-speed-converted LSI.
Because there was a need for developing this prior to the
development of soft ware technology we obtained a subsidy
for it and have successfully developed it under a four-year
plan, which was completed in 1979 as originally scheduled.

However, next generation computer system demands extremely
revolutionary new functions, which have not been existent
thus far, not only in its hard ware but also in its soft
ware and surrounding terminal equipment. In the soft ware
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technology our country lagged behind other countries in the

past, and it is imperative to pursue advanced technological

development in control program such as network technology,

data base machine technology, and (baachal?) machine tech-

nology and in highly advanced language processing technology

capable of processing information in Japanese. Also, in the

field of surrounding terminal equipment technology, there is

a strong desire to develop machine technology capable of

processing information in Japanese, which is naturally eas-

ier for the Japanese to handle than the traditional one

using English. Accordingly, there is a need to promote

advanced technology for the Japanese language input-output

equipment and the ultra-large-capacity outside memory equip-

ment.

For the purpose, under a five-year plan covering from 1979

to 1983 with a total R&D capital of 47 billion yen, the

development of the basic soft ware technology (operating

system: OS), which is the core of the soft ware technology,

and the new surrounding terminal equipment technology where

technological revolution is salient is being promoted under

the industry's uniform research association system (the

Electronic Computer Basic Technology Research Association).

A 50% subsidy was given for such development in the past.

However, for 1982, a 45% subsidy has been decided as an

exceptional measure reflecting the financial rehabilitation

which is now under way. In 1982, which is the fourth year

of the plan, a part of the work originally scheduled for

1983 will be implemented ahead of the schedule, thereby
accelerating the development.

General Account:

Subsidy for the promotion of
next-generation electronic computer
basic technology development ........ 5,616,000,000 yen

(6,200,000,000 yen)

Of the above, the subsidy for
the promotion of basic software
technology development ............. 4,986,000,000 yen

(5,150,000,000 yen)

------------ , the subsidy for
the promotion of new surrounding
terminal equipment technology
development ......................... 630,000,000 yen

(1,050,000,000 yen).
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B. Electronic Computer Basic Technology Development (The
Fifth Generation Computer Research and Development)

In regard to the Neuman-model computer which has been used
thus far, a variety of problems, theoretical as well as
structural, have been raised. It is likely, therefore, that
a new computer which is based on a revolutionary theory and
technology, namely the fifth generation computer, is to
emerge in the beginning of the 1990's.

For this reason, with the goal of realizing a computer sys-
tem desirable for the 1990's in the next ten years or so, it
is decided that, between 1982 and 1984, the basic techno-
logical development of fifth generation computer, including
an experimental production of the functionally separate-
mechanism module based on the new theory of data-flow-type
architecture and a trial production of the basic soft ware
for experimental-system use, will be carried out under the
form of entrustment.

General Account:

Entrustment expenditure for
electronic computer basic
technology development ................. 423,000,000 yen

(The Fifth Generation Computer (12,041,000 yen)
Research and Development)

C. Strengthening of Sales Structure

With the disclosure of a new model computer by IBM, the
computer passed into a new generation (the fourth genera-
tion). Because the price of hard ware in the case of the
fourth generation computer is expected to go down drasti-
cally, it is inevitable to have sales competition which is
harsher than before. Moreover, because it was decided to
implement two years' portion of the gradual tariff reduction
agreed on at the Tokyo Round, which included tariff on com-
puters, a harsher market situation for the fragile domestic
producers can be expected.

Under this circumstance, in order to secure a long-range
developmental base for the computer industry of our country,
it is decided to continue the Development Bank loan with the
most favored 6ustomer interest rate for the JECC which is a
joint rental company. In addition, for the purpose of im-
proving industrial structure, the Development Bank loan will
be continued for computer producers.
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Fiscal Investment:

Domestic Electronic Computer Promotion (JECC)

Development Bank, from the 51.5 billion yen set aside
for the category of electronic com-
puter promotion

(from the 46 billion yen, the same)

Electronic Computer Structural Improvement

Development Bank, from the 51.5 billion yen set aside
for the category of electronic com-
puter promotion

(from the 46 billion yen, the same).

D. Promoting the Dissemination of High-Efficiency Elec-
tronic Information Remote Processing Equipment

In order to promote the dissemination of high-efficiency
electronic information remote processing equipment, the
first-year special depreciation rate of 13/100 currently in
effect is changed to 10/100 for the installers of the equip-
ment. Also, its applicable period is extended when there
are needs for adjustment as a result of converting the
systems currently in operation into a larger size.

Taxation:

From the Special Depreciation Measure Concerning Prin-
cipal Compound Machine Equipment,

Two-year extension of applicable period for the high-
efficiency information remote processing equipment.
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(Full Translation of the Text, pp. 8-13]

II. Promotion of Information Processing Industry

In regard to the information processing industry (software
industry, information processing services industry, and data
base services industry), a variety of systematic and insti-
tutionalized policies have been implemented to strengthen
technological development and operational bases.

From now on, along with the promotion of fundamental lib-
eralization of the communication circuit utilization which
has been impeding the development of information processing
industry and our country's information revolution, a variety
of promotional policies are to be expanded as shown below.

A. Strengthening the operation of the Information Process-
ing Promotion Work Association

Amidst the call for moving into a knowledge-intensive indus-
trial structure, the speeding up of information revolution
is more desirable than ever before. The promotion of the
information processing industry which is the bearer of such
information revolution thus remains an important policy
task, especially in view of the situation that a technologi-
cal gap between Japan and the United States has not disap-
peared.

For this reason, with the purpose of speeding up our coun-
try's information revolution and fostering the information
processing industry, the operational activities of the In-
formation Processing Promotion Work Association which was
established in 1970 are to be further strengthened and ex-
panded as shown below.

General Account:

Subsidy for the operational expenses of
the Information Processing Promotion
Work Association (includes the entrust-
ment development expenses for specially
designated programs, the special en-
trustment expenses for software mainte-
nance technology development, and the
technological development promotion
expenses for advanced information
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processing) ......... 2,620,453,000 yen
(2,658,000,000 yen)

(Scale of Operation: 3,455,838,000 yen)
(3,373,385,000 yen)

1. Expansion of Specific Program Development

In order to heighten computer utilization and to promote the

circulation of programs, the Information Processing Promo-

tion Work Association has been developing, under the form of

entrustment, those advanced but widely used programs which

are difficult for companies to develop for their own. The

Association has also been promoting the dissemination of the

programs thus developed. These promotions and developments
are to be continued in 1982.

General Account:

From the Operational Expenses of
the Information Processing Promotion
Work Association,

Program Development Purchase
Expenses .......................... 1,350,838,000 yen

(1,350,838,000 yen)

2. Promotion of Software Maintenance Technology Development
Plan

The software requires maintenance operation because of the

change in the operating system's processing environment and

of the necessary adjustments for users' needs. The mainte-

nance cost occupies 70% of the software cost, and the main-

tenance operation is done manually, thereby lowering pro-

ductivity and reliability. These factors are contributing
to the rise of software cost.

In order to overcome this condition, a comprehensive system

to rationalize and automate the maintenance operation and to

enhance productivity and reliability is to be developed
during the period of five years beginning in 1981 (Total

amount, about 5 billion yen). Following the basic plan

established in 1981, a full scale implementation of the
technology development will be carried out in 1982.
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General Account:

From the Operational Expenses of
the Information Processing Promotion
Work Association,

Special Entrustment Expenses for
Software Maintenance Technology
Development ......................... 840,000,000 yen

(140,000,000 yen)

3. Promoting the Development of Advanced Information Pro-
cessing Technology

With the progress of information processing, the development
of an advanced information processing technology combining
the software technology and other technology became essen-
tial for the progress of our country's information revolu-
tion. However, situation is such that the existing develop-
ers are unable to perform the development, thereby necessi-
tating the government's support for such technological
development.

To accomplish the development of such structurally compound
advanced information processing technology, a concentration
of a variety of skills and resources is imperative. For
this reason, a technology center was established in 1981 in
the Information Processing Promotion Work Association, to
which the best technicians from the information processing
industry, computer makers, computer users, and universities
were recruited to engage in research and development. This
program will be further expanded in 1982.

General Account:

From the Operational Expenses of
the Information Processing Promotion
Work Association,

Promotion Expenses for Advanced
Information Processing Technology
Development ......................... 708,936,000 yen

(395,434,000 yen)
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B. Strengthening the Information Processing Industry's

Business Operation Bases

The information processing industry has a strategic 
impor-

tance in the improvement of national living standard and in

the knowledge-intensification of industrial structure. The

existing conditions, however, show low technological power

and productivity. Also in terms of the scale of business

operation, there are many weaknesses compared to the ad-

vanced countries of Europe and America, thereby necessitat-

ing a strong promotional policy.

Especially from the viewpoint of the procurement of indus-

trial capital, a satisfactory supply of capital from private

financial organizations cannot be expected due to the 
lack

of collateral or the shallowness of company's history.

For this reason, loan guarantee by the Information Process-

ing Promotion Work Association and procurement of loan 
from

3 long-term trust banks on the basis of the Capital 
Opera-

tion Department's debts underwriting have been administered

since 1970. These measures have proved to be an important

factor in the promotion of our country's information pro-

cessing industry.

In view of the effectiveness of these measures, they are to

be implemented also in 1982 ...... [14 lines omitted hereaf-

ter, translator]

General Account:

Promotion of the Information Processing

Industry's Security Measure .............. 4,387,000 yen
(2,438,000 yen)

Fiscal Investment:

Financial Measure for the Promotion

of Information Processing ................ 5 billion yen

(Monetary Debts Underwriting (5 billion yen)

Promotion of the Systemization of

Information Processing System

Development Bank, from the 51.5 billion yen set aside
for the category of electronic
computer promotion

(from the 46 billion yen, the same)

Intensification of Information Processing
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Development Bank, from the 51.5 billion yen set aside
for the category of electronic
computer promotion

(from the 46 billion yen, the same)
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INFORMATION PROCESSING POLICIES FOR FISCAL 1976 (1)

The Ministry of Inteuntipnal Trade and Industry

Utilizatorn of computers in Japan has continued to

espand at a r.rpid rate. Whereas the numner if

co-mPutss in asetual use as of the end Si Secptember.

1970. wa, 7.910. and they wcre valued at 74tt tt1tt

million %en. esxactly five years later 32.J4tI iimput-

erm .ere in use and were valed at a total df .OftD.900

million yen Thus .in oily firve en w rhie has been

an increase of 2J times in the value of computers in

use and an increase of 4.1 timcs in the number of

c,,mpules. fov average annual groth raies of 51

and 33i respectively Accordlngtotheprogtimfor

achieving more advanced use or computers by the

government announced in March. 1976. by the end

of fiscal 19lt there am expected to be 36.4c0 eoms

puters in use and thes computers ae expected tobe

wrth K.t-(((s910 million yen. Thus. average annual

growth rates of more than 2(FI- for value and mnre

than 30';i for number of computers ae expected for

the next few years.

While rapid groth my consequentCly be Cs-

pected of the hardwtare itiustry. nd the itforiatioun

prsessing industry. the following characteristics

ma be cited forthes industries. Both are excellent

examples vof lo..resource.consuming industry. and

sif non-polluting industry as well. Moreover. be-

cause of their position of leershiip in teehiuoloacal

fileld. they inmptut SWU reercussion effects to

other industries. In view of these chautcteristics.

these must he considered key industries ithin the

over-all structure of Japanese industry.

I. THE PUOCESS OF LUERALIZATION

Keeping the implications Of the foregoiwn in mind.

liherilitalt.n of imprts of computer industry, and

of fiweipr invesment in the indusiry. hase tedn

gre.,il ret.rded. in urder that the domestic industry

.ould secure a self-sustaining position. but because

xf pressure from abroad well as other ftsons.

gradutl progres wws nre m effeetrfit libleali"

tuon. Ieading up to liberalization of imports of corn-

puers. in December. 1975.and liberalizationofcap.-

tal investiment in the %iotw-are industry, in April.

1976. These moves have brought the Japanese in-

formation industry into direct confrontation with

fireign competition.

II. MEASURES TO BE TAKEN IN FISCAL 1976

In wrder iii assis Japanecs iirganization and pn-

vate corporations prepare for liberalization. and ahso

in view of the importance to Japan of the computer

industry. during fiscal 1976. in additon to implemen-

tation of policies which had been adopted m the past.

several new policies have beet adopted All of

these policies comprise four groups. namely. Ill

po-licics for promotion of the hardware industry. (2t

policies for promotion of the inforoation processing

induatry. (3) the development of ocia systems. and

O4) the improvement of the infrastructure for peater

utilization of information in all areas of activity Of

these. the main contents of (11. (2) and (31 are de-

scribed below.

1. tilllm for peakmtt of thi rdrr iadry

(11 Subsidies for pronotion of the development of

new computer modeb

|F W01 I |7 L-.W - c4

I o t sa~~1247S T 1 '4°so an ISS i L e

IBM's most prominent computers at present are

tho Is in the 370 Series. which utilize LSIs and which

ire far superiwr mn cos-peflormiance to the previous

1711 Series models in which ICs were used. It is an

urgent matter that Japan's domestic industry de-

velop new models which can successfully compete

with these. and for that purpose the MM has facili-

2
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THE PROCESS OF LIBERALIZATION

.111 SI hi. 'rm ,n wii threc iup~ of .Jure,*sc gm- MITI provides subsidies for up to 5O% of de-
rI-.lr m.LMrr .nd made .,ailable to Ihr11 grops vekoerlmens icos.s incurred by domestic cormputer and
.uld. om-,wntitnt lo up to .@- o( develop Iem computer eQuipmet mttkes for the developmIIt of

peuipheMiA anrd terminials /piotters. character dis.
pMl. injis wnial pnntcr. OCR devices. intelligent

I. 1 r-..rllnwiwln m 'Ihc de hd.tpmen..,ni ,Ic irrminahl. W Lc-1omuag.dIpe dc~e%. et.,

_.to ,,,, _ 13) Suhudies for deveomwment of super.LSI, for the
..,,, ils 06r- .t . nemt geneIC tovtn a computers

_.U IA tfc'.cnt. I B M i% developing what ha1 been pro.-00 tu 0 vi....nalls termed the Future System of computers

Jx ~~~C... 9tno - a etaws_ n.... o. -.. ...... ;10o u

CS7 ofl "_. 197_

A- ~ ~ ~ ~~ _* 2tm ufe §7*.au 1972 ifoo dlrto d .t. of S Din,

A..§T I 0eD7 inw taon .0 no~n. *S orn .. twdo_ _i. ,..,f a.,*r - r. 8 o 13.8
-7 tfsi Wt -t-e _V rm 28% to fl.5%

M., 3w. 19 h00,0I.*.o o l ,f 0,i ol 0, 1

.Sao. ..reo,_ I. 074

Sia. s972 ODooao , toamat.t1*o. Stne1t.0I0rCotdo,,CtS~. - - musc.,no
until lo._._ urn o o. 7.y,i 10%
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IC _ M0: 0000W..1 Ir O 104
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,1 97 fim . ~ 1 i.i 1

I 3.5co t o j0 2.oo

ii hiih aire iended iii he hetter Ihan the IBM 37lt

Seric- in c.istperfirinnc and .. mriippn)ing
itiss.irc .ind terminas *ill dirrcsprndingis he fur-

nashd with innovative technology It is expected

that the ne. generation of FS cuimputers will he

announced in the near fiture. Dvelopmnent of

...mprtcrvs hichcancompct with thisness ;cner.i-

i-iii hi, been ain urgent iluc.
01t central import anic io the nev. generation is the

-opcr-t SI. suhich hia high density and high speed

than A-nventiiwnal LSIs. Accordmily. subsidie

hais been made available for promotion of the de-

clsipmmnt of Super-LSIh for use in computers: these

,iibsidies aknlt to up tii 5; .fdcvelo lrmcnt uisti

nsurred in a co.mhined develipment efloirt hi

.iranm -.ompuler manufacturers

4St Japan %Devel-o Blank loans for JECC

4700 laWsb 1.000
agj._ 1b.000) 1

Mot acquisitions of computers in Japan are

thr.ugh a rentad system which ehlmnates the need

tiir the ciomputer user to make a high initial invest-

ment and has the additional ment of providing a

hcdgc against obshoescing iif hardware. This

mclthd placesa-eat burden ont he comtputer man-

ufacturer. however. and in oider to lighut this bur-

den. and prumote the development of indigenous

Japanese computer _anaiuecturm. since 19h1 Japan

Des elopmenl Bank loans to the Japan Electric Comn-

Miter Cri IJ ECC i iguarante rental charges. Such

insestmnem by the JDB will be continued in fisca

197h in ie* if the enpected impact of competitiun

-ith IBM and other foren manufacturer subse-

quent to coimplete liberalization.

0i Japan Dscl-pmemn Bank loans for structural

impr.vement

Fi. such purposesw as iprovememn of the interma-

ti.inal competitiveness of the Japanexe computer In-

dumtry. pfiigres.4 has been made in structural in-

pnriemeni of the industry through such steps a,

husinc,-s tic-up, am,-ng the six Japanese cimtputer

manufacturer. and 1,i further promoeii structural im-

r~ricmcnt ,fthc industry JDB lIn will he ava.l-

ahle for equipment investment.

itI Japan Develpment Bank loans based on the ia-

i.n Extraordnanry Measure, for the Promotion of

Specilc Flectromic and Machinery Industines

I 1976 Dow? L I s_ i C I, 1

CS00 1 . c j OW

()n thaebss df the La. on Extraordinari Meas-

urcs fw the Promotiieon of Specific Flectrinic und

Machinery Industries. JDB loans are avadable to

hardware maker ror investment in rationalization of

production. commercialization of new technolay.

and similar purposes.

t71 Reserve fund against kosses when buying huck

.Compuiters
When a citmputer usr terminates a rental contract

with J ECC. the manufacturer of the computer used

mustbuyatbackfromJECC. Atsuchatime.aloss
*f r.l ofthesaies price may beaplied toarepurch-

ase reserve by the computer manufacturer.

IKI Special deprecation arrangementsfror cmputers

To facilitate the acquisiuon of computers from the

viewpoint of the contribution thereby made to the

improvemets of idonmntion proceasing and to the

use of iforumuion. as well as for the purpose of

assuring a stable market fur computer makers. ac-

celerated depreciation is permitted for purchasers *f
compulers. whereby one-fifth of the value may be

depreciated in the first year.

2. Impr. _mant of m#-latam provided to the

lt -mmha.4a S Proaethes. AgIme iee.
I II Subsidizing of the operating costs of the Associa-

ti.n (With the exception of development of software

prniduction technoilogyl

a
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Us,. 'Sho n.

1322 '

.11 -; ".0,ln,inc sn I tl olcr. 1970. hai the ,hYe
. .ru I.. it, name ... prriM,4.ng informalgn pr.-

.mrgs ihrmith the develorment of software and
..lllll.n.f .1, dlff, ..,n. :1, ell as act-aIlle, 'In

\h.-l in.-I V - frtent hc-,nformaimnpr,..-
- ..*...c J...r I'he MITI hal.I c u,:h

.. ,1.. Ik1'M ...- mm l.....rng 1. - 11.1aV
. *r,.nw.- Ih. uJvcI,'pment .1 aulvanced general.
m-rrr. r-gram,. and by subsidzing purchase and
",nl., .-,1i

* Nr41..-11 V'r Pju ,gn Tchnmilg) Desel,-pmrn

lU.., 'v~le .. fa

.m yrv In rdrjjratln for Ihe liberalizasion
. nl.nrma,.,lin pr.iessing Industry. on the basis
Ihc ic-ull .4tutneid 1rom the *dtssware moduk

,. s ..i.tislime nplemented from fiscal 1973
hr..,gh I,.. Ii? 1I7 tIX.lt millinn yen mn thinre yexsml.
n r idr h.des.l.cp the tlisic technology needed for

t ps,.r,-dhI.n ,'f n,-u softwarc. a pecial
ih.. hcin rirlilded t.i the IPA.

: . aIloshenni df a loan system for piimoiion of
.nfl-rmai...n prtlessing.

redri are exiended hy the Long-Term credit
lnt.,, J~at.inrlnd- ii., herbanks.usingfundsfrom

: n .din.W ililrc:-u of the Mimsir7 ,tf Finance.

.- A iulliltsm of VOmputen by infoiraion
preWISIUW -rvice bureus and othens.
PrIanm deCeilopmezs: education or m-
hrmuiiiin processing personnel. and im-
r."-viemni *-1 other business activities.
.ind
..I n t,,n .4 nlormaiin per.
-nnel in pIsate enterprises in genietn.

and develo-pment of programs in such en-
terpnses.

14J J:rian Development Bank kans for wsfware de-
sel..pmen,

F-.- ihe proimilon-f,-fti,.are development. loans
.ir ,. ch r,'vd.d h, the JDP to hardware makers
and i nl.rntais'in polcessing companies. for sufiware
development. the education of tformataon preace.
,ing per.innel. .a.quiation of computers 10 be umed
for raIning. Ihc purchase of land and buildings: du-
Calum ad ironing fauilities. a' well a, appurtenant

1'1 Pr0grAm horlding reserve fund
80 means of seeking to facilitate the sound de.

eIimient If the software industry through suabihl.
zation of the management of software compa es.
the moaking 'If depsi^ts iit form a reserve fund. to
prepare for maintenance expanses which are incur.
red after a progagm has been acquired. has been
approved.

3. Dreninpxlast of mrkil ym_
III DEXvelolpment of medical Information proces-
ing sysiem~

Piwa ~ ~ r 107 ase ..1 ii ~ l
I 9761--- 51

401 312 141

Demand for improvement of health and medical
care scrsices has not been matched by expansion
and Improvement of supply functions. to the extent
that the disparity has become a socal problm of
natirnal dimensions.

In iirder to conibute to rectifiration of this situI-
tiiin. h% means if the utilization of information tech.
nodlog and development of a medical information
processng system in which lat advances of med-
cAI electronics are utilized. it is intended to toinpve
the priiductivity of health and medical servi and
reduce regional disparities.

As specific measures to be taken toward realiza-
tion of this objective. efforts have been made to
develorp a cormprehensive health and medical infor.
maitin system wherein special Informatton peace-

5
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sing units for installation in hospitals, as well as a

speciallanguage. are developed Incontinuallon 'if

haw urs " !mil rctawrch unden rcn in Ci al 1973.

Fastc system design work undertaken in fiscal 1974.

and ditailcd design wurk undertaken tin fisal 1975.

experimental models ofthe equipment are tobe built

duntg firs-al l1976. aNd used in trial applications.

12' Development of a litving visual informtaton sys-

tem for daily living"
IV- -d.-, _^

M3 a" ~~~UsA aSIefa

I. 107 a I L taivwbt I 5.l I

With CATV video packages and other recent ad-

s ane in tcchnloiigy appli..atiiis as Ihe-husts. ef-

trins are to be continued on the development or

iw.ay living visual infhIrmatin system. usch ;,

,rimputer .idcd Instruction, facsimile transmission.

TV shopping and the like.

Because of the all-encompassing nature of the re-

Lationship of these systems to daily life, an entire

town has been selected for expeimentation and ef-

forts at gaining an understanding in concrete, quan-

tittiuve terms of the needs o users, by trial opera-

tional use of the system and equipment. so that the

system and its equipment may be further developed

Thus far, work has comprised basic design (fiscal

1972). detailed design (fiscal 19731. development of

experimental models of equipment (fiscad 1974 and

1975). and in fiscal 1976 work will be concentrateuon

the construclion of subsystems.

6
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Information Processing Policies for 1978 (1)

TEN BILLION YEN FOR VLSI DEVELOPMENT
- M1TI Policies Related to Data Processing - -

Policies of the Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry (MITI)forfiscal
(FY) 1978 concerning data processing and
industries related to dat processing are as
shown in the following table. The main
point is the assistance for development of
VLSI, a project which is in its third year.
According to the -Law for Extraordinary
Measures for Specific Machinery and In-

formation Industries" which replaced the
'law for Extraordinary Measures for Spe-
cific Electronic and Machinery Industries7
which became ineffective in March, 1978.
inclusion of the software industry among
those to be promoted and subsequent
enforcement based on the concept of
.unification of machinery and informa-
tion" are of interest.

MITI Policies to the Information Industry Related

(Unit: million yen)
Classificaton PoliciesFY FY FYlClasification Policies 1976 1977 1978

Hardware Financial assistance for development
promotion and promotion of LSI for next genera-

tion of computers 3.500 8,640 10,052
Japan Development Bank financing for
JECC 47.000 (Note 1) Note 2)
Japan Development Bank financing for
structural improvement among corn
puter manufacturers (Note 3) (Note 1) (Note 2)
Financial assistance to promote the use
of computers by chambers of commerce
etc. 600 8 104
Reserve fund system for losses from
returned computers - -

Japan Development Bank financing for
promotion of information systematiza-
tion (Note 3) (Note 3) (Note 2)
Data processing promotion taxation-

1
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SIPPCC 4-(Fc<r
S)POE'r (-Fr7_

(Unit: million yen)

FY FY FY
Classification Policies 1976 1977 1976

Hardware Loan system to promote computer
promotion security (Small Business Finance Corpo-

ration) 0 0 2.500

Software Special commissions for software pro-
promotion duction technology devqlopment 500 850 1,112

Financial assistance for operation of
Information-Technology Promotion
Agency (except for commissioning for
software p oduction technology devel-
opment) 1233 1,198 1,167

Dat processing promotion financing
measures 13,000 11,000 8.000

Japan Development Bank financing for
software development (Note 3) (Note 1) Note 2)

Program guarantee reserve fund system - - -

Tax deduction system for data process-
ing technology training and research
expenses _ _

Promotion of
system and
technical
development

Basic expan-
sion of data
processing

Development of pattern data processing
systems (large-scale projetns)

Health care network system develop-
ment costs
Visual Information piocessing system
development costs
Development and survey costs for an
energy saving urban equipment system

Survey and research fees for establishing
system auditor system
Safety measures tor software. etc.

Compilation of directories of data pro-
cessing services etc
Certification examination for inform
tion processing engineers

Holding information familiarizationW9

Survey of the status of data processing

Investigations for Information network
formation
Computer shipment nd trade-in surveys

General survey of problems of data
processing engineers

3,390

1461 )4

0
-

47
1

-16

2
5

2.916

(MO).4

42

6
1

I

52

17

2
5

2,514

-192

33

5
.I

57
1

16

2
5

2

I I

0 1

5531 4391 39
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(Unit: million yen)

Classification Policies FY IFY FY1976 1977 1978
Basic expan- Systematization surveys, industry by
sion of data industry 2 2 2
P mng Standard model system design research

to promote information usp 0 0 5

Promotion of Promotion of dta processing in MITI 2,885 3.290 3,956
governmental Research and development of joint

pat ces computer utilization techniques lor
ing government ministries and agencies 65 65 63

Notes 1: Total 52 billion yen
2: Total 56 billion yen

3: In other JDB Categories
4: Up to FY 1977. shown as development costs for medical care information

system

1 Outline of FY 1978 Policies
The ministry has conducted various

measures for promoting information
industry largely on the basis of reports
from the Information Industry Subcom,
mittee of the Industrial Structurc Council
and Information Processing Promotion
Council. These reports emphasize the
expansion of policies related to technical
developments regarding both hardware
and software; financial and taxation
measures to strengthen the administrative
for marketing, distribution and promo-
tion; development and spread of social
systems which improve the people's
welfare and create new fields of industy;
the training of data processing specialists;
and education and other measures to
provide a foundation for grester use of
information in society.

These various promotion policies can
be classified into the following categories:
(I) Promotion of the computer industry

and technical developments, (2) Promo-
tion of the daut processing industry and
raising the level of data processing, (3)
promotion of more efficient use of infor-
mation and development of social
systems, (4) measures to protect uscrs,
(5) establishment of a foundation for
greater information use, (6) promotion of
information utilization by small busi-
nesses; and (7) promotion of govern-
mental data processing The following
sections outline FY 1978 policies based
this classification

1. Promotion of the Computer Industry
and Techniical Developments

(1) Financial ssistance for development

of LSI for the next generation of
computers

This involves financial assistance for
the so-called VLSI development project.
Details of this project are described in the
next section.

3
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(2) JDB financng for promotion of the
computer mdustry

To assure the independence of the
Japanese computer industry so that it can
cope with the major American Manufac-
turers such as IBM the following three

types of financing are to be provided by

the Japan Development Bank (PDB)M
These will contribute to strengthening the
managerial systems by improving market-
ing capability; will promote constitu-
tional improvement, and will promote the
development of software.
1) JDB financing to guarantee the rental

capital of JECC
Computer marketing is mainly based

on rentals For the user, rental makes it
possible to spread expenditures over time
and to trade up when the computer pre-
sently used becomes out-dated or more
computing power is needed. However, for

the manufacturer, rental means that
income is delayed long beyond the time

d at production and sales expenses have
arisen, and the burden of marketing
expenses is great. Therefore, in 1961, the

Japan Electronic Computer Co., Ltd.

(JECC) was formed by the joint invest-

ment of domestic computer manufac-
turers under the direction of MMTI and
since that time, JECC has been working

as a domestic rental company. The
mechanism involves JDB financing of

JECC at a preferential interest rate.
The capital invested in JECC includes'

public capital from JDB; capital from
financial institutions, insurance com-

-panies and foreip2 banks (in Japan); and
its own capital obtained from increases in
stockholders' equity and rental income.

JECC's stockholders now include the
following seven companies; Fujitsu Ltd.,
Hitachi Ltd., Nippon Elctric Co., Lt.,
Tokyo Shtbaura Electric Co., Ltd., NEC-
Toshiba Information System, Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. and Oki Electric Industry

Co., Ltd. These companies are increasing
their own rentals (rental by manufac-
turers) in accordance with increascs in the

strsngth of each company, and the de-
pendence of Hitachi on JECC is especially

low. However, the purchase of locally

produced computers by JECC is increas-
ing every year and the company is still

Annual purchase of locally-produced computers 4y JECC

(Unit: 100 million yen)

4
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the largest computer rental company in
Japan.
2) JDB financing for stnructural improve.

ment of the computer manufacturing
industry
The six Japanese manufacturers have

been seeking more effective arrangements
in regard Y, computer-related activities.
Establishment of cooperative ties has
been firnancially supported by JDB since
FY 1972 and this financing is being
continued in FY 1978.

This system has played a definite role
in narrowing the capital gap between
foreign manufacturers such as IBM and
domestic computer manufacturers. The
Japanese manufacturers rapidly put this
system into effect when they became
involved in the production and marketing
of new series of computers. Moreover,
this system is highly significant because
its guarantee of funds serves to encourage
equipment investment.
3) JDB financing for software develop.

ment
It is expected that the share of soft.

ware costs among total data processing
costs will gradually increase in the future
and the promotion of advanced, high.
quality software development is thus of
major importance. Therefore, this financ-
ing is provided for the computer manu-
facturers and software companies, to
provide funds for the computers, build-
ings, land and other facilities required for
software development and the training of
data processing personnel. This system of
financing has been in effect since FY
1970.

The development of software by such

financing includes the development of
programs intended to contribute to the
improvement of the level of computer
utilization on the basis of Article 3 of the
'Law Concerning Information - Tech-
nology Promotion Agency".

(3) Reserve fund system for computer
'Repurchase losses

Japanese computer manufacturers
conduct much of their rental business
through JECC but when the user returns a
rented computer, the manufacturer must
repurchase it from JECC at the residual
value at the time of return. However, this
residual value includes profits and indi-
rect expenses not included in the assets
and there is a big difference between the
residual price of the used computer and
the actual value. Therefore, the manufac-
turer suffers a trade-in loss.

To prepare for such losses, a reserve
fund has been accumulated by setting
aside fixed percentages of income (set at
10% at the beginning in 1968, and raised
to 1S% in 1970 and 20% in 1972) in FY
1978, the rate is to be revised on the basis
of past results to improve the balance
sheets of the companies.

(4) Fixed asset tax relief and special
depreciation systems for computers

These are aids to computer users
rather than for computer manufacturers.

In contrast to being able to handle the
complete amount of rental fees as ex-

penses each month, nily the depreciation
cn be treated as an accounting expense
when a computer system is purchased and
a huge outlay is necessary at the time of

5
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purchase. This tax relief and special

depreciation system, which was estab-

lished in FY 1970, is intended to lighten

the burden. Currently, a special acceler-
ated depreciation of one-fifth is per-

mined in the first year the computer is

purchased. The fixed asset taxes at the

local level are also reduced to correspond
to the special depreciation system at the

national tax level, In FY 1978, special

depreciation system will be established

whereby one-sixth of the purchase price

will be excluded from the taxable value

for three years after the purchase of

computer system.

(5) Development of a pattern informa-

tion processing system
.Following the development of the

super high performance computers from

FY 1966 through 1970. research and

development concening pattern informa-

tion processing system was started in FY

1971 as a large-scale industrial technology

rsearch and development project (known

as a 'large sce projects sysem) for a
new generation of computers which can

handle direct input, recognition, process-

ing and output of various patterns such as

characters, pictures, objects and voice

sounds. This development will also be

continued in FY 1978.

2. Promotion of the Data Processing
Indusuy and Raising the Level of

Data Processing

(I) Software production technology

development plans
The subject plan was established to

eliminate the software gap between Japan

and the United States. At present,

the Information-Technology Promotion
Agency (IPA) is commissioning develop-

ment work for automation of progranmm-

ing systems The work, which is being

performed by software companies, in-
volves the editing and assembling of

progam modules, which will greatly

improve program productivity and in-

crease reliability. The development plan

was started from FY 1976 as the result of

software module subsidies from FY
1973-1975 (3 billion yen for 3 years).

(2) Subsidies for operating expenses of

IPA
Subsidies are given toward the operat-

ing expenses of the Information-

Technology Promotion Agency (IPA)
which was founded in 1970, to carry out

work related to the promotion of the

_development and supply of software. and

the growth and development of informa-
tion processing service companies. Sub-

sidies are given to EPA on the basis of the

above-mentioned software production

technology development plan. The organ.

ization of IPA operations is as shown in

the following figure.

(3) Financial measures for promotion of

data processing
These measures involve financing by

three long-term credit banks while wsit-
ing for acceptance of bank debentures by

the Trust Fund Bureau of the Ministry of
Finance. They act in unison to provide

credit guarantees to IPA. These ware
extraordinary measures originally limited

to FY 1976 but were felt valuable enough

6
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CO MPUTER

1975 Edition
A Summary of Highlights Compiled from
the Japanese Original

Published by

JAPAN INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Japan Computer Usage Development Institute)
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Part II:
Computer Policy and
Information Industry Policy

Measures for the Promotion
of Hardware

Until 1970. government promotion of
the electronics industrv and machinery
industry was carried out under separate
laws. the Law Concerning Temporary
Measures for Promotion ot the Electronics
Industrv and the La%% Concerning Tem-
porary Measures for the Promotion of
the Machinerv Industry. In 1971, how-
ever, these two laws were consolidated
under a single law, the Law Concerning
Temporarv Measures for the Promotion
of Specified Electronics Industries and
Specified Machinery Industries (Law No.
*17 of 1971). The Law specifies two types
o1 computers requiring piomotion which
it designates as A-type machines (those
which require research and development
regarding production technology) and C-
type machines (those which require ra-
tionalization of their production systems).
In line with the provisions of the Law,

the Government announced its Improve-
ment Plan relative to computers in No-
vember of 1971 and has been conduct-
ing its promotional activities on the basis
of the Plan since that time. The Plan
was partially revised and expanded in
1975.

Measures carried forward during 1974
relative to hardware promotion included
the following:

1. Financial Assistance for the Promo-
tion of the Development of New
Computer Types

Aid was given to the three reorganized
domestic computer manufacturing groups

Table 10
tIn g milihon)

1973 1974 1975

14,410 15,250 12.475

25
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COMPUTER WHITE PAPER

Recipients of Assistance for
Table I 1

Promotion of Computer Research (19751

Recipient

Ultra High Performance Computer
Development Group
Members

Fujitsu
F51 tsu Rcscarch lostite
Hitachi
Hitachi Kok,
Nippon Peripherals Co.. Ltd

New Generation Computer Series
Developmcnt Group
Mcmbci s

NEC
NEC Kyiisliu
NEC Toyama
Toshiba
Japan Business Aultomation
Japan Data Machine

Ultra High Performance Electronic
Computer Research Association
Miemnbers

Mitsubrhi Electric
Mmtubgshi Resea'ch Labo-alo
Ok, Electric

to cover 50V; of their expenses in de-
veloping news computer series fully capa-
hbc of meeting the challenge of the IBM
370 Series (a 3.5 generation computer).

2. Financial Assistance
tion of the Developm
Equipment (Table 12:

Aid vas given to cot
tirers and peripheral e
facturers to cover 50%
in developing peripheral
terminal devices (plotter
plays. serial printers.
terminals. key to tape d

Table 12

1973 1974

1.030 1.400

17.bl. 11 is dc'

Field of Research

E xsCimrmcni and R-searclh on
Ultra High Perlormance Elec ol.iic Cuioutce
System

H.seaua c aiil Dcvelo..ii *-: ,I
New Gererat ion Electromi. Cvii-liii
Family Series

Developing Prototype U'-a H.gh
Perlormance Electronic Computer Svsiucm

3. Loans to Japan Electronic Computer
Company Through Japan Develop-
ment Bank

Ine major part ot computer sates is in
for the Promo- the form of Compuiter rentals. In order
cnt of Peripheral to promote the development of domestic

computer manufactutrers hy reducing the
tremendous financial burden they would

mputer manufac- otherwise have to bear under the rental
qiiipment manoi- system. the Japan Development Bank has

oteq iepment asnd been granting loans to JECC since its
s. character dis- establishment in 1961 as a means of
OCR, intelligent suipplying the rental funds required. Now
evices. etc.). with total liberalization of machine and

capital imports just around the corner.
these loans arc expected to take on even
more significance as IBM and other for-

(in X milron.. eign manufacturers intensifv their activi-
ties in Japan. Thus, in order to insure

1975 the position of Japanese computer manu-
- g ~ A ~ - ......facturers in a market which is expected to

~~1~~ ~ expand along with the rapid advances in
ctiJ. . . ..... data processing. and to strengthen the
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foundation of the domestic manufacturers,
the amount of loan, from Japan Dcvel-
opment Bank to JECC is being further
increased.

Table 14
Loans to JECC Through Japan

Development Bank

0in M100 mili"on)

1971 1972 1973 1974 t 1975

410 200 115 225 330

4. Japan Devclopmcnt Bank Loans for
Restrctuiring the Industry

In order to build up the competitive
po%%cr o f the domestic computer manufac-
tuircrs in preparation for liberalization of
thc computer industry the country's six
mantlfaCttLIrers have been reorganized
throiugh administrative tie-ups. To enhance
the effect of thesc tie-Lips, loans will be
granted to the reorganized groups
through Japan Dcvelopment Bank.

Table 15
Japan Development Bank Loans for

Restructuring of the Industry
In V 100 m.Iiioni

1973 1 974 1975

lnvolveO with involved with
15 Odd Budget Odd Budget

F rame Frame

Measures for the Promotion
of Software

The Las. Concerning the Information
Technology Promotion Agency (Law No.
90 of 1970) was established with the
purpose of promoting the information
processing service business. the use of
computers and the development and
smooth distribution of computer pro-

Table 16

tin I nillioni

Aid Against I Iapital

Operational Expense I

1971 i 400 ! 400

1972 370 i 450

1973 i 785 , 0

1974 i 996 0 0

1975 11322 i 0

grams. It was on the basis of this Law
that the Information-Technology Promo-
tion Agency was established on October
1. 1970 and the Plan for Improvement
in Electronic Computer Usage was an-
nounced in Jantiarv 1972. Other meas-
tires instituted under this Law include
the compilation of a Program Register.
the holding of qualification tests for in-
formation processing technicians and the
granting Of assistance loans for the pro-
motion of data processing.

I. Assist.ince b% the Information-
Technology Promotion Agency

Table 16 shows the amount of funds
the Agency has appropriated as aid money
to be used toward buying up and pro-
moting the distribution of computer pro-
grams and as money to be used to
guairaintee the debts of data processing
firms.

2. Financial Assistance for the Promo-
tion of the Information Processing
Business (Table 17)

In order to promote software develop-
ment and improve the productivity there-

Table 17

tin V niiiionl

1973 1974 1975

Financial Assistance 600 1 200 1 200
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(106.9 billion yen: 3.9%c up) so that there are a total of six industrial categories with

installations valued at over 100 billion yen., These six by themselves account for 61.0% of

all computers in operation. The ranking in the 50 to 100 billion yen category runs: the

Government (99.5 billion yen; up 13.0%7b), petroleum and chemical (93.3 billion yen: up

6.0%), iron and steel (90.0 billion yen; up 8.6%), insurance (84.8 billion yen; up 14.8%),

transportation (69.6 billion yen: up 11.3%76), associations and farm co-ops (68.5 billion

yen; up 14.5%), local public bodies (56.1 billion yen) and universities (54.9 billion yen).

The last two categories mentioned went over the 50 billion yen mark for the first time in

1976.
As in 1974 and 1975, the category with the largest average system size in 1976 was

again insurance at 431 million yen (339 million yen in the preceding year; up 27%) and

this was followed by government-related organization (337 million yen; up 7.3%), elec-

tricity/gas/water (260 million yen; no change), the Government (337 million yen: up

6.3%) and securities (175 million yen).
Taking a look at the state of computer operation by area, it is seen that as of March

1976, Tokyo Prefecture was first by a wide margin with 12,233 sets (up 13.9%) valued at

1,969 billion yen (up 9.4%7) and accounting for 43.3% of the national total (slightly off

from the 44.3% figure registered a year earlier). Next came Osaka Prefecture (6,585 sets:

341.8 billion yen), Aichi Prefecture (2,774 sets; 144.3 billion yen), Kanagawa Prefecture

(1,667 sets; 186.8 billion yen), Hokkaido Prefecture (1,354 sets; 47.1 billion yen),

Fukuoka Prefecture (1.331 sets; 56.7 billion yen), Hyogo Prefecture (1,206 sets; 72.3 bil-

lion yen) and. concluding the list of prefectures with over 1,000 sets, Hiroshima Prefec-

ture (1.185 sets; 51.3 billion yen). Prefectures having less than 100 sets were Tottori Pre-

fecture (91 sets) and Shimane Prefecture (87 sets). Tokushima Prefecture barely missed

this category with 102 sets.

JAPAN'S COMPUTER POLICY

On December 19, 1975, the Minister of International Trade and Industry (Mr. Komoto)

made the following informal announcement concerning the liberalization of computer

imports: "On the 24th of this month, the importation of computer main units will be

completely freed. This will remove two items from Japan's list of import restricted

items reducing it to 27. The decision to liberalize computer imports is based on the

Government's belief that, partly because of the Government's past efforts, Japan's

electronic computer industry will, even after the liberalization of imports, be able to

stand on its own and continue to grow."
In this connection the Cabinet resolved as follows: "In view of the high expectations

held for the independence and continued growth of Japan's computer industry, the

Government is resolved to keep a careful watch on trends in the computer market with

the aim of preventing any great adverse effect on domestic firms which might lead to

confusion in the electronic computer market." To this Minister Komoto added, "It is

the opinion of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry that the independence

and future growth of Japan's computer industry following liberalization will hinge on the

industry's ability to secure an appropriate share of the domestic market. While keeping a

dose watch on the trends in computer import and installation, the Ministry will put 'into

effect strong measures for the promotion of the domestic industry which will include but

3
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not be limited to encouraging the development of VLSI's for use in next generation
computers and the securing of sufficient rental funds for domestic machines."

Thus in accordance with the basic policy set forth in the decision made in April of
1973 to carry out a fifth step in the liberalization of capital investments and imports,
import of computer technology was freed from July 1, 1974, capital investments were
liberalized from December 1, 1975 and import restrictions were lifted on the 24th of the
same month. Then on April 1, 1976, capital investments in the software industry were
freed and with this all aspects of the Japanese computer and software industries became
entirely open to foreign imports and investment.

The major advanced countries of the world have shown an acute awareness of the
national, social and economic importance of the electronic computer industry and, more
broadly, of the information industry and all have poured great effort into the develop-
ment of these industries. The Japanese Government, for its part, placed considerable
importance on the information industry from a very early stage and has not only insti-
tuted measures for promoting the development of the electronic industry with private
capital but has also attempted to protect the industry from excessive external pressures
by placing restrictions on the import of capital, equipment and technology. This position
of leadership taken by the government has complimented the efforts of private industry
and protected Japan's computer industry from domination by foreign capital. As a con-
sequence, Japan is now the only country in the world other than the United States that
has its own electronic computer industry.

Let us now take a look at the steps which led up to the total liberalization of the com-
puter industry on April 1, 1976. In 1971, the Law Concerning Temporary Measures for
the Promotion of the Electronic Industry and the Law Concerning Temporary Measures
for the Promotion of the Machinery Industry were consolidated under the Law Concern-
ing Temporary Measures for the Promotion of Specified Electronic Industries and Speci-
fied Machinery Industries. Then in November of the same year, the Improvement Plan
for Computers was announced. These measures set the direction and objectives of
production and use of electronic computers in Japan. The fourth stage in the liberaliza-
tion of capital imports had been announced in July of 1971 and called for freeing of
the import of most types of peripheral equipment in February 1972 and a reduction in
import duties from 15% to 13% on main units and from 25% to 22.5% on peripheral
equipment effective from April 1972. Then in August of 1974. capital investments of
up to 50%c in computer-related businesses were freed. In the meantime, the Government
reorganized Japan's computer industry into three groups and in 1972 set up the Financial
Assistance for Promotion of the Development of New Computer Types as a means of
promoting the Japanese computer industry through stimulation of the development of
new computer types capable of meeting the challenge of the IBM 370 Series. Under this
assistance program, grants covering up to 50c of the cost of developing new model
computers are made to the three consolidated Japanese computer manufacturer groups.

Computer types developed by the three Japanese manufacturer groups with the
68.7 billion yen in grants made in the six years between 1971 and 1976 include the
ACOS Series announced by the NEC-Toshiba group and the COSMO Series announced by
the Mitsubishi-Old/ group in May 1974, and the M-Series announced by the Fujitsu-
,Hntachi group in November 1974. These were further followed by announcements of the
M 160 and 170 and the COSMO 500 in May 1975, the ACOS 800 and 900 and the
COSMO 900 in April 1976, the M ISO in January 1977 and the M 130 and M 140 in May

4
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1977. AD of these machines, from the very large models down to the small models, are
of comparable performance with the IBM 370 Series. The M 190, in particular, has won
high acclaim as having from two to three times the capacity of the IBM 168. On the
other hand, however, IBM announced its SNA oriented Series I minicomputers in No-
vember 1976 and then followed up with its announcement in March 1977 of its Pro-
cessor 3033, a fourth generation machine that constituted a great improvement in per-
formance over anything that had been marketed to date. This later announcement was
accompanied by a simultaneous 30D%- cut in the purchase prices of the 370/158 and the
370/168. AL in all, this sums up to a considerable intensification in international com-
petition following the complete liberalization of computers in Japan.

Furthermore, since September 1977 the United States has been pressing Japan to
make efforts toward eliminating the unbalance in trade between the two countries and as
one means to be taken toward this end has strongly requested Japan to increase com-
puter imports, use a larger number of imported computers at the Japanese government
offices, and reduce import duties on imported main frames and peripheral devices.

Two programs initiated in 1972, the Financial Assistance for Promotion of the
Development of New Computer Types and the Financial Assistance for Promotion of the
Development of Peripheral Devices, reached completion in 1976. Recognzing the need
for developing large-scale LSI's of even greater density and higher speeds, the Government
followed up by launching a new program under the name of "Financial Assistance for
Promotion of the Development of Large-Scale Integrated Circuits for Use in Next-Genera-
tion Electronic Computers." Under this program, the Government supplies 50c of the
R & D funds used by the research association which has been set up by five domestic
computer manufacturers. Government appropriations for this program were 3.5 billion
yen in 1976 and 8.64 billion yen in 1977. Moreover, in order to strengthen the sales
position of the domestic computer manufacturers, the Government has increased its sup-
port of Japan Development Bank loans to Japan Electronic Computer Corporation
(JECC) and has set up a new program for Japan Development Bank loans for the promo-
tion of computers combining previous loan programs for structural improvements in the
computer industry and for software development with the loan program for providing
JECC with rental funds. A total of 55.0 billion yen was appropriated in connection with
this new program in 1977.

In the area of software promotion, the Government reviewed its 1972 Plan for Im-
proving Computer Use and in March 1976 announced a new Improvement Plan with a
target date of March 31, 1980. The new Plan calls for appropriations totaling 5.47
trillion yen by the end of fiscal 1980 and will be directed to the development of software
production technology, the compilation of a program register, the conducting of qualifi-
cation tests for information processing technicians and implementation of financial
measures for the promotion of information processing. Aid grants extended to the
Information-Technology Promotion Agency came to 1.23 billion yen in 1976 and to 1.2
billion yen in 1977 whereas appropriations for the Program for Developing Software
Production Technology amounted to 500 million yen in 1976 and 850 million yen in
1977. The Agency also received information-technology promotion loans of 13.0 billion
yen in 1976 and an additional 11.0 billion yen in 1977. The Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, on the other hand, gave 461 million yen in 1976 and 440 million yen
in 1977 as assistance toward the development of a comprehensive medical information
system, 553 million yen in 1976 and 439 million yen in 1977 toward the development of
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a community video information system, 180 million yen in 1976 and 42 million in 1977
toward the development of an international trade information system, 3.39 billion yen in
1976 and 2.92 billion yen in 1977 toward the development of a pattern information pro-
cessing system and 2.15 billion yen in 1976 and 1.77 billion yen in 1977 toward develop-
ment of an overall traffic control system.

Other activities of the Government aimed at laying a foundation for the advancement
of computerization in Japan include the formulation of a plan for international coope-
ration in computerization, compilation of a manual on system auditing, conducting of
a basic survey on formation of an information network, a survey on the state of data
processing, a survey on the development of systems by industry and a survey on com-
puter deliveries and trade-ins, conducting of qualification tests for data processing techni-
cians. compilation of a program register, conducting of studies on the legal protection of
software, compilation of a register of data processing service firms and sponsoring of an
annual Information Week. Also for the promotion of computerization among small busi-
ness firms, the Ministry has established a Data Center for Smal Enterprises within the
Small Enterprise Promotion Association, set up technical data rooms on the prefectural
level, dispatched data liaison personnel to the Central Meeting of the Small Enterprise
Association and carried out numerous other guidance, instruction and development
assistance programs.

GOVERNMENT USAGE OF COMPUTERS

Needless to say, computers and communication facilities play a highly important role
in the processing, storage and transmission of tremendous volumes of administrative data.
And, for a country which produces computers and peripheral devices, the use by its
government of computer systems in itself constitutes a large source of demand and plays
a great role in the promotion of the country's computer industry. In the United States,
nearly all computers used by the Federal and State Governments are of domestic make
and demand for computers relative to the development of military applications and the
carrying out of large-scale Federal Government projects is particularly instrumental in
supporting the computer industry of the U.S. In Britain, all central Government offices
and all public enterprises in which the NEB holds shares are encouraged to "buy British"
and, in fact, domestic ICL products have a W09c share of the Government market. In
France, central government offices as well as those in the colonies are obligated by law to
use domestically produced CII machines and, particularly since the name was changed to
CII-HB, there has been an increase in efforts to promote the domestic computer industry
by stimulating demand in the public sector, especially in such nationalized areas as rail-
ways, electric power, gas and banks.

Following the Cabinet Resolution of 1968, computerization has been positively
pursued by Japanese government offices. Computer usage is no longer limited to the pro-
cessing of clerical work at the ministries and agencies but has been expanded in scale and
depth with the development of new fields of application and the use of data transmission
networks to handle jobs on a nationwide basis.

The number of computers installed at government offices as of the end of fiscal 1976
was 1,401 sets (1,159 sets at the end of 1975). Of these, 267 sets were installed at
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Measures for the Promotion of Hardware

Until 1970, government promotion of
the electronics industry and machinery
industry was carried out under separate
laws, the Law Concerning Temporary
Measures for Promotion of the Electronics
Industry and the Law Concerning Tem-
porary Measures for the Promotion of the
Machinery Industry. In 1971, however,
these two laws were consolidated under a
single law, the Law Concerning Temporary
Measures for the Promotion of Specified
Electronics Industries and Specified Ma-
chinery Industries (Law No. 17 of 1971).
The Law specifies three types of computers
requiring promotion which'it designates as
A-type machines (those which require re-
search and development regarding produc-
tion technology), B-type machines (those
which require industrialization) and C-type
machines (those which require rationaliza-
tion of their production systems). In line
with the provisions of the Law, the Gov-
ernment announced its Improvement Plan
relative to computers in November of 1971

and has been conducting its promotional
activities on the basis of the Plan since
that time. The Plan was revised and ex-
panded in 1975 in order to cope more
readily with changing domestic and inter-
national economic conditions and to meet
the changing needs of the people.

Measures carried forward during 1977
relative to hardware promotion included
the following:

Also, two programs that had been im-
plemented since 1972 were concluded in
1976. These were: Financial Assistance
for the Promotion of New Computer
Types, and Financial Assistance for the
Promotion of Peripheral Equipment.

1. Financial Assistance for the Promotion
of the Development of Large-Scale
Integrated Circuits for a Next Genera-
tion Computer

IBM is presently developing a next
generation electronic computer (popularly
known as the FS) which will have remark-
ably better cost-to-performance character-
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istics than the present 370 Series and
which will encompass revolutionary tech-
nical advancements even in its software and
its penpheral and terminal devices. Japan
is acutely aware of the urgent necessity to
develop an electronic computer capable of
meeting the challenge of the FS. The basic
technological problem in the development
of a comparable computer lies in the de-
velopment of large-scale integrated circuits
having greater density and speed than
today's LSls - that is to say, in the de-
velopment of VLSI's. It is with this pur-
pose in mind that, starting in fiscal '76.
there has been set up the program for
Financial Assistance for the Promotion of
the Development of Large-Scale Integrated
Circuits for a Next Generation Computer
under which a technological research as-
sociation participated in by five of the
nation's computer manufacturers is given
aid to cover 50': of its research and devel-
opment expenses.

Table 22
Financial Assistance for the Promotion of
the Development of Large Scale Integrated
Circuits for a Next Generation Computer

(I, i rrIIonl

1976 1977

3.500 8.640

2. Loans to Japan Electronic Computer
Company Through Japan Develop-
ment Bank

The major part of computer sales is in
the form of computer rentals. In order to
promote the development of the domestic
computer manufacturers by reducing the
tremendous financial burden they would
otherwise have to bear under the rental
system. the Japan Development Bank has
been granting loans to JECC since its es-
tablishment in 1961 as a means of supply-
ing the rental funds required, Now that
capital investment in the computer in-
dustry and the import of computers were
completely liberalized in 1975, these loans
are expected to take on even more signifi-
cance since IBM and other foreign com-
puter manufacturers are now expected to
intensify their activities in Japan.

Thus in order to insure the position of
Japanese computer manufacturers in a
market which is expected to expand along
with the rapid advances in data processing.
and to strengthen the foundation of the
domestic manufacturers, the amount of
loans from Japan Development Bank to
JECC is being further increased

Moreover, this Japan Development Bank
and, within these limits, structural im-
provements and funding for software
equipment development will be con-
solidated within this system to establish a
new framework for the promotion of
electronic computers.

Table 23
Japan Development Bank Loans for Promoting the Computer

( I 00 m--ron

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

LoapnstoJECC 150 215 325 460 470

Involved Involved Involved
Japan Develooment Bank with 0cc wth OOC wvr. 000
Loans for Restructuring - 15 Budget Budget Budget 550
of the I Indstry Frame Frame Frame

I nvol veo I nvooveo n vo; veJapan Development Bank wnvod Invoe InmOoe
25 ~~wrth Ode ritn GOd W.tn QocLoans D rected to Soft 25 25 Budget Budget Budget

ware Development Frame Frame Frame
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Measures for the Promotion of Software

The Law Concerning the Information-
Technology Promotion Agency (Law
No. 90 of 1970) was established with the
purpose of promoting the information
processing service business. the use of com-
puters and the development and smooth
distribution of computer programs. It was
on the basis of this Law that the Informa-
tion-Technology Promotion Agency was
established on October 1. 1970 and the
Plan for Improvement in Electronic Com-
puter Usage was announced in January
192. This last mentioned Plan was recent-
1- reexamined in the light of the present
state of software development and other
problems and a revised Plan for Improve-
ment in Electronic Computer Usage with
a target date of December 31, 1980 was
announced in March 1976. Other measures
instituted under this Law include a plan for
the development of software production
technology the compilation of a Program
Register. the holding of qualification tests
for information processing technicians and
the granting of assistance loans for the
promotion of data processing.

I Plan for Improvement in Electronic
Computer Usage

In March 1976 the Information-Tech-
nology Promotion Agency approved a new
Plan for Improvement in Electronic Com-
puter Usage directed to promoting more
extensive sophisticated use of information
in Japan and thereby responding to widely
held hopes for wholesome development of
an information society. The target of the
Plan is set for the end of 1980 by when, if
the aims of the Plan are met, the total
value of Japan's electronic computer in-
stallations will have reached 5,470 billion
yen. 2.4 times the value of installations at
the end of 1975. This represents a project-
ed annual growth rate of 19'i . The new
Plan also sets new aims for program devel-
opment and in particular sets the following
goals. (a) development of program pro-
duction technology through the develop-
ment of language processors and software
and improving the availability of manage-
ment assistance programs, (b) advancing
the level of on-line information processing

by improving the availability of communi-
cation control programs. and (c} promoting
the utilization of information in the com-
munity and the daily lives of the people
by improving the availability of social
development programs.

2. Assistance to the Information-Tech-
nology Promotion Agency

Shown below are the amounts of finan-
cial assistance the Agency has received for
use in promoting the development and
distribution of software and in carrying
out programs for promoting the informa-
tion processing service business.

Table 24
HIe M rnIio-

ARd Agamnst Caoial
Ooeraisonai Expense

1972 370 450

1973 785 0

1974 996 0

1975 1.322 0

1976 1.233 0

1977 1,198 0

3. Plan for Development of Software
Production Technology

In view of the good results achieved
under the financial assistance program for
promotion of the information processing
industry which was carried out between
1973 and 1975 to prepare the Japanese
software industry for full liberalization
(3 billion yen in assistance over the three-
year period), the Information-Technology
Promotion Agency has no, initiated a
special program through which it hopes to
develop the fundamental technology fur
realizing the automation of software
production. This program is being carried
on under a special system for commissiun-
ing outside organizations to conduct thr
actual research and development work.
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Table 25

(In AO million)

1976 1 1977

500 850

4. Financial Measures for the Promotion
of Information Processing

The "financial measures for promotion
of information processing" is a system for
guaranteeing loans from the three long-
term credit banks. Guarantees are given
for loans directed to: (1) Funds required
by information processing service firms for
computer installation, program develop-
ment, training of information processing
technicians and other matters related to
upgrading information processing services
and (2) Funds required by general users for
program development and training of in-
formation processing technicians.(Table 26)

Tax Measures

1. Reserve Fund to Offset Losses From
Computer Repurchase

Computer manufacturers are permitted
to deposit an amount equal to up to 20,
of computer sale price in a reserve fund to
cover the loss incurred on computers which
must be repurchased from JECC when the
computer user cancels its rental contract
with JECC.

3. Reduction of Fixed Asset Tax on
Computers

With the same aim as mentioned in (2)
above, users who purchase computers
having a memory unit with a capacity of
over one million bits are subject to fixed
asset tax at a reduced rate (4/5 of the or-
dinary rate) for three years from date of
acquisition. In other words, such users are
given a 1/5 reduction in fixed asset tax.

4. Program Guarantee Reserve

In view of the important role of the
software industry in the development of an
"information society," firms in this indus-
try are allowed to set aside 2% of their
total program sales to provide a reserve to
cover their expenses in making modifica-
tions in programs already sold under their
program warranty systems.
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2. Special Computer Depreciation System

In order to promote information pro-
cessing and the outright purchase of com-
puters, users who purchase computers
which can be expected to contribute to
improving the level of information process-
ing (general-purpose computers having a
memory unit with a capacity of over one
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Promoting the Development of Systems
and Technology

1. Development of a Medical Information
System

As a result of the combined effect of
increasing demand for qualitative improve-
ments in the standard of living and of the
mounting requirements for medical service,
the ability to provide medical services has
become unable to keep up with the de-
mand for them, thus creating a serious
social problem.

In order to overcome this problem, it
will be necessary to improve the produc-
tivity of medical services and eliminate
regional disparities in quality through the
development of a medical information
system which applies information process-
ing technology in combination with the
latest developments in the rapidly advanc-
ing field of medical electronics.

With this in mind, the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry is carry-
ing forward a project directed to the de-
velopment of a comprehensive medical
information system encompassing the
development of a wide range of video
information processing devices for medical
use and of a medically adapted computer
language. During fiscal 1977, the detailed
designing of 1975 and the construction of
machine prototypes of 1976 was continu-
ed, with some systems reaching completion
and entering the test stage.

2. Development of a Video Information
System

Through the development of a bi-direc-
tional system which combines the funda-
mental technology of such rapidly develop-
ing fields as CATV and video packages with
the computer, it is possible to provide a
wide range of services encompassing CAI,
facsimile and TV shopping. The effect of

such a system on the daily lives of the citi-
zens is expected to be great.

As the video information system is a
comprehensive information system cutting
across all aspects of life, it is necessary to
proceed with the development of the sys-
tem equipment and system itself through
actual operation at experimental towns

where the concrete, quantitative needs of
the users can be grasped and the technical
reliability of the system can be confirmed.

Continuing on from the prototype de-
velopment carried out during 1975 and the
production of subsystems during 1976.
development of machines and facilities for
the center was carried out during 1977.
(Table 27)
3. Development of an International

Trade Information System

Work is being carried forward in the
development of computerized foreign
trade information systems designed to
speed up and simplify the processing of
foreign trade-related work. Work continu-
ed in 1976 on the development of import-
related application systems, supporting
systems and peripheral equipment and
terminal devices.

Table 28

(1 in - illions

1976 i 1977

108 | 42~

4. Development of a Pattern Information
Processing System

In order to strengthen the international
competitive power of Japanese computers
and to respond to the demand for more
sophisticated information processing me-
thods, it will be necessary to continue
research and development activities in the
field of data processing-related tech-
nology.

With this aim, the Project on the Devel-
opment of a High-Performance Electronic
Computer which has been in progress since
1966 has been followed up since 1971 by
a project directed to the development of a
pattern information processing system
capable of directly receiving as input,
recognizing and processing pattern infor-
mation in the form of written characters.
the shapes of objects, voice, etc. (Table 29)
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POLICY IN THE COMPUTER Al
INDUSTRIES

1. Laws and Regulations

(I) Law Concerning Special Measures for
Specific Machinery and Information In-
dustries (Maohine & Information In-
dustry Law)

Fig. 7 shows the changes undergone by the
legal and regulatory system set up for the
promotion of the information industry in
Japan.

Two laws, the Law Concerning Special
Measures for the Machinery Industry (Ma-
chinery Industry Law), which was enacted in
1956, and the Law Concerning Special Meas-
ures for the Promotion of Specific Electronic
Industry, enacted in 1957, provided powerful
support for the development of these in-
dustrial sectors which Iook from the
latter part of the 1950s. IiU97f>hese laws
were combined to form the L or Special
Measures for Specified Elecronic and Ma-
chinery. Indusiries (Specified Industries Law),
a step taken to cope with the capital liberal-
ization of the 1970s and in the light of changes
in the economic situation, both in Japan and
overseas.

The new law covered 37 types of machines
in the electronics industry and 58 types in the
machinery industry, for each of which a spe-
cial promotion program was to be drawn up
and required funding ensured so as to enable
program objectives to be achieved. The thrust
of the law was to raise the technological level
in both industries and increase the degree and
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range of application of electronic technology
to machines: that is. to integrate electronics
into the machines.

However, the industries continued to face
problems such as:
0 technological insufficiency in advanced

devices and a generally weak business
' base, which had to be overcome;

: some electronic component fields started
to feel the competitive pressure from
nearby developing countries, making
rationalization to boost quality and per-

/ formance all the more necessary;
Q Japan's software sector in particular was

badly behind that of some other coun-
tries, and in view of the future needs for
multifunction devices and systematizing
of devices, it was becoming urgently nec-
essary to develop an industry capable of

V meeting these vital software needs.
It was in response to these needs that the

Law for Special Measures for Specified
Machinery and Information Industries (In-
f ation Industries Law) was enacted in

7 upon the lapse of the Specified In-
dustries Law.

Many of the basic measures of the new law
were the same as those of its predecessor,
namely those designed for promoting produc-
tion technology and rationalization. With'
regard to the specified industries it provides
for
(I) improvement plans;
, tax measures to ensure the necessary

funds for achieving planned targets;
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nology Promotion Association approved the dustry leader, announced (and is already snip-
second phase of the Plan for Improvement in ping) its 4300 processor (the E series). said to
Electronic Computer Utilization, the target /be the precursor of its Future System (FS).
date being the end of fiscal 1980. Moreover, it is expected that the company

will announce within a year or so a full-scale
2. Council Reports on Directions to be FS range, the H series. Thus computers are

Taken now in the period of transition to the 4th
generation, from the present 3.5 generation.

A number of reports on what directions These 4th generation systems will employ
government policy should take to promote revolutionary new tehnology, both hardware

informationalization and the information in- and software, providing a major boost in cost

dustry, have been prepared by the Electronic performance and a rapid expansion in func-

Industry Council and the Information In- tional utility.
dustry Committee of the Industrial Structure This being the case, it has become all the

Council. more urgent that Japan develops a 4th gen-

Of these reports, the fundamental ones eration computer.
were the 1960 report which mapped out the A Central to the hardware technology of the

main lines for the computer industry, the 1969 4th generation system is VLSI, a greatly con-

report stressing the reinforcement of the in- ( centrated and enhanced version of the LSI

formation processing industry and infor- currently in use. Development of VLSI was

mation processing, targetting the establish- started in 1976 in the form of a 4-year na-

ment of the Information Technology Promo- tional project, taking precedence over the de-

tion Association. and the 1974 report on the velopment of the software. Research and de-

new outlook for informationalization and the velopment proceeded well, and the program

information industry, following liberal- reached completion in fiscal 1979, as sched-

ization. tuled.
Recently Japan's informationalization and However, software for 4th-generation sys-

its information industry are undergoing tems will require major new functions not

major changes as the nation experiences posessed by software used up till now, but

major changes in its economic environment. Japan is considered to be lagging further

It was in light of this that in June 1980 the behind in software development than it is in

Information Industry Committee (chaired by hardware, and this makes it all the more vital

Mr Hidezo Inaba), of the Industrial Structure for the nation to develop basic software tech-

Council, was asked to draw up a report on nology (operating system: OS) for network

informationalization and the information in- administration and very-high-level language

dustry in the 1980s. and related policies. The processing.
aim was to carry out an overall, compre- Also, man-machine interfacing has been

hensive study of the problems involved in improved for the next generation. Computer

these two areas, and thereby gain a clear systems that are easy to use are needed, but at

picture of the future as the decade of the '80s the same time it is also necessary to develop

advances. Work is now being carried forward new high-performance terminals and pe-

on this by three sub-committees, among ripheral equipment that enable Japanese-
which is the Informationalization Vision Sub- language input/output to be carred out.
committee. An interim report is due in the fall Fnr this research and development funds
of 1980, with the final report following totalling 47 billion yen are being invested in a
around the spring of 1981. 5-year program running from fiscal 1979 to

1983. This program, cond-icted under the
3. Promotion of Computer and Infor- direction of a research association (the Com-

mation Processing Industries puter Basic Technology Research Associ-
ation), is to develop OS technology and tech-

A Budgetary nology for new peripheral and terminal
equipment, with 50% of the costs involved

(I) Promoting development of basic tech- being subsidized. In fiscal 1980, the second

nology for the next generation of corm- year of the program, development is to be

puters (budget) stepped up. (See Table 14.)
At the beginning of 1979 IBM, the in-
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Information indutsgr Policy

® Development Bank financing of JECC
The transition to the 4th generation of

computers has started with the announce.
ment of IBM's new machines. With the tre-
mendous increase in cost performance of 4th
generation hardware, it is inevitable that the
sales competition will be more intense than
before.

JECC was established to step up the mar-
keting power of the domestic computer man-
ufacturers and ensure a basis for the long-
term development of the Japanese computer
industry. For this purpose special Develop-
menm Bank financing ofJECC is being carried
out on a continuing basis.
() Development Bank financing for struc-

tural improvement of computer industry
Financing is carried out to provide stable

funding for the investment, by domestic com-
puter makers, in plant and equipment, thus
promoting the upgrading and modernization
of such facilities and the reorganization of the
system.

(2) Information processing promotional
measures

(® Development Bank financing of software
development and EDP engineer training

Financing is provided for facilities re-
quired for software development and for
training of data processing engineers.
O Development Bank financing of the

promotion of information processing
systematization

Financing is provided for equipment funds
needed to introduce systems with a high social
value for solving problems related to medical
care, fraffic and transportation, disaster-
prevention, livelihood, labor and the environ-
ment., and for systems for enhanced on-line
use.
@ Loans for. promoting computer system

safetv
With the increased use of computers, ac-

companying problems cannot be ignored,
problems such as economic and social chaos
that may be caused by computer breakdown,
and the invasion of privacy and leakage of
secrets. In view of this, MITI issued in April
1977 "computer system security measure
standards" and has since been promoting
these measures by arranging for loans
(through the Development Bank and the
Small Business Finance Corporation) of the
money needed to acquire the required equip-
ment.

(3) Financial measures for promoting infor-
mation pr oessing

These measures involve financing by three
long-term credit banks while awaiting accept.
ance of bank debentures by the Trust Fund
Bureau, on the basis of MITI recom-
mendation. Financing covers program de-
velopment requirements and information
processing-industry service needs.

4. Promotion of Technological Develop-
ment

(I) Development of pattern information
system (major project)

Research and development has been con-
tinuing since fiscal 1971 on a pattern infor-
ation processing system as a new generation
computer system. This system will allow pat-
tern information (alphanumeric characters,
drawings, shapes of objects, sounds, etc.) to
be input and recognized for processing. De-
velopment work is scheduled to end in fiscal
1980, with the completion and trial operation
of a prototype.

(2) Development of optical telemetering
control system (major project)

At present electrical signals are used to
measure and control information in industrial
plants. A system is being developed whereby
this will.be done by means of optical trans-
missions and sensing, which will mean greater
safety and quality. (Fy 1979-1986, 20 billion
yen scheduled.)

5. Development of Social Systems

(1) Development of health-care network
system

Numerous problems have arisen in the
field of medical care in our country. They
include inadequacies in the system of diag-
nosis and treatment and regional disparities
in medical treatment. An effective means of
solving these problems is to develop a medical
information system which would make use of
computer techniques and the techniques used
in medical equipment.

For this reason, under a Five-Year Plan
beginning in fiscal 1978, work has been under
way in developing a "Health Care Network
System" which would link together medical
agencies such as hospitals, clinics, and health-
screening and examination centers and which
would raise the quality of medical treatment
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Table 17
(Unit: YlOOmJ

Development Sank financing
for JECC leasing

Development Sank financing
for structuril Improvement
of compolte Industry

Fryl 1974 1975 J 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

325 460

I- 4- -.------ 4

Other.

within
limit

Other.
within
limit

1- + t F

Development Sank financing
DI softwere development
end EOP engineer training

Other.
within
limit

Other,
within
limit

470

Other.
within
limit

Other.
wIthin
limit

520

Development Bank financing Other. Other. Other. Other.

lot promoting information within within within within

processing systems limit limit limit limit

Loans for promoting
computer system salety

(Small
Business
Finance
Corp.)

560 I 500 I 490

25 30 30

Development
Bank
linancing
lor
computer
promotion

Information
processing
promotional
measures

Financlal measures for promoting 90 120 130 1to O0 70 50

information processing .
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PRE-QUALIFICATI
YEMEN ARAB RE

YEMENESE SALT MINIi
SALIF.YEMI

The YVemenas Salt Midn g Compny of Snlif In Yam.
of 1971. to It wt tnde for the upIy and cti
the amoclatad matarinis handling equipment for th
FacMn of the Yomene Salt M1tiningt Company. Sh
about 68 kIlometors north Of the Port of Hodeldah.
qualify Cnral Contractors to who, bidding docume

1. Scpe of Work CONTRACT No. 1

The following eectaosw ot thin prolae wit be I
form Gentrod Contract No 1. and shall include th
complet rction 0f

a) Bethin facitlite for SOOOO ton shipe. It
gos of P pil with concrett

t nto mnd foor floating moorit bueop
link mnchor chain

bI Foundation for dstp backn nacinery. co.
Posted on Otai pv piles.

ci Acces trestle end wloafhed for rehicle,
me ton 0 precIt concreta decking ouppo

dl Onshore site pris" Ino work including fI
md machinery foundation

2. Scopo Of We-rkCONTRACT No. 2

The following c of thi prolact win be p,
form Generel Contract No1 Z eNd e1 Include
m114. NWd Complete eection 0*.

a) e1 I neconveor conrinting of 4J wide
pulley eontres of 518 meter including all
port steel chsn e and a com"yor ocobe Its
Trelling trk mounted stacker competo
the prbnary crueler for trans or to stock;

cl A motorized selfontlned traek mounted
reost" material from front end loadem

dl A singt quadrant ehiploader havin 48 a
and boonm

ad Furnish aM Instalt ln elent Il mnwa l, t
for control ad lighting of the Stcking C

3. Sources of Funds for Financing the Project

The enlargnt of the feciles In. to be finan
Cno Daveopmat. Kuwaft..

4. Pra-uallfleation Questionnaire

Int d Contractor may obtain a pro-qudilft
addrse

Y ne Sat n Coey
Sal. Yen Arab Rapubb

or

Cancon Engineei Seroices Ltd. Cosbit
1525 Robson Stret Vencuvr S. BC. Ca

Pratqualiflcatlon quetonnaire duly completad mug

Yenen_ Salt Miin CaY.
5Sa. Yemn Arab Repbic

not later then March 31L 197L

A copy of the questionnare d Simultaneusuly be
Ltd. Vrncotwr. Canada and to the Kuwait Fund for

The Contlector s to receV biddig doctr
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
March 27, 1971

American IC Manufacturers Moving for Investments in Japan

Big American IC (integrated circuit) manufactur-

ers, such as Fairchild and Motorola, have started 
positive

moves to invest capital in Japan. A Government source has

revealed that Fairchild and Motorola recently 
have disclosed

unofficially their intention to send their top leaders to

Japan early in April, to ask the Japanese Government for-

mally for approval of their plans for investments in Japan.

Also, it is considered certain that Texas Instruments 
(TI)

of the US, which is the biggest IC manufacturing firm in the

world, will ask for permission to take over 
all the shares

in Japan Texas Instruments (Head Office: Tokyo; President:

Masaru IBUKA; capitalized at Y100 million) 
which it founded

jointly with Sony by 50-50 investments, on the occasion of

the expiration of its contract with Sony in May. It is

considered unavoidable that Japanese electronic 
industry

circles will be shaken seriously by these moves 
of American

IC manufacturers to advance into Japan.

A source in electric machine industry circles 
said

that the top leaders of Fairchild, who are scheduled 
to come

to Japan, are likely to press MITI for approval of their

plan to start a joint enterprise in Japan by 50-50 invest-

ments by a Japanese firm and the company which Fairchild has

already founded on Okinawa solely with its own investments.

Also it is expected that Motorola will demand approval 
of
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its plan for investments in Japan, on the strength of the

precedent established by Japan Texas Instruments.

In Japan, only the import of IC's of less than 100

elements was liberalized in September last year. Capital

liberalization has not yet been carried out in the field of

the IC manufacturing industry. Consequently, the IC, to-

gether with the electronic computer, is regarded as an "eye"

of the fourth round of capital liberalization which is

scheduled to go into force in August this year.

MITI is planning to include IC's in the negative

list on the occasion of the enforcement of the fourth round

of capital liberalization, for the reason that the IC is

destined to form the foundation for the electronic industry.

However, it is worrying over the treatment of the small

scale enterprise of Fairchild, which is already turning out

IC's on Okinawa, and that of the enterprise which it allowed

TI to start in Japan by 50-50 investments in return for the

release of basic patents by that American firm, on such

conditions as limitation of production for about three

years, since the treatment of these enterprises has bearing

on Japan-US relations in the future.

Moreover, all other big American IC manufacturers,

such as AMI (American Microsystems), NSC (National Semi-

conductor) and Intel, have revealed their intentions to

advance into Japan. MITI's approval of the plans of Fair-

child and Motorola for investments.in Japan, if given, may

62-030 0 - 87 - 7
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exert a great influence on the moves of these American IC

manufacturers to start activity in Japan.

It is expected that TI will strongly ask MITI for

approval of the expansion of its 50-per cent investments in

Japan Texas Instruments up to 100 per cent as from May, and

also for repeal of the restrictions which have been imposed

on IC production by Japan Texas Instruments. President

IBUKA of Japan Texas Instruments revealed the view that

'Such problems should be settled by negotiations between TI

and MITI." Whether TI can implement its plan, therefore,

seems to depend on the results of the negotiations to be

held with MITI.
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ASAHI (Full)
April 6, 1971

American IC Manufacturers Express Intentions to Advance into
Homeland from Okinawa after Reversion

A Government source clarified on the 5th that Vice

President FREEDMAN of Fairchild Corporation, an IC manufac-

turing company, which ranks second in the US, visited MITI

on the same day to explain the Company's capital advance

plan toward Japan after the reversion of Okinawa to the

homeland.

In the course of the Japan-US negotiations where

discussions are also being held as to how to handle the

interests of American enterprises already in Okinawa, after

the reversion, the handling of Fairchild Corporation has

become a focal point. However, according to the Government

source, Fairchild Corporation leaders reportedly expressed

their intention to "switch over their subsidiary company,

which has already been established in Okinawa with 100%

Fairchild capital, to a 50-50 joint enterprise with a Japa-

nese enterprise after the reversion of Okinawa.'

Also the leaders of Motorola Corporation, another

IC manufacturer, which ranks third in the US, are expected

to visit Japan shortly to express to MITI their intention to

advance into Japan.

Fairchild Corporation obtained approval from the

GRI in November of 1969 and started operations in Okinawa

for production of IC and other electronic parts. MITI re-

gards the Company's advance into Okinawa as a typical case
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of last-muinute advance, which aims at advancing into the

homeland simultaneously with the reversion of Okinawa, and

is clarifying its basic policy that it will be unable to

approve the continued existence of the subsidiary company

with 100% foreign capital after the reversion as it is.

Japan decided in September of last year to liber-

alize imports of IC, but it has not liberalized capital

transactions. MITI has firmed up its policy to put IC on

the negative list as a non-liberalized kind of industry even

in the fourth round of capital liberalization, which is

expected to be carried out in August of this year.

However, (1) in the case of Fairchild Corporation,

it is entangled with the special diplomatic problem of the

reversion of Okinawa, and (2) there is the instance that

MITI approved, three years ago, in the form of individual

screening, the establishment of a joint company 'Japan TI",

with fifty-fifty capital invested by Texas Instruments, the

biggest IC manufacturer in the world, and Sony. For these

reasons, MITI firmed up its judgment that it will have to

give approval in the form of individual screening, if Fair-

child Corporation really reduces its investment rate to 50%.

There remain some concrete matters to be settled in the

future in connection with Fairchild Corporation's advance

into Japan. However, there are prospects for a settlement.
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Hitachi and Toshiba
purchase LSIs from two U.S. firms
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ASAHI (Full)
July 13, 1971

Contents of MITI Views on Electronic Computer Industry

The main contents of MITI views on the "Electronic

Computer Industry," formulated by MITI on the 12th, are as

follows:

Present State of the Electronic Computer
Industry and Its Prospects

1. Overwhelmingly Big Sales Amount of
American Electronic Computers:

The monetary value of computers installed in our

country reached 740 billion yen, by September, 1970. Of

this amount, about 50 percent were domestic-manufactured

machines. The monetary value of computers installed in the

U.S. in January, 1970, amounted to 7,900 billion yen, and

the amount was more than ten times the amount in our coun-

try. The sales of our country's computer manufacturers

amounted to about 153 billion yen (in 1969), as the total of

six manufacturers combined. In the same year, the sales

amount of IBM was 2,600 billion yen (17 times that of our

country). The sales amount of Burroughs was 270 billion

yen, and that of CDC was 200 billion yen. Even when the

sales amount of our country's six manufacturers are com-

bined, the amount is less than that of CDC, which ranks the

lowest in the U.S. The share of U.S. enterprises in the

monetary value of computers installed in the world market of

the West, is 94.0 percent. The share of European enter-
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prises is 3.8 percent, and the share of Japanese enterprises

is 2.2 percent (as of January, 1970).

2. Our Country's Representative
Growth Industry:

The Government recently announced a plan for the

promotion of the utilization of electronic computers, based

on the "Law Concerning the Establishment of the Information

Processing Promotion Association, Etc." According to this

plan, the monetary value of computer installation at the end

of fiscal 1975 will be 3,500 billion yen. In other words,

high growth, exceeding more than 30 percent a year, is being

envisaged. In the 1970's, renovation of our country's in-

dustrial structure is being strongly required. Strong

expectations are being attached to the electronic computer

industry, hoping that it will fulfill the core role in this.

3. Big Differentials in U.S. and
Japanese Competitive Power:

In the sales of computers, domestic manufacturers

are compelled to adopt the rental system, in view of the

fact that IBM adopts this system. For this purpose, how-

ever, tremendous amounts of capital are needed, and the

ability to procure rental funds is coming to be a big factor

which will determine the competitive power of the enter-

prises. There is a big differential in the overall perform-

ance of computers, including software, and our country is

extremely lagging behind especially in the on-line system,

which is connected with communication circuits. Also, com-
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puters are seeing big-technical renovations every five or

six years. All these renovations, furthermore, are led by

American enterprises. The IBM 370 Series were announced

last year, and electronic computers are entering a new age.

There is a very big difference between them and domestic-

manufactured machines.

Effects of Liberalization

1. Foreign Machines Will Undoubtedly
Sweep Over Japanese Market:

American machines, such as those of IBM, are far

superior to domestic-made machines, in their absolute tech-

nical standards and in their utilization cost. The tech-

niques of the IBM 370 Series are a threat to domestic elec-

tronic computer manufacturers. There is no doubt at all

that the Japanese electronic computer market will be com-

pletely swallowed up by the liberalization of foreign com-

puters, which have a high technical level.

2. Huge Loss from Dissolving of
Rental Contracts:

Different from other commodities, electronic com-

puters are sold under a rental system in which contracts can

be dissolved freely. If Japan's present domestic computer

market were to be completely replaced by foreign computers,

rentals for domestic-made computers, whose estimated value

on the books is 350 billion yen, will be dissolved. This

amount roughly equals the total sales amount of domestic-

made computers in the two years of 1969 and 1970.
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3. Domestic Computer Manufacturers
Will Be Wiped Out:

To take the examples seen in European nations,

which liberalized electronic computers in the 1950's, the

market share held by domestic made computers in these na-

tions is 5 percent in the case of France (CII), 20 percent

in the case of West Germany (Seimens), and zero in the case

of Italy and the three Benelux countries. In the light of

the present state in our country, where domestic-made com-

puters account for only about 50 percent of the domestic

market, even when they are not yet liberalized, it is clear

that domestic electronic computer manufacturers will be

unable to survive, if they are liberalized.

4. Big Blow to Our Country's Economy If
Knowledge-Concentrated Industries Are
Seized by Foreign Capital

The know-how added value is very high in the case

of the electronic computer industry. It will be an immea-

surable minus for our country's economy as a whole if an

important industry, which produces no public nuisances and

which should play the core role in Japan's industrial struc-

ture in the 1970's, were to be seized by foreign capital.

5. Center of Japan's Nerve System Will
Be Controlled by Foreign Capital

Electronic computers have now become the center of

the nerve system of Japan's society and economy. For exam-

ple, traffic control in big cities is now dependent on an

automatic control system, which links together computers and
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traffic signals. If the computers should break down, it

will cause a large-scale paralyzing of traffic. If comput-

ers were to break down, depositing and drawing out of money

from bank accounts, based on the on-line system will become

impossible, and if the BADGE System were to fail to function

properly, the nation's security will be endangered. If such

important functions were to be seized completely by foreign

capital, throughout the whole country, not only will our

country's economy and society become paralyzed in times of

emergency, but it will also place our country in a very

disadvantageous position, diplomatically.

6. If Monopolized by Foreign Computers,
There Will Be No Way to Resist
Price Raises

If Japan's computer market were to become monopo-

lized by a foreign manufacture, for example, by IBM, then

there will be no way to resist price raises at any time. It

will become extremely easy for IBM to carry out virtual

price raises in such forms as unbinding (separating the

prices of software) which IBM carried out last year.

Future Countermeasures

1. Large-scale Financial Investments:

Financial investments and loans will be greatly

increased, such as increasing the amount of Development Bank

loans to the Japan Electronic Computer Company, the increas-

ing of subsidies and investments in the Information Process-

ing Promotion Association, etc., and the promotion of re-
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search and development of fourth-generation computers

through the large-scale projects system. In order to secure

rental funds for computers, loans from the Japan Development

Bank to the Japan Electronic Computer Company (JECC), which

is the unified rental organ for domestic-manufactured com-

puters, will be increased by a large margin. Development

Bank loans to JECC were 9 billion yen in 1969, 24 billion

yen in 1970, and 29 billion yen in 1971. (The supplementary

disbursements in the preceding year are included in the

amount for the current year.)

In order to rectify the lag especially in the

software field, the following projects are being carried

out, centering on the "Information Processing Promotion

Association," based on the "Law Concerning the Information

Processing Promotion Association, Etc.," and assistance to

these projects will be further increased.

(l)Investments in the Credit Guarantee Funds of

the Credit Guaranteeing Business Association to extend loans

for software development funds to software enterprisers,

were 200 million yen each for the Government and private

circles, in 1970. The investment amount has been increased

to 400 million yen each, in 1971.

(2)Subsidies for the development of advanced soft-

ware on commission and for the Association's development of

software on commission were 300 million yen in 1970. The

amount was increased to 400 million yen in 1971.
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(3)Software enterprisers' software development

funds are being loaned by the three long-term credit banks,

with the Fund Operation Section accepting the loan deben-

tures, as a "financing measure for the promotion of informa-

tion processing." The amount of funds for financing measur-

ers for the promotion of information processing was 4 bil-

lion yen in 1970. The amount was increased to 9.5 billion

yen in 1971.

The improvement and development of fourth-

generation computers under the big projects system will be

greatly enlarged. Electronic computers have been developing

from the first-generation computers using vacuum tubes, the

second-generation computers using transistors, and the

third-generation computers using the integrated circuit

system. With the development of the IBM 370 Series not long

ago, it is said that computers have now entered the 3.5

generation system. However, following this, it is thought

that as the fourth-generation computers, those which can

handle and dispose of solid forms, Chinese characters and

sounds and voice (pattern "information"), besides figures

and alphabets, as at present, will be developed. Therefore,

research and development of "pattern information processing

systems" will be promoted. Research and development has

started from this year, under an eight-year plan, as one of

the big projects of the Industrial Techniques Agency, with a

total budget of 35 billion yen.
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2. Adjustment of Measures
Toward Other Countries:

Both capital and imports are restricted, at the

present time, for the electronic computer industry. In the

future, the import restriction system, the restrictions on

the induction of foreign capital and the lowering of tariffs

will be handled with great care, carefully ascertaining the

actual state of the competitive power of the manufacturers

concerned, future strengthening of competitive power, and

the effects of measures to be carried out to aid these

moves.
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TOKYO SHIMBUN (Full)
July 22, 1971

MITI to Exclude Electronic Computers Totally from
Capital Liberalization

Partial Liberalization to Take Place for Import of Periph-
eral Instruments

MITI on the 21st held a conference of its high-

ranking officials on the treatment of electronic computers

which has been a key problem for the fourth round of capital

liberalization. The conference agreed upon the following:

(1) to include all of the main body of the computer, periph-

eral instruments, parts and the information processing in-

dustry (soft-ware) in the negative list (list of non-

liberalization items), as far as capital liberalization is

concerned; (2) to regroup, however, the related industries,

which have been classified into three categories, into two--

the "main body of the computer and related industries" and

the "information processing industry"; (3) to carry out

import liberalization for a part of the peripheral instru-

ments.

MITI will report its decision at the meeting of

the Investigation Sub-Committee (Chairman: Masahiro TSUKUDA)

of the Foreign Capital Deliberation Council which will be

held on the 22nd. At the same time, it will start negotia-

tions with the six firms manufacturing electronic computers.

In political and business circles, however, there is the

opinion that the steps decided upon by MITI are "not suffi-

cient for substantial liberalization." It is expected,

therefore, that there will be many turns and twists before a
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final decision will be made on the extent of liberalization.

There is the possibility of a liberalization plan slightly

more advanced than MITI's plan being adopted in the end.

MITI has decided upon the aforementioned measures

because it thought it would be impossible to establish more

drastic liberalization measures under the present circum-

stances, in view of the still strong opposition against

liberalization among the manufacturers of electronic comput-

ers.

MITI has also decided, however, to reduce the

three categories covering electronic computer production and

related industries to two because the Government has already

decided to make the fourth round of capital liberalization a

'final round" and include not more than eight industries in

the negative list. There is the opinion that the Government

should not clarify the date for exclusion of electronic

computers from the negative list. The view is growing,

however, that it is proper to keep electronic computers on

the negative list for about three years, on such conditions

as reorganization of the manufacturing enterprises with

heavy assistance of the Government.

Import liberalization has been most strongly de-

manded by the U.S. MITI holds, however, that it is diffi-

cult for Japan to carry out import liberalization covering

the main body of the computer, parts and integrated circuits

(IC), in view of a serious gap in strength between Japanese

and American manufacturers of these items. It is only
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studying, therefore, the extent to which the import of pe-

ripheral instruments can be liberalized.

As a result of the decision made by MITI, pros-

pects are growing for conditional exclusion of electronic

computers from capital liberalization and import liberaliza-

tion covering some computer parts. In any case, it is inev-

itable that the U.S. will continue demanding computer lib-

eralization by Japan. MITI, therefore, wants to take such

steps as (1) to strengthen Japan Electronic Computer Company

(JECC) drastically, and (2) to offer assistance to the

development of new-type computers on a priority basis.
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(Excerpts from DENSHI BUHIN, December 12, 1971]

The Electronic Machine Industry Association's

Committee on Semiconductor Affairs will begin its prepara-

tory works to form a cartel for restricting IC production

items under the Law Concerning Special Machines and Elec-

tronic Equipment. This (cartel] aims at the allocation of

production items, the improvement of productivity, and the

reduction of production cost within the nation's IC industry

which is facing difficulties because of the U.S. makers'

onslaught...

After such comparative surveys of the levels of

technology among domestic IC makers, the cartel will deter-

mine a producer who can produce a specific item(s) on behalf

of other makers...

One problem in its implementation is that, due to

the rapid advancement of the IC technology, hierarchically

rating the technological levels of various producers would

be very difficult. Another problem is that, after the

fourth liberalization of capital went into effect in August,

which designated 50% of the civilian-use ICs to be free

industrial items, U.S. makers began to make their approaches

to out makers...
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(Excerpt from NIHON KOGYO SHIMBUN, January 8, 1972]

In view of the worsening situation of domestic

makers' profitability owing to the low-price offensive by

the U.S. capital on the IC, the Ministry of International

Trade and Industry began to deliberate a step toward the

designation of the IC industry as a subject of cartel forma-

tion under the Provisional Industries and Special Machinery

Industries Law. The ICs to be covered under the designation

are TTL and DTL having 100 element value or below. MITI's

aim in this move is to lower the production cost, to prevent

excessive competition, and to stabilize price through a

unified and concentrated production. It intends to imple-

ment the cartel formation by April after obtaining consent

from the relevant makers.
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DENPA SHINBUN
May 7, 1972

Electronic Part Industry Increasingly Oligopolized
Unbalanced Demand
Countermeasures before the boom

Oligopoly has increased in the electronic parts

industry. Especially regarding electronic parts, there

seems to be an unbalanced demand for all types of parts,

such as switches, connectors, speakers, microphones, micro-

motors, magnet-heads, etc. Before summer, which is the best

season for business, all companies are attempting to have

countermeasures for it.

…____________-__________________________________________

First quarter settlement of accounts has been

announced by each company. The oligopoly's influence ap-

pears in every aspect.

Especially parts for which production has not

increased show strong oligapolic trends.

As before, "shortsighted prices" had controlled

sales. However, by reducing the price, the idea of impor-

tance of quality seems to be accepted.

The idea of total-cost in the electronics indus-

try, invites more oligopoly.

For the manufacturing process, reducing total-cost

which is from the design-stage to shipping-stage, is a must.

Manufacturers which can reduce total-cost are only a few out

of several hundreds of manufacturers.
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Also, another reason to oligopolize is

uncertainity of world economy because of value of the US

high dollar.

make an order is to receive a stable supply.

Anyway, another reason to oligopolize is

uncertainity of world economy because of value of the US

high dollar.

The most important condition for assembling manu-

facturers to make an order is to receive a stable supply.

Anyway, the electronic part industry, especially

color-TVs, cassette-recorders, etc., has been oligopolizing

due to increasing demands. This trend seems to continue

during the summer.

62-030 0 - 87 - 8
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(Excerpt from KOGYO SHIMBUN, October 30, 1972)

At present, of the semiconductor intereted cir-

cuits, those with elements or below are import-free. The

industry, therefore, argues that since 50% of our country's

IC demands comprises those with 100 elements or below, one

half of IC's are import-free.

On the other hand, whereas the United States al-

ready has a mass production system for the new processing

technology such as iondrilling of P channel, C-MOS, SOS, and

D-MOS, our country is still in the stage of research and

development for them. If the complete liberalization were

to take place at this juncture, we will be wiped out in the

fields where we can expect future demands for IC, such as

automobile, watch, and electronic organ.

With the lowering of tariff rate and the revaluing

up of the yen, US IC makers' offensive against Japan is

expected to become fircer. For the domestic industry which

is already suffering from loss, the idea of complete lib-

eralization cannot be accepted. . .
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ASAHI (Full)
March 1, 1973

Liberalization of Electronic Computers and IC's Generally
Decided; MITI to Hasten Implementation Measures

Import liberalization of electronic computers and

IC's (integrated circuits), which has been pending, was

generally decided on the 28th. This is due to the fact that

on the same day, Prime Minister TANAKA summoned MITI Vice-

Minister MOROZUMI and showed the posture of deeming it nec-

essary to push import and capital liberalization positively.

The Ministry, judging that a virtual decision has been

reached on the import liberalization of electronic comput-

ers, intends to persuade the industrial circles concerned by

about mid-March and formulate concrete implementation mea-

sures.

On the problem of electronic computer liberaliza-

tion, agreement was reached two years ago, between the then

MITI Minister TANAKA and the industrial circles, on the

basic line that "capital liberalization will be effected

three years hence, and import liberalization will not be

effected for the time being." However, the U.S. side

strongly demanded the liberalization of imports and capital

because the rectification of the trade imbalance between

Japan and the U.S. did not make headway. Moreover, U.S.

Presidential Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

EBERLE also emphasized it when he came to Japan.

After that, there arose the situation where the

dollar was de-valued, followed by the yen's shift to the
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floating system. However, the U.S. side, taking the stand

that currency adjustment is separate from the trade problem,

showed the posture of not hesitating even to take such firm

measures as to impose an import surcharge and raise tariff

rates if Japan does not decide on import and capital lib-

eralization. Within the Government and Keidanren, there was

a growing atmosphere for thinking that Japan cannot but

decide on the liberalization of electronic computers, which

is a matter of the greatest interest to the U.S. even to

prevent provisions aimed at discriminating against Japan

from being incorporated in the 1973 Trade Act Bill which is

scheduled to be presented to the Congress.

Recently, Keidanren requested the Government to

"decide on the liberalization of electronic computers," and

MITI Minister NAKASONE showed his policy for liberalization

on such occasions as the Budget Committee meeting. Thus,

the trend toward liberalization has been created gradually.

However, opinions opposing liberalization are

still strong even in the electric machine industry circles

and MITI, saying, "As competitive power is different, lib-

eralization (of computers), if effected now, may result in

throwing cold water upon the nurturing of the industry of

intensive intellectual activity, which is being aimed at by

MITI.' Therefore, MITI leaders intend to unify the inten-

tions within the Ministry, and at the same time make efforts

for talks with the industrial circles in the future.
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It seems likely that in that case, the Ministry

will prepare the following 'compromise plans': (1) Although

liberalization of electronic computers proper (hardware)

will be pushed, liberalization of utilization techniques

(software) will be restricted; (2) when the Government and

public offices and influential private enterprises are to

adopt electric computers, the Ministry will give them guid-

ance so that they will fix the ratio between imported goods

and domestic products at fifty-fifty; and (3) liberalization

two or three years ahead, for example, will be promised,

instead of immediate liberalization.
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SANKEI (Full)
riFcT-l, 1973

U.S. Presses Japan with Appeal to GATT for Liberalization of
Electronic Computers and IC; Heading toward Majority Vote;
Notification Given at Time of Special Representative
EBERLE's Visit to Japan

According to a clarification made by a Government

source on the 28th, U.S. Presidential Special Representative

for Trade Negotiations, EBERLE, who came to Japan recently,

notified our country that if it does not decide to liberal-

ize electronic computers and IC's, the United States will

lodge an appeal with GATT. The time of the appeal is pre-

sumed to be April when a Directors meeting is scheduled to

be held. If the appeal is made, our country will inevitably

be driven into a tight spot, and in this respect, too, it

will be pressed to liberalize electronic computers urgently.

According to the Government source, the United

States, which has been demanding Japan's liberalization of

electronic computers and IC's, has recently decided to lodge

an appeal with GATT on the basis of Article 23 of GATT, on

the grounds that Japan's import restrictions on electronic

computers, etc., are unfair.

Through the Japan-U.S. NTB (non-tariff barrier)

conference and the Japan-U.S. Joint Economic committee, the

U.S. side has been demanding Japan's liberalization of elec-

tronic computers and so forth many times; therefore, judging

that it has already met the condition of "holding consulta-

tions between the parties concerned before an appeal," which
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is stipulated in Article 23, it intends to lodge the appeal

with the Directors meeting at one stroke.

According to the Government source's outlook, it

is inevitable that our country, which is isolated with a

marked surplus, will be beaten if the appeal is made to

GATT, because its General Meeting already adopted the Reso-

lution by a majority vote, and our country will be driven

into liberalizing electronic computers and IC's on the basis

of the said Resolution. Moreover, the United States is said

to be firming up the intention of obtaining a GATT under-

standing at the same time with the said appeal, on its tak-

ing import restriction measures on electronic products which

are our country's main-stay import goods to the U.S., on the

basis of Paragraph 2 of Article 23. It is therefore ex-

pected that our country will suffer a "double punch," de-

pending upon circumstances.

Therefore, the Government and MITI have immedi-

ately begun to check into concrete measures for the liberal-

ization of electronic computers and IC's, partly because of

Prime Minister TANAKA's liberalization instructions on the

28th. They are checking into deciding on complete liberal-

ization and countering the U.S. by tariff measures and safe-

guards depending upon circumstances.
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SANKEI (Full)
March 7, 1973

Another Reorganization Doubtful; Will Rather Cause Confu-

sion: Statement by Japan Electronic Industry Promotion
Association President DOO on Electronic Computers

Japan Electronic Industry Promotion Association

President Toshio DOKO called on Prime Minister TANAKA on the

6th and petitioned on emergency counter-policies for the

problem of import liberalization of electronic computers and

integrated circuits. After this, President DOKO held a

press conference and said, "I received the impression that

the time of implementation will be possibly moved up more

than the time we hope for (April 1977). I am not thinking

of the problem of another reorganization, because it will

cause confusion at the present state and it will be diffi-

cult to produce effects." His statements are as follows;

1. We conveyed to Prime Minister TANAKA the same

contents as those submitted to ITI Minister NAKASONE.

Partly because he was ITI Minister at the time of the deci-

sion on capital liberalization, the Prime Minister under-

stands the industry circles' position well. However, he

said that the US demands are strong and that he does not

know before negotiations are conducted. He did not refer

definitely to the-time of implementation, but I received the

impression that the moving-up of the time from April 1977

will be possible.

2. We were asked by both the Prime Minister and

ITI Minister NAKASONE whether the present structure for the
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development of new models by three groups (Fujitsu-Hitachi,

Toshiba-Japan Electric, and Mitsubishi Electric Machiner-Oki

Electric) is all right or whether further concentration will

not be conceivable. However, industry circles answered that

even the re-organization into three groups was carried out

with a resolute decision in consideration of the importance

of industry circles, that even if they may be ordered to

change it from now on, they cannot respond to it immedi-

ately, that it will rather cause confusion, and that whether

it will be effective or not is doubtful. I have no such

intention at all, now.

3. The problem of protective legislation is not

limited to electronic computers, but it includes all prob-

lems. Arrangements should be made so that measures can be

taken immediately in case of need, on the easiest point to

do it.
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ASAHI (Full)
March 8, 1973

"Co-Operation in Concentration Sought" -- Statement by ITI
Minister.-

ITI Minister NAKASONE announced on the 7th a

statement to the effect that, "promotion of further tieup

than the present three groups will be necessary,' with re-

gard to the problem of import liberalization of electronic

computers in our country. Thus, he clarified MITI's view

that the present situation where electronic computer indus-

try circles within the country are competing with one an-

other in disorder is improper to meet liberalization.

MITI judges that the six companies for home pro-

duction, which are now divided into three groups, Hitachi

Manufacturing-Fujitsu, Japan Electric-Tokyo Shibaura Elec-

tric, and Oki Electronic Industry-Mitsubishi Electric Ma-

chinery, cannot stand competition with the huge manufactur-

ers of the United States, unless they deepen mutual tieup in

commonization of the software and in taking shares in pro-

duction and joint development of peripheral apparatus and

unless they either unified into a home-production manufac-

turer like Britain's ICL in the future or are concentrated

at lease into a group for specific purposes (Oki-Mitsubishi)

and an alignment of electronic computers proper (remaining

four companies). Explaining the Minister's statement of the

7th to the press, a MITI leader said, "For the present, this

does not necessarily mean unification of industry circles,
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but the emphasis of the administrative guidance lies in

promoting tieup among the three groups."

The gist of the ITI Minister's statement that day

is as follows: (1) We are now carefully checking into the

time of liberalization and counter-policies for it; (2)

further tieup among the three groups will be promoted; and

(3) there can be no case of any of the groups withdrawing,

and MITI will give administrative guidance with the present

three groups as the objects, to the last. Because there are

some disturbances among industry circles to the effect that

they do not understand the Government's views well, center-

ing on the problems of tieup among the groups and another

re-organization, (the ITI Minister] announced a statement

and urged co-operation of industry circles.
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ASAHI
airEc 8, 1973

Invocation of Emergency Tariff System; Being Checked into by
MITI for Prote tion of Industry Circles -- Another Reorgani-
zation of Electronic Computer Industry Circles

With regard to liberalization of electronic com-

puters, MITI began to check on the 7th into legislative

measures including consolidation of the emergency tariff

system in order to prevent blows to domestic industry cir-

cles in the future.

MITI thinks that upon liberalizing imports of

electronic computers, another re-organization of industry

circles within the country will be necessary together with

handsome financial measures for them. However, these cannot

be said to be sufficient as counter-policies to meet cases

of a sharp increase in imports of American products, etc.

Thus, MITI intends to establish a system under which domes-

tic industry circles can take "emergency shelter", to speak,

by making use of the emergency tariff system stipulated in

the present Customs Tariff Law.

The emergency tariff system is a mechanism under

which import tariffs on some specific goods can be raised by

the Government authority in case imports of those goods

increase suddenly and the domestic industries handling those

goods are liable to be subject to serious losses.

According to MITI, this is because of political

consideration for the other countries but, at the same time,

because procedures for invocation are not fully consolidated
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under the present Law. Accordingly, it is MITI's view that

it wishes to revise it into a flexible system so that it can

be invoked automatically in case losses further increase.

"the first consideration should be to bring up this elec-

tronic computer as a machine to counter IBM, for some time

to come. Arguments for starting with a clean slate, which

would scrap that machine, are nonsense, after all" (Japan

Electronic Industry Promotion Association President Toshio

DOKO). These voices are strong.

Industry circles are, therefore, taking the view

that if another re-organization is to be realized, there is

no way which would be conceivable but to go under private

circles' leadership, depending upon the future development

of enterprise competition.
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MAINIOHI (Full)
March8,F 1973

Will Eastern Liberalization of Electronic Computers;
Strengtheninq of Tieup among Three Groups--
MITI Policy

With regard to liberalization of electronic com-

puters and integrated circuits, which is one of the focal

points of the current trade problem, linked with the cur-

rency crisis, MITI is promoting the drawing-up of concrete

policies for the time and counter-policies. ITI Minister

NAKASONE on the 7th announced a statement to the effect that

"With the three groups as the premise, the strengthening of

their tieup will be promoted." Concerning the industry

circles' structure which is anticipated to undergo another

re-organization together with the implementation of liberal-

ization, MITI intends to strengthen the tieup among the

three groups for the time being, such as internal and mutual

joint sales, taking of shares in production and promotion of

research and development. MITI administrative authorities

have firmed up a policy to the effect that they cannot but

implement liberalization in two or three years from now by

moving up the time more than the line demanded by electronic

computer industry circles. They have thus decided to seek

Government leaders' decisions. This is because they have

come to have the intention that the United States will not

be convinced by the industry circles-proposed line of imple-

mentation of liberalization four years from now and will

further strengthen its trade offensives against Japan, and

that in response to this, Prime Minister TANAKA will have to
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offer concessions, in view of the U.S. demand for liberal-

ization.

As to the liberalization of electronic computers

and IC's, industry circles met ITI Minister NAKASONE and

Prime Minister TANAKA on the 5th and the 6th and clarified

their accepting of liberalization presenting the following

conditions: (1) Import liberalization of electronic comput-

ers and 50% capital liberalization of software shall be four

years from now, and [liberalization] of IC's three years

from now. (2) As a collateral, liberalization countermea-

sures funds totaling Y147,500 million, including subsidies

for strengthening the sales structure of JECC (Japan Elec-

tronic Computer Company, Ltd.) will be added.

As a result, liberalization of electronic comput-

ers and IC's was virtually decided, and the focal point has

been narrowed down to what to do about the time of implemen-

tation of liberalization in the future and to what extent

the Government will offer financial and monetary aid measure

as "compensation." Especially, the time of implementation

is a big focal point. MITI intends to take a resolute step

to move up the time, for the following reasons: (1) Liberal-

ization four years from now, as demanded by industry cir-

cles, is "understandable as industry circles' assertions"

(ITI Minister NAKASONE), but it is far from the severe de-

mand of the United States and will easily be rejected. (2)

Prime Minister TANAKA, too, emphasized early implementation,
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at his talks with the leaders of industry circles on the

6th.

On the other hand, as regards the problem of the

industry circles' structure accompanying liberalization, the

ITI Minister announced a statement to the following effect

that day: "Promotion of further tieup of the present three

groups will be necessary. There can be no case of any of

the groups withdrawing at the present stage, nor is MITI

thinking of giving such administrative guidance.' Thus, he

clarified that (MITI) will strengthen the internal or mutual

tieup among the three groups for the present, with Hitachi-

Fujitsu, Toshiba-Japan Electric, and Oki Electric-Mitsubishi

Electric Machinery as the premise.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
March 8, 1973

Will Not Carry out Another Re-Organization--Electronic
Computer In ustry Circles

Home-produced computers manufacturing industry

circles, having raised sharp opposition to some reports on

"another re-organization of home-produced (electronic com-

puters] manufacturers into one group" and 'concentration

into two groups of native capital affiliation and semi-

foreign capital affiliation, and withdrawal of the Japan

Electric-Tokyo Shibaura Electric Group," strongly stated

that they have no intention of another re-organization at

all. This is because the main force should be concentrated

on the strengthening of ties under the present three-group

structure which is finally about to attain the actual re-

sults of tieup and re-organization and because disregarding

efforts in this field and considering another re-

organization which will re-orient the map of industry cir-

cles will only cause them to be taken advantage of by the

foreign capital-affiliated enterprises and will not lead to

the nurturing and strengthening of the home-produced elec-

tronic computers manufacturing industry.

The plan to unify six manufacturers of home-

produced electronic computers into one group remained deeply

rooted in some quarters, it is true, on the grounds that

even the three groups were insufficient, from the time when

the present three-group structure of Hitachi Manufacturing-

Fujitsu, Japan electric-Tokyo Shibaura Electric, and
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Mitsubishi Electric Machinery-Oki Electric Industry was

established in the fall of the year before last. The total

sum of the proceeds of the six companies for home production

does not reach even one tenth of those of IBM, and their

share in the world market accounts for only 3 to 4% at the

most. Moreover, there are striking differentials in every

field, whether technical development power, financial power,

or selling power. Even if the companies were to be inte-

grated into three groups, that would only result in waste of

taxes, and forces countering IBM could hardly be nurtured.

These were their grounds (for a unification plan].

However, "Electronic computers should be called

machines with thought, rather than mere industrial products,

and unification of the manufacturers who had been promoting

development of electronic computers with different thought,

respectively, will only cause confusion technically and in

personnel, and it will take a considerably long period of

time before new electronic computers are developed under

unified thought" (Japan Electric Executive Director Yujiro

DEGAWA). Moreover, as a result of unification, the princi-

ple of effective competition may cease to work and (the

manufactures] may possibly be led to a situation where they

will sit back at ease, relying on a system of receiving

orders under the protective umbrella of "big boss Rising

Sun," so to speak.

As a matter of fact, British -ICL (International

Computers) is a semi-governmental state-policy company which
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was born through the merger of the British manufacturers

contesting with one another in disorder. For this reason,

because of the management structure totally dependent upon

the Government and the management attitude lacking harmony,

ICL recently is panting in a "dying condition," continuing

to be inactive.

Furthermore, the present three-group structure has

already started moving, and an electronic computer developed

with the research and development subsidies of the Govern-

ment is to raise the "first cry' of its birth even as early

as within this year. For this reason, from now, 50% lib-

eralization of investments in used techniques (software),

and liberalization of integrated circuits three years from

now--will not serve as a conclusive factor for a policy to

balance foreign payments, judging from the situation sur-

rounding Japan, such as the balance of trade with the United

States and the return of the yen to a fixed quotation. For

this reason, they intend to promote persuasion toward indus-

try circles under the dual setup of moving up the time of

liberalization and strengthening the structure of the indus-

try circles within the country by means of another re-

organization.

Japan Electronic Industry Promotion Association

President Toshio DOKO (Toshiba Board Chairman) and others

met Prime Minister TANAKA on the 6th and petitioned on

counter-policies for industry circles. Prime Minister TA-

NAKA pointed out that (1) since the U.S. side's voices call-
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ing for import liberalization of electronic computers are

strong, the time of liberalization may not be as planned by

industry circles, and (2) I would like you to promote an-

other re-organization in accordance with the MITI plan. In

reply, industry circles show a negative posture to the ef-

fect that they will leave the time to the political judgment

of the Government but that another re-organization is a

problem for the future.

The Government fully understands the difficulties

facing home-produced electronic computers manufacturing

industry circles, because Prime Minister TANAKA as the then

ITI Minister in 1971 decided on the capital liberalization

plan for electronic computers and the financial measures for

that purpose. However, since the problem of balancing with

foreign countries has become far more important than two

years ago, the Government has firmed up a severe view that

if industry circles demand protection, a receiving structure

and enterprise efforts worthy of protection will be neces-

sary. The Government is dissatisfied with the point that

the results of the three-group structure, which began to

move substantially from the beginning of last year, are

limited to the joint research and development within each

group even at present when about a year has passed since

then and that in the field of sales, deficit-competition

centering on discount sales is being carried out.

On this point, the government is attaching impor-

tance to the actual situation where the huge manufacturers
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of the United States, especially IBM, are pressing with

their superiority of techniques, without taking such means

as discount. The Government has a strong sense of crisis,

to the effect that under the present situation, the mutually

pulling at their legs within the country will continue, no

matter how many financial measures may be taken. For this

reason, the Government intends to use the industry circles'

intentions as "basic material.' It intends to seek strongly

the "compensation' of unification of the manufacturers

within the country, for counterpolicies by means of finan-

cial measures.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
March 15, 1973

MITI HEADING TOWARD REORGANIZATION OF IC ENTERPRISES

Adjusent of Production Fields Planned for Six Exporter
Firms in Preparation of Liberalization

Liberalization of the import of integrated cir-

cuits (IC), as well as that of electronic computers, is

already a matter of time. MITI revealed on the 14th that it

has begun checking into concrete problems, with a determina-

tion to start efforts for reorganization of the IC manufac-

turing enterprises as part of the countermeasures again

liberalization. Of the 12 IC manufacturing enterprises in

Japan, six depend largely on foreign markets. MITI's plan

is to have the fields of production adjusted among these

firms so that each firm can specialize in a specific produc-

tion field, for establishment of a division of labor. It is

expected, however, that MITI's reorganization plan will

cause great ripples, because of the IC manufacturing firms

have been exerted great efforts to strengthen their interna-

tional competitive power prior to the liberalization of IC

imports.

Following the presentation of a strong demand by

the US for correction of the imbalance of Japan-US trade,

the Government and business circles have begun to move to-

ward liberalization of IC imports, as well as that of elec-

tronic computer imports. Consequently, IC manufacturers,

too, have become inclined to think that, 'liberalization is
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unavoidable." They are strongly asking the Government to

carry out liberalization in April, 1976, and offer a subsidy

amounting to Y7 billion for promotion of technical develop-

ment as part of the countermeasures against liberalization.

MITI has made up its mind to reorganize the IC

enterprises, for the following reasons: (1) The IC enter-

prises may suffer a sever blow if IC imports are liberalized

while they are in such a condition as at present, because

indigenous IC production has been started only recently; (2)

If liberalization is carried out, the big American IC manu-

facturers may start a vigorous export offensive on Japan, as

they did in Europe, to overrun the Japanese market and crush

indigenous IC production; (3) Japan must foster IC manufac-

turing enterprises at home, because the IC is to become the

foundation for the electronic industry.

At present, there are 12 IC manufacturing enter-

prises in Japan. MITI wants to select about six out of

these enterprises which are more dependent on export than

others, including Japan Electric, Hitachi and Tokyo Shibaura

Electric, as enterprises to be fostered according to its

policy. The reason is that MITI has decided it is not

proper to apply its liberalization countermeasures to those

enterprises which are turning out IC's only for incorpora-

tion into their own products, because such IC production is

different in character from IC production as an independent

industry. From this point of view, MITI will divide IC

manufacturing firms into several groups to specialize in the
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respective fields of production, such as bi-polar machines

and metal oxide semiconductors (MOS), so that a division of

labor will be established among them. It says this step

will help to promote mass production in the respective

fields and improve the technical level by the exchange of

technical information. MITI is planning to subsidize the

efforts for establishment of such a production structure, as

part of its countermeasures against liberalization.

It can be anticipated, however, that the IC enter-

prises will offer strong resistance against the plan which

will force them to give up production of the items they have

just developed, and specialize in specific items, at this

time when IC production in Japan is still on its way to

development. MITI's reorganization plan is likely to cause

heated discussions among those concerned, in connection with

such problems as the date for liberalization of IC imports

and liberalization of electronic computer imports.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
March 16, 1973

EDITORIALS

Countermeasures Against Computer Liberalization Lack
Severity

The problem of liberalizing electronic computer

imports has entered a stage where high-level political ad-

justment is necessary for its solution. High-level politi-

cal solution does not mean a "hasty political solution" in

the form of total acceptance of the wishes of the US side

planned by Government leaders at the beginning. Nor does it

mean that the Government should carry out the liberalization

only slowly while strengthening financial assistance to the

computer enterprises, according to the demand of computer

industry circles for liberalization of imports of the main

body of computers in or after April, 1977 (that of inte-

grated circuit imports in april, 1976, and 50 per cent capi-

tal liberalization in the field of software in April, 1977).

It means the establishment of a realistic strategy whereby

the positive significance of liberalization will be reviewed

on the basis of a careful analysis of the reality and future

prospects of the competitive power of the Japanese computer

industry, so that the Japanese enterprises and the enter-

prises run by foreign capital can exist together, while

maintaining a balance between co-operation and competition.

The idea of reorganizing again the three groups in

computer industry circles into one group has been reported
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in some circles. It is clear, however, that it is prob-

lematical to implement such an idea forcibly, in view of the

strong resistance offered by computer industry circles

against this idea and the failure suffered by International

Computers of Britain (ICL). A new kind of electronic com-

puter, which has been studied and developed with an enormous

subsidy of the Government, may be completed within this

year. We can understand, therefore, the desire of computer

industry circles to foster this kind of computer in order to

counter IBM.

For development of the production of new comput-

ers, however, the computer enterprise must promote co-

operation and concert among themselves even further, in the

fields of technics and sales. Also in view of Japan-US

economic relations which are becoming more and more

strained, it is necessary for computer enterprises to

strengthen such co-operation and concern with a stern atti-

tude not in the past sense of the words. From this point of

view, it is necessary for computer industry circles to im-

plement co-operation and concert among different groups of

enterprises in such fields as peripheral machines and soft-

ware, as well as the tieup in the fields of sales among

enterprises of the same group which Tokyo Shibaura Electric

and Japan Electric are already planning. It is also neces-

sary to check into the present system of three groups thor-

oughly again in connection with the problem of developing
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and fostering new types of computers, with greater emphasis

on complementary relations on rivalry.

Way to Co-Existence with IBM

The most important problem to be studied by Japa-

nese computer industry circles in the establishment of coun-

termeasures against the liberalization of computer imports

is when the Japanese enterprises will become able to counter

the strength of IBM, which is the most powerful computer

enterprise in the world, in the fields of technical develop-

ment and marketing, on an equal footing. Probably any per-

son, who is aware of the present reality, will say it will

be difficult for the Japanese enterprises to gains such

ability, even in that considerably distant future. The

Japanese computer enterprises, which were left far behind

their foreign competitors in starting efforts for develop-

ment of technics and expansion of sales, have been able to

prevent IBM, which holds a share of 60 per cent in the world

market, from expanding its share in the Japanese market and

to maintain a share of about 50 per cent in the home market,

only by relying on import restrictions and the Governments'

powerful assistance.

IBM 370 Series, which were made known to the world

in July, 1970, shocked the world's computer manufacturers

profoundly. Japanese computer reorganized themselves into

three groups for development of new computers of the 3.5th

generation to rival the 370 Series. All new kinds of indig-

enous computers are to be completed next year, but it is
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said that IBM will announce its completion of another new

epoch-making kind of computer in 1977. If so, we must think

that the road ahead of indigenous computer production is

rough. At present, the Japanese computer enterprises as a

whole are gaining a greater ability to develop technics than

West European manufacturers. Even the establishment of co-

operation with West European manufacturers, however, will

only produce a limited effect as a means of Japanese enter-

prises to counter IBM. In view of the present ability and

structure of the Japanese computer industry, it will also be

difficult, even in the future, for Japanese computer enter-

prises to compete with IBM directly, in the field of hard-

ware centered on large machines, if not in the production of

medium and small machines. I -

It is not necessary for the Japanese computer

enterprises to compete with IBM in all fields for survival.

Also there is no need for the Government to pour money into

the field of the computer industry without a definite pros-

pect or plan, only adhering to the policy of giving top

priority to home production. The basic policy of building

an advanced, diversified industrial structure and developing

the industries dependent on the concentration of knowledge,

which has been followed by the Government, is not mistaken.

It is natural that the Government should endeavor to foster

and strengthen the computer industry which is to hold a key

position in the new industrial structure. In such efforts,

however, the Government and manufacturers should not concen-
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trate on "fruitless competition" with IBM and other foreign

enterprises, but establish measures for mutual reliance and

co-existence between Japanese and foreign enterprises as

early as possible.

One conceivable way for Japanese enterprises to

establish mutual reliance is to specialize in the develop-

ment of the related instruments and peripheral machines to

be needed by the big, super-advanced electronic computers

which will be developed by foreign capital four or more

generations later, with consideration for the foreign enter-

prises' ability to develop such computers. Also it will not

be impossible for Japanese enterprises to develop soft-ware

suited to the actual situation in Japan, separately from the

hard- and soft-wares to be developed by IBM, for establish-

ment of co-existence with IBM. Needless to say, it is prob-

lematical, as the computer manufacturers contend, to treat

the soft- and hard-wares separately from each other. It is

impossible for us to ignore completely the fact that the

present system for development of computers is based on the

view that "There can be no soft-ware without hard-ware."

Yet it will not be impossible for Japanese enterprises to

establish such co-existence relations with IBM, if they

redouble efforts for development of soft-ware and open a new

field of production for themselves.
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Improve System for Development of Soft-Ware

Even in the US, which is a colossal, multi-

national enterprise representing a "Gulliver-type monopoly,"

has been a cause for the smouldering discussions on the

partition of big enterprises. In Japan, too, the establish-

ment of an international charter for enterprises, /including

Japanese enterprises, has been a problem in connection with

the activities of multi-national enterprises. It will be-

come necessary, therefore, to check into IBM's domination of

markets separately, on the political and administrative

levels. Apart from such necessity, however, it is advisable

for Japanese computer industry circles to step up talks

about co-operation involving mutual reliance or virtual

division of markets, for establishment of desirable rela-

tions with IBM in the future.
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SANKEI (Full)
MarchF27, 1973

Industrial Circles' Plan Out of Question --
Liberalization of Electronic Computers; EBERLE
Expresses Strong Dissatisfaction

A Government source clarified on March 26, that at

a meeting of the OECD New Executive Committee, earlier held

in Paris, US Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

EBERLE expressed the view that 'the plan for the liberaliza-

tion of electronic computers and IC's (integrated circuits),

which plan has been proposed by Japanese electronic computer

industry circles, will be out of the question.' MITI in-

tends to formulate a Government plan on the basis of the

liberalization plan of electronic computer industry circles,

wit'h around the middle of next month as the target time.

However, the Government's plan is likely to become a still

severer plan, because the US Government is dissatisfied with

the plan of industrial circles concerned.

The OECD New Executive Committee held a meeting in

Paris for two days, that is, on March 19 and 20. After the

Committee meeting, EBERLE, who attended the Committee meet-

ing, informally expressed the following view to the Japanese

Delegation in a severe tone: 'The liberalization plan of

the electronic computer industry circles is out of the ques-

tion."

The liberalization plan, formulated by Japanese

electronic computer industry circles, is as follows: 1) The

import liberalization of electronic computers and capital
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liberalization (50 percent) of the soft-ware industry will

be carried out in April, 1977; and 2) the import liberaliza-

tion of IC's will be carried out in April, 1976. This is

also a large scale concession plan which has been secured as

a result of MITI's persuasion activities carried out toward

industrial circles concerned early this month.

Therefore, MITI has appreciated the liberalization

plan of industrial circles concerned, saying that 'this is

the maximum line on which concessions can be made, and if

further concessions are made, then our country's electronic

computer industry circles will collapse' (Heavy Industry

Bureau Director General Eiji YAMAGATA). MITI had also

solidified its intention of formulating a Government plan

along the line of the plan of industrial circles concerned

by around the middle of this month (TN:sic).

However, Special Representative EBERLE has ex-

pressed, though informally, a view of rejection. Therefore,

it has become clear that the US side is demanding still

stricter liberalization by our country's industrial circles

concerned. MITI is racking its brains in an attempt to

formulate countermeasures.

Therefore, MITI is checking into remedial mea-

sures, such as moving up further the time for carrying out

the proposed liberalization. It is also held certain that

MITI will be forced to adjust views with industrial circles

concerned.
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Furthermore, the OECD New Executive Committee

meeting was also participated in by Special Representative

EBERLE and Undersecretary of State CASEY (in charge of eco-

nomic affairs), from the US side, and by Foreign Affairs

Councillor Kiyohiko TSURUMI, MITI Trade Bureau International

Economic Affairs Division Director Naohiro AWAYA, and oth-

ers, as Government Delegates, from the Japanese side. The

Committee meeting was also participated in by Vice-Minister-

level or Deputy Vice-Minister-level delegates from various

other countries of the world.

62-030 0 - 87 - 9
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NIHON KOGYO (Full)
April 3, 1973

MITI to Hasten Counter-Measures on Electronic Computer
Liberalization, Including Consolidation of Emergency
Tariffs and Establishment of -Tariff Investiqator"
System to Watch Prices

The Government intends to clarify the time for

import liberalization of electronic computers and integrated

circuits (IC) even as early as the middle of this month. In

response to this, MITI has decided to hasten domestic

counter-measures for the liberalization. In concrete terms

the Ministry will check into the following measures: (1)

Consolidating the conditions and procedures for the imposi-

tion of emergency tariffs and tariffs on unfair dumping, and

making a basic re-study of the tariff system, and (2) estab-

lishing a "tariff investigator" suspected of dumping. Espe-

cially in regard to electronic computers, there are wide

technical differentials between Japanese and American manu-

facturers, and US IBM's offensive against the Japanese mar-

ket is expected to intensify further; therefore, MITI wants

to revise the current Anti-Monopoly Law so as to prevent IBM

products' 'market monopoly' or establish separate protective

legislation, such as an 'Electronic Computer Promotion Law,"

as occasion demands.

The industrial circles are showing the policy of

deciding to liberalize the import of electronic computers

four years hence, that is, in April, 1977, and IC's three

years hence, that is, in April, 1976. However, MITI thinks
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that this plan of the industrial circles will be unable to

ward off fully the US demand for Japan's opening its market,

and that the time for the liberalization cannot but be moved

up. As moving up the liberalization time fixed by the in-

dustrial circles will have big effects on domestic indus-

tries, the Ministry has decided to establish domestic

counter-measures accompanying liberalization in a hurry.

Both emergency tariffs and tariffs on unfair dump-

ing are institutionally recognized under the current Customs

Tariff Law, but there is no complete Government ordinance

fixing the conditions for the imposition of these tariffs.

Therefore, it is actually impossible to impose them. For

this reason, the Ministry intends to finalize urgently the

imposition procedures including the establishment of tariff

rates and an organ to decide flexibly on whether or not to

impose these tariffs.

On the other hand, tariff investigators are to be

stationed at Japanese embassies abroad on a permanent basis

and perform the duty of investigating the selling prices in

producing countries as to imports on which communications

are sent from the homeland Government to the effect that

they are suspected of dumping, and proving the fact of dump-

ing. This sytem is already established at the American and

Canadian Embassies in Japan.

These systems cannot be carried out unless there

are such conditions as a "sudden increase in imports" and

.unfair dumping," in regard to imports. Therefore, it seems
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impossible to place great expectations on the effects of

these systems as measures to cope with IBM, which is said to

be planning to increase its share by its technical differen-

tials from domestic manufacturers, without selling at re-

duced prices. Moreover, they have the weakness of being

unable to prevent the products of IBM-Japan, a Japanese

corporation, from expanding its market.

Therefore, there is a growing view that "natural

monopoly" by the products of IBM-Japan should be countered

by revising the Anti-Monopoly Law. On the other hand, how-

ever, there is an argument doubting the possibility of such

a revision because the Law follows the principle of banning

monopoly through enterprise absorption or amalgamation. In

addition, it is problematical, from the standpoint of com-

mercial rules, to restrict the actions of a specific foreign

enterprise called IBM. Therefore, MITI intends to check

into such problematical points, and, in regard to electronic

computers, it is thinking also of enacting a special law

virtually to protect domestic manufacturers by promoting

them.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
June 15, 1973

Import Liberalization During 1975; Cabinet Decision
on Electronic Computers Expected Today

ITI Minister NAKASONE will report to the Cabinet

meeting on the 15th that "imports of electronic computers

will be liberalized during 1975" and will obtain Cabinet

approval. With this, the electronic computer liberalization

question, which was the biggest focal point in U.S.-Japan

trade problems, will be settled in both the capital and

import fields. After the Cabinet meeting on the 15th, the

Government will convey this decision to the U.S. Government,

through the U.S. Embassy in Japan, on the one hand, while on

the other, it intends to give guidance to the industry cir-

cles concerned, for the promotion of the consolidation of

their structure, with an eye to liberalization in 1975.

Through the deciding of 'liberalization during 1975," elec-

tronic computer imports will be liberalized even as early as

in one year and seven months, if early, and within two years

and seven months at the latest. This will be a large-scale

moving up of the liberalization date, compared with 'lib-

eralization, four years from now,' which was desired by the

industry circles concerned.

As regards the liberalization of electronic com-

puter imports, the industry circles concerned had been de-

siring liberalization, four years from now. However, as

against this, MITI advocated liberalization three years from
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now, while Prime Minister TANAKA called for liberalization

two years from now. Under the circumstances, study had been

continued within Government circles, regarding the time for

liberalization. MITI gave leeway to the time for liberal-

ization, in the form of liberalization during 1975, because

it desires to make final decision on the time for liberal-

ization after taking these circumstances into consideration

and after watching the moves of the U.S. Goverment.

The Government, after the Cabinet meeting on the

15th, will transmit this policy for "liberalization during

1975" to the U.S. Government. According to the impression

received by the Government through the U.S. Embassy in Japan

and others, the U.S. Government seems to have very privately

agreed to this decision, and this will mean that the lib-

eralization of the imports of electronic computers, which

was thought, at first, to become the 'star item" at the

meeting of the Joint U.S.-Japan Committee on Trade and Eco-

nomic Affairs, to be held on July 16 and 17, will see set-

tlement before the Economic Conference.

The Cabinet has already decided on the end of 1975

as the time for capital liberalization for electronic com-

puters. Therefore, its deciding on import liberalization

during 1975 will mean that electronic computers will be

completely liberalized by the end of 1975, at the latest,

and that competition between domestic and foreign capital

will be further intensified.
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In the future, negotiations will be held between

MITI and the Finance Ministry on the strengthening of the

international competitive power of the electronic computer

industry circles, the consolidation of their structure, and

various budgetary measures, including subsidies for research

and development of new types of computers, entailing lib-

eralization, following the above policy line. The elec-

tronic computer industry circles have already made a request

for assistance measures amounting to about 150 billion yen,

as the State's budgetary measures (including financial in-

vestments and loans), accompanying liberalization. However,

according to the talks between the two Ministries, there is

a strong possibility that they will settle for around 80

billion yen.

The focal questions at U.S.-Japan trade negotia-

tions had been mainly narrowed down to the Japanese side's

huge surplus balance in its trade accounts with the U.S. and

the Japanese side's non-liberalization of electronic comput-

ers. Therefore, it is now being observed in MITI circles

that if U.S. approval can be obtained along the line of

complete liberalization of electronic computers during 1975,

"friction between the U.S. and Japan' will head toward dis-

solution, because there-is also the situation of the imbal-

ance in trade with the U.S., with a huge surplus on the

Japanese side, is showing signs of moving rapidly toward

improvement.
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ITI Minister's Statement on Decision to Liberalize
Electronic Computer and IC Imports; Pressure on
Japan Expected to Lessen

At a press conference following the Cabinet meet-

ing on the 15th, ITI Minister NAKASONE touched upon the

liberalization of the imports of electronic computers, and

said: "With the deciding of the liberalization of elec-

tronic computers, the biggest pending question in the trade

field between the U.S. and Japan has been removed, and pres-

sure against Japan will probably lessen." The gist of

NAKASONE's statement was as follows.

Partly due to the fact that deliberations on the

Trade Act Bill will start in the U.S., we decided to an-

nounce the liberalization of electronic computers quickly.

In addition to there appearing signs of of the dissolving of

the imbalance in the trade accounts between the U.S. and

Japan recently, our deciding on the liberalization of elec-

tronic computers and IC's has removed the biggest pending

problem in U.S.-Japan trade. With this, U.S. pressure

against Japan trade. With this, U.S. pressure against Japan

will probably lessen.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
Eve., June 15, 1973

IC Indstry Circles Shocked; Caught Between U.S.
Offensive and Liberalization

With the Cabinet decision on the 15th, imports of

IC's will be liberalized during 1974. The industry circles

concerned unanimously say 'it is extremely regrettable"

(Nippon Electric Standing Director HATTORI). Especially,

even though domestic manufacturing firms have finally become

able to enter into a structure for increasing production,

due to the shortage of products in the U.S. and the increase

in the domestic demand for IC's for portable electronic

computers, they have been expecting that the shortage of

products on the U.S. side would be overcome by 1974, and

that it will be a year of excessive competition, and for

this reason, the shock is great among the industry circles

concerned, saying that "this is like being caught in a pin-

cer, between liberalization and the offensive of American

manufacturers.'

r
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
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M r Liberalization of Computers to Take Place in
1975 and That of IC's Next Year

Cabinet Meeting Approves Plan Calling for Early
Reorganizat ion of Computer Industry and Expansion
and Strengthening of JECC

At the Cabinet meeting held on the 15th, ITI Min-

ister NAKASONE reported MITI's plan to "liberalize elec-

tronic computer imports in 1975 and IC (integrated circuit)

imports at an opportune moment in 1974." This plan was

approved by the Cabinet meeting. NARASONE also reported

that MITI wants to strengthen the computer industry at home

in order to meet such liberalization, by taking the follow-

ing steps: (1) to step up efforts for development of new

kinds of electronic computers and improvement of the effi-

ciency of IC's; (2) to strengthen the power of the soft-ware

industry; (3) to enforce measures for dissemination of com-

puters among medium and small enterprises; and (4) to

strengthen and expand Japan Electronic Computer Co. (JECC).

These measures, too, were approved by the Cabinet meeting.

The budgetary appropriations for the enforcement of these

measures are to be negotiated between the Finance Ministry

and MITI before the compilation of the next fiscal year's

budget is tarted.

The import and capital liberalization of elec-

tronic computers has been a pending problem between Japan

and the US in the field of foreign trade. The Government
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has already decided, at a Cabinet meeting, to carry out

capital liberalization by the end of 1975. Now, it has

decided to enforce import liberalization, too, in 1975.

This means that the problem of liberalization involving

electronic computers has been brought to a final settlement.

The Government is to convey its decision at once to the US

side. It is expected that an agreement on computer liberal-

ization will be reached between Japan and the US prior to

the opening of the Joint Japan-US Committee on Trade and

Economic Affairs which is scheduled for mid-July.

ITI Minister NAKASONE revealed that the import

liberalization of computers and IC's will take place in 1975

and 1974, respectively. He also said, however, that "The

liberalization may be carried out earlier, if possible.' He

expects that home industries concerned will understand his

plan. It is expected, however, that the Government's deci-

sion on the date for total liberalization of computer im-

ports will give a stimulus to the offensive of foreign capi-

tal, especially American capital, on Japan, making it neces-

sary for Japanese industrial circles concerned to step up

efforts for constitutional improvement.

NAKASONE says that a final agreement has not yet

been reached between the Finance Ministry and MITI on the

budgetary measures to be necessitated by the liberalization

of computer imports. He has revealed, however, the coun-

termeasures to be taken by MITI, such as the development of

new kinds of electronic computers and the strengthening of
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the power of JECC. In the field of research and develop-

ment, MITI will make positive efforts for development of new

kinds of computers, and give assistance to the efforts for

improvement of the efficiency of IC's. For constitutional

improvement of the soft-ware industry, it want to lay spe-

cial emphasis on the development of a soft-ware module, that

is, the program constituting the unit of soft-ware as a

whole, by stepping up the Government's assistance to the

efforts in this field. On the other hand, MITI will take

measures for dissemination of electronic computers among

medium and small enterprises whose financial strength is not

sufficient, and at the same time, step up efforts for con-

stitutional improvement of JECC which is strongly demanded

by industrial circles concerned. It wants to implement

these concrete measures as early as possible, after con-

sultations with the Finance Ministry about the related bud-

getary measures.

As for Japan-US relations, MITI thinks that the US

side will be convinced by its liberalization plan, because

the imbalance of Japan-US trade has been corrected speedily

in the several past months. It expects that the trade fric-

tion between Japan and the US will be liquidated totally,

except in such cases as agricultural products.

Three Groups of Computer Manufacturers to Exert All
Efforts for Development of New Kinds of Computers and
Make Preparations to Meet Another Reorganization

The Japanese manufacturers of electronic computers

hold that its is most important for them, for the time be-
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ing, to carry out the development of new kinds of computers

which has been stepped up by the Fujitsu-Hitachi, Nichiden-

Toshiba and Mitsubishi-Oki groups, in accordance with the

Government's decision to liberalize computer imports "within

1975." They have confirmed again their established policy

of promoting cooperation among the three groups.

They also think, however, it is unavoidable that

the computer industry will be organized for a second time,

in view of the fact that MITI has begun to exercise adminis-

trative guidance in the direction toward adjustment of rela-

tions among the different groups, on the strength of its

subsidy for development of computers. They find it neces-

sary to step up preparations to meet such reorganization.

The computer manufacturing firms think that MITI

hereafter will take the following liberalization countermea-

sures: (1) to hasten to reorganize the enterprises manufac-

turing IC's and peripheral and terminal equipment and those

in the field of software; and (2) promote cooperation among

the three groups in the case of computers. They also think

that MITI will follow, on the other hand, the policy of

encouraging the firms to specialize in the specific kinds of

computers in their efforts for development. According to

this policy, Toshiba (Tokyo Shibaura Electric) may be asked

to specialize in controlling apparatuses, Nichiden (Japan

Electric) in data communication apparatuses, Oki (Oki Elec-

tric Industry) and Mitsubishi (Mitsubishi Electric Mfg.) in

computers for scientific and technical purposes and small
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controlling apparatuses, and Hitachi and Fujitsu (Fuji Com-

munication Apparatus) in portable electronic computers. The

computer firms have become inclined to think that MITI may

distribute its subsidy amounting to 80 billion, which is

under negotiation between MITI and the Finance Ministry at

present, on a priority basis in accordance with this policy.

On the other hand, the Foreign Capital Delibera-

tion Council previously decided on the enforcement of 100

per cent capital liberalization by the end of 1975. Conse-

quently, such American computer manufacturers as Digital

Equipment Corporation and BURROUGHS are looking for a chance

to start activity in Japan. It is expected that the deci-

sion on import liberalization, which has been made by the

Government, will cause a sudden increase in large-scale

computer imports from the firms run by foreign capital, such

as CPC and Univac.

Sources concerned think that the share of the

manufacturers backed by foreign capital in Japan's computer

market, which is about 45 per cent at present, will increase

to nearly 70 per cent. Japan IBM, which has already started

a subsidiary firm in Japan solely with its own investments,

is exerting all efforts for expansion of its market share.

While bitter competition is going on among com-

puter manufactures for greater shares in the market, MITI

has revealed, though unofficially, a plan to reorganize the

indigenuous manufacturers into one group, and concrete coun-

termeasures against the powerful IBM are becoming subjects
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of discussion. Consequently, it has become an important

problem for the Government how to step up the preparations

on the part of the manufacturers at home prior to the import

liberalization scheduled to take place "within 1975."
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NIHON KEIZAI
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IC Industry ,eoragnization
Aajusting prodiutin Aras

In addition to the computer liberalization, IC

liberalization is also being discussed. According to the

MITI announcement of 14th, MITI has decided to start reorga-

nization in IC industry. MITI's policy is: By targeting on

6 manufacturers out of 12 manufacturers which have strong

sales systems, MITI will guide then to adjust their produc-

tion areas for establishing the division of labor. However,

IC manufacturers have made efforts at enforcing the interna-

tional competitive power by aiming at the IC liberalization.

Therefore, MITT's reorganization plan will bring about seri-

ous arguments.

…__________________________________________________________

Due to the strong request from the US for correct-

ing the trade imbalance, the Government and Zaikai (business

leaders society) are considering the IC liberalization as

well. Therefore, IC industry is now ready to accept the

situation that it cannot help but liberalize. The IC indus-

try requests strongly its liberalizing time for April 1976,

and as a liberalization countermeasure, 7 billion yen Aid

for technology development.

The reasons why MITI has decided to reorganize the

IC industry are 1) Japanese made IC production has just

started. If we liberalize IC without doing anything, IC
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industry might be severely damaged by foreign companies; 2)

Like the experiences of European countries by liberaliza-

tion, leading manufacturers will start a serious export

offensive in the Japanese market. There are possibilities

of abolishing Japanese IC industry's growing chances; 3) IC

is the basic technology of the electronics industry. There-

fore, development of Japanese manufacturers is necessary,

etc.

There are 12 IC manufacturers in Japan. But MITI

has selected 6 manufacturers, such as Nichiden, Hitachi,

Toshiba, etc which have strong sales. This is because as a

liberalization countermeasure, IC development for its own

company's computer system, is different from IC production

for the industry. It is not suitable for the liberalization

countermeasure. Therefore, MITI will divide IC into several

groups such as MOS etc. Each company will become an expert

of certain areas and divide the labor. Because of this,

each area will have effective development as well as tech-

nology improvement. MITI intends to issue aid for liberal-

ization countermeasure.

However, there is strong possibility for objec-

tions by the IC industry because IC is still at the develop-

ing stage. Each company does not want to abandon the devel-

opment of its own products and concentrate only on one item

for development. Reorganization policy will create a sensa-

tion in the IC industry along with other issues of computer
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liberalization and the final decision on the IC liberaliza-
tion time.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
June 16, 1973

IC Industry Circles Desire Establishment of
Legislative Measures by Government -- Prevention
of Selling at Low Price

"Now that the situation has come this far, I hope

that at least, liberalization will be postponed until the

very end of 1974" (Japan Electric Managing Director Hideo

HATTORI). In connection with the fact that the Cabinet has

decided to fix that time for the import liberalization of

IC's (integrated circuits) at "during 1974," voices, mixed

with a sigh of grief, are rising .from industrial circles

concerned. The reason for this is that although at the very

beginning, these industrial circles had desired "liberaliza-

tion within three years," the "within two years" plan of

MITI was decided, and that in the end, a final decision has

been reached to carry out liberalization during next year.

MITI is taken the following optimistic stand which

is entirely different from that, taken in the past: "Even

if the time for liberalization is moved up, there are large

or small gaps between the US and Japan, according to the

field of IC's. When viewed as a whole, we do not think that

confusion will arise." (Electronic Equipment and Appliance

and Electric Machinery Division). MITI has hitherto thought

that it would take two more years for the domestic manufac-

turers concerned to catch up with those of the US, and it

had also even implied that the import liberalization of IC's
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would be postponed until after the capital liberalization

thereof (December, 1974).

Industrial circles concerned are earnestly hoping

for the early granting of subsidies, but they are steadily

deepening their feeling of uneasiness as to the future situ-

ation, from the stand that "the in 1974 will become a very

difficult situation" (Mitsubishi Electric Machinery Company

Semi-Conductor Operation Department Chief Toshiya

KASHIMOTO). This feeling of uneasiness is based on the

sense of crisis that the export offensives by the U.S. side

in 1970 and 1971. These offensives, which are said to have

dealt a fatal blow to the industrial circles concerned, will

be revived, riding on the crest of the waves of liberaliza-

tion. Moreover, industrial circles concerned say, "We hope

that consideration will be given to increasing the amount of

subsidies and also to the enacting of an antidumping law"

(Japan Electric Managing Director HATTORI). Thus, they are

unlikely to withdraw immediately.
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NIHON KOGYO (Full)
June 25, 1973

Three Electronic Computer Groups Strengthening Tie-up, Plan-
ninc on Joint Development of IC's and Mutual Supply of
Equipment

The three groups of home-producing electronic

computers -- Hitachi-Fujitsu, Japan Electric-Toshiba, and

Oki Electric-Mitsubishi Electric Machinery -- are showing

conspicuous moves to strengthen their tie-up. This is due

to the fact that the time for capital and import liberaliza-

tion of electronic computers has come earlier than expected

by the industrial circles, and that the offensives by vari-

ous foreign-capital companies, such as IBM Japan, have be-

come conspicuous. The Hitachi-Fujitsu group is working to

strengthen its ties, deciding to receive orders jointly for

large-size electronic computer systems, in addition to car-

rying out joint development of a new series of electronic

computers. The Japan Electric-Toshiba group is also drawing

up a plan to avoid double investments by jointly developing

IC memories necessary for a new series and supplying them by

sharing production between the two companies. In addition,

the Oki-Mitsubishi group intends to solidify its co-

operation structure as to mutual supply of parts and periph-

eral equipment, etc. It is expected that the co-operative

relationship of each group will become increasingly strong

in the future.
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Will cope with Foreign Capital Offensives by Avoiding Double
Investments

Our country's electronic computer industry circles

were re-organized into three groups at the end of the year

before last, under MITI guidance. The objective of the tie-

up of each of these groups was to develop jointly a machine

to counter IBM's 370 series.

The Hitachi-Fujitsu group is scheduled to produce

a new series consisting of Type I (several times the model

165 of IBM 370), type II (equivalent to 165), Type III

(equivalent to 155), and Type IV (equivalent to 145), with

Hitachi taking.care of Types II and III and Fujitsu Types I

and IV. The two companies are supposed to share the produc-

tion of basic soft, and peripheral and terminal equipment,

too, but they are recently pushing joint development of IC's

for electronic computers. As the time for import liberal-

ization has been fixed at some time within 1975, they have

launched forth not only upon jointly developing a new type

of machine but also upon jointly receiving orders for a

system combining in jointly receiving an order from the

Metropolitan Komagome Hospital for an over-all medical

treatment information system at the price of about Y1.5

billion. As to large systems to compete with IBM's, the two

companies are planning to expand their shares by setting up

a system for jointly receiving orders.

The Japan Electric-Toshiba group will jointly

develop a new series consisting of four types -- X-II, X-

III, X-IV, and X-V -- taking charge of their respective,
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favorite fields, such as the central processing unit and the

memory unit. They adopted this method with a view to avoid-

ing their double investments. They are scheduled to develop

jointly also IC memories to be used for the new series in

large quantities, and work for mutual supply by sharing

production.

In the case of the Oki-Mitsubishi group, on the

other hand, the two companies established their tie-up rela-

tions earlier than the other two groups, and worked to

strengthen their tie-up through joint development of a new

series (consisting of three types). This group includes

Japan UNIVAC and Oki UNIVAC, too, and Mitsubishi and Japan

UNIVAC jointly developed the color character display unit.

Thus, this group has been producing considerable achieve-

ments. It is planning to bring about greater tie-up results

in the future, too, through mutual supply of parts, semi-

manufactured products, and peripheral and terminal equpment.
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SANKEI (Full)
August 14, 1973

MITI Informally Decides on Liberalization Countermeasures
Exenes - tro ComPuters: 'Y43 Billion for Three
Years: Aid to Be Extended for New Models:
Total Amount of subsidies to reach Y77.1 Billion

In connection with the capital and import liberal-

ization of electronic computers, MITI reached on August 13

an informal decision to secure liberalization countermea-

sures funds totalling 43,000,000,000 yen over a period of

three years from fiscal 1975 and to use the funds, for exam-

ple, for the purpose of fostering the development of new

models by electronic computer industry circles at home.

When MITI already decided on the 50-percent capital liberal-

ization of electronic computers, it also decided to grant

subsidies totalling 34,100,000,000 yen to electronic com-

puter industry circles over a period of five years from

fiscal 1972. With this, subsidies totalling 77,100,000,000

yen will be granted to electronic computer industry circles

by the end of fiscal 1976.

When the Government decided on the fifth round of

capital liberalization at around the end of April, it re-

garded electronic computers and other products concerned as

"star items for liberalization." The aim of this plan was

to prevent the worsening of U.S.-Japan economic relations.

IN regard to the main units of electronic computers, the

Government also decided to start liberalization from Decem-

ber, 1975.
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Moreover, the Government decided to carry out 100-

percent liberalization from December, 1974, with regard to

IC's (integrated circuits), and from April, 1976, with re-

gard to the soft-ware industry.

Furthermore, in regard to the liberalization of

imports, too, the Government decided to start 100-percent

liberalization during 1975, with regard to electronic com-

puters, and in 1974, with regard to IC's.

In this connection, electronic computer industry

circles at home have been asking for the granting of State

subsidies totalling 147,500,000,000 yen, including the

amount of funds for promoting the development of new model

electronic computers, from the following stand: "These

liberalization measures will deal a fatal blow to domestic

manufacturers, which differ greatly in technical development

power and sales power from IBM and other foreign capital-

affiliated electronic computer enterprises.'

In response to this, MITI held talks with the LDP

Dietmen's League for Promotion of the Information Industry

and the finance Ministry. As a result, it has recently been

decided that subsidies totalling 43,000,000,000 yen or so

will be granted.

The breakdown of the proposed subsidiaries is as

follows: (1) Subsidies for promoting the development of

electronic computers, etc.; (2) the strengthening of the

sales setup as to home-produced electronic computers; (3)

promotion of the technical development of IC's; (4) the
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promotion of technical development of the soft-ware indus-

try; and (5) promotion of the mechanization of book-keeping

at the commerce-industry associations and the Chambers of

Commerce and Industry.

As regards the proposed promotion of the mechani-

zation of book-keeping at the commerce-industry associations

and the Chambers of commerce and Industry, it has been de-

cided that efforts will be made to install home-produced

electronic computers and terminal equipment in 90 places

throughout the country, to expand the market for home-

produced electronic computers, and to push modernization of

the management of medium to small enterprises. In this

connection, MITI Plans to use funds totalling 5,000,000,000

yen over a period of three years from fiscal 1974.

Moreover, in regard to strengthening the sales

setup, MITI also plans to work strongly upon the Finance

Ministry to use the Government investment and loan program

funds from fiscal 1974 budget.
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NIHON KEIZAI
November 5, 1973

IC INDUSTRY LOOK TO THE GOVERNMENT FOR AID
IS IT QUICK REMEDY OR ONLY NARROW ESCAPE

Regarding the import liberalization for the com-

puter which the US has urged upon Japan, the Government has

decided to liberalize IC goods one year earlier than com-

puter liberalization. In exchange for the liberalization,

the IC industry has requested that MITI raise 7 billion yen

aid. Dicussions between MITI and MOF, might lead to the

conclusion of 35-billion-yen aid package for mass-production

of new manufacturings. Foreign companies are very calm

about the idea that a company which needs aid will not sur-

vive. (Japan Texas Instruments) Anyway, a 35-billion-yen

aid package which has almost been concluded, will either be

a quick remedy for the competitive power or only a narrow

escape for delaying the end of the competition--It is a very

crucial period for the IC industry.

Crowded around the 35-billion-yen Aid

Twelve Japanese IC manufacturers are mostly home

appliance companies or telecommunication manufacturers.

Even though Dr. Liona Ezaki received the Nobel Prize by

discovering the Diode, Japanese semiconductor industry de-

pends on the America technology and the introduction of US

know-how in production. Regarding the technical difference
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between the US and Japan, there is almost 2-year delay in IC

development.

Then, the "Liberalization Countermeasure" aid has

arisen; the objectives are 1) IC which has similar ability

as the computer, 2) IC for industrial use, such as telecom-

munication system, 3) IC for high-speed memory, and 4) IC

for watch/automobile use. Objectives are one which can

reduce the big technical differences with the US or one

which has not been developed successfully in the world.

Funding rate will be 45%: It means that the Government will

take care of almost half of finances for facilities for

mass-production of new products which have big risk. It is

just like a dream story for a fallen industry.

These 4 themes are selected after discussions

between MITI and manufacturers. Hitachi, Nichiden, Toshiba

and Mitsubishi feel that these themes have been decided

exactly as they suggested. Moreover, Fujitsu, etc. have

entreated to get a spot to join the project. According to

official talks, time to settle the grant will be when the

budget allocation including the Aid has been concluded.

However, by taking the grant as a premise, each company has

started to order a new facility for mass-production and is

preparing to introduce it.

The four unofficially notified companies (?) are

all leading electric home appliance companies. Therefore,

7/8 billion yen aid for each company, can be handled with

its profits. However, the IC area has been marked with red-
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figures for all companies through competition with the US.

IC division is, in a sense, the division of burden in the

company. Because of the division system with a self-

supporting structure as its basic principal, the semiconduc-

tor division's power in the company is very weak. There-

fore, the aid is very much welcome.

Big difference from 6 months ago

In 1971, the SSI which had already liberalized

imports, experienced serious damages from US manufacturers,

such as Texas Instruments, etc. There are several manufac-

turers who have not repaid the manufacturing facility. On

the other hand, due to government decisions of import re-

strictions, some companies, such as Hitachi, have improved

their LSI for the electric calculator, and reached a level

as one of the three leading companies in the world, such as

Hitachi. And the same companies start to show a strong

attitude that our products are equal to the US products in

technology as well as cost. We are very confident to be

second to none. (Nichiden) There is a big difference from 6

months ago when the industry presented a petition to the

Government: Granting aid does not prevent the US offense.

We request Urgent Import Restrictions.

US industry starts low-price offense

IC production this year showed 40-50% increase

over the previous FY. The IC industry becomes active. But,

62-030 0 - 87 - 10
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lack of goods are very serious. Companies stocks are al-

ways empty even though it increases production. FY 1973

will be the first year for the industry to reach the 100

billion yen market. The argument of reorganization has been

forgotten.

However, the opinion that this good period will

not continue more than one year, is still strong. Like

endorsing the uncertainty, IC imports have increased rap-

idly. According to statistics of Customs done by MITI, the

actual result of imports have increased rapidly from May,

and the total import during the period of January through

August, was more than double that of the previous FY for

same period. The cost has been reduced widely: 425 yen per

unit in 1972, 285 yen per unit in 1973. The low price of-

fense carried out by the US which has worldwide market

share, has been strong. The Big Three in IC, Texas Instru-

ment, Motorola and Fairchild, urge the establishment of an

integrated production system in Japan.

Moreover, the area which Japanese manufacturers

try to develop by Aid, are attractive to other US manufac-

turers, too, to advance into Japan. Even though Hitachi

which has the biggest share in the industry, shows its un-

easiness towards US low-cost offense strategy: This good

period is due to demands for electric calculators. If it

stops,. .. In short, Japanese manufacturers feel an

uncertainty for the future despite activity now. Therefore,
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the industry will rely heavily on aid even though it is

small.
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KNHON KOGYO (Full)
November 29, 1973

IC Subsidies to Be Granted to 8 Companies; Mitsubishi-Oki
and Fujitsu-Sharp-Kyodo Electronic Groups Come to Fore;
Hitachi, Toshiba, and Japan Electric to Carry Out Unilateral
Development

In connection with subsidies for the promotion of

technical development, for the granting of which subsidies

IC (integrated circuit) industry circles have been strongly

asking the Government, as a part of their liberalization

countermeasurers, 1,700,000,000 yen has been appropriated in

the supplementary budget for fiscal 1973, and these indus-

trial circles are waiting for the Supplementary Budget bill

to pass the Diet. In this connection, MITI clarified the

following basic policy as to the granting of subsidies, on

Nov. 28: (1) The five points, that is siliconegates, N

channel MOS's (metal membrane oxide semi-conductors), C-

MOS's (complementary metal membrane oxide semi-conductors),

highly-advanced linear IC's for industrial use, and liner

IC's for industrial use will be regarded as themes for

development, as already planned; and (2) in regard to the N

channel and linear IC's for industrial use, efforts will be

made to take the form of sharing the task of development

between or among two or three companies concerned. There-

fore, the companies concerning the two themes will be clas-

sified into groups, and eight of the 12 home-produced IC

manufacturing companies will be regarded as object companies
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for the granting of subsidies. Thus, the framework will be

expanded.

With regard to the Government's financial subsi-

dies for carrying out liberalization countermeasures toward

IC industry circles, in which capital liberalization will be

carried out from December, next year, and import liberaliza-

tion will start "at an appropriate time during next year," a

total of 3,500,000,000 to 4,000,000,000 yen is expected to

be granted in fiscal 1973 and 1974. In this connection, it

has recently been decided that for the present,

1,700,000,000 yen as the amount of subsidies for this fiscal

year will be granted in the supplementary budget. At the

next regular Diet session, which will convene in December,

deliberations will be conducted on the Supplementary Budget

bill. The prospects are that if Diet deliberations progress

smoothly, then the said bill will pass the Diet by around

the middle of December. MITI says that as soon as the bill

passes the Diet, applications will be accepted from various

manufacturers concerned, with regard to each theme, and that

such subsidies can be granted by around the middle of next

January, after administrative procedures, including screen-

ing, are taken.

The five items, that is, siliconegates, N channel

MOS's, C-MOS's, highly-advanced linear IC's for industrial

use, and linear IC's for industrial use, will be regarded as

themes for development, as already planned. Especially in

regard to two of these themes, that is, the N channel and
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linear IC's for industrial use, MITI plans to form a joint

development group composed of two N channel companies and

three industrial-use linear IC companies. Therefore, eight

of the 12 home-produced IC manufacturers, that is, three

companies for unilateral development and five companies for

group development, will become object companies for the

granting of subsidies.

In this connection, it is generally certain that

in industrial circles concerned, Hitachi will introduce

itself as a candidate company for the development of

siliconegates, Toshiba for C-MOS's, and Japan Electric Ma-

chinery-Oki Electric Industry group will be established as

to N channel, and a Fujitsu-Sharp-Kyodo electronic technical

Research Institue group as to linear IC's for industrial

use.

It is also thought that the formation of such

groups may cause the reorganization of IC industry circles.

Therefore, attention is being paid to the moves of various

companies concerned, with regard to the lodging of applica-

tions.
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NIHON KEIZAI
January 6, 1974

JOINT DEVELOPMENT FOR IC NEW MODEL BECOMES ACTIVE
Mistubishi - Oki; Fujitsu - Sharp, etc.

By taking grants from MITI's Liberalization Coun-

termeasure Aid, the IC industry which will liberalize im-

ports in 1974, has became active in reorganization of the

industry. They will try to develop a new product by the

Joint Development system, and will also try to share in

production stage:

Joint Development Groups are: Mitsubishi and Oki

to develop N-channel MOS-IC; Fujitsu, Sharp and Joint Elec-

tronics Technology development Research Institution to de-

velop linear-IC for industrial use.

Each group has applied for aid amounting to a MITI

grant of 3.5 billion in 1973 and 1974, to develop the new

technology. It is expected to be granted, on the same prin-

ciple as Hitachi--Sylicon Gate MOS, Toshiba--C-MOS,

Nichiden--High speed linear-IC.

Mitsubishi-Oki group will introduce new production

facilities for the development and will cooperate to produce

the N-channel MOS-IC. Moreover, Mitsubishi-Oki will tie up

business and sales, and-they are planning to put their joint

products as a common series of products. Both companies

will cooperate to develop the new computer system; they will

cooperate to develop in the IC area, too. Therefore, their

cooperation system will become stronger.
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On the other hand, the Fujitsu-group does not have

any system of cooperation: only the Joint Electronics Tech-

nology research Institution has had business with both com-

panies, as IC specialists. High speed linear IC has closed

relations with telecommunication technology. Fujitsu, which

is the leading telecommunication manufacturer, tried to

advance into the high-speed linear IC area, but, it has not

had any experience in IC sales. Therefore, the Joint Elec-

tronics Technology Research Institution which has 100% sales

in business, was selected to cooperate with Fujitsu.

Due to the severe competition with the US through

import liberalization, the Japanese IC industry is expected

to be combined into small groups 12 companies. Because of

MITI's Countermeasure Aid, each company will develop certain

areas of IC. Major IC areas such as Bipolar Digital IC,

etc. which the U.S. manufacturers have strong confidence in

are left out from the objective items of aid. Therefore,

competition between domestic companies and foreign companies

are admitted.

Therefore, combining into small groups is an

opportunity for the reorganization of the industry, but

there are many obstacles for the future, such as strengthen-

ing of the industry's unity.
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NIHON KEIZAI (Full)
January 24, 1974

Electronic Computer Industry Circles Heading toward
Further Reorganization to Build Setup to Intercept IBM,
in Preparation for Impending Liberalization: Cooperation
in Sales Field Their Task

Three groups, consisting of six domestic computer

manufacturing companies, have begun to move toward strength-

ening their respective intra-group cooperation one after

another. In other words, including IBM, in preparation for

the impending liberalization. These groups firmly estab-

lished cooperation formulas in the fields of production and

sales, which had been left ambiguous even after their in-

auguration, on the one hand, while on the other, expanded

the scope of cooperation to all business operations, includ-

ing maintenance services. The intra-group cooperation is a

major premise for the realization of further reorganization

of the industry circles, the necessity of which has been

emphasized for some time past. It has become highly proba-

ble that with the realization of cooperation, the time

scheduled for this further reorganization will be quickened

at one shot, with this as an opportunity.

The reason that the three groups have rapidly

decided at this time on concrete strategy in such fields as

production and sales is that basically, the deadline for the

liberalization schedule has approached. Import liberaliza-

tion is scheduled to be effected in succession, with capital

liberalized 50 percent in August this year and 100 percent

by the end of next year. In business talks on large size
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machines, Japan U.S. competition has already started in

anticipation of liberalization. Moreover, IBM has been

waging offensives since last year. The IBM 370 series,

fitted with virtual memories, are sweeping over the markets.

It is necessary for the groups to clarify their measures to

cope with IBM within fiscal 1973, with the subsidized com-

puters as the axis, even for the purpose of making them

consistent with MITI's subsidy administration.

In this environment, the three groups of domestic

computer manufacturers have become compelled to move forward

from the "mixed structure" to a "unified structure,' by

stepping up the development of subsidized computers, com-

pleting trial manufacture successively, working for the

sharing and unification of production and partially adopting

the joint sales system in the field of sales, too, which has

so far been an area of mutual non-aggression.

However, there are also some problems to be set-

tled before this intra-group cooperation is strengthened on

a full scale. Take the sharing of production as an example.

Even if allotted production is decided upon definitely in

such a way that small size machines are to be undertaken by

one group and line printers by another, it is fully conceiv-

able that each group will prepare for the production of the

same types of machines as another's, "supposing cases of

trouble on the part of the other group." It is also possi-

ble for them to produce independently different machines in

the same class as those jointly developed and compete with
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one another. As to the unification of brands, too, it seems

safe to consider that if this is to be limited to machines

for which they receive orders jointly, computers appearing

on the market will vary among the six companies.

Also as to the problem of cooperation in the field

of sales, the fact is that severe competition is being de-

veloped whether in the groups or otherwise, with computers

delivered by Fujitsu, being replaced by those delivered to

Hitachi, for example, or vice versa. It will be very diffi-

cult to sell them jointly after tomorrow, partly because of

the difference in the enterprise constitution. The distri-

bution of profits from joint sales is a problem, too.

In spite of these difficulties, however, we must

make much of the fact that they have started on the line of

strengthening intra-group cooperation. After the formation

of groups in 1971, they started joint development of comput-

ers proper, moved forward to joint production, including

peripheral, terminal machines, and have also taken the pos-

ture of joint sales of some machines this time. This means

that they have expanded the scope of their cooperation as to

general business activities, although there is some differ-

ence in the degree of cooperation in each sector. It has

now become actually impossible for two companies in one

group to separate from each other because of the egoism of

either of them. Thus, intra-group cooperation will become

closer. In the event of separation, this will mean with-
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drawal. In this sense, it can be said that they have been

completely unified as a group.

Of course, the fact that the three groups have

begun to move on a large scale is due to their respective

circumstances, for the Japan Electric-Toshiba group, which

announced the establishment of a joint venture on the 23rd,

it is necessary to recover the initiative which has been

consistently held by the Fujitsu-Hitachi group since the

formation of the three groups. Especially Japan Electric,

which is aiming at recovering lost territory, is staking its

fate on the jointly developed machine, and it has no other

way but to take the first move and win at all costs. The

Fujitsu-Hitachi group should take this opportunity to launch

forth on the solidification of its sales structure through

top-level talks, even in the sense of showing the posture of

always leading the industry circles. The Oki-Mitsubishi

group probably wants to make it known that it is producing

the biggest effect of cooperation, although it is less pow-

erful. The subsidies, which the various companies are re-

ceiving from MITI in accordance with the consensus calling

for 'fostering the domestic computer industry," are ap-

proaching the final fiscal year; it may also be necessary

for them to publicize to the Government and the people their

achievements to date and future structures.

Although such expectations of the various compa-

nies are entangled with one another, however, the under-

current of the industrial circles is moving forward toward a
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big structural change and further reorganization, after all.

Since no one can see any safety zone for 'domestic computers

where they will be completely safe,' it can be said that the

computer industry circles cannot but aim at further reorga-

nization by themselves. The anti-IBM operations, including

the establishment of joint ventures in Europe, are also

because of the circumstances where they could not but be

established; in spite of the fact that these operations

contained the speculations of manufacturers of various coun-

tries.
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[Excerpt from Nihon Kogyo Shimbun, February 19, 1974]

The government's 'integrated circuit development

promotion subsidies,' for which grantees have been already

designated, are targeted to five themes including

silicongate E/D-MOS-LSI, C-MOS-LSI, and high-efficiency-

industrial-use linear IC; and the development of these

themes will be undertaken by two independent companies --

Hitachi and Toshiba -- and three groups organized from seven

companies.

Of these groups, Mitsubishi Electric and Oki Elec-

tric as a group assumed the development of N channel MOS-

LSI, specifically to work on low electricity consumption and

high-speed micro processor. As for the division of labor

between the two companies, Mitsubishi will develop micro

processor's LSI itself and Oki the low cost package.

The two companies have so far maintained a cooper-

ative arrangement in the development of the IC for ultra

high-efficiency large computers for which the government was

pushing hard to counter the liberalization of computers.

With the receipt of the subsidies for the development of N

channel MOS-LSI this time, they are strengthening the co-

operative arrangement further to accomplish not only the

objective of the subsidies but also other tasks.

As a part of the arrangement, the two companies

established a "semiconductor conference' to exchange in-

formation, to make a division of labor and cooperation in

the production process and to coordinate in sales.
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Even though their cooperative arrangement may

sound simple and reasonable in general theory, it is bound

to bring about some conflicts in concrete cases will become

a yardstick of measuring the merit of the arrangement.
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NIKKAN KOYGO (Full)
March 20, 1974

IC Industry Circles to Make Every Possible Effort for Devel-
opment of Technology; Subsidy Amounting to Y1.8 Billion for
Fiscal 1974 to Be Given Shortly to Eight Companies, Includ-
ing Hitachi and Toshiba

In connection with the liberalization of IC im-

ports, the subsidy for the development of technology amount-

ing to Y1.7 billion was already decided within the supple-

mentary budget for fiscal 1973, and given to eight IC manu-

facturing companies. Following this, a subsidy amounting to

Y1.8 billion for fiscal 1974 will be given to those manufac-

turing companies as soon as the national budget for fiscal

1974 is formally decided. Those, which will receive the

subsidy, will total eight companies, similar to those in

fiscal 1973, namely Hitachi Ltd., Toshiba, Japan Electric,

Mitsubishi Electric-Oki Electric Industry, and Fuji Communi-

cation Appliances-Sharp Electric-Kyodo Electronic Technology

Research Institute. As a result of this, various manufac-

turing companies will do their best for the development of

technology till the end of this year, when IC imports are to

be liberalized. At the same time, there is the possibility

that it will develop into the reorganization of IC manufac-

turing industry circles, depending on the way of their mak-

ing progress in development.
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Will Also Become Starting of Reorganization of Industrial
Circles

The subsidy toward IC industry circles aims at

promoting the development of IC's included in the important

field of technology able to compete with advanced nations,

including the US, as one of the counter-policies for the

liberalization of IC imports, which is expected to take

place in December this year. The Government appropriated Y

1.7 billion within the supplementary budget for fiscal

1973 and Y1.8 billion within the budget for fiscal 1974. A

subsidy, totalling Y3.5 billion, is to be given to those

manufacturing companies.

Eight companies Hitachi Ltd., Toshiba, Japan Elec-

tric, Mitsubishi Electric-Oki Electric Industry, and Fuji

Communication Appliances-Sharp Electric-Kyodo Electronic

Technology Research Institute, have already lined up.

Therefore, MITI already allocated the subsidy amounting to Y

1.7 billiion for fiscal 1973 to those companies.

Various companies will promote research in and

development of following items. Mitsubishi Electric and Oki

Electric Industry will develop N channel MOS-LSI, Toshiba C-

MOS-LSI, Hitachi Ltd. silicone-gate MOS-LSI, Japan Electric

high-efficiency linear IC's for industrial use, Fuji Commu-

nication Appliances-Sharp Electric Kyodo Electronic Technol-

ogy Research Institute multi-purpose linear IC's for indus-

trial use.

In allocating the subsidy this time, MITI put

stress mostly on joint development by groups of manufactur-
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ing companies. MITI expects that groups of companies engag-

ing in joint development will maintain their co-operative

structure in other fields henceforth without sticking to

those kinds of items, which became the objects of a subsidy.

Already, Mitsubishi and Oki Electric Industry

established the 'Mitsubishi-Oki Semi-Conductor Consultative

Council" in order to strenghten their co-operative structure

in the IC sector further. For the time being, the Consulta-

tive Council will promote the joint development of LSI for

micro-computers on which the two companies will promote IC

development by forming a group. Also, those companies have

the policy of utilizing the Council in holding over-all

talks over the interchange of technical information on IC's

and the allotment of production and sales operation in due

course. As the two companies have already promoted joint

development in the sector of large-size electronic comput-

ers, the relationship between the two companies will become

closer because they are going to co-operate in the joint IC

development, too.

Also, Fuji Communication Appliances-Sharp Elec-

tric-Kyodo Electronics Technology Research Institute have

established a "summer conference," consisting of Managing

Directors, and the "Joint Technology Committee" as a subor-

dinate organ, consisting of Managers, for the promotion of

joint development. Those three companies will take charge

of developing multi-purpose linear IC's for industrial use

with the Government subsidy this time. As Fuji Communica-
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tion Appliances has high-level technology for micro-

computers, Sharp for portable electronic computers and Kyoto

Electronics Technology Research Institute for IC production,

those companies have decided to make a joint study.

Kyodo Electronics Technology Research Institute

had so far distributed linear IC's available for industrial

use, to Sharp and Fuji Communication Appliances. This also

contributed to the strenghtening of the relationship among

those companies. Those companies have the policy of promot-

ing positively their co-operation not only for those kinds

of items, which became the object of a subsidy, but also for

all IC sectors.

In view of such situation, it is conceivable that

IC industry circles may be reorganized in the near future.

It is viewed that domestic IC industry circles, which were

thrown into confusion, will consolidate their structure step

by step in an attempt to complete their counter-attack

structure before the liberalization.
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(No Name]
March 30, 1974

TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT FOR TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

ISSUING AID SOON: 1.8 BILLION YEN FOR FY 1974
TO 8 COMPANIES INCLUDING HITACHI, TOSHIBA

Accompanying IC import liberalization, 1.7-

billion-yen Aid for technical development has been autho-

rized by the revised budget of 1973, and it has already teen

issued to 8 IC manufacturing companies. As the next mea-

sure, whenever the NationaL Budget for 1974 approves 1.8-

billion-yen-Aid for 1974, it will be issued to manufacturing

companies. Companies which will receive the Aid, are the

same as companies of 1973--Hitachi, Toshiba, Nichiden,

Mitsubishi, Oki, Fujitsu, Sharp and Joint Electronic Tech-

nology Institution. Because of the Aid, IC manufacturing

companies will make every effort for the technical develop-

ment by the end of the year when the IC Import Liberaliza-

tion comes into operation. Also, depending on the progress

of technical development, it will lead to the reorganization

of the IC industry.

CHANCE FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF IC INDUSTRY

The Government will issue 1.7 billion yen from

1973-budget and 1.8 billion yen from 1974-budget to the IC

industry, as a countermeasure for IC import liberalization

in December, aiming at developing the important IC part

which can compete in advanced nations, such as the U.S.A.
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Eight companies--Hitachi, Toshiba, Nichiden,

Mitsubishi, Oki, Fujitsu, Sharp and Joint Electronic Tech-

nology Institution- have been declared to receive this aid.

After receiving the declaration, MITI has already issued 1.7

billion yen from the 1973 budget.

Research development projects of individual compa-

nies are: Mitsubishi-Oki, N-channel MOS.LSI; Toshiba,

C.MOS.LSI; Hitachi, Sylicone-gate MOS.LSI; Nichiden, High-

performance Linear IC for manufacturing use; Fujitsu-Sharp-

Joint Electronic Technology Institution, Linear IC for mul-

tilateral manufacturing use.

The most amount of projects encouraged by MITI was

joint development by groups of several companies. MITI

expects that the joint development cooperation system by

several companies will lead to other areas technical devel-

opment which will not be entitled however aid of relating to

objective technology.

Mitsubishi-Oki has established the Mitsubishi-Oki

Semiconductor Committee, and they will try to improve on the

cooperative system in the IC area. For the present time,

the Committee

Also, Fujitsu, Sharp and Joint Electronics Tech-

nology Institution have established a Top-level Committee

with a General manager and a Joint Technology Committee with

a manager. They have started to develop joint research

projects. These three companies have taken charge of devel-
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opment of linear IC for multilateral manufacturing use. But

because of high technical standards in certain areas by

companies, such as Fujitsu, Microcomputer; Sharp, calcu-

lator; Joint Electronic Technology Institution, IC-- there-

fore, three companies will develop linear IC jointly.

The Linear IC for manufacturing use, was provided

to Fujitsu and Sharp by the Joint Electronic Technology

Institution. It brought three companies together. In the

future, they will cooperate positively to develop IC areas

not only of objective items of the Aid.

According to these events, the reorganization of

the IC industry is anticipated, and domestic IC industry

which has been out of control, will adjust the internal

disorders to catch up with the import liberalization age.
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NIHON KOGYO (Full)
May 13, 1974

US IC Capltal-Strenthen n Offensives; Aimin9 at Integrated
Production; TDK Fairchild Will Double Capital in June

With the implementation of IC liberalization in

December this year in the offing, moves of US IC manufactur-

ers have become active. TDK Fairchild will double its

capital to Y915 million in June. Nautec concluded an agency

contract with Kanematsu Semi-Conductor and resumed the sales

of IC memories. In addition, Monolithic Memory's moves to

set up a branch office in Japan have become conspicuous.

Especially the offensives in the memory field, represented

by 4K-pit RAM (random access memory), are gaining strength,

aiming at the electronic computer market of our country.

The home-manufacturing forces, which technically have one

step forward yet to take, are nervous about such moves of

foreign capital, with liberalization near at hand.

TDK Fairchild, which is a joint venture between

Tokyo Electro-Chemical Industry and Fairchild Camera and

Instruments, will double its capital in June, aiming at

integrated IC production by 1977, ranging from

waferprocessing to assembly, with MOS (metal oxidization

semi-conductor) and IC's as the main-stay items. It is said

that five technicians, sent to the Fairchild Head Office,

are now receiving special training in the techniques for

production.

Nautec, on the other hand, concluded a new agency

contract with Kanematsu Semi-Conductor, and has recently
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resumed sales in our country, with memories as the object.

Toward the end of last year, the manager of this company was

replaced and the internal setup was renovated. With this as

an opportunity, it has started its sales to our country,

which were temporarily suspended. It will establish a Far

East office in July to carry out full-scale sales.

Raytheon also has started activity, with the man-

ager in charge of linear IC's coming to Japan early this

month, to start sales of IC's for automobile use through New

Japan Wireless, which is financed by the said company.

In addition, Monolithic Memory is planning to set

up a branch office in Japan and participate in the market of

our country. Harris Semi-Conductor will also establish a

Far East office at the end of this month, in an effort to

strengthen its sales setup toward our country.

In coping with these moves, the home-manufacturing

forces have been intent on formulating future prospects

since March, as it has become clear that demand for IC's

will fall, like that for other electronic parts. Although

they are showing confidence in LSI's (large-scale integrated

circuits) for portable electronic computers because there is

now hardly any technical gap in this field between them and

US manufacturers, they still show differences in the fields

of theoretical circuits and memories. Therefore, the

offensives by US forces are being worried about, with lib-

eralization close at hand.
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As the moves of US special manufacturers are be-

coming active in the field of memories, which are said to

hold a quarter of IC demand in the future, it has become

inevitable that competition between domestic and foreign

manufacturers will be focused on memories, in their offen-

sive and defensive battles.
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NIKKON KOGYO
December 12, 1974

"PLUNGING INTO IC LIBERALIZATION"

(Extract from panel discussion; remarks
of NEC Executive Director Hattori)

"As Mr. Kubo (Hitachi] has said, the general prob-

lem is that makers cannot operate if there is no demand.

Thus large capital investment for process and other manufac-

turing technologies is necessary. So my point is that you

can't make large investments as long as the demand is not

stabilized. This is not a matter of equipment or things

like that.

"Looking back, it is quite clear that in the past,

Japanese minicomputer makers have relied on American ICs,

and MITI gave administrative guidance, putting these things

on the negative list. I think it was only then that the

domestic industry was able to say to themselves, 'now we can

consider capital invest,' and they were able to take the

first step, because the demand was stabilized. If MITI had

not placed them on the negative list, the computer market

would have been taken over willy-nilly by America. In

short, unless there is some foundation, some backing, no one

will have courage to do so. It would be so risky. This is

the number one point. And if ICs for microcomputers were

not placed on the negative list, capital investment would

not have been possible by Japanese makers.
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This meant that since MITI put up the negative

list and gave administrative guidance, it was possible for

us for the first time to stand on our own feet.

(SIA Translation)

62-030 0 - 87 - 11
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NIKKAN KOQYO
December 21, 1974

"CONSIDERATION OF AN EMERGENCY TARIFF"

"Request To the Government as a Result of the
Liberalization of IC Imports, and For Continued
Capital Assistance'

Japan Electronics Industry Association (Chairman

Tumaki Keizo), in view of the approaching overall liberal-

ization of IC imports submitted a list of requests to the

government concerning measures to be taken following lib-

eralization. This was motivated by the situation of Japan's

IC industry, which in the face of a recession and the grow-

ing influx of imports is facing severe conditions, and

which, if liberalization is carried out, will suffer damag-

ing blows.

The main requests are to strengthen observation of

import prices, and to consider the imposition of emergency

tariffs. The IC industry is in severe straits because of

the recession, and the increase in imports. In October of

this year according to MIT's statistics, the production of

ICs for the same month of the previous year was 95.4 per-

cent, and while the imports for the same month of the previ-

ous year was 128.2 percent. The share of domestic demand

held by foreign imports has increased to 32 percent in real

terms for January to October 1 to 26 percent for 1973.

In the face of these figures, if import liberal-

ization is carried out, this share will become larger, and

our IC industry will be dealt a severe blow. For this rea-
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son, it will be requested that because the IC industry will

be dealt a devastating blow through sudden increases in

imports, the monitoring of IC imports will be strengthened

through checking of market prices and of import statistics,

and that appropriate tariffs will be levied against unfair

sales and also in cases of emergency.

And further, the present tariff system, including

the most favored tariffs, will be reexamined for the purpose

of guaranteeing the autonomy of Japan's IC industry.

Secondly, there is a 1 to 2 year gap in technology

and productivity between U.S. firms and Japanese. In order

to eliminate this discrepancy the government is being re-

quested to continue its financial aid to these companies now

suffering from red ink. There is a need for capital for

technological development and the improvement of production

plant, and for nationalization.

Thirdly, in view of the fact that the demand for

ICs is growing rapidly, not only in the electronics indus-

try, but in the automobile, watch, camera and other new

fields, it is necessary to deepen the interrelationships

with these industries and enlarge the use of Japan-made

products. Appropriate guidance that will assist both sides

of production and demand is requested, because it is impor-

tant that the demand for national products be enlarged.

In addition, it is desired that the Government

provide guidance and assistance because it is important that

the government and civilian sectors work together in propos-
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ing legislation and for executing these various measures to

strengthen the IC industry, to promote its healthy growth,

by attention to the flow of imports, and taking appropriate

measures.
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NIHON KEIZAI,
December 24, 1974

'Overall Import Liberalization Tomorrow"

MITI AID TO INDUSTRY TO CONTINUE

MITI has decided on the 23d to carry out the lib-

eralization of ICs as of the 25th. This is based on a Cabi-

net decision made last June to liberalize IC imports by

1974. The products affected this time are ICs which have

over 200 elements in their circuits. ICs with less than 200

elements have already been liberalized as of April of 1973.

Because of that fact, this amounted to the complete liberal-

ization of IC imports.

As a result, the number of products among the

Brussels tariff categories will be reduced from the present

30 to 29. (7 trade products and 22 agricultural products).

The liberalization of ICs (over 200 elements) will

take place during this year, but the determination of the

effective date still remains. Thus Japan's liberalization

on the 25th meant that it had extended liberalization to the

time limit.

Meanwhile, in preparation for the liberalization

of IC capital and imports, MITI has given a total of 3.5

billion yen in subsidies to promote the development of ICs,

and has encouraged the development of high capability ICs,

and by awarding this subsidy money, it has contributed to

the technological improvement of Japan's IC industry.
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The IC industry is

gic value in the development

by the same token, it can be

run the Japanese IC industry

national level.

a sector which has high strate-

of the electronic industry, but

anticipated that over the long

can again fall below the inter-
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Nihon Keizai,
December 24, 1974

"DO WE ADVANCE TOWARD A REORGANIZATION OF THE IC INDUSTRY?"

It has been decided that ICs of over 200 elements

will be liberalized from the 25th. MITI states "the Japa-

nese makers have reached the international level.' The fact

that subsidies and emergency import restrictions are now

going by the board, Japan's IC industry, having been liber-

alized, has been deprived of its government protection, and

now faces the task of standing on its own feet as a busi-

ness, including reorganization.

MITI has up to now strongly urged the Japanese

calculator makers to use national products as well as apply-

ing restrictions on imports and capitalization. Moreover,

in 1973 and 1974, a total of 3.5 billion yen in subsidies

were granted to 8 companies including, Hitachi, NEC and

Toshiba, and thereby sought to promote the development of

new types of ICs. Within the industry there are such strong

views such as 'We have eliminated the technical gap with the

U.S." (NEC), but in America the production of 0 and MOS

(metal oxide) elements for microcomputer use, 41C memories

and the like has been on track and has surpassed Japanese

makers with a lead of about 2 years.

The only elements that are competitive technologi-

cally and on scale of production with the U.S. are the cal-

culator use LSIs, but even here, with the collapse in prices
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of the calculators, the price of LSIs has dropped by 1/3 in

a year.

The number of orders is also not increasing. As a

result, the Japanese industry is faced with the need to

develop measures for the post-calculator LSI. But while the

LSI market is going down, Hitachi has not only suffered the

drop in price in computer use and LSIs, but it has suffered

a double punch from TI competition and the recession, and

was forced to reduce its production TTLs by over 50%, and it

is on the verge of dropping TTLs altogether....

As a result of these developments, the onslaught

of foreign capital that accompanies liberalization has made

it necessary for counteraction, and it is anticipated that

the makers will mutually adjust their production area

responsibilities and strive to increase their production.

Of course, from the standpoint of the Japanese market, it is

believed that there should be only 3 makers instead of the

existing 12 Japanese IC makers (of which 6 market abroad).

In view of this judgment it is anticipated that the inter-

mixing of Japanese & foreign firms will result in some dis-

order.
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March 18, 1975

)NEC & Hitachi are scheduled to
sharply increase output of LSIs

TH8 J8PMF EWMCOfO JOURM

Nippon Electric Co. and
Hitachi Ltd. have decided on
greatly boosting their output of
Large-scale integrations (LStsi
from next month.

This is because the two
leading LSI makers feel that
their present LSI production
scales have become inadequate
for maintaining the break-even
point as a sequel to the stif-
fening price cut race and they
note that domestic demand for
LSIs for electronic desktop
calculators has been rising
lately. (Output of desktop
calculators this year is expected
to reach 1.900.oo units.)

As two other major IC
makers-Mitsubishi Electric
Corp. and Tokyo Shibaura
Electric Co. iToshiba)-
already have announced plans
to step up LSIo otput, Japan's IC

makers appear destined to head
into a mire competition
characterized by a vicious
circle of price cut and
production boosts.

NEC and Hitachi now
together account for a 70 per
cent share of the Japanese LSI
market. They are going to in-
crease their monthly LSI output
by 25 per cent to around I
million units from the present
mm.000. Hitachi hopes to boost
the output further to 1,200,000
units in the near future.

The unit price for LSls has
dropped to less than one-third of
a year ago because of cutthroat
sales competition among
makers. The standard unit
price for LSIs for 8-digit desktop
calculators, for instance, has
dropped to Y6OO from Yt,800 a
year ago.

Even Hitachi. top LSI maker,
thus has come to feel that its
monthly output of t million units
has become unprofitable and
that even a monthly output of
1.2 million units will be barely
profitable.

Astounded by the extremely
low prices of LSIs here, Texas
Instruments Japan. Ltd.,
Japanese affiliate of Texas
Instruments, Inc., is studying
exporting MOS. LSIs it started
manufacturing in Japan last
year to the desktop calculator
division of its parent firm.

8 11l3y,. 2,
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ASAHI
July 15, 1975

Computer Industry: Stepping to 2-group system
Super LSI: Unifying Research and Development
Establishing New Organization Next Year

According to the Government and MITI, on the 14th,

due to enforcement of complete liberalization in the Japa-

nese computer industry, Minister Komoto, MITI, and President

Yanezawa, NTT, will meet on the 15th and they will agree to

establish a unified system to develop the super LSI which is

the most important elements for the next generation computer

system. In addition, MITI will notify this plan to domestic

computer companies. The research and development system

which will start in 1976 is 1) establishing a new organiza-

tion as a main body for super LSI development; division of 5

domestic companies into 2 groups: they will join the orga-

nization; and research basic development jointly, and 2) the

new organization will cooperate with NTT which has developed

super LSI for telecommunication use by itself, and regarding

the common research and development area, the organization

and NTT will unify to develop it. This plan is joint devel-

opment plan for Super LSI which is the core element of com-

puter. Moreover, the plant which leads the Japanese Com-

puter Industry and had divided into 3 groups, will now

change to a 2 group system. By taking this opportunity,

Japanese Computer Industry s reorganization issue and en-

forcement of international countermeasures will be started.
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The background of the new organization system

which will lead the reorganization of industry, is due to

complete computer liberalization. Enforcing the computer

industry's constitution is a big issue. Moreover, because

of IBM's progress in FS development which is the next gen-

eration computer, there is a strong fear to enforce develop-

ing countermeasures to meet this threat in Japan. Also,

with reference to Japanese companies technical standards

and financial power, MITI has judged that it is impossible

to develop technology quickly by themselves. By establish-

ing the aid for research and development-for the Super LSI

as the core, MITI plans to cooperate within the industry,

and MITI will try to promote the 2-group system in the fu-

ture.

According to the plan, NTT's aims at starting

Super LSI research and development for telecommunication

use, and development of Super LSI for business computer have

different characters, but there are many being over-lap

areas in developing Super LSI. Therefore, they will cooper-

ate in order to achieve far-sighted goals. Also, the "Super

LSI Research Development Union' (tentative name) which is

the main body to develop the Super LSI for business com-

puter, will let 5 computer companies (excluding Oki from

original 6 companies) to join the Union. They will be di-

vided into 2 groups: Fujitsu, Hitach and Mitsubishi in one

grouo and Nichiden and Toshiba in another group. The Union

will take charge of as many areas as possible of develop-
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ment, and two groups or an individual company will add indi-

vidual techniques to them to develop productivity.

MITI has, therefore, teen planning to raise funds

for a 4-year-plan from 1976. The sum of the Aid will be

several billion yen. MITI will request it from the Budget

as the most important business for trade administration.

Shaking Mitsubishi-Oki Cooperation System

Japanese computer companies were divided into 3

groups in 1971 under MITI guidance: Fujitsu-Hitachi,

*Nichiden-Toshiba, and Mitsubishi-Oki. Since 1972, they have

received Aid from the Government to develop Japanese-made

computers whict can cope with IBM, aimed at 1976. Under

this situation, by announcing the research organization

system for Super LSI, the development system for the next

generation computer was indicated. Regarding this, this Aid

plan is only-for the development of Super LSI. It is not

for the development of the next generation computer. There-

fore, MITI does not show any indication on the development

of a system for a new computer. However, the development

of Super LSI covers the memory element area to the circuit

area. Therefore, even though MITI does not indicate any

reorganization plan for the computer industry at the present

time, as a natural progress, a computer system will be inte-

grated by this 2 group system. The majority opinion is that

MITI s real intention is there.

Therefore, companies which had unofficial indica-

tion by MITI, showed a positive attitude because they were
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to receive Aid. On the other hand, they are very careful

about 're-reorganization' of the industry s constitution.

Especially, because of the exclusion of Oki in the 2-group

system, Mitsubishi-Oki cooperation system will become

shaky. Depending on companies' attitudes, the joint re-

search and development plan might face difficulties.
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ASAHI (Page 8)(Full) July 22, 1975

MITI's Super LSI Conceot to Start; Electronic Computer
Model Also Will Be Developed; Fuiitsu, Hitachi. and
Mitsubishi Will Establish Joint Research Institute in Fall

Three persons--Hitachi President Hirokichi YOSHIYAMA,

Mitsubishi-Electric Machinery President Sadakazu SHINDO,

and Fujitsu Vice-President Taiyu KOBAYASHI--heard explanations

from Machinery and Information Industries Bureau Director

General Hachiro MORIGUCHI, at MITI on the 21st, on the

concept for the development of super LSI's for the next-

stage computer, which concept has been firmed up by the said

Ministry. They expressed their intention to co-operate in

it across the board, and at the same time conveyed their

plan to establish a new research institute jointly financed

by the three companies, first of all, on the basis of the

said concept for pushing the development by dividing the

industry circles into two groups. On the other hand, Japan

Electric and Toshiba, which are said to be the other group,

are also checking into creating a joint research structure.

Thus, the new setup, shown by MITI toward development of

the next-stage computer, will take a big step forward toward

materialization.

Japan Electric and Toshiba Will Set up New Sector in NTIS

MITI's concept consists of the following:

(1) Research and development of super LSI's, which are

the core of electronic computers in the next age, will be
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pushed with the concerted effort of the Japan Telegraph

and Telephone Public Corporation, which is starting on them

for tele-communication purposes, and electronic computer

industry circles.

(2) Domestic manufacturers will be divided into two

groups, one consisting of Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi,

and the other of Japan Electric and Toshiba--and a super LSI

research and development association will be formed by these

two groups to conduct joint research of basic fields. On

such undertakings as to put LSI's to practical use,

development will be pushed by the techniques of the two

groups, respectively.

As it is a concept shaking the present setup of domestic

manufacturers, which are divided into three groups --

Fujitsu-Hitachi, Japan Electric-Toshiba, and Mitsubishi-Oki

Electric -- what formal intention the industry circles will

show was being watched.

According to what was clarified that day by the three

companies, namely, Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi, mutual

agreement was reached on the following points: (1) The

three companies will establish a new research institute in

the form of a joint stock company, by about October; (2) the

research institute will engage not only in the development

and trial manufacture of super LSI's but also in the develop-

ment of a model of the next-stage electronic computer; and
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(3) a preparatory committee for the establishment of the

research institute will soon be established, and concrete

development items, the annual plan, the number of necessary

personnel, the rate of investment, etc., will be decided.

They will sign a memorandum in the near future.

Mitsubishi Electric Machinery President Sadakazu SHINDO,

whose moves have been noted in connection with Oki Electric,

said at the press conference held on the 21st: "The computers

which have been jointly developed by the two companies will be

sold with joint efforts in the future, too. Even at a stage

where the next-stage computer has been developed, relations

of mutual complementation will be continued, as hitherto, in

the fields of peripheral units and parts."

On the other hand, the Japan Electric-Toshiba group has

agreed to set up a super LSI joint development sector in the

Japan-Electric-Toshiba Information System (NTIS), a company

established by the two companies in March last year for

planning in the computer sector and co-ordination of the

development structure. On the 21st, they started talks on

a concrete structure.
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State of oligopoly is emerging
in desktop calculator- industry

The desktop dalculator In-
dustry is beginning to assume
an oligopolistic nature with the
domestic shipment share of the
three leading makers lately
exceeding go per cent.

The three leaders are Casio
Cumputer Co., Sharp Corp. and
Omron Tateisi Electronics Co.

Informants said that the fall-
back of makers which had been
challenging the so-called Big 3
lately has become conspicuous.

They said that the rough-and-
lunible competition among
makers that took place last year
has given way to a growing
ofigopolistic trend.

MossLof them felt that price
cuiling now had reached a limit
and brand name was going to
hecomite increasingly important
in sates in the future.

According to the Ministry of
International Trade &
Industry's monthly statistics,
shipments of desktop
calculators in May, including
expsirts, reached about 2,040,000
units Of this, it is judged that
[hose for OEM makers ran to
slightly more than 350.000 units.

This means that the shipment
volume of 13 makers that are
members of the calculator
section of the Japan Business
Machine Makers Association
amounted to slightly less than
1,700,000 units. Domestic

shipments ran to around 35 per
cent of this, or about t000,000
units.

Taking this as a base figure,
the market shares of the leading
firms in May are judged to be as
follows:

Casio-about 54 per cent;
Sharp-21 per cent; Omron
Tateisi-about 10 per cent.

In other words, the three
accounted for about 85 per cent.

The share of latecomer

makers in this field ran to about
less than 5 per cent, each, with
Canon and Matsushita Com-
munication Industrial ranking
in such order of importance.

Most industry people feel that
the present distribution of
market share will continue into
the future.

This outlook indicates that the
"outcome of the battle" in this
area already has been decided.

Rather than price cutting,

competition looks due to shift in
the future to retail selling at the
consumer level, which means
that brand name Is going to be
important.

With the frontal competition
between Casio and Sharp, lesser
ranking makers have been
adversely affected.

Since the advent of this year,
Hitachi. Ltd. has pulled out of
the calculator field, the poor
business of Eiko Business
Machine surfaced in July and
Canon was compelled to pass Its
di idend in the semi-annual
business period ending June.

The oligopolistic trend par-
ticularly has been strengthen-
ing in the area of personal wue

calculators.
The makers In this sector

may be roughly divided into
three groups. They are:

-The top group of Casio,
Sharp and Omron Tatelsi which
can produce over 400,000-500,000
units of personal units monthly.

The scond group of Matsu-
shita, Sanyo Electric, Ricoh and
General which will hold their
production in line with their
selling capacity and prefers
producing office calculators of
high value added.

The third group, including Ise
Industrial Instrument Corp.,
which concentrates on OEM
exports.
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DENPA SHINBUN
October 14, 1975

LSI FOR COMPUTER DECREASES PRICES
JAPANESE MAD, INCREASINGLY CONCENTRATED OLIGOPOLICY
COST-DOWN BY MASS-PRODUCTION SYSTEM

There is a rapid decrease in prices in LSI for

computer use. LSI for computer experienced stable prices by

keeping a balanced demand-supply. However, with the progress

of a mass-production system in which one company produced

800 thousand to 1 million units, IC has started to show

cost-down trends, recently.

…___________________________________________________________

Because of the personalizing of the system, com-

puter production is in the good business. Related parts

also show active business.

Main parts are Key-board switches, numeric indi-

cating tubes, and LSI. Among these parts, manufacturers

start to produce keyboard switches increasingly. Therefore,

computer parts manufacturers continuously experience cost-

down because of the mass production system. Numeric indi-

cating tubes have two different types which are fluorescent

indicating tubes and LED. However, both fall into manner-

ism, then they have a trend to increase their cost price.

Because of increasing cost in fluorescent indicating tubes,

there were some moves to use LED. But, due to lack of ex-

pansion of a new market such as an electronic watch, the

price of LED became almost the same as one of the fluores-

cent indicating tubes.
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Domestic Manufacturers Overwhelm Foreign Manufacturers

Domestic leading companies such as Nichiden,

Hitachi, etc., overwhelm US manufacturers in market share of

LSI. Because the demand-supply has been kept in good bal-

ance, the price is stable. Regarding th import of goods,

the lowest price of FOB is $1.50, but the domestic sales

price is around 500 yen for an ordinary rocket.

Reaching Present Price in Rapid Pace

Since adoption of the 1-chip system, LSI for cal-

culator use reduces its cost widely. Especially, during 1-2

years, reduction of prices varied widely from 1,800 yen to

800 yen, and reached the present price of 500 yen, rapidly.

The reason of this rapid reduction in price was because of

the establishment of the mass-order system as well as over

competition. After beginning of this year, the price has

been stable for almost 10 months, because of good demand-

supply balance.

Manufacturers cannot make two ends meet on this IC

trend. Regarding US manufacturers as an example, leading

companies, such as Texas Instruments, Rockwell Interna-

tional, and National Semiconductor, etc., have shown red-

figures in the calculator division. There are several com-

panies which are rumored to be closing down their calculator

divisions.
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Result to Raise Outsiders

In the domestic market, there are obvious trends

of oligopoly by leading companies, and second and third

ranking companies have reduced their production and have

increased their orders to other companies. Enforcing orders

to other companies, results in expansion of outside-

companies. Due to these concentrations oligopoly increases.

Therefore, leading calculator manufacturers can

make it possible to request for double/triple orders for

supply of LSI, and some manufacturers have already started

to do business in such a way.

Domestic manufacturers hesitate to reduce cost by

mass-order because they are very busy. But US manufacturers

show a forward looking attitude to deal with it.

LSI can make result in serious cost-down trends by

mass-order. In addition to the mass-production, there are

more possibilities of reducing cost by technical improve-

ments. Mass-order which is accompanied with manufacturers

oligopoly, will bring cost down of LSI for calculator use.
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ASAHI SHINBUN
October 16, 1975
'Page 8

Super LSI Development Establishment of Research Institution

funded by Fujitsu, and Mitsubishi

Among Japanese manufacturers which have started to

develop Super LSI for the next generation computer system

through MITI policies, Fujitsu, Hitachi and Mitsubishi had a

meeting on the 15, and agreed to establish the main orga-

nization for the joint development project. MITI s idea of

reorganizing industry structure of 3-group-with-companies to

2-group-with-5-companies, received industry s attention

because it would be a reorganization of the computer indus-

try. By establishing the research institution funded by 3

companies, MITI's idea will get on the right track.

Contents concluded by three companies, are 1)

preparation for establishing the institution (adopting a

corporative system, initial capital: 300 million yen) this

month, and starting its operation in December; 2) Mr. Tetsu

Kojima will be appointed as a President and 2 board-members

will be selected from each company; 3) The research institu-

tion will develop not only Super LSI but also a model system

for the next generation computer.

Among three companies, Fujitsu and Hitachi have

established a close relationship. But, Mitsubishi had a

cooperative system with Oki. Therefore, there were several

differences that had to be adjusted.
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Another group, Nichiden-Toshiba, will develop

Super LSI at Nichiden and Toshiba Information System.
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NIHON KEIZA
Page 3
(Full)

MITI Fixes Date for Complete Liberalization of Computer
Imports at December 23; Will Take Measures to Strengthen
Domestic Manufacturers through Re-orqanization and Low In-
terest Loans

100 percent capital liberalization of electronic

computers will be started on December 1, but MITI has fixed

the date for complete liberalization of product imports,

following this, at December 23. With this, our country's

electronic computer industry circles will enter a complete

liberalization setup, including the 100 percent capital

liberalization of software, which is to be carried out from

April 1 next year. In this regard, domestic manufacturers

say that "Our setup for interception has been completed."

However, they leave uneasiness over the technical differen-

tials in software and over financial power. MITI's policy

is to strengthen the constitution of domestic manufacturers

by such means as the Development Bank's low-interest loan to

Japan Electric Computer (JECC, jointly financed by six elec-

tronic computer companies).

Since the Government announced the policy for

capital liberalization of electronic computers and that of

product imports in July 1971, it has provided an interim

period of about five years until the complete liberalization

of software on April 1 next year. During this period, the

Government, aiming at "fostering domestic manufacturers

capable of countering IBM," concentrated the six domestic
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manufacturers into three groups -- Fujitsu-Hitachi, Japan

Electric-Toshiba, and Mitsubishi Electric-Oki Electric.

Thus, the Government has had each of these groups push

development of machines countering IBM's 370 series, which

was the ultra-modern computer at that tim370 series, which

was the ultra-modern computer at that time. As to aid mea-

sures, on the other hand, it paid subsidies amounting to a

total of 46,600 million from fiscal 1972 to fiscal 1975.

As a result, the various groups have succeeded in

developing machines coping with IBM, and they have announced

one new machine after another since last year. MITI is

guaranteeing these machines, saying, "They can fully counter

foreign machines in both the fields of performance and

cost." Industrial circles themselves are also beginning to

gain self-confidence, extricating themselves from IBMphobia.

Greeting the age of liberalization at long last,

at such a stage, both domestic and foreign electronic com-

puter manufacturers will plunge into the "age of civil war"

over electronic computers. Both MITI and various domestic

manufacturers are to some extent confident of their inter-

ceptive setup by their present machines, but they have faint

uneasiness about their competitive power in the future.

In concrete terms, (1) The possibility is strong

that IBM will develop, in the near future, new machine FS

(Future System) using ultra-large integrated circuits, which

machine is far superior in performance to the pre'sent ma-

chine; (2) domestic manufacturers are inferior to IBM in the
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techniques for using electronic computers, and the present

competitive power tends to be decided by relative superior-

ity in software; and (3) IBM is promoting technical develop-

ment and sales, with its ample power of funds in the back-

ground, and Japanese manufacturers cannot compare with it in

the field of funds.

To counter the FS of IBM, therefore, MITI has

decided to push research and development of ultra-large-

scale integrated circuits, with the combined efforts of

various domestic manufacturers and the Telegraph and Tele-

phone Public Corporation. It intends to give subsidies

amounting to a total of about 45 billion for four years from

fiscal 1976. Also, with the development of ultra-large-

scale integrated circuits as the lever, the Ministry will

re-organize the domestic electronic computer manufacturers

from the three group to date into two -- Fujitsu-Hitachi-

Mitsubishi and Japan Electric-Toshiba. In addition, its

policy is to expand the scope of aid from research and

development to production and sales.

As to software, in which domestic manufacturers

are weak in competitive power, the Ministry is negotiating

with the Finance Ministry to increase sharply the number of

subsidies to the Information Processing Promotion Enterprise

Association, to switch the present software production by

manual work to the formula of using electronic techniques,

and enhance reliability by rapidly improving the productiv-

ity of programming.

62-030 0 - 87 - 12
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Also to reduce the financial burden of various

domestic companies, accompanying the rental back of elec-

tronic computers, MITI wants to expand the Development

Bank's low-interest loans to the Japan Electronic Computer

Company, and thus complete a setup enabling them to counter

US manufacturers, including IBM, which have strong financial

and selling power.
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Padzkg the Liberulizati of Import of Meareak Computers

RheourxnLbowS (9USCoUNTMg os nrr Itroussnmow x INDUM or 913
llr-VVasxL llsa-MCOM CouCzL)

Dzeczags 12, 1P78.
1. The computerization in our country has been sedily developed, with the

rapid technological minovation ID the background, In not on) * industrtes but also
every Seld of Japanese economy. As the needs of the nation for the computeriz.
Son get even divereiSed under the restrited supplies of raw materials and energy
11ources, it has become an acute neesity to advance the computerisation further.

The electronic computer industry is to become the core of the industry's urue-
tae of our country, as it is an intelligenee-intensive, resource and energysaving
and pollution-free Industry Itself and as it is vital to the computeriataion.

2. Because of such importance of the industry, vaious measures by the Govern-
went have been earred out to strengthen the competitiveness of the manufacturrof the national computers (JCM). This, together with manufacturers' own eforts
ha made it a reality that the national computers get over half of the nationa
market. Bowever, " the liberalization of the capital investment in the electroniccomputer industry km receatly become efective and importation will be liberalied
woon, it is essential for continued healthy development of the electronic eomputer
indutry of our country that al the conened bra up themselves, become e
soid entity and face the problems.a a.Th Governent i requested to enrich promotioa memu that have been

e dect for ome time, and t become etive in developing such newly neeesintaed
aNures As helpig development f super I for t generation of the electronjc

computers.
A keener competition Ir anticipated after the liberulisation. As a uwult, health

development of the electronic computer industry of our country an be bamperd.
It is necessary to consolidate the statistics systems to properly kee bold of uands
of importation and installation On electronic computers fter liberalisation, so that

proper countermeasures can be taken when igifcant harms to the national
ludustries, such s, rapid decreae of te taket share of the national compuster.

re anticipated.
4. Enterprie of electronic computer Industry of our country are requested inorder to row steadily in the harsh environment after the liberalition, to realize

the needs for sepped-up management dorts, to concentrate izr inproving bu new
Iheath, to promote further cooperation among businesses and to b h nle
system of the industry for R. A D. as it becomes neery.

6. It is necessary to reconhrm the continued preferential use of the national
oomputers after the liberalizaUo by the Government aencles in line with the

eabinet decision of September 11, 1972. Positive cooperations of the agenies are
requested. It is also necessary to study much measures, to insure actul eects of
preferential use of the national computers As practiced by European nations.

It is rewuested that local government nie, indutrial and inancial buaines
also acquire deeper understanding ofte nion c mputers and cooperate in
buyi gthem.r. 5he ilformation procesng Industry Is requested to promote with ulstrength, as the liberalization of capital investment comes in elect at the end ofthe yer, improvement of technologcal capability and bh tb of the busdness. Inaddition to enrichment of the present meaures, it is requestd to dop and pro-

mote actively the ne meamres to radically modernie and rationalize Ike edtware
producon.
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On Lrberaliaatlem of Import of the Dectraine Cmspeters

DAWVA (1wroamAL TAz) &T e: Mimavans or lntaxA-noxAL TntAz Axt
Iwv~numzsa

Daezusxu 19. 1975.
Our country has been actively promoting import ltberalization in order to

Internationalize the economy. As a part of the same efforta, we have decided that
the main frames of electronic computer. and others are liberalized completely for
Importation " of December 24 of this year. This reduces the number of items of
the list of rmidual quantitative restriction of Import of our country by two to 27
Items.

This Import liberalization of the electronic computer. Is based om the judgment
tha prtly because of number of measures by the Government in the past, tt is
pomible to let the electronic computer industry of our country stand by itself with
feet fied on the ground even after the import liberalization.

The electronic computer industry is a typical of the intelligenee-intensive
Industry. It will increase the Importance to the economy, society and people's lye
of our country In the future, and i erpected to develop into a major export
industry. It is upon this understanding that I request the industry to consolidate
to do the best under inationlied environment on occasion of the import
liberalization.

At the Same time, the cabinet meeting has decided today the sountamnsur
to be carried out in the tuture as follows:

r--Tbe overnment ao the ectronic computer rket
c pecting self-reliance and future growth of the electronic computer indusry oi

|ous country after the liberalization, so that the liberalization may not afcet be
national manufacturer. adversely and the electronic computer idustry of our
country may not be thrown into confusion. It has been decided to ask local govern-
sents, industrial and Snancial busineme,, not to speak of the Government
agencies, to understand and acquire proper knowledge of the national electroni

p uters.
The Ministry of International Trde and Industries es that It Is n

ta for the self-reliance and development of the eleronic computer industry
our country that the national computers get the reasonable share of the
ia our country. The Ministry has made it known that It will watch the trends
Importation and installation of the electronic computer In the market of ou
country, and powerfully deploy various promotional measures such AS promo
development of super LSI for the next gneration of the electronic computer t
securing rental fund for the national computers.

It is even more important after the liberalization that the national electronic
computers receive proper understanding and get utilized. I would like to ask every-
body concerned for sufcient eooperation in i regard.

66 _p we-rf l * the w p (yfh abud Wat Jas Deefle
RadssuF Dbe~pet Uca)e vaL 15. Ne. 1. Jzaauar 157.
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On the Uberflintlm of Inpect of the Detroodc Campstm

Damzow or iw CvArw= XMix

Dzczwsza 19, 1975.
The measures have been earried out for some tme uantil now to develop mad

trengthen the electronic computer Industry, since it wil become more and more
Important to the omomy, society and lfe of the people of our ountry i the
future.

At the InDport llberaflaatl that wW become effective an December 24 of this
year, looking forward to aereltdiance and future growth of the electronic computer

d ustry of our eOuntry, the Government -has decided to keep watching the trend
of the electronic computer market so that the liberalization may not shee the
national ma ufatureni adversely Dad the electronic oomputer market of our
sountry may not be thrown into confusion.

The Government has also decided to ask a wide rnn;e of people tn local as *l
as contral governments, industries ad financial buaines to understand end
"cquire proper knowledge of the national computers.

Boracs: MonthIy £apff the Slo*t4 * se IS488t 7 (Pubbaled by the J&3m zve.
tDiCe lndUstfr D..elopIeat *tlOelUo). VeL 11. No. JaSuary 1079.
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mm1 Xi-'-ter sesidi Ofy Japs"" a.Cnputre ROquse A~tlefs to Pabbe
Sedor, Utlise, aW Beaks

on March 10 1976, MITI diclosed that It had mest lette, signed by MM
Minister, Mr. komoto, to loca public organizations, financiAl orpn, per
todustries, ad educational institutions. In this letter, the MITI Minster aked
the addres to mpraote the introduction of domestic computer, to ftser the
domestic computer industry and o crpand itw share. The Minister asked them to
use domestic computern to protect the Japanese compute? industry from ain
mndden decrease in share due to full liberalization of computer inporta, and
moreover, cntly announeed Japanme models have become eomparbkv to
foreisn models in performance. This leter s oe of MITI's eforts to prolect
tfe Japanese computer maiker by securing new customers, along with subsidizing
development of new computer modela.

The full liberalization of ecomputere became dtective as December 24, 1975.
Prior to liber-lization, the industrial Structure Council' Data Proining iD-
diutry Committee bad made the following propoh

(1) If the share of domatic computers als quickly, eome adequate ma-
ww must be taken.

(2) The industry must make all the dors to strengthen the computer
enterprise structure, to promote mutual cooperation, and to establia a good
waereh and development "stem.

(3) Governmental and other public sector odess must gve priority to
domestic computers.

In response to tese proposals, MM mid that some urgent measures (unsom
duties, safeguards) mutt be taken If the domestic mnufacturers' share falls by
10' within a short period.

he asre of domestic computers was 56.2%c of " September 30, 1975. The
share hba been rising quickly. The share was 55.2% as of March 31, 1975. The
share grew " much " a Ic within only half a year. Recently the share increase is
apecially obvious in the ield of large models, although 6s has been a weak
point in the JapaDese computer industry.

However, foreign computen ar used by many governmental, emi-governmen-
tl and public olfces. Minister Komoto issued this letter in consideration th
the domestic computer industry must be fostered and develo air

au I d stte as, a a * e mode
equal level as a foreign model aanese model boul be letter

___ aataons, tduca .aning organs and
local public organzations. it aak to make a fair evaluation of the performance
of domestic computers and to promote their instllatior.

The share ot domestic computers in uee at governmental and government-
related offices, local public ontions nd variou oter organisations as of
September 30, 1975 is given below

amw t ai in 1her__s =1m _a _ alrs Pa~ Q

,MMltW dVrm..Os ........ _,2 M0,310 57.7 a.5
101 P PAUO.. . ... . 501 45. 15 3M. I C.1

Uppest si" S a wa_. L W U. 70 171.0 67 a
11w f ........... . ,. 5 42.M 0 41.59 .7
F lm HINWN.........._ .. .NL L21LI 34. S

mosu n. a sawdo" rum ......... _. --_.--.-- 2 4

_mm: ai. mm. U. I
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Toshiba and NEC agree on
tightening computer ties

Nippti ELcit Co. and
Tahya Shbhuir Elctid, Ca
IToshiht iuasn uirced bdst .ak
Ihsl Ihey had baniadly pened
l0 lighten thair bhIaness WIi up
rtiana -a the ACOS sells

The ACOS shes are
mejiani and largasnata
tapaters dae ta.ped jointly by
oh. (. a rm ps kai C. "a.n ayt.
wllt IB hI 170 ti pnlm n.
A-rarding la (he egreenitd.

T hIha mit tre n str lb ACOS
tempauk anir ditia atn (a
NEC Toshlib I.lrmAlloa
Systems. Int and mitt detaIn
(trII Ci lha Ihtoamicltre and
nks6 d 6.8ll copino
nail as Ihe drarapatant and
M.ea t tuar at a di. i u large
compu1ev

NEC Tohlba IntrTeatleil
Syatnets Is a NEC-Tushiba
lant. aetiate aelginatly ad up
tar dnnntapma a dt large-cstat
bi rrtiaiia I SIt

This attan tha Todhiha
hapes Ia nanelyp its media-
targe rmpsier snto diatam,
.ha.. bhain-ss Ih a analaiusm
dump. slthin1gh Its mies a
mlsen cenputlee e .going

Tonhiba plin Ia (rain er a
_inideaht - .nmbtr a lb

ACOS rmpat sat.n dinini
etattars Io NEC-TAshlha
blttrtaetim Sysatm a.

NEC lan agreed Ia dihpytch
ita *l aT el In lb. jala
lirm. bht It 1Itt nat trkasr Ib
AC(I mtpler stes. diaiaina
(cit.

Fnjitsit will organize comnpuler
lease firm iviil 9 companies

r n ilsa. lIId mit sat tp F an. . . Ltd . Is per te at Jali ly
within thin .lah a epatet by D.a Ichi Klngyo B.nk end

revtat canppny with eight cIty tndmt Ianhk at Japan. and
bibhi and sic lie lInsimane * P.r net erhb by the wche

-Pa-ny hvkhs -d Asai Mulu-l lite

The henak. ae Wiel Ichl lnw ureiie
Btnkyc tM i ltd .Id. i - ti rem ,, ip ar l tin

tt nh, lid . T (t e tr n c t uale C a. " a ta p a
l i d - h iit a w h u h i I t a n h l t dig t a v ip a n y s a l u p h y

Slidama ;ttnh ltd Di(a d sC Japan cmpuiter mathek
Tokyo. tit: iii t rnk d Ymh- In st

TUESDAY. MARCQCH . 1tl

Ten fiber firms will continue
production cutback under cartel
Prasidant at til leading

eyntlinn CLhar companIe hate
agreid Io nik Ia p-muatian

ac e appd a i m 4with She Fair
Trade Camlaisai Cnhl a hUt
they *nd (iaI *ahidirins run
amitinan prnduhdhan cattail.
ema.I App-asI hi vntataly

cmiets.
'M. rat Ikn cartel plan.

which the lap tiher eeecaUe
hape nan ha started by April.
enAty res-e7ihe (he -c-enl
prodatli uats c .I id -i
iudet advice trns the hltstry
at Ilaernatianal Tredn and
Indumlry

Spcttdiclly. the 'iber ID
dutdy w b Ihe rarlet ap

prnned Inr Ihe AprU Jim
qaar.er. durng which
ptiduhdi- mauld be ctrtsled
tar nylon litmeab pctyeselr
ilttmnaen ad staples, ad
wrylk. tI@pk. Fib., *PID
dag (utIlities moild be snted
at hi r it di pre d ttias at
lib( e (a d tnstir moies

The penedns i a. agreed
IhIl the Japse Chemical
Fibher As-nailstn shoald
iaitar both tuna.amiteis and

pradactaio vaW met Per-
eonatga lligares tar pyadadian
curt mill bt wthked mit by
slighily .adilyiq Ihe -rnt
25A30 pwar rnt ol..

All ..aher at the (Ihan

Ukishima's big ethylene
plant to start up in Apr.
A Wige eOiyltnr plbd with u-.ed plant 1arted In Augurt

en amia-, .aylnciy a swnnn ldp
eedeih Iran wrilt he alerted inb Np a Ib er a tlyr mAi- h wilt
early rApl by tkihinhai Ii lrn sanprad prmdactica at its

at Siiaui Peltwi-heirbr Iii salmi amn nnva dy AhA laitl
tidl. a -. Ltd ned M i-r tvi lv tihil iii wilt hilt is
t e iruch m icua In T hi Vol tzi i rl tev (iii a (c t tail at
hittlan plant in at Mit, peth ra bi,
eh eaiii at cv iai ri- ii lilh vi Au a res alt th e thlree

StIggi ih tem ani I i ri iin s wilt hI- i ihIt nl
lw- trw la iiiw it ziaa l l i- i ii i r c Ih ) Wt I a e n dii ni
te a p lria h I. i .i c m ii 1eiet h m i. a Pt e ii th
p elin. ii-lgiin-iii pl aim d tilt it. , . ,L, ... .. . .. a....

majo, fibhas went tn par
lidpols eatept ler Ka.e
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BY TELEPHONE CORP. AND THREE COMPANIES
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Electrical Communication Laboratories
-Recent LSI Activities-

By Makoto Watanabe

MLSASHINO ELECTRtCXL COmUL";CAltOY LABORATORY. NrTT

Electrical Comrmunication Laboratories has been the enter of research and developmental activities for
NTT since 1952. In this arricle, the activities of ECL will be reviewed with patticular emphasis on lare scale
uitegated circuits, namely, the history of semiconductor st dy, LS] applications in communication systems
and recent achievements by the Laboratories in this field.

1. Role of Electrical Communication Laboratories

- .lectricsl Communication Laboratories has been the
center of research and developmental activities for
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. since
1952. The Laboratories originate from the Electro-
technical Laboratory in the Ministry of Communication.
It vas divided into two Laboratories, namely ius suc.
etsoer and Electrical Communication Laboratory, or
ECL, in 1948. As an integral part of NTT head office,
asshownin Fig ,ECLhasbeenactivein RandDactivi.
ties in all fields where telecommunication systems are
conc-med. Today, it consists of one bureau and three
laboratories, namely, Research and Development Bureau

Mc.nv5 E .emoI CowvrelC n

ECL; YroAo& Elt-r' C-vmnea

! &tt . . . _ ^ One.c
Erqxn..ier flE4Cu.ce
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cLWO, Ewenr InseB- Off-lr ^ nllxe 4_
P'..tEVne B.-g

0.1 CeSmmn ei .

T.iesI.C had EVO I
F.Mter A"-.tet *lC-

Salim: 1. N1 heut offte orgaiaion

and the Musashino, Yokosuka and Ibakld Laboratories.
The activities of the Laboratories have been widely

extended to cover the whole spectrum of NTT services,
and could be categorized in the following.

(a) Electronic switching system
(b) Information processing system
(c) Video communication system
(d) New transmission system
(e) Information tenninal devices
(f) Components and mataerials
Together with these developmental activities, funda-

mental research is being carried out extensively. Also,
ECLs comply with requests from operating offices for
assistance on technical problems in existing systems.

ln these past few years, emphasis was put onto the
following three subjects, each of which is expected to
have significant effect on future communication systems.

(a) Digital communication network
(b) Optical fiber cable transmission system
(c) Very large scale integrated circuits
The digital comsmunication network is intended to

build networks, titking full advantage of digital system
merits. By virture of its integrity, versatility and flexi.
bility, the digital network is expected to provide better
services in response to customer needs on telephone,
data, facsimilt, and so on.

The optical trainsmission system is now under devel-
opment, where optical fiber cables serve as a new media
for signal transmission. The system consists of fiber
cable, semiconductor light source and detector. The

Am" Triire nj R-tiw. Janua 19t79
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optical transmission system would be applied in various

fields in the networks in near future.

Large scale integrated circuits are key components in

future communication systems. A project is now being

carried out to develop LSIs to meet future system re-

quirements and to establaish basic technologies to make

them.
As the result of concentrated activities on the three

projects mentioned above, many achievements have been

accomplished in the Laboratories. In this issue, the third

subject, namely. the LSI project will be focused upon

to give a closer look at the Laboratories developmental

activities. The past activities of the Laboratories on semi-

conductor devices will be reviewed, then, the application

of LSIs on communication systems will be discussed.

and finally, recent achievement will be shown.

2. Past R & D Activities on Semiconductor Devices

The Laboratories have a long history on semiconduc-

sot research and development. The study on semicon-

ductor material and devices started in 1949 in the

Laboratory. As a result, a gerisanium point contact

transistor, the first one made in this country, was fabri-

cated in 1952 (Fig. 2). Although the transistor was not

put to practical use. it opened a new era of solid state

devices. Thus, the Laboratory established a land mark in

the history of semiconductor research in Japan.

As time went on, the R & D objectives in the Labora-

tory moved from point contact type to germanium alloy,

mesa, then silicon mesa and planar traisstors. The

circuit and system studies using solid state devices were

also active in accordance with the development of tran-

sistors. For example. a study on a short-haulcarrier trans.

mission system, utilizing germanium alloy transistors,

was started in 1955.

In the early 60's. developmental work was focused

F'-''ir7~~~~~~~~~~~~~5--

Pit.n 2. Germrnnu point cooact tirnsror fabneated in
ECL in 1952

onto high frequency transistors for cartier transmission

systems. The bandwidth of the cattier transmission sys-

tem using transistors was lirited to several tens of kilo

Hertz in its early stage. Today. systems with 60 MHz

bandwidth or 400 Mb/s bit rate are in commercial

service. The dramatic increase in bandwidth is pri-

marily due to the improvemenl in transistor perfor.

mance.
Study on the electronic switching system started

in the ate 6W's. At first, it was planned to build the

system using silicon transistors. The long term stability

as well as economization of transistors were extensively

studied for the purpose. On the other hand, the study

on integrated circuits for use in the system was started

in 1965, in parallel with transistor sludy. us, although

in its early stage, integrated circuits were deemed quite

pronising for that usage. The project design objective

was to develop an IC family to satisfy system demandi

without loosing the IC's versatility. Finally, an inte

grated logic family, called Controlled Saturation Logic

or CSL, was developed. The CSL has been the main logic

used in the D10 electronic switching system, a standard

NTT large scale office use system. since then, and has

proved its high performance and excellent reliability of

around I - 2 Fits per package.

A study of Large Scale Integrated circuit or LSI started

in 1968. A logic circuit, called NTL or Non Thresholl

Logic, had been developed. NTL features low powe,

dissipation, high speed and simple circuit configuration.

suited for LSIs. It has recently been adopted for DC-

400M (PCM) system by virtue of its high speed aind low

power.
In the' semiconductor memory field, the LSI has ac-

tively been studied for introduction into cormnunica-

tion systems. In 1971, a prototype of a memory system.

Table 1. Smiconduetor Memoy Development in the
Labonrtories

-14 ;: DIPS-11 _ 0 .D10
ICTNI) 1 ' 30 0 HC0

'De- lp IK 4K 4K IK' 4K 4K

Taft'i t6- -- 0.651 0461_0.'41 ,,0.241

Il 1l 0.71 2 0.5 0.3 2 61 0.36

Pi 10. 4to' 10', 10' 10' 10' 10.
ty(bil

Rate 46 6' 30 301 20 16 14

ower' 170 34 1,500 2.100 4.500 so 120

Date 197t1973 1975 t975 1976 1976 t977

*IKx 2
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using I Idb dynamic MOS. %s built to prove the fetsi.
bDity of semiconductor RAts as a replacement for
conventional magnetic core memory. The system was
proved sound from reliability and economy viewpoints.
As a resuit. a I kb per chip dynamic MOS memory and,
later, of 4 kb per chip. has been introduced into D20
and D10 electronic switching systems and DIPS II in-
-omraion processing systems. The work has pioneered
the use of MOS dynamic memory into large scale sys-
temn Table I shows the history of development on semi-
conductor memory systems in the Laboratories.

J. LS in Communicatdon S stems

11 Past and Presonr SetntuS utfElefro'ni CCriair

Electronic circuits had only limited applications in
tiu telecommunicition systems until ten years ago, when
the electronic switching systesi was introduced to take
advantage of modem solid slate electronic devices. In
the D1O system mentioned previously. 78,000 logic
gates and 13 Mega bit memory were employed to
handle calls by 40,000 telephone subscribers on an
average. Thai meana each subscriber line shares 2 gates
and 300 bits of electronic circuits in the central proces.
wt. In the infancy of integraied chcuirsn this was a typi-
cal siuation for a communication system in the use of
electronic circuits.

Thanks to the innovaiion of solid state technologies.
lCs and then LSls have become prevalent in the
tystens since then. A subscriber in a small scale switch-
ing system, or EPAX, shares an increasing number of
electronic circuits. Most of the data communication
terminals recently developed use many ICs. When the
terminal is connected to the data networks through an
HDLC interface, seversl thousand gates are needed in
It. This is the situation typical today, in the'en of LSIs.
It is to be noted that the dramatic increase in the num.
ber of electronic circuit per subscriber line in these ten
years roughly coincides with the inverse of price reduc.
lion in electronic circuit during the same period.
- When the tendency is extrapolated into the future,
a subscnber line casn be expected to be equipped with
mmrne thousand gates, which could have potential power
to change the structure of communication systems
igificantly. More detailed analysis in the following
tection on the individual application field for LSIs
would dsarify the feasibility of using LSIs in the system.

L2 ' SJ in Switching Systems

As shown in Fig. 3, communicaiton systems are
generaly composed of three different funtsional blocks,
oaenly, end terminal, transmission line and switch. The

lever"' ao, REVro r au.Y 1979
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ricrm 3. Communicaton system classified funcions and
LSI i.pt in the system

switch part was the first to utilize electronic circuits on
a large scale. In the Di 0 system, electronic circuits con-
trol the speech path made up through electro-mechassical
switches. In the next generation switch, the speech path
might also be maide of electronic circuits, so that the
use of LSIs would be enhanced in the future system. The
need for improved call handling capability also acceler-
ates the use of high performatnce LSIs.

Figure 4 shows two types of integrated circuit: the
CSL for D10 system, developed ten years ago, and the
LSI. recently developed for high speed centrol processor.
The former has two gates in it with gate delay time of 7
nano seconds. The later has 200 gates of 2 nsno second
delay. Both of these devices are bipolar type. They clearly
show the progress in semiconductor technology in thes
past ten years. Bipolar LSls would still continue to str.
vive for high speed applications. On the other hand,
MOS LSIs would be used where costper performance is
of prime importance, like small scale switching systems
and controllers. The performance of MOS is improving
with the progreas in microfabricaton technologies, o
that it would not be long before the majority of bipolar
devices will be taken over by MOSs. For the switching
system memory. MOS memories have been employed
and will be used in future. The sacle of the memory is
going to inflate to accommodate sophisticated and ever
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increasing progralms of switching systems. The memory

citn best be realized with improved M0S technologies. , _ _.
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3.3 L-Sl in Endm Terminatls =js

For end terminals, more electronic circuits are needed ,i- - ~ -- H t.~

in accordance with sthe sophistication of their functions. -] S - ; *.~:-:E.. :--- sI *-
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Hybrid integrated tone genenator for the pushbutton _ : - ..... :..........4-7-~
telephone set wals the flint integrated circuit of this kind. ' ~ X 1'-
Other end termiunal devnces, like facsimile, datta terminails ! . Xe .............. 1i

etc.mnCluding MODEMs or interface circuits, necessitates| i.

much more electroitic circuits than telephone sets. These -- ~ -:- g= -.. _ -

are the mtjor application area of LSls. However qui_

obviously. requirements for crast reduction are quitc iur oveo6krnozcsmmrc~
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stringent is thUs field. MOS LSIs. because of their simple
strocture, limited performance, low power and flexibility
in design. seem promising in these end terminal applica.
tiuons.

3.4 LS21or Diitch .Versor/o

The digital trdansmission line and ligital network in its
estended form would be the most important application

of 'IS inr the communication system. As ISIs are able
to convert analog signals to digital and vice versa, to
store, multiply, shift and filter digital signals with ease.
an Integrated digital system with flexibility and versatility
could only be built by utilizing LSIs. The basic functions
if digital transrission terminals could be composed of
severa functional LSls. as shown in Fig. 6. MOS LSIs,
including CMOS. are suited for those usages, because of

low power as well as wide operating range in tempera.

ture and source voltage.

-F-Fi
0,0,5. Foeslavao /'us /> TSv "stsal~

Figaae 6. Functiovu LSs s building Fakt in digital isi.
procesting equipments

The applications and features of ISIs hitherto de-
tcribed are listed in Table 2, Various types of LSIs, from
tigIs peed bipolar to low speced MOS, are needed in the
systemr. Their functions include logc, memory, analog,

digital and conversion between them. A wide spectrum
iL R and D activities is required to meet future system
seeds with regard to LSIs.

Tabie 2. LSI Applicarass and Feaomres

ApplicatonDeFeatures Device
LSts for Hieh prtfoeraece logic Bipolar
Cntrl Processors Later capacity memory . MOS

L5t for Termina1ls Sm .low power. MOlow casto

!teital Networks High performani-o MOS
LSOs far Loe power co.s.mptio. cMOS

LŽsivoal N sins I Mo

4. LSI Project

Viewing the future potential of LSls in communica-

tion systems, the Laboratories stcrted their own three
Year LSI project in early 1975. The development of LSls
tequires an integration of activities from material, to

process, to circuit and system. Five developmental divi.
sions in the three Laboratories were incorporated in
carrying out the project. The key technology in making
LSIs is the microfabrication process. Therefore, efforts
were focused on process development, including the
development of electron beam and X-ray exposure
systems. A device development target was set for each
type of device. Some examples are shown in Table 3.
Individual processing machines and processes aim at
one micron feature dimension, while devices are ex-
pected to be completed by using two micron design
rule. A 64 kbit MOS memory ins chosen as a carrying
vehicle for the new process technologies.

Table 3. Temponay Lt Peject Tage

MOP1(0S iemory 64 kb. to 3Oass
Fual Wafer Memory 0.6 - .Itb. to las
gi.ipohar Memory I t - 2 kib. a 20n
sipotr LogF !I t pd O.Sns
CMOS Logic 1 l kptes. tpd 5 - I 'ins

In early 1978, most of the initial largels were achieved
as scheduled. Table 4 lists the LSIs already developed
or in the final stage of development. Table 5 also shows
LSIs completed in the Laboratory and going to be applied

Table 4. E-ample of Device in Deceilpmvotal Stage

* I~~~~~~~~iAplctoDevice Specifiaotioo n ApplicatonSystem

4 kb.t 300 ss D4
NMOS Memory kb to ns ' High spems 0pro .

*4 kb.ial0Ovs essorborrD-10
B'g.200 e tpd 2ns Hcm, spnmtou- I

Bipolar LogaC Toggle freq.. I GHz 'DC400M
I I (PCNIt-400NI

Imag Sensor ! 2.000 picture elemets Facsimile

NMOS Memory tf kbk 250 ns D-20
l6ikb.talI20ns DIPS-1Il

Table 5. Device Eainpltes in Resaroh

Device j Specifidaton Application Fieldlj

NMOS Memory 6428 k6 ta 20 u Electrovic swithing
L1268kbfl wOage

k.railwaer sytem 1._
CCD Memory '64 kb. dQta e Dat communicatin

I 3.4 Mkbii/s slystem

Bipolar Memoeyi t kb a 7to n Digfitl swiychist

Bipolar Logic 250 gate. tpi 0.1 ns Diita signal

Microprocnsor 8 bit silce rmittev Videocommoniratto
coupled logic j rI ker M i

ICMOS Logic tI 6 bit multiplier Mobie uomuowtio.1

lanen Trlrramaoriaiit Review. Jana 1i 9 79
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in the system in the near future.
The 64 kbit MOS memory, the highest integration

density in the world, was fabricated in the newly built
clean-room facility at Musashino Laboratory in 1977,
one year earlier than expected. Recently, a 128 kbit
MOS Read Only Memury was also made, as shown in the
frontispiece.

In bipolar devices, 200 gate LSls are already in practi-
cal use, and 1.600 gate high density logic, ultra high
speed logic of 0.1 nano second and 7,5 nano second I
kb memory were completed in the Laboratory.

CMOS 16 bit multiplier was also fabricated for use
in digital signal processing. Other devices for digital sys
term are now under development.

Eectron beam and X-ray exposure machines were
also developed. Both of them are able to print extremely
fine patterns of one micron dimension. For materials
and processes, S inch dislocation free silicon crystal,
sensitive resist material for both electron beam and X-
ray, thin gate oxide film free from pin-holes and related
processes needed for short channel MOS. have been ex-
tensively studied, The 64 kbit MOS memory previously
mentioned was fabricated as the result of integrated
developmental work on matenals and processing tech-
nologies as well as novel circuit and pattern design
techniques in the Laboratories,

The LSI technologies and devices studied and devel-
oped in these three yeats are satisfactory as the firmt
step toward future LSIs. As the next step, extensive
efforts are now being carned out for research and
development as well as fundamental studies on LSIs.

5. Conclusions

The impact of Large Scale Integrated circuiu on
communication systems was studied and some recent
activities by the Laboratories on LSIs reviewed. As
LSIs are expected to have significant effect on com-
municadon systems, the Laboratones have intensified
research and developmental activities on LS[ devices
and its fabncation technologies since 1975. Some of
the devices developed have already been put into prac.
tical systems. Further developmental efforts will con-
tinue toward future systems to make full use of the
advantages of LSIs.
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NIHON KEIZAI
January 23, 1980
(Page 8) (Full)

US SIA Proposes to Japan Joint Research
on Trend of Semi-Conductor Market

The SIA (US Semi-Conductor Industry Association;

Cupachino (TN: phonetic) California], which is the central

organization in the US semi-conductor industry circles,

proposed to Japanese industry circles that they take joint

steps in statistics and research concerning the world market

for semi-conductors, centering on IC's (integrated circuits)

and LSI's large-scale integrated circuits). The Japan Elec-

tronic Machine Industry circles, which received this pro-

posal, intend to "check into it in a forward-looking way"

(Managing Director Toshio TAKAI). Persons connected with

the industry circles, including those in Japan, the US, and

Europe, are scheduled to start talks on the concrete method

of market research in the near future. The SIA has so far

been refusing to hold talks with Japanese semi-conductor

industry circles. It is possible to expect that exchange

between the two countries will be started, with this pro-

posal as an opportunity, and this is likely to become a

clue to easing the semi-conductor friction between Japan and

the US.

This was clarified on the 22nd by SIA Managing

Director Thomas D. Hinkelman (TN: phonetic), who is visiting

Japan. It is a plan for industry circles in Japan, the US

and Europe to sum up jointly the trends of the markets for
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semi-conductor materials, including silicon wafer, and semi-

conductor products. In concrete terms, semi-conductors will

be roughly classified into discrete (individual semi-

conductors) and IC's, and IC's will be finely classified

into MOS (metal oxide semi-conductor) IC's and bipolar IC's.

Thus, a table of statistical research on a global scale,

centering on the three big markets -- Japan, the US, and

Europe -- will be prepared as to two points -- the amount of

shipment and the amount of consumption.

According to the said Managing Director, prelimi-

nary talks, consisting of persons connected with semi-

conductor industry circles of Japan, the US, and Europe, are

scheduled to be held within two or three months to check

into the contents and method of research. Within one or two

years after that, a research report will be compiled, and

after that, permanent statistical research will be conducted

to make public research results at the rate of once a month.

The proposal this time is designed "for various

semi-conductor manufacturers of Japan, the US, and Europe to

grasp the trend of demand so that they can form precise

management strategy" (Managing Director HINKELMAN). This

will be the first time for industry circles of Japan, the

US, and Europe to start market research jointly. It is said

that European semi-conductor manufacturers have already

accepted the SIA proposal. The policy of the Japan Elec-

tronic Machine Industry association is to hold a meeting of

the Electron Tube and Semi-Conductor Committee, which con-
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sists of Japanese semi-conductor manufacturers, as early as

within this month, and decide on arrangements for the future

without delay.

So far, SIA has been developing activities to

criticize Japan because of the rapid increase in the import

of Japanese semi-conductors, and it has been refusing to

carry out not only dialogues with Japan but also operations

to co-ordinate statistical figures on such matters as ex-

ports and imports, which figures have been different between

Japan and the US. The proposal this time is for mere market

research activities, but it shows the SIA moves to take

joint steps with the Japanese side, and it can be said to be

a step forward, in the sense of Japan-US exchange.
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KEIZAI SANGYO
February 8, 1980

"Responding to Criticism of the Closed Nature,
Complete Opening of Super LSI Patents of NTT

NTT has agreed to the overall opening up of super

LSI patents on which it has been jointly conducting R&D with

3 communication machinery manufacturers (NEC, Fujitsu,

Hitachi). This is in response to the government's decision

at the end of last year to open completely the patents of

the VLSI Association. As a result the Japanese VLSI patents

were completely opened.

NTT further made clear its policy not to limit its

joint research to these three communication machinery manu-

facturers in the future. These decisions by NTT were de-

signed to display a forward-looking posture in response to

criticisms of closedness, and also to display self-

confidence concerning VLSI technology.

NTT's VLSI research and development began in the

1970s. It was undertaken in anticipation of development of

the electronics technology of the 1980s, which is known as

the "age of VLSI." In conjunction with the 3 communication

machinery companies, the research in tandem with the 3 com-

panies produced results and advanced the development of the

NTT group. The first plan (1975-77) was soon to be labeled

the "Entrance Gate to VLSIs," and the 64K-bit LSI, in which

10-15 thousand elements are placed on a chip several centi-

meters square.
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From 1978, a second 3-year project in which 200

million yen was invested was started, and this recently

resulted in the successful development of a 256-bit RAM, a

literally super-LSI on which about 60,000 elements were

placed on a silicon chip. Although it is claimed that the

U.S.'s IBM is said to have succeeded in developing this 256-

bit super LSI, which is being researched and developed vig-

orously by the computer and semiconductor makers of the

world, the details of its contents have never been made

clear.

Thus NTT's achievement was epochal. NTT's devel-

opment power can be said to have reached the world class

level, comparable to that of IBM. The fact that this lead-

ing edge technology, which was achieved together with the

VLSI Association, created by dint of the sweat of MITI, was

opened up to enterprises at home and abroad makes this deci-

sion a noteworthy one.

The advanced countries of the world are engaged in

a severe competition in the development of super LSIs, and

the competition is particularly fierce between the leader,

the U.S., and the pursuing competitor, Japan. In the last

year or two, the anti-Japanese criticism of the U.S. semi-

conductor and computer industry has been mounting, and in

particular the arrows have been concentrated on Japan's

.government-civilian unified research structure.'

This action, in which the government and NTT

opened up patents across the board was taken in response to
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this criticism. It can be said that this action provided

helpful material to relax the U.S.-Japan trade frictions

which with autos, steel and semiconductors as fuel, was

about to explode.

Further, this action by NTT served to provide a

forward-looking positive image in response to the criticisms

of "closedness." At present the question of NTT's closed

door policy is being negotiated at the political level be-

tween the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. wants to sell products

to NTT, but also desires to participate in NTT's R&D activi-

ties. This is a tactic which involves absorbing the high

level of technology of NTT and turning this into products

which will then be sold to the agency ("eat into agency").

This being the case, is a strong possibility that the open-

ing up of NTT patents will be followed up strongly. And

thus, the action of NTT may be said also to have the aim of

countering in advance such demands by the U.S.

Also, the new look at the VLSI development struc-

ture can be said to have been good news for the semiconduc-

tor and computer makers outside of the NTT family. For

example, there is the case of an important member of the NTT

family, Oki Electric Company, dropping out of the joint R&D

structure in 1975 with "the low technological level" as its

reason.

Subsequently, things were somewhat patched up by

NTT's releasing 64 bit memory technology to that company

alone, but, even now, it is complaining that the influence
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of being eliminated from the NTT group is immeasurable.

This kind of frantic activity (feeling upset), (anxiety)

exists among companies outside of the family, such as

Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, who are seeking somehow to

get into NTT's tight VLSI development structure, which com-

prises NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, and absorb the technology of

the agency, and want to sell products which utilize technol-

ogy produced by the family. These were the desires of the

large semiconductor/computer makers.

NTT has thus by those measures made available to

these firms a way to participate in the joint research. The

three communications makers are making whining noises with

respect to the new policy of NTT to the effect that "up to

now there has been a completely open exchange of know-how in

our joint research, but with new participants, there is a

danger that the know-how will be drained away. Hence, in

the future, there is likely to be an interesting rivalry

between the original 3 and the newcomers.
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NIHON KEIZAI
February 16, 1980
(Page 7) (Full)

Growing Japan-US Competition for Development of VLSI;

Japanese Manufacturers Developing New Techniques in

Succession; Indigenous Technology Rumored to 'Have
Surpassed American Level"

The technological level among the Japanese manu-

facturers of very large-scale integrated circuits (VLSI) is

rising rapidly. Recently, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

Public Corporation (NTT), the Nippon Electric-Toshiba In-

formation System and the VLSI Technology Research Union have

announced VLSI production techniques of the international

level in succession, to attract the attention of the manu-

facturers of semi-conductors and computers at home and

abroad. Fierce competition is going on for the development

of the VLSI among the advanced nations of the world, espe-

cially between the US, which made an "early start," and

Japan, which is struggling to catch up with the US. Some

people think that Japan is already ahead of the US in regard

to VLSI technology. However, the U.S., too, is rolling back

conspicuously. It is said that the 1980's are the decade of

VLSI. So the "technological war" between Japan and the US

for leadership in the development of the VLSI is likely to

become even fiercer hereafter.

The VLSI, which is also called the "super chip,"

is a device to give a silicon chip, which is several square

millimeters, a calculating and memorizing capacity similar

to that of the human brain. The integrated circuit (IC),
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which is the basis for the VLSI, was made, at the beginning,

by assembling several tens of transistors on a chip of that

size. In the 1970's, the number of such transistors was

increased to several thousands by some manufacturers of

large-scale integrated circuits (LSI).

Recently, a 64-kilobit (bit is a unit for measur-

ing the volume of information) LSI, which is said to be the

"gateway' to the VLSI, has been turned out. The new product

has been announced by IBM, a mammoth American enterprise,

which succeeded in incorporating such an LSI into a new kind

of computer. This LSI contains 100,000 to 150,000 transis-

tors. Following this announcement, the Japanese manufactur-

ers of computers, too, started brisk moves to incorporate a

64-kilobit LSI into computers. Just at such a time, NTT and

the Nippon Electric-Toshiba Information System, which is a

"laboratory" of the VLSI Technology Research Union, devel-

oped a 256-kilobit LSI simultaneously. Furthermore, the

VLSI Technology Research Union succeeded in developing the

principal mechanical apparatuses and circuit technology

necessary for the manufacturing of a one-megabit (one mil-

lion-bit) VLSI.

The 256-kilobit LSI was made by incorporating

about 600,000 circuit elements into a chip several square

millimeters. The manufacturers of computers and semi-

conductors of all countries are now making frantic efforts

to develop this kind of LSI. Reportedly, IBM has succeeded

in developing it. The concrete details of IBM's new prod-
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uct, however, are not yet know at all. So it is said that

the success of NTT and Nippon Electric in developing such an

LSI has epoch-making significance. MITI fears, however,

that the announcement of this success 'may add fuel to the

present Japan-US friction over semi-conductors.' NTT lead-

ers, too, think that, 'it is not wise to irritate the US, at

this time when the problem of NTT's opening of its door to

foreign bidders is one of the causes of Japan-US friction.'

As a result, it has been decided to announce the development

of a 256-kilobit LSI in academic circles alone, so that this

success will not attract great public attention. It can be

said that this decision itself indicates how significant it

is that a 256-kilobit LSI has been developed.

On the other hand, the Union announced that it has

developed, as a result of its research, three new systems --

(1) electron beam pattern delineator, variable line beam

raster scan system; (2) electron beam mask inspection sys-

tem; and (3) electron beam photo cathode projection system

-- and the basic structure for a new VLSI memory. They all

represent basic techniques and studies essential for the

development of one-megabit VLSI. The reason is that one-

megabit VLSI is to delineate a submicron circuit, the width

of which is even less than one micron (one-thousandth of one

millimeter), on a chip several square millimeters. The

optical techniques in use at present cannot meet this re-

quirement. So it becomes necessary to develop a machine

that can delineate infinitesimal circuits by making use of
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an electron with a shorterwave-length than that of light.

The VLSI Technology Research Union has now succeeded in

developing such a machine.

One megabit represents a capacity enough to con-

tain an English-Japanese dictionary on a chip several square

millimeters. The VLSI with such a capacity has limitless

uses, beginning with use for memory cells of computers.

Even IBM has not yet announced techniques for manufacturing

one-megabit VLSI.

It is said that, 'it is impossible to start the

production of 256-kilobit LSI's on a commercial basis at

once, because mass production of such LSI's requires review

and improvement of more than 100 different processes of

semi-conductor production' (Musashino Telecommunications

Laboratory of NTT). In other words, the 256-kilo bit LSI is

still at an "experimental stage." It is clear, however,

that the recent series of successes indicates that Japan's

VSLI Technology is on the higher level in the world.

Why are Japan and the US so frantic to develop

VLSI? First, the use of VLSI technology for IC production

will make it possible to reduce the size of the chip, and

the price of the product will go down correspondingly.

Also, it will become possible to incorporate more functions

into a chip than before, when the size of the chip remains

the same. If the 256-kilobit LSI is put on a mass produc-

tion basis, its price (per bit) will decrease to only one-

sixteenth of that of the 16-kilobit LSI, which at present is
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used for the principal memorizing apparatuses of computers.

In the future, it will become possible to reduce the size of

the big computer, which is in use at present, to that of a

suitcase.

On February 14, Matsushita Electric Industry an-

nounced its development of the world's first 'two-voice-

type, one-chip voice synthesizer LSI,' an innovation that

can produce male and female voices or a human voice and a

sound together with one LSI. Heretofore, usually three

LSI's have been necessary for a voice synthesizer. Vice-

President Kazuo FUJIMOTO of Matsushita Elecronic Industry

proudly announced that 'We have succeeded in raising the

degree of integration and incorporating the functions of

three LSI's into one by making use of VLSI technology.' It

can be said that the real value of VLSI technology has been

proved by the fact that is technology has made it possible

to reduce the cost of LSI production, space necessary for

the installation of LSI and the consumption of electric

power by LSI.

The era of 'LSI civilization" has now become a

catchword among the manufacturers of semi-conductors. This

catchword has its background in the belief that the develop-

ment in succession of small-sized, low-priced and reliable

'conveniences," such as satellite communications, computers,

electronic ranges, facsimile, desk computers and digital

watches, was made possible by the appearance of a small

electronic part called the LSI. Also, it is because of this
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belief that it is said that 'Those who control semi-

conductors, which are represented by IC and LSI, will con-

trol the world's industries.' The Japanese and US manufac-

turers, therefore, are exerting all efforts to develop the

LSI. The US has formulated a plan to have a very high-speed

integrated circuit (VHSI) developed by the military complex

led by the Pentagon (Defense Department), because of its

desire to counter Japan's system for the development of

VLSI, which system is characterized by the 'unity of the

Government and business.'

The Japan-US semi-conductor war, which may be

called 'micro competition,' because the competitors must

inscribe miniature letters on something like a grain of

rice, that is, a chip several square millimeters, is in-

creasing in intensity, with the advent of the 1980's.

History of Renewal of Semi-Conductor Technology

Elements used Vacuum Transistor
tubbe

Generations of (1st (2nd)
computers genera-

tion)

Periods 1906- 1960-

Complexity 1 1
(number of
parts)

Capacity (in
terms of mem-
ory)

IC LSI VLSI Human

(3rd) (3.5th) (4th)

1965-

30 to 50

less less than 10 bits
than one bit
one bit

1970- 1980-

1,000 to several
10,000 million

bits

4,000 bits several
million
bits

ten
billion
bits



Elements used Vacuum
tube

usable impact radio

number to be 4 or 5
contained a
cube 10 cm
square (in
terms of
parts)

380

Transistor IC LSI VLSI Human
Braini

transistor artificial FS com-
for radio micro puter

satellite
computer

not more 5 millions 100 mil- several several
than 150 lions billions ten

to 10 billions
billion
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(Excerpt from DEMPA SHIMBUN, February 19, 1980)

The MITI, in its effort to promote the manufactur-

ing technology of semiconductor industry and the aircraft-

space industry, which has a great ramification in interna-

tional competitiveness, recently established the Committee

on the Investigation of Manufacturing Technology for Ad-

vanced Industries.

The Committee, which is divided into the Working

Group for Semiconductor Industry Manufacturing Technology

and the Working Group for Aircraft-Space Industry Manufac-

turing Technology, is to select, and perform researches on,

the fields requiring assistance with the participation of

the representatives of the relevant industries.

A specific example to which this committee is

expected to contribute is the case of the manufacturing

equipment of semiconductors. Semiconductor processing tech-

nology is dependent on the manufacturing equipment, for

which our country is relying on the US-made one. The manu-

facturing equipment is thus a key to the enhancement of

international competitive power.

On the basis of a report submitted by the Commit-

tee in March, the MITI is to allocate technological develop-

ment subsidies.

62-030 0 - 87 - 13
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UEALING DSU A VISI IA=STS qUES

Tokyo fUZR DIGST La Jepa-e Mr 80 p 84

(Text) According to a etory revealed by the V1SI Technical Research Union
(Director. Kazuo luets). approximtdely 50 patents bald by govermnt related
research L-dtijutin amana the research achieemeata to date, wi1 be open
to the public before the end of Janry nd the patent operation right. viL
be given to foreign secondctar eaka. oan a camercial baste.

Tbe technical research union bha pursued the developnt of VLSI. a computer
elasent of the se t gmeration. by Investing the total sun of 70 million
including the national subsidy since fiscal 1976 as a 4-year plan. This
nativity for developsent will be closed by the end of Ikrch of this yuar.
which ws *urIzed as us bave acheved satisfactory results as much as
We hoped to achieve" (Joint Research Institute Direcror* Tarn Tarui).
Soa 600 cae for patent application inluding those developed by the fallow
union ember privete research ietitrtes such as the Computer Research
Institute (fbju Limited, Hitachb, Ltd., Mfitsubishi Electric Co., Ltd.)
and Nlchfidwn Thbiba Inforemtin Syntax (ipp Electric Compa L ed
Thebiba Corpoetion) er submitted, srd approai etaly 10 percent of those
are the patents belonging -a ntional resdarch Institutions.

The arrangement of the union dictates that the patent operation rigbts of
the inventios developed by the privete sector are awarded to the respective
private orgization standing as a subcontractor, by the VLSI Technical
Research UnIon, and that each usker can offer this riht to foreign uskars
by their owa decision. bowser. proceedings for the pentse belonginX to
the gve rt have not been clarifiad to date.

On the otber band. einpliflad by the Japan-.S. semiconductor war, It
appears thet ths corpetlo In IC tecbhical dereloPent and warksting
between Japan and the U.S. will be sur Intesified in the future. The
U.S. senicnductor _hero have been strongly pressing our country to sake
kwu research achiavements by indicating their views that: (1) It b
fair competition to develop VLSI by the united entity of the goerunment
and subsidized Industries. (2) It Is not fair-but a "technology cartel"-
not to disclose the technology developed by the VLsI Technical Research
Union to foreign makers.

38
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In reepowa to this, the 'ge sign hes been elzendy given to the offering of
ths epa"te ouad by the private eector to foreigo askore. beaver, this
ties It bce bea decided to ala en the patents developed by tionel
imetituton a eoh the emctrotacbmIcal Laboratory, and belonging to the
ounutry. to dmnestic end foreign a r. Mi makes It finally poeaible,
m f&Z foreign Induatzle to a" all the aevante dandoped by the

WI Thbical Maeach Valbn by paying a ecvtr vale os co eaves
l1canit be".

Mhe niso trnslate. thinaM. fDisclosure of patents, Ai thin case.
the opening of the way for foreign makere to be able to we publicized
pe te. ea" it d.o. not omas to oen all the mrnt in dItdlW (JoInt
Research RetItute Director, Mari), and the KI also interpret" it a.
Thi~s mesure will _ n contribute to the lona of national Intet

but. rMtber :L %-.l facilitate beneficial deeling wen impWrtIng foreign
technologies and negotiating th foreign Indutrie..

ReviewIvg the achiemuto of VlSI developont to data. t nlogies
esential. to the production of VLSI, aiming at a pattern width of belo
1 micron. am * pronting. for ple. beginning with a reflection optical
aicro-pattarn tinscriber Wh utilizes distent ultraviolet rap *nd a
tr iber which utLize. X-ray., end en electronic b eaposer. With
the distent ultraviolent raqe (ddp M having an specially abortw
1ngch, conventional optical lease are not at all useful. end therefore
a coaplately am optical sates which utilizes only mirrora (reflection)
baa b.oe developed. Thin Invention hbs drawn vorld-wide attention. 1ven with
the electronic bean eoure. remrhkble progress L een by the developmnt of
a way to poacticalize the borlda latern. Theee are the achiavents
claiind by the and of fiscal 1978. a it In forenst that. In Mrch.
an outline of the total reaulta will be aunced by the technical rWarch
union.

bncarning thee developmntal activities, a *u sector within the
Induetrier eprerd their opinion in thet the offering of the prenious
property deeloped e by Investing people' tzz In foreign uroups MaN
a national lbc even if it Is to be conducted on a comarcial bhsia. bo-
ever, taing Into conaideretion the proepect that In the future It vill
be difficult to import technologina easily a* he ben I done to date In
light of the faet that the VLSL technology is a trategic technology ex-
tending over to the 21ot century. the decision me at thie tim to discloce
all patent. ls apected to be _ meful as 'heen captu d davailable
for uae i ecquiring superb foreign teboologie.

8940
CSO: 4105
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STRONGER THAN PIANO WIRE & HEAT RESISTANT I
Nippon Carbon develops epochal
type of fiber for industrial usage
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AS SEQUEL TO U.S. COLOR TV RESTRICTION

Matsushita is going to pull out
from Korea National Electric
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<Isced. Ctuently. many kinds of asch cable ar available for
,,dcl urse. They Incorporate compounds duch as IV 3Ga,
*3Be and INb-2A1 and alloys such as Nb-TI, Nb-Pb and
,bTa. Of these, the Nb-Ti alloy is the moat popular and is
,Af ooimmercial productioti
As fr as the critical temperature (at which supercondulictvity

j5) and the critical magnetic field ae concerned, the alloys
elo efficient than the compolinda- The superconductivity is
,iwhen the magnetic field force exceeds that of the critical
wtic field and is tecovered when It is lowered. However,
at cabin an directly produced from ingota by the mire.
-sm method, a masaproductioo system has already been es

uperconductive cable consists of 2,000 to 3,000 extra-fine
:jcenLt wires in a bundle. Each element wire consists of a
wr lube of about SOum diameter plugged with super-
.*cIUve metal.
When superconductivity is lotl for any reason, the electric

qPunce of the superconductive metal generates a lag
vrity of heat. Copper can conduct the electric current when

4.sconductivity is lost and increases the cooling effect. Thua,
sea coated with copper are stable and of high efficiency.
As important problem arising with superconducting magnets

s3 e question of the generation of a strong magnetic field.
tipan, a world-acclaimed superconducting magnet which is
a of the Nb-TI alloy ind can generate .5 tesla (tesla is
.:ait of magnetic field) has been developed by the Furukawa
*ric Company Ltd. Using the magnet, the Japan Atomic
ehnv Research Institute has been developing an experimental

ee of a nuclear fusion generator whose practical use is
spcoted in the 1990's

The asobiurn-titanhum alloy currently most popular as
raperconductive cable material is considered to have properties
cdose to the limit of obtaining a srWong magnetic field. Although
adding tantalum to the alloy can increase magnetic field
srength, very tow tempernaures are required, euch as 3.5K and
M3, which are lower than that of liquid helium. Thu it is
necesary to develop ultra low temperature technology to obtain

such very cold temperatures.
Imtermetallic compounds ae preferred to alloys to ob-

tain stronger magnetic fields like 12 10 15 telal. In Japan. the
National Research Institute for Metals and cable makers have
been conducting rnearch into intermetallic compounds. It will
be aome time yet befor the practical use of them can be
started. Within these researches, investigations on INb3Sn and
IV-3Ge are in progers. Frainlity of superconductive cable made
of intemmetallic compounds requires special means of making
wire. For example, a coil is made of biobinm and tin using
niobium tube plugged with niobium powder or tan-coated
niobium cable. The coil Is then heated to produce INb 3Sn by
reaction. However, this method needs heating of the cod to
sbout l000C for several hours in the presence of inert gas.
These requirements only allow production of small magnets.

Included in other ivestigations are a coll that is formed by
winding tape on which a thin film of INb.3Sn is prectpitated,
and the proceas whereby many niobium filaments are embedded
in copper- tin alloy to form filament-type niobium 3 tin by
solid stare diffusion thermal treatment.

More compact superconducting magnets with higher magnetic
tields are required for practical use in nuclear fusion n actoes
and electric energy storage.

Density and Capacity Increase for Magnetic
Bubble Memory-256K Bit Chip Developed-

The Musashino Electro-Communication Laboratory of
Vre Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation has develop-
0.mmn x 6.0mm chip having a capacity of 256k bits.

Magnetic bubbles are magnetic ream that exist stably when a
qlecrystal film (wafer) made of a special magnetic material
* eLaced in a1 suitable vertical magnetic rield. They act as
-15ndrical magnets. Seen under a microscope, they look like
by Tbubbles-. These bubbles can be moved (transferred)
Iaby in a wafer. and also can be generated or deleted at any
pinL The magnetic bubble memory is designed for memoriza-
6b including writing, storing and retrieving, by making use of
ta' properties of magnetic bubbles. The presence and

betace of bubbles is made to correspond to binary -I- and
respectively.
This memory method h nonvolatile, has a high memory

4fty, is compact. light-weight, and free from mechanically
rinag parts. Thus, it is expected to find wide application in

i ,apadty solid-state files which ar likely to replace
* fetic drums and dsks

3NOCRAT Ve13-NoA. Apr. 1950

Further to achieve wider application of the magnetic bubble
memory, memories must be manufactured at lower cost. For
this purpose, It will be effective to increase the memory density
and capacity of magnetic-bubble memory chips as the minimum
unit of memories. Thin is because largter capacity chips will
enable the number of chips required for memories to be
reduced, and also enable electronic circuits (peripheral circuits)
for chip memories to be reduced.

For this reasmn the increase of capacity of chips has been
promoted the world over at a sriking speed of 2.5 hnses per
year from the initial 4k bits. Electronic exchtangers use 64k
bit chips.

The chip system for basic bubble memories is the same as for
the major-minor loop system for 64k bit chips. The chip is
divided into two sections. One is for minor loops for storing
data in the form of bubbles and the other for major loops
which temporarily arrange bubbles during storing of bubbles in
minor loops or retrieving bubbles out of minor loops. At the
junction of these two sections are gates for bubbles for individual
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lOops. To write data in, the data is converted into bubble rows
by the bubble generators located in major loops aod stored in
minor loops through lthe gates. To retrieve memorized data,
bubbil are transferred from the minor loops to the major
loops through the gates and then mad out as electric signals
by the detectors located in the major loops.

The newly developed 256k bit chip contains 274 minor
loops. Each loop is able to form 1,070 magnetic film patterns
(transfer patterns).

Applying a rotary magnetic field to the magnetic film
patterns causes bubbles to move in the patterns. Memorization
in gates for controlling transfer of bubbles between major and
minor loops and for the generation and division of bubbles is
performed by applying a rotary magnetic field with electrically
energized metallic conductor patterns (on which magnetic flim
patterns re placed. Thus, it is very important in designing
chips to minimize the rotary magnettum and currents passing
through conductonr.

One of the methods of obtaiting 256k bit chips is to use
atn ares 4 times the current 64k bit chip to provide a memory
capacity of 256k bits. But this method has the drawbacks of
requiritn larger volume of coils to generate the rotary magnetic
field and higher power consumption resulting from the larger
area.

Aliming to develop a 256k bit chip rather snaller in ares than
the 64k bit chip (6mm x 7mm). the Laboratory studied shapes
and structures of patterns which will permit delicate machining
and reduced rotary magnetism.

T-bar transfer pattems used in the current 64k bit ships of
the Laboratory have a pattern interval equal to a quarter
(1.25aon) of the bubble diameter (S5an). At the very beginning,
the Laboratory manufactured a chip simply half it size of the
T-bar transfer pattern unit to provide 4-times the memory
capacity and examined the resultant problems. The results
revealed that although technology for delicate machining could
be established, the rotary magnetism for chip driving had to be
increased too high to be practical.

Thus, an asymttreeic chevron pattem unit (see tLu.l) was
used to transfer patterns This pattern unit has twice the pattern
width and pattern interval of the T-bar pattern unit and has
the advantages of easy manufacture and needing lower rotary
magnetism. This transfer pattern unit his opened the way to
the production of 6mm square 256k bit chips.

Since cips uhave various memory functions, their properties
depend on the worst of their component functions. The gSte
detectors used in 64k bit chips were difficult to manufacture
and required increased rotary magnetism and control currents
with decreasing bubble dianseters.

For the new 256k bit chip, a gate requiring low rotary
magnetism and control current and providing high operational
stability has been developed by optimizing the design of the
shapes of magnetic film patterns and conductor patterns and
their relative positions Also, study was pursued on the shapes
of detectors and the materials and methods of manufacturing
magnesic films because smaller bubble diameters result in
lower detection sensitivity. And thus, a highly sensitive detector
which is able to work stably with low level rotary magnetism
has been developed.

Bubble generators and gates of conventional chips have
structures in which a conductor pattern unit and magnetic film
transfer pattern unit are interleaved with insulator laminates
on a wafer. Where these two patter units are overlapped, the
upper transfer pattern unit is undulated (uneven in surface).
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Fig. 2 Cros Sections of Chips -

ng rotary mtnsen causes magnetic poles to occur at
ted points, preventing normal operation of bubbles.
sigher rotary magnetitm is required for bubble trans-

mission. The increase in this mtgnetium was found to De
negligiblv snll for Stan-di:metar bubbles (in 64k bit chips)
but as large as double this for 2umn-disrneter bubbles (in 256k
bit chips).

In order to prevent an increase in required rotary magnetim,
ist is necessary to eliminate unevenessin the transfer pattern unit.
For the 256k bit chip, a method was developed to eliminatte this
uneveness by burying the conductor pattern in atn insulator
laminate. Structures without undulation are called pltor
structures.

The 256k bit chip developed in this way conforms in
properties with the design objectives. Compared with any other
being developed in Japan or elsewhere, it is 1u3 in chip area,
has the shortest anss time (time required for retrieval) and
minimum rotary magnetism. Also compared with the 64k bit
chip used in electronic exchanges, It has nearly equad access
time and pover consumption, and has a 4-timnes the memory
cpacity despite being smaller in chip asie.

gm-band Semiconductor Laser -

e Musashino Elbctro-Commruniction Laboratory of NTT
xmnentaddy made a high-performance semiconductor
with an activated layer embedded structure which is
It of continuous oscillation up to 65C with a maximum
at of over 15W, a wavelength of 1.551am and a minimum
red ctrrent (oscillation threshold) of 25A (at 26 C).
*e Laboratory has been studying semiconductor lasers
iP/GaInAzP fystem crynala. In the I Swim band, plaster
ba been manufactured. Las of this structure, however,

the drawback of high oscillation thresholds. To eliminate

this, a Otruetute having the GairA& activative layer buried his
been tried. but this structure is hard to make by conventional
q4uid phase growth. Thus, a new low-temperature liquid phase

growth method baa been developed, eliminating these dif-
ficulties, to prodce a 1 .5,um band high-performance seni-
conductor lar -

Continuoust operation of a planar aer was uscesfu lanst
year at room temperature in the 1.55tim wavelength. It had-an
oscillation threshold of l4OmA-201mA. The new structure
used in the rial mranufacture had an activated GainAsP

._ . -v _
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Fig. 1. Buried Structure Semiconductor Laser Ifor l.5srin)
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THE JAPAN ECONOMIC JOUREAL

IN DRIVE TO ACHIEVE SUPERIORITY IN VLSI MELD IN FY 1980

Semiconductor firms are slated to make
capital expenditures of about Y140 billion
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.SI Technology in Japan

Ta omopleity of lrg se.le intetd circults (fl5s)
incressig by a factor of two evety yer. The increase in
mplexity and the break down into various components

men in Fig.l. Many new variations of circuit design and
xess technology have arisen that Lead towards denser and
ber performance integrated circuit sutresL
Major efforts in the development of advanced LSIs are
being made in Japan. At the 1978 ISSCC fintemnatlonal

Xmate Circuit Conferena). some novd LSrs wets reported
n Japan.
Tnse Linar dimenions of the LSi chdp pattern must be

rinsed, becarise the inbrease of LSI complexity rather
inds on microfabrication. This ca Dlnits on optical

Apaphy, so new fabriration tedmnolo. incduding elecron
m pattern drawing, an being sought
This paper will review the recent achieventts in LSI
Inology in Japan. dtng reports pemented at the 1978

High-speed and High Densiry L1gk

Logic LSI devices are increaing ia s d end density year
year. Speed performsence and power per gae ar the paren
:as of importance for logic LSIs. Fb2 gv propagation
ry (speed perfonmance) gastst per distion with
delaypower product Inues included. This shows that the

Inology ce roughly be separted inzo two groups - the

K, ~ ~ '

.i .: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~p

o a
1. The Increase of Complexity of IC and the Break Dovu
.. atm Various Coamon tr

iKoRAT`VaLtr3-Me. rey t9to

denser, lower performance MOS (metal oxide semiconductor)
pro s and the bigh-perfornmane, low-density bipolar ap-
proeaces. For low-power considerations, CMOS (complements.
ry MOS) and IL (ostepated inpection logic) are the avaabie
choices.

Japane computer mainframe manufacttres are producing
and using their own ICs for their larg computer syste nis.
Many of thes ICS are of advanced design as far u perfornance
is corned. -

For xmnple, the 200-gte LSI chips for reduced-power
versions of convendonal ECL (emitter coupled logicl feature
gate delay of 0.7 nsec and power delay product of 

7
pl.

These chips. ae banded byL automated tape bondin& (TAB)
systems.

Several new bipolar technologies. although presently ir
tthe laboratory development saage, have yielded some excellent
results and showed potential for IC logic technoloe.

Static induction transstor (SI0) togic IC gates with power.
delay products of O.OO

6
pJ hav been reported in I977. This

logic is an advanced vesion of the SIT and uses integrated
SITs in place of conventional inverse transitors in DL n cuts.
- An EEIC (elevated eletrode IC) logic gate was also

developed in JaPDn It achieved a power.delay product of
O.lpJ at propagation delay of 85ps - the bes result ever
attained by bipolar technology. The EEIC structrre utilizes
an ovethanging pOIy-cn; layer that makes possible extremely
tiny tranistors without the need for preasion mask alipmen
during fabricetion.

This year's ISSCC showed that 1S1 cbips are ready for

io3 0.1ewI 1 so eao

rtZ 10s 0 X0 s 0
'e1, t- e I la 10

S. L

Fig. 2. Propagarior Delay Vernus Power Dissipation ewr
Typical Logic Circuits
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Fig. 3. Cross Sectional View of the LS Device

1e next step In digital design. Random-4ope gte arrays that
eSature sub-anosecond delay for main framee controllers in

textgeneration computers are from Jipan.
A sub-nanosecond bipolar 8-bht 160-pte L1 processor

was fabricuted using novel proce=ng technology And was
ombined with three-4lyer matalization and 120-pin pgs lead

bonding. An average packing density of 170 gateslifn
5

has

been achieved with an ipten galze of 0.6p (S ntec. 0.o7mW)
power delay product.

Fig. 3 illustrates a coss section of thia LSI device. The

moat sigpificent aspect of the newly developed process,

compared with the eonventional approach, Is that all of the

electrodes and the first interonneceons are constructed using

a poly erystalline silicon (poly-sa) layer prior to the formaation

of the emnitter-base junction. Further, poly-si high value -

daos. especially suitable for low power consumption LSls,

ctn be fabricated in the poly-si layer at the same stge as the

bottom layer interconnection patterning. Therefore, no area

is required for resistors in the transistor aray substrate.
This LSI has 120 leads incmding 12 power-spply pina.

For batch bonding of these leads, gang bonding using flexible
tape as a chip earter is used.

2. Denser and Faster Memories

The sesle of integration of memory ccuits has doubled

each year.
Over the last three years. standard dynansic silicon get

n-channel MOS (NMOS) 4- and 16kb RAMs hawe been supplied

by Japanese solid state memory manufactswers Recently,
the technology has definitely been established for reaching

the 65,536-bit level, as shown In Fig.4 - - :
The diffusion selfaligned (DSA) MOS 4 pte structure. general-

ly called DMOS in the US., was devised in Japan. This device

enables achievement of low-power didpbtlonas fnd high
operating speeds while keeping packing densities high. 4Kb

dynssissc RAMs with 60nsec aes time were developed using

DMOS.
A 64kb dynamic MOS RAM was also reported at the 1978

SSCC from Japan. It is ctpable of 200nsec access aine and
ISfmW power dissipation and has been developed using a

fMOS RAM If.e-l

* MOS RAM Il .

2ia

'70 '72 4 76 v

,Fig 4. Memory Device Devel.opmen.lt

sn&gle transistor cell and a single4evel slicon gate proces
It has been fabricated utiliting 2=onele fabrication technoltV.

which' include 2;an ultraviolet photolithography and 500A
pta oxide. The key electrical parameters of the 64Kb dess

are shown in Table 1.
In the bipolar memory area. a fully static 4Kb RAM utr

pol silicon tedmology in combiration with non-epltasa

growth structure and the local oxidation process was reported.
A ro sectim of the typical local oxidized nonepi ps

ilicon technology transistor and a poly-si resistor i sh-os
in Fi4.5. By applying conventional 4aom photolithopriphy Io

these processes, the siaze of a single memory cell is significaoi
reduced to 2a800u resulting in a 4Kb RAMl chip size dj

17.2mm
1
. - -

3. LSI Proces Technologies

3-1. Non Optial Patemirng

More important for LSI circuits than device types is fsbfl
ion - the ability to build fine device paterns. Electron ber

exposure will be one of the mot powerful aspects of LS

fabricetlon.
In 1967, the firtn computer-controlled electron bea

exposure system was developed in Japan. This system was
vector ean type. Wafer reistration using enryaved marks

the detected data was applied to this sys
Improvement of the pattern drawing speed has been Wir-

out for the vector sgmn system. In 1977, a prototype of d

raster sean electron beam system, which was able to 5Wn'

sommn square area in one hour, was reported.
Rejntly- the variable rectangalar saped beam tech5,

is being developed. This tehnique has Peat potetacl
higher exposing speed. -

To utiie uon beams for patern trsfer is also pos.,,

and basic experinents are being continued. Since the scattt"
range of ison beams is shorter than that of electron bras

higher efficiency and less tsttering of beons are expected.
Also the X ray pattern transfer projection system Is brW

studied in Japan.

TEcSNOCRATVS.1.3-No.5. Wa 19
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*t& 1. Tyoicsal 4K RAM Charaeistics

raeaoov 5.505,005, 55. ..W.Wo, 565, o~tr*@. C -555
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* Asaccubly Techneology-

Automated assembly systems to handle LSI chips on the
x~ctcon line at now coimnon in most Japanrewseenii-
aIdctor fadisities.
Foe-wire bonding, automiated IC wire bonding equipment
4111junction with a pattern Tecogsition system and a mnicto-
asaw were developed in Japan. The images of LSI chips

picked sip throsgih a esieroscope. The procisser detects
I idetifies LSI chip images, by Performnshg high-epeed
relation between the digiiized sigsal and the stored standard

,r strip, Is shown. The bonding of the fim earrer lead
te chip is done autontatieafly.

I Ce- &.- .a. I

..~ ~ ~ ~ O555 _ ........

-__ _ P50.0 -.,,. __ -_

Fig. 5. Crams Sectional View of the loal Oeidized Nonepi
Tdsdnoloy Transistor

3.3. Compotertaided Desigt . - . .

Most Japanese LSI manufactures are utilizing high perfors.
ance computer-aided design systems. Most of these systens
have been developed and used iuternally st each firm on their
own computers. -

As for standalone artwork desidg syste. ruinL'y CAULA,
APPLICATION and Computervision, were imported from the
ULS. The circslt analysis program - SPICE, which -sas developed
a tthe University of'alifornia has bee tused widely.

R&D activities of computer-aided desige technologies am ac-
celerated due to the growth of LSJ chip stoplexiry. But them is
a problem of rapid increase of computer t mir caused by innrease
of design data amountt especally in the layout desige and
ten patteem generstlos of sandom logic LSIs. Progaemmable
logic amsys (PtA) may give a solution to the problem.

-' -4 ..

lock Coding System for Still Picture Data

she Mlusaskuno Electrical Commsnicatlon Laboratory of The center to end, snfll-picture supply service, which
I has developed a ne block coding system which com- returiees, tansamits and outputs data from still-picture date
sn the quantity of picture data to approximately 1/8 filed at the cmeter o0 request by uscrs is attracting attention
jm conventional PCM syseem. s a new typep of pictue communication servie. The fiGs
W4OC3AT V.1-3-Ne-o Kay 1910 a
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NHK finds unique way to treble' Toshiba studies prod. of
magnetic tape recording density fixed head type home VTR
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"SUPER LSI VOLUME PRODUCTION 3-YEAR PLAN 10 BILLION YEN

INVESTED IN FIRST YEAR"

The large-scale industry-government project, the "VLSI Development

Plan," has completed its basic technology development as of the

end of March, and disbanded the VLSI joint laboratory, but its

results were transferred recently to a research plan called the

"Private Sector Edition of the VLSI Project." This project

consists of seven private sector firms organized around a VLSI

technology research association, Chairman Shindo Sadakazu,

components of which have invested roughly 10 billion yen in

the first year, and starting this fiscal year will embark on

a 3 year project to commercialize the VLSI research. When this

development is completed, finally the purely Japan-made next-

generation computer, using VLSI, will have been achieved. The

government-private sector joint VLSI development took place

between 1976 and 1979, with government subsidies to the amount

of about 30 billion yen, private sector investment of about

40 billion yen, total 70 billion yen.

As a result of this early research, 9 types of VLSI equipment,

including the electronic beam equipment, were completed, and

experimental tests were conducted on 256-bit MOS memory and

1000-gate scale bipolar-type logic. However, there are many
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technical processes remaining before large scale production of

these things and computers using these things as a base is

possible.

This private sector project was started in order to achieve

large scale production and to achievement of applied technology.

The five companies, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Tosh, Mits, NEC, will pay

out to this association this year payments totaling 10 billion

yen. This association will provide research funds to the

participating 7 companies foribing the computer general research

laboratory (F, H, Mits, NEC, Tosh), joint research company, the

NEC-Toshiba joint information system, F.H.-Mits

Its research objectives will be a combination of the 6 items

under the industry-gov't joint project, 1) crystal technology,

2) processing technology, 3) device technology, which are a

combination of the 6 items. Process techn. means production

process. Device technology means to place the devices into

equipment.

The 30 billion yen government subsidy had been funneled to the

VLSI Project through the Association. This subsidy will, when

the next generation computer becomes a reality will be returned

to the national treasury through the same Association. This

repayment will be suspended for the three years 1980-82, during
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which the follow-on R&D of VLSI will be conducted by the private

sector project, and it is planned it will be repaid in the five

years 1983-87.
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(Excerpts from NIHON KOGYO SHIMBUN, August 5, 1981]

In order to promote the research and development

of high efficiency new-type semiconductors which are consid-

ered essential in securing avant-garde technology for space

development and for the development of ultra small-size

computers, the Research and Development Association for New

Function Elements, a foundation having the status of juridi-

cal person, was organized on the 4th (of August) under the

chairmanship of Sadakazu Shindo of Mitubishi Electric.

Participating in this new organization are

Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Nippon Electric, Oki

Electric, Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp, and Sumitomo, a total of

ten companies. The purpose of this new association is to

develop three kinds of new high efficiency semi-conductors:

(1) the element capable of computing with ultra high speed;

(2) the three-dimensional circuit element; and (3) environ-

ment-resistant element.

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

which is determined to foster the infrastructure technology

for future generation industries as a precondition for "the

technological nation-building in the 1990's, reportedly

opted for this line of organizing research associations in

the form of foundation in order to deflect the criticism for

overseas, saying "Japan fosters high technology industries

under the government-private cooperation.'
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(Excerpts from NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN, August 5, 1981]

MITI's Industrial Technology Agency is said to

have expressed its desire to earmark a total of 100 billion

yen or more for the next ten years beginning in 1981 for the

research and development of the infrastructure technology

for future-generation industries. For the development of

new function elements (ultra-? element, three-dimensional

circuit element, and environment-resistant enforced element)

alone, it is planning to set aside a research budget of

about 25 billion yen as a national project. MITI has de-

cided to solicit applicants for the project who will carry

out the research and development of the new function ele-

ments.
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(Excerpts from NIRKAN KOGYO SHIMBUN, August 6, 1981]

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry's

Agency for a high speed computer system as a part of the

1981 large-scale project. The plan will become finalized at

the Industrial Technology Deliberation Committee and the

Large-scale Industrial Technology Committee which are sched-

uled to meet on the 21st.

As in the case of the research and development of

pattern information processing system, a research and devel-

opment cooperative composed of Fujitsu, Hitachi, Nippon

Electric, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Oki will be set up to

undertake the research and development under the form of a

trust. In addition, (MITI's) Industrial Technology Agency

and Electronics Research Center will participate as repre-

sentatives of the government.

This development plan, which will encompass a

period of about 8 years and an expenditure of about 30 bil-

lion yen, aims at the development of an ultra-high-speed

computer which is capable of computing one billion cycles

per second, about 1000 times faster than the all-purpose

computer currently in use. The core of this development

projec't is the practical application of Josephson joint

element, which will exert a great impact on the evolution

from the Silicon group elements to a high-speed new element.

A full-scale development plan for new elements and new ar-

chitecture geared to the 1990's is thus under way with the
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establishment of the Basic Technology Development System for

the Future Generation Industries.
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[Excerpts from NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN, August 6, 1981]

A national project for "the research and develop-

ment of new function elements," which aims at the

practicalization of next generation semiconductor elements

far exceeding the function of the currently commercialized

silicon semiconductor, is soon to start. In as much as the

project is trying to realize the level of efficiency which

cannot be realized even by the currently most advanced Ul-

tra-LSI, it plans to spend a total amount of 25 billion yen

in the next 8 to 10 years.

Unlike the case of ultra high-efficiency computer

or VLSI development project of the past where there were

some technological "textbooks" available in overseas, this

project is to explore a totally uncharted area of technol-

ogy. For this reason, the Ministry of Internation Trade and

Industry has decided to introduce "research foundation meth-

ods" which is unprecedented, thereby consolidating the ef-

forts of the government and private industries on a long-

range basis to push the research and development project.

Any organization wishing to participate in the

research and development of new function elements can apply

beginning on the 5th (of August), and one day prior to it

(the 4th of August). "The Research and Development Associa-

tion for New Function Elements," a foundation having the

status of juridical person, was established. This associa-

tion was entrusted by MITI's Industrial Technology Agency to

carry out the research and development project....
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The current members of the Association are com-

posed of Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Nippon Elec-

tric (6 computer companies), Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp (3

electric appliance companies of the Kansai region), and

Sumitomo (which is strong in optical communication) -- a

total of ten companies. However, any organization can join

it as a new member...

The Association will begin, as a government-

entrusted project, the research and development of three

subjects: ultra-(?) element, three-dimensional circuit

element, and environmental resistant enforced element...
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aU!S0.1 hO.ft.4 h aU THE JAPIAPN SCOXOMIC JURA *' '

Gov't eyes designatin rms to TENSIONS LIKELY TO HIGHTEN

prevent foreigners' take-overs EC is urged to boost exports
reaentd foeigners' to reduce deficit with Japan
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[Article: 'T Be Able to Detect Smll nd Taats"'

(Tezti There is a vovent afoot in the ri nitry of International Trade and
Induatry to promote techeologicml development of 'new capability elements" which
can wake a spectacular gain over emiconductor eleints of the past to aId the
coming evolution of information eitenes to a more thorough and higher level. and
this novwrt is gradually Intemaifying. Thin new capability element sakes pos-
sible the development of a high degree of integration, super high speed operation,
d reinforced resiat nee to the envisonsent seneors suited for various appliea-

ti*ns. for ple, 1) a super smail computer which can rest in the palm of the
band in possible. 2) it materializes from - new super high speed transistor which
can be used in computers and in cone ation. 3) it can operate in harsh environ-
Setas such as in apace or high radiation fields. and its use in nuclear reactor
equipment control in envisioned, and 4) it can be made to detect ssell and taste
making it a candidate for opening the way to high level medical measurement tech-
vaole.. The countries of the western world have already made thia element the
subject of ailitiry directed reses-ch. and development of thin new capability ele-
met in Japan han fallen behind. Thin Is why the initntry of International Trade
and Industry hes conicated the import nce of development of this element to the
various Industrial nations. At the ems time, the government will take the reins
to promt- its -M tecbnologieCl development. and plans will be drawn up and rein-
forced during the cong year.

TecSeological development of the ne capability elenant was undertaken because
seconductor tecenology of tho past mm thought not able to cope with the high
level dends of the rapidly developing informatioo area. The NInintry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry bas taken thin viewpoint and his selected this ele-
ment as a central development the_ in the neat generation industriel technology
develom: eyatem which I epected to be set up e year. At the ame time,
the Industrial S ructure Coe<1 which i n inquiry organ of the Ninistry of In-
ternational Trade *nd Industry nd which in comprised of learned representatives
from verios industrial worlds presented the report Development and Problem in
the Industrial Structure.- e:ho 198W in which the developmnt of thin new caps-
bility elent in treated as a soklect to be taken up in the new generation tech-
vologccl developent.
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In an event, this technological development of a en capability elemt L "a
new innovative basic t oloa which cuts through the lUmiting dalol of sd-
conductor elmet raging from tranaistor ,l ta to ur LS! and will open a
am world for the 1990 decade. At the present time. thi nor elet in eapucted
to provJe the industrial base for the n.dt generation, nd t will furnish the
four capabiftlea of blochecal detection elemnt, paer lattice elint. three
dinional circuit olemnt, ani envirnatl resiatce reinforcing elment.

The biocheaical detection elmnt is eapected to be a supr high smitivity and
super smell sensor which can _1ee manors ameilnd sounda thereby provide
detection not measurable by pest technology. Should the mawrement of auper
small mterisla become posaible, the technology will be useful for preventing
disasters and pollution at the initial stages. Furthermre, by accurate and rapid
detectio, of certain micro materis In the blood or body fluids, early detection
of cancer or hereditary diseases will be podsible. and medical measurint tech-
nology wiLL be elevated to a high level.

A super lattice elment is an e1 nt which makes possible auper high frequency
oscillation, visible laser developent, a super high speed calculations Should
this elment becene practical. 1) a tranitor with several humdred times the
speed of elements of the past is possible and 2) high sensitivity and high cffi-
ciency conversion elmta making possible diversification of optical comica-
tin will become practical.

A three-dimensional circuit eleeent is, as the uam suggests, an ele ent which
can handle planar to three-dimensLionl circuitry hd enable high layer capability
and provide high degree of integration. Th is expected to have the effect of
mking possible 1) development of a computer which can rest in the palm of the
hand (40-50 times the degree of integration compared to computers of the past and
2) a single element can be provided with a nber of capabillties (such an -
sureent, computation, amery).

The environmental resistance reinforcing elment is aimed at making poanible a
computer which can operate in a stable _ner in aY kind of environment, and it
is particularly intended for use in very adverse environments such as in space
applications &nd in high radistion field uses. Its use in nuclear power equip-
ment control computers and robots for use in nuclear reactors is anticipated. It
is also expected to find applications in computers to be carried on traffic equip-
ment such as auto biles.

Uhile these many developmntal effects can be anticipated, there is urgent need.
first of all, to set up a development system for an independent technology to pro-
duce these new capability eements. It is the situaion that many of the basic
patents on sedconductors which _ake up the cure of the seniconductor industry
are the property of American industry. nd there is a considerable gap in the
basic stage compared to the western countriee. Aerican industry is putting forth
all out development of basic technology. and there are government subsidies in
the form of military applications which provide considerable push. It is the
situation today that the Americana a a step or two ahead.

19
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In the ) Ljt of this aituatIon. the MnIatr Of Interational Trade d Industry
stated 1) a coaparison of reeearch and develop t fu*ds between Japancto imdn-.

try and western induatry aohe the latter to hawe sth greater fud. and 2) as a
reelt. the gwarint sbold take the lead to prom rearch and developmet
and nwture Industrial basic teclmeolo for the next generatit . 1Ith this In

mind, the Cooperative eyetM bet eM the coontrY. aCaiezn world. and nidustrial
world wiL be stvragthm-d. d the _o ment wil reaiforce itus s idy policy
from mt Year.

2267
C50: 4105
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Hitachi and Chinese will
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VLSI's Heading for Mass Production in Japan

Large scale production of 64k RA
element of the fust generation, is being
Japan. A 64kRAM haa 4 times higher intel
tional 16kRAM's and consequently requi
manufacturing processes than previously A
convettional manufactturing systems out of
that it takes in investment of around VIO
a single production line and than. at presen
industry is becoming completely an e
Under these circumstances. 6 Japanese m;
finunced makers re competing In conu
production.

Table 1. d4kRAM Production Plants in Jap
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Starting ahuead of othems for 64kRAM
is inventing totally V27 billion in equipner
production by adding VS billion in the
Thus increment is a first step to build

as called the VLSI fl;nagasaki, Iware Pref.) for large scale production of
tagerly promoted in VLSI elements. ruch ss 64k RAM's. folowing dimile efforts
pration than conven. c rtia Aizu Plant.
res greatly different . NEC is aiming at mun production of 64kRAM's at a rate
nsd in turn, putting of 100,000 units per month from next spring. The building
'use. It is recognized of the diffusion line No6 of its Kyusshu Plant, in which' the
billsion to construact erany has invested totally Y10 billion in 1979 and 1980.

I, the semiconductor . recently been completed and at present equipment is
quipsment industry. hig brought in. A test run is scheduled at the end of 1980.
akers and 3 foreign- Technically confident for some time of 64k RAM's. Hitachi
stacting plants for efdered the bipolar IC production line of its Mustahi

ft to iu Tatsai Plant in the summer of 1980 and then
cttpped the Mustahi Plant wmitr a 64kRA.M mesa production

fre consisting of the latest systems.
Toshiba has recently started construction of Clean Room

Ns.4 at its Oilu Plant. The company has decided to make au
an a&zrional investment of about V2 billion in this plant in 1980

anI a further large investment in 1981. Clean Room No:
MA dara- P." is scheduled to start operation in the iatter halt of 1981 for
Milkan Eleanl. pcntreatment processes for 64kRAM's.
Ersarsa Aiming to join the top group for 64kRAM production.
,W' , 11humbishi Electric Co. is at present starning production of

t 6I4kRAM's at a rate of 30.00 unita per month at its Kitta
seneel... ?n a .sItdl Works. The company intends to complete a 100I000
A, D1 r=dt per month production system by putting Ward C of its
ltheasen.. K omumoto Plant No.2 into operation in the spring of 1981.
Puas,|essse f 1t also intends to invest VS billion in the Kumamoto Plan!
o" W- !;o.2 in 1980.
toe.. Om D Oki Electric industry Co. is takting a total commilsi

Ka Da 0t.2 - to ultna-LSI production and is building a new plant in
teateiahie f3 13000m' premies in Kiyotake. Miynki Pref. The comr
Kee P.O.) pany intends to complete the building in January 1981 and
Oki 91-ia, scurt operation in the summer of 1981. It will invest totally
Mte.sna. V3 billion in this plant in 1980 and in 1981.
sate,. el-s. Not only Japanese makers but also foreign-flnaced makers
Inaura. a disdiosing their plans for constructing 64kRAM msa
Saelb.1t.t) production plants. Texas Instruments, the wodd's largest
v_ ess mic nductor maker, is constructing a plant in Miune.
tys. 'tue ) lbleragi Pref, intending to complete it this December. Tne
Alan Taskt platpmt is scheduled to start 64kRAM production In tee rrst

^ ~ D qertner of 1981.
Japan IBM has already announced its 3-yest plan for LSI

production at its Yawn Plant in Ship Pref, and it marting to
ring equipment in Motorola, the second larest semiconductor

saker, who have cquired 50% of Aizu.Toko stocks, i seems.
production. Fujitsu -M start 64kRAM masn production at Aizu-Toko in two years

it for seniconductor C ItC.

latter half of 1980. A 64kRAM h a minimum drcuit line width of 3ju and
up its Iwate Plant e s requires more daffacult techniques for microscopic

TECHNOCRAT VaL4-No.tl J. 19S1
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.in than LSI with a line width of 5u. This necesitates
i e cquipment in al proceses. including drftsir%
it using electron bes instead of light in mask produe-
etponure system of projection or reduction cale
uton types instead of contact types in circodt transcription.
iotogrrphy etching systems using g sps instead of liquId
als and ion injection systems instead of diffusion

er. each unit of euch equipment costing seversl hundred
yen.

spite this, domestic and foreign mtakers ue competing
esting in equipment for 64kRAM. This is just because
AM is expected to creste tbch huge maskets. untiounting
.8 billion (or V360 bilion) worlddwide in 5 years to

Another important point its that a line width of 3P to be
made uvuiluble for Bras intetad of the present 

5
u will

potsibly enable LSI production to be doubled by using the
tme ssstertls; and procemrses s used at present.

A simple esleulation shows thst more thin 300 5mm
square LSI elements cam be made on a 4-in (or 10.16cm)
ditmeter silicon wafer. This number of 300 can be inreased
to nesliy 900 if the LS element is 3mm tqusre inttetd
of Sest atuspr. By completely omuastint techrology for
6otRM.5 mass production, a company has the possibility
of monopolizing the market by reducing the prices of all
lSil products to a third, ahead of other companies. It is hee
that the secret of compaunies being an devoted to 64kRAF4
tse production lies.

3cent Prevalence of 3-Dimensional
ransport Systems

reedmmesnional trnnspons systems, which ate to
naticolly transport goods and papeen to specified locations
ecial onneriners which are tun on salls snd conveyos.
nipidly prevailing. Three-dimensional tesosportation in
ings$ consisting of vestical ttsnwpontation combined with
ontal conveyor lines on floor, has been used for more
10 yeats. On the other hand, literal 3idimensional tran-s
systets which. provided conveniently in free lyouuts

4cos in buildings and hospitals, are sble to automatically
.por packages, mail and clinical charts any time to
Jied locations hba been sapidly prevling for about
hst 3 years primarily in non-industry fields euch as
o buildings, hospitals and libnaiies. These systems use
cted to widely prevail in indu-tral fidds which deal
eLcurosic pairs, automobile parts snd foods.

ields in Which 3-Dimensional Tsraport System
ire Prevtailing

1t Coeld which motst highly introduces 34-inensonud
spor systems is hospitals. These systems provided In
itas are very advantageous because they use able to
matically tuanspon various goods sush us charts. X-eay
5. test srmples. central materials and drugs to any station.

b h.e far greater capacity than conventional sir chutes.
permit delivery with greater flesibility thin convyors.

S. they have longer been prevailing in American and
opetan hospitals.

4NOCRAt VeL4Ns.A Ian. 1981

Two systems, which represent the bntest and larest-stale
3-dirmensional trnsport systems for hospitals, hare been
instaled in the Kobe Central Hospital in the Port Isand in
Kobe. They ae a teleift trannport rystem with a total length
of 2.00m. and a fully-eutomutic annuportution system
(tinser) which is for hospital meal mnpost systems.

The telelift transport system is desipned to allow an
aluminum container. 125mtn wide. 405mm long. 310mrn
high and with a capacity of 10kg. to travel on aluminum
cail. externally 196mm wide snd 66mmn high. at speeds of
losseomtaly 36-72m per win. and vwtically 24m per min.
La order to deliver a ontainer to a desred destination, it is
only necessary to set a station number at the ciumnel provided
on a side of the container.

The tsnnasr on the other hand, an bm e thought of us an
enlarged cariage. a 34dinesneonal ttansport system which
has ever been made psaclcal for hospitals. It is designed to
deliver 28 meals in a sted onstainer wagon (900smm wide,
750mm deep. 865mm blng, and weighing W0kg) vneaily
(to any floor with the aid of sbats) and horizontally (to
say nurrs station aongt horizontal lines). It is able to deliver
I 1.000 meals to 50 locations in only 40 minates. This ils neow
system mealized by adding a casriage (container or t l
purpose car) system to a conventlonal 34imensional transport
sy"stm enaisiting of vertical movement using shifts snd
horizontal onveyor lines ombined. Charactensotically. it is
able to deliver heavy weights, nearly 2.000kg 3-diensionsily
on conveyor line while supporting them on wagon wheels.

Along with the npid emergence of 34imensional trsnspott
systems in hospitals, promoted in -the internst of hospital

45
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[Excerpts from DEMPA SHIMBUN, April 23, 1981]

As subsidies for the Development Promotion of

Electronic Computers, which came to have a significant mean-

ing in the subsequent development of Japan's electronics

industries, a total of 57.1 billion yen was spent during the

period of five years ending at 1976. This (subsidy) system

was established with the purpose of "speedily strengthening

the foundation of our country's electronic computer indus-

tries.' Specifically, however, it was aimed at the twin

purposes of developing electronic computer-family-series so

as to counter the 370 series and of developing surrounding

terminal equipment, the commercialization of which lagged

behind.

In order to receive subsidies under this system,

Fujitsu, Fujitsu Research Center, Hitachi Manufacturing, and

Hitachi Machine Tool Industries organized among themselves

the Technological Research Association for the Development

of Ultra High Efficiency Computers: Nippon Electric,

Toshiba, Nippon Business Automation, and Nippon Data Machine

organized the Technological Research Association for New

Computer Series; and Mitsubishi, Mitsubishi Research Center,

and Oki Electric organized the Technological Research Asso-

ciation for Ultra High Efficiency Electronic Computers.

The total amount of subsidies given in 1972 was

5.213 billion yen, but it increased to 11.943 billion yen in

1973. 50% of the expenses incurred by the three groups (the

Technological Research Associations) in the development of
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the third and fifth generation computers was supposed to be

granted as subsidies, and a request for 10.91 billion yen,

more than twice the previous year's, was granted in 1973.
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NIHON KEIZAI
April 30, 1981

Brakes are Being Applied to the Inhouse Products of Semi-
T .conductors

Need for Huge Development Capital Investments a Factor

The IC and the LSI which are the core of megatronics
increased use of electronics in machinery).

Booming inhouse IC, LSI production has had brakes

applied. TDK and Alps Electric have one after the other

changed their inhouse manufacturing policy and have confined

themselves to R&D. Canon is manufacturing only special

semiconductors inhouse. Unless they limit inhouse produc-

tion, they will have to continue to expend funds for R&D

which would exceed 10 billion yen per year. Moreover, the

retention of skilled technicians is becoming a serious prob-

lem. Even the makers who specialize in selling semiconduc-

tors outside have been limiting kinds of lines they handle

to cut back on their ever increasing R&D funding. And the

possibility has increased that the semiconductor business

hereafter will fall into the hands of the few large makers

who have enormous capital funds.

TDK, which because of its joint venture with Fair-

child, has positively considered the inhouse manufacturing

of semiconductors. However, they have come to the conclu-

sion that it is not good policy to confine their production

to inhouse needs for semiconductors. So they changed their

business policy to confine their efforts to R&D and the

practical applications of semiconductor manufacturing tech-
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nology. And this is a change of tactics from that of semi-

conductors per se to the technology surrounding semiconduc-

tors.

Alps also has given up large scale production of

semiconductors and Canon has limited its involvement with

semiconductors to production for R&D only. According to the

President of Pioneer, Pioneer will raise their inhouse pro-

duction from the present 7-8 percent to 20 percent in 2-3

years, but the focus of this inhouse production will be on

design and the kind of production that they cannot turn over

to others. Even at Sony the inhouse production will be

about 1/3 of their total consumption of semiconductors. At

Matsushita, the budget for semiconductor related capital

investment will be held in 1981 to that of the previous

year, namely 22 billion yen.

Inhouse manufacture of semiconductors which until

recently has been booming, has now begun to cool. But this

is because semiconductor business requires large amounts of

capital. On the other hand the 11 large makers of semi-

conductors including NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, the leading

semiconductor makers, are to invest close to 170 billion yen

in the factory/engineering base for 1980 so far, a growth

rate that is over 50 percent. As the capital investment of

the leading specialized makers booms, they must continue

large-scale production and large scale sales. If they can-

not continue large-scale sales they cannot get a return for

their capital. As a result, the pressures on these large-
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scale makers to supply has increased. According to director

of Tokyo Sanyo, Iawase,

if we invest 100 x 100 million yen this
year we have to sell 300 x 100 million
next year or we cannot make it. This is
the reality. As a result the tendency
is to put pressures to increase sales.'

As a result, since the weak, small, nonspecialized makers

cannot make ends meet solely by inhouse production, they

have to think of outside sales, but they cannot compete with

the large scale makers in this activity, and so if they are

not careful, they run the risks of plunging themselves into

a quagmire. Moreover, the retention of technicians is be-

coming difficult because their numbers are limited, and thus

they are in a position where it is impossible to get the

technicians needed when large scale production is contem-

plated.

For the above reasons the boom for inhouse produc-

tion had icewater poured on it. And so from here on the

large scale production of semiconductors will fall more and

more into the hands of the large makers, and the large users

of semiconductors, such as the machinery and electrical

makers will move toward designing semiconductors and in the

R&D field, toward, thus creating a division of labor.
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[Excerpts from Nikkei Sangyo Shimbun, May 22, 1981]

A government-private joint project to develop the

IC technology which can perform information processing with

ultra high speed will be inaugurated this fall. This joint

project, which aims at the application of IC technology to

practical use through optical semiconductors, will be under-

taken by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry

and the members of the Optical Industry Technological Promo-

tion Association, which include Fujitsu and Tokyo Shibaura

Electric.

A joint research institute will be established for

this project, and the target date for the establishment of

the manufacturing technology is slated for 1986. In the

field of semiconductors, a government-private joint project

has already reaped a great success in developing Ultra LSI.

The proposed project is thus to become a second bombshell.

The joint research institute will be housed in the

Fujitsu's research center located in Kawasaki City, and its

activities will begin on the first of October this year.

The institute will have 25 researchers, 50 personnel includ-

ing managers, and a budget of 1 billion yen a year. Kenji

Sakurai, the former Chief of the Electronic Section of the

Research Institute of Electronic Technology of MITI will

become its director. Also, it has been decided that three

researchers each from the seven participating members of the

Optical Industry Technological Promotion Association--Nippon

Electric, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sumitomo,
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Matsushita, and Toshiba--and the MITI will participate 
in

the project.
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[Excerpts from NIKKAN KOGYO SHIMBUN, June 17, 1981]

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry

is reviewing its plan to establish in 1982 a 'IC Design

Center' (a temporary name) which performs IC designing on

request. The main functions of the center would be to ful-

fill a wide range of custom IC needs of the medium and small

enterprises who cannot satisfy their needs from the existing

mass-produced IC's and to play the role of a consulting

center for the entire field of IC technology. As for the

scope of its operation, MITI is thinking of limiting it to a

partial function of the Small and Medium Industry Service.

However, because custom IC users' demands include not only

designing and experimental production but also fixed scale

production, there is a good possibility of expanding the

center's operations to include functions from designing to

manufacturing. I
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[Excerpts from NIHON KOGYO SHIMBUN, August 5, 1981]

In order to promote the research and development

of high efficiency new-type semiconductors which are consid-

ered essential in securing avant-garde technology for space

development and for the development of ultra small-size

computers, the Research and Development Association for New

Function Elements, a foundation having the status of juridi-

cal person, was organized on the 4th (of August) under the

chairmanship of Sadakazu Shindo of Mitubishi Electric.

Participating in this new organization are

Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Nippon Electric, Oki

Electric, Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp, and Sumitomo, a total of

ten companies. The purpose of this new association is to

develop three kinds of new high efficiency semi-conductors:

(1) the element capable of computing with ultra high speed;

(2) the three-dimensional circuit element; and (3) environ-

ment-resistant element.

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

which is determined to foster the infrastructure technology

for future generation industries as a precondition for "the

technological nation-building in the 1990's, reportedly

opted for this line of organizing research associations in

the form of foundation in order to deflect the criticism for

overseas, saying 'Japan fosters high technology industries

under the government-private cooperation.."
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[Excerpts from NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN, August 5, 1981]

MITI's Industrial Technology Agency is said to

have expressed its desire to earmark a total of 100 billion

yen or more for the next ten years beginning in 1981 for the

research and development of the infrastructure technology

for future-generation industries. For the development of

new function elements (ultra-? element, three-dimensional

circuit element, and environment-resistant enforced element)

alone, it is planning to set aside a research budget of

about 25 billion yen as a national project. MITI has de-

cided to solicit applicants for the project who will carry

out the research and development of the new function ele-

ments.
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(Excerpts from NIKKAN KOGYO SHIMBUN, August 6, 1981]

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry's

Agency for a high speed computer system as a part of the

1981 large-scale project. The plan will become finalized at

the Industrial Technology Deliberation Committee and the

Large-scale Industrial Technology Committee which are sched-

uled to meet on the 21st.

As in the case of the research and development of

pattern information processing system, a research and devel-

opment cooperative composed of Fujitsu, Hitachi, Nippon

Electric, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Oki will be set up to

undertake the research and development under the form of a

trust. In addition, (MITI's) Industrial Technology Agency

and Electronics Research Center will participate as repre-

sentatives of the government.

This development plan, which will encompass a

period of about 8 years and an expenditure of about 30 bil-

lion yen, aims at the development of an ultra-high-speed

computer which is capable of computing one billion cycles

per second, about 1000 times faster than the all-purpose

computer currently in use. The core of this development

project is the practical application of Josephson joint

element, which will exert a great impact on the evolution

from the Silicon group elements to a high-speed new element.

A full-scale development plan for new elements and new ar-

chitecture geared to the 1990's is thus under way with the
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establishment of the Basic Technology Development 
System for

the Future Generation Industries.
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(Excerpts from NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN, August 6, 1981]

A national project for 'the research and develop-

ment of new function elements," which aims at the

practicalization of next generation semiconductor elements

far exceeding the function of the currently commercialized

silicon semiconductor, is soon to start. In as much as the

project is trying to realize the level of efficiency which

cannot be realized even by the currently most advanced Ul-

tra-LSI, it plans to spend a total amount of 25 billion yen

in the next 8 to 10 years.

Unlike the case of ultra high-efficiency computer

or VLSI development project of the past where there were

some technological "textbooks" available in overseas, this

project is to explore a totally uncharted area of technol-

ogy. For this reason, the Ministry of Internation Trade and

Industry has decided to introduce "research foundation meth-

ods" which is unprecedented, thereby consolidating the ef-

forts of the government and private industries on a long-

range basis to push the research and development project.

Any organization wishing to participate in the

research and development of new function elements can apply

beginning on the 5th (of August), and one day prior to it

(the 4th of August). "The Research and Development Associa-

tion for New Function Elements," a foundation having the

status of juridical person, was established. This associa-

tion was entrusted by MITI's Industrial Technology Agency to

carry out the research and development project....
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The current members of the Association are com-

posed of Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Nippon Elec-

tric (6 computer companies), Matsushita, Sanyo, Sharp (3

electric appliance companies of the Kansai region), and

Sumitomo (which is strong in optical communication) -- a

total of ten companies. However, any organization can join

it as a new member...

The Association will begin, as a government-

entrusted project, the research and development of three

subjects: ultra-(?) element, three-dimensional circuit

element, and environmental resistant enforced element...
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Keidanren considers setting up
own biotechnology safety rules
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VLSI War (Part 1) -- Competition for Increased Production
Overheating -- NEC and Hitachi competing with Each Other
toward Top Place; Toshiba,Etc., Taking Specialization

Measures, Avoiding Competition

The Japanese semi-conductor industry will join the

new Yl-trillion industries as early as fiscal 1981. As if

to fall in step with the rapid expansion of the market

scale, the development of ultra-modern technology is also

making rapid progress, and the industry circles are now in

the midst of a VLSI (very large scale integrated circuits)

war. Competition in the mass production of ultra-modern

products is being accelerated, on the one hand, while on the

other, severe struggles among various companies are being

developed for the obtaining of large users. Also, U.S.

forces are eagerly watching for a chance for counter-

attacks. The peripheral equipment industry also is on the

alert, in search of business opportunities. The front line

of the VLSI war is reported as follows:

NEC Hastening Monthly Production of
One Million 64-Kilo-Bit RAM's

At 10:30 a.m. on November 2, NEC Vice-President

Atsuyoshi Ouchi took out several sheets of data from an

inner pocket of his suit, as soon as he entered the Direc-

tors' drawing room on the 22nd floor in the Head Office

building in Tamachi, Tokyo. He said to a reporter who vis-
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ited him, 'Our company also has decided to produce one mil-

lion 64-kilo-bit RAM's (memories to write in and read out,

from time to time), monthly."

In the data which Vice-President Ouchi read, a

plan for greatly increasing the production f 64-kilo-bit

RAM's was written. This is a fresh plan which was decided

through talks between Vice-President Ouchi and President

Tadahiro Sekimoto, which were held at the end of October,

only several days before. The scale of production of 64-

kilo-bit RAM's by this company at the end of October was

300,000 RAM's monthly. Under the plan, this is to be in-

creased by 150,000 RAM's every month from November, and it

is to be brought to a structure to produce 1,050,000 RAM's

monthly at the end of March next year. It is a bullish plan

for increased production, to increase the output by more

than three times in half a year. In this company, monthly

production of 64-kilo-bit RAM's has already exceeded 500,000

RAMS's in December this year.

NEC has announced the plan for the great increase

of production because it was stimulated by "Hitachi, a fair

competitor" (NEC Board ChairmanKohi Kobyashi). On October

26, prior to NEC's announcement of its plan for increased

production, Hitachi Managing Director Yasuo Miyauchi said as

follows at the meeting to announce the interim settlement of

accounts in September: "At the end of March next year, the

monthly output of 64-kilo-bit RAM's will be increased to one

million RAM's." Thus, the plan for increased production to
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increase the scale of production at the end of September --

500,000 RAM's -- double in half a year was quickly declared

internally and externally.

This news on the increased production by Hitachi

promptly spread to NEC's semi-conductor plants which are

scattered throughout Japan. The newspaper report saying

that, "Hitachi will produce one million 64-kilo-bit RAM's

monthly" was put up the next day at various places of the

plant of Kyushu NEC, which is the biggest production base.

Thus, it was eagerly waiting for a decision by the top man-

agement at the Head Office, saying, "What on earth will our

company do?"

Typical "Industry of Sure-Victory-by-the-First-Move Type"

Semi-conductors are a typical industry of the

sure-victory-by-the-first-move type. "If ultra-modern prod-

ucts are produced belatedly, there will arise the vicious

cycle of buyers being taken away when the products appear on

the market, and not being able to recover the next invest-

ment because the price falls rapidly" (Hitachi Board Chair-

man Hirokichi Yoshiyama). Some semi-conductor manufacturers

of the U.S. retreated from or gave up the-production of 64-

kilo-bit RAM's because they firmed up the judgement that if

they start production in the face of the big offensive by

Japanese manufacturers, it will be too late.

NEC and Hitachi, which rank first and second in

Japanese semi-conductor industry circles, have started in-
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creasing the production of 64-kilo-bit RAM's in competition

with each other, simply because they are thinking of secur-

ing a position which is even slightly adavantageous, by

going ahead. As is often said, the 64-kilo-bit RAM is the

first round of VLSI products. It can be said that the com-

petition between NEC and Hitachi, with an eye on the 256-

kilo-bit RAM, which is the next ultra-modern product, has

just been started.

Toshiba, whose development of independent VLSI

products has suddenly become active among the companies

engaged in similar business, with a side glance cast at such

moves of NEC and Hitachi, has recently announced that it has

developed 64-kilo-bit RAM's of the static type and will

start full-scale shipments from March next year. NEC and

Hitachi are planning to increase the production of 64-kilo-

bit RAM's of the dynamic type. Compared with the 64-kiko-

bit RAM's of the dynamic type, those of the static type

require a degree of integration which is three or four times

as high, to obtain the amount of memories of the same capac-

ity. However, they have the advantage that the designing of

circuits to be connected with other LSI's is easy, and that

the electric power to be consumed is small, too.

The degree of integration of the 64-kilo-bit-RAM's

of the static type, which have been developed by Toshiba, is

nearly three times that of the dynamic type, amounting of

400,000 pieces, and the cost is higher, too. However, it is

thinking of making up for its lag behind NEC and Hitachi by
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cultivating a new market for OA (office automation) equip-

ment, measuring instruments, etc., which are well adaptable

to the static type.

Sony and Sharp Mass-Producing CCD's

Sony and Sharp are doing their utmost for the mass

production of CCD's (charge cupped devices) which are being

brought into the limelight as an eye of new electronics.

The scope of application of CCD's is wide, including facsim-

iles, video cameras of small size and of light weight, and

magnetic cameras of the future, vhich do not require film.

They are VLSI's whose rapid growth is expected in the field

of public welfare.

In Sony, the development of CCD's is a President

project. From the spring of next year, when the special

plant whos" construction is being pushed at present in

Kokubu, Kagoshima Prefecture, will be completed, mass pro-

duction of CCD's will be started in the unit of 10,000 de-

vices per month. Sharp also is constructing a CCD mass-

production plant at its Tneri Plant in Nara Prefecture. It

will produce 20,000 to 30,000 devices monthly in June next

year.

It can be said that this is a manifestation of the

budding of moves to survive in the VLSI age through the

development of independent products, avoiding front comp--

tition with NBC and Hitachi, which lead the industry circles

by improving the degree of integration of memories.

62-030 0 - 87 - 15
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VLSI's requires huge amounts of funds for research

and development and facilities investments. According to

tentative calculations by ICE, which is an influential semi-

conductor consultant company of the U.S., there is a result

of surveys to effect that the cost for the construction of a

standard VLSI plant will increase from the $23 million in

1980 to a little more than $50 million in 1985.

The amount of facilities investments in the semi-

conductor sector of NEC, which holds top place in the indus-

try circles, in fiscal 1981, in Y41 billion., This accounts

for 12 percent of the estimated sales in this sector--Y342

billion. Other companies engaged in similar business criti-

cize NEC, saying that 'NEC makes excessive facilities in-

vestments." However, it can be said that NEC is thinking

that it must make such a huge amount of investments to live

through the VLSI age.

It seems that the various semi-conductor companies

are being pressed to make a severe choice -- whether to

stand the burden of huge funds and survive through compe-

tition in mass production, or whether to live through the

VLSI age through the development of independent, favorite

products.
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Major Manufacturers' Plans for Producing 64-Rilo-Bit RAM's

(As of the end of March, 1982, unit: 10,000 RAM's)

NEC: 105

Hitachi: 100

Fujitsu: 60

Toshiba: 30

Mitsubishi Electric Machinery: 30

Oki Electric Industry: 30

(Reporter KATO)

To be continued)

RA
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NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN

(Page 5) (Full) December 17, 1981

VLSI War (Part 2) -- Fall in UBoqqed down" Market --
To One-Tenth in a Year: Users Enthusiasm for

Purchasinq Stimulated

The rapid fall in the price of 64-kilo-bit RAM's,

which are said to be the first round of VLSI (very large-

scale integrated circuits), was much in the newspapers in

early September this year. At that time, a director of a

certain major semi-conductor-manufacturing company chal-

lenged a reporter, saying as follows: "Do you know how much

injury our company suffered because of the newspaper report

on the sharp fall in the price? It is Y5 billion!" At the

Tokyo Securities Exchange, the prices of main-stay electric

machinery shares fell rapidly from the middle of August

because of foreign investors' over-selling. Above all, the

worsening of the semi-conductor market, represented by 64-

kilo-bit RAM's accelerated the lowering of the prices of

major electronic shares of NEC, Fujitsu, etc. In the case

of the above-mentioned manufacturing company, which was

scheduled to issue debentures convertible at the market

price in Europe, the plan for procuring funds was greatly

upset because the stock price fell, and this resulted in the

'protest" by the director.

The trend of the product market is extremely im-

portant in grasping the whole picture of semi-conductor
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business. The 64-kilo-bit RAM, in particular, appeared with

great fanfare as a product telling the opening of the VLSI

age, and therefore, the impact when the tremendous speed of

the fall in the price was spotlighted was great.

Since the fall of last year, Japanese and US semi-

conductor manufacturers have begun to deal with this product

with ultra-modern technology unanimously and on a full

scale. The price of each sample shipped was Y20,000. How-

ever, it fell to Y2,000, one-tenth, in September this year,

one year later. It is natural for the persons responsible

for sales in various companies to have turned pale at this

sharp fall. However, the worsening of the market was true.

Mass Production of 64-Kilo-Bit RAM's Runs Ahead Alone

The "learning curve' is a term which has become

well-known at a bound as a result of surveys by the Boston

Consulting Group of the U.S. This is a rule of experience

in semi-conductor business, to the effect that when a cumu-

lative output increases double, the price falls by about 30

percent. 'Manufacturers with large amounts of production

are more capable of lowering cost, and they are able to

increase the profit rate. As a result, they can have an

advantage in share competition. When the share increases,

this rebounds on the increase in the output, and this leads

to more favorable conditions."

The Japanese semi-conductor industry caught up

with the U.S. forces in "Silicon Valley," which is a mecca

of semi-conductors, because it adopted the management strat-
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egy of giving primary thought to the effect of mass produc-

tion, as a faithful adherent of the "learning curve.'

The phenomenon of the fall in the price of the 64-

kilo-bit RAM, which phenomenon was described even as a

'tragic aspect," originated from the attempt to carry out

this rule of experience intensively for a short time. As a

conclusion, the competition for increased production among

various semi-conductor companies escalated, when it was not

accompanied by users' demand, and only the price ran ahead

under the situation where many things did not appear at the

stage of distribution. This brought about the sharp fall in

the market to one-tenth in one year, which fall had not been

experienced by the persons connected with semi-conductor

business.

Why did the competition overheat to such an ex-

tent? As a memory product, which is the ace in semi-

conductor business, the 64-kilo-bit RAM has appeared this

year, after the golden age of the 16-kilo-bit RAM continued

for four years. It is said that the 256-kilo-bit RAM in the

next generation will appear from 1985. This is an 'Olympic

item" whose memory capacity increases by four times and

which is replaced by another main-stay item every four

years.

'Destruction of Price' Calms down, at Long Length

'VLSI technology will decide the rise and fall of

the electronic industry in the 1980's." So saying, all the

major semi-conductor manufacturers of Japan announced them-
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selves as suppliers of 64-kilo-bit RAM's. Mitsubishi Elec-

tric Machinery, which is a late-comer in the 16-kilo-bit RAM

market one generation ago, and even Oki Electric Industry,

which had no actual record at all, participated for the

first time. It is for this reason that it is bantered as an

Olympic item on which there is significance in participa-

tion." It is a natural consequence that the price will fall

rapidly if the amount of supply increases tremendously when

it is not accompanied by actual demand.'

This "destruction of prices" is now calming down,

at long length. Even so, the prospect is strong that the

price of the 64-kilo-bit RAM will become Yl,000 early next

year. Correctly, it can be said that such a downward curve

until the beginning of this fall as to "slide down a cliff"

is returning to the "step of the ordinary fall in cost for

memory products at a gradient of 45 degrees."

For the various semi-conductor companies, the

sharp fall in the price of the 64-kilo-bit RAM went against

the grain. This is because establishment of the prices was

upset greatly under their sales plans for this year, when

the commercial war as to this product was to be started.

However, this fall in prices caused a "welcome miscalcula-

tion," on the other hand. The tremendous competition in the

lowering of prices stimulated users' enthusiasm for pur-

chases, and as a result, it caused the VLSI age to become

full-fledged quickly.
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In regard to the circumstances in this connection,

Vice-President Atsuyoshi OUCHI of NEC, which ranks first in

the industry circles, did not change the following prospect,

from beginning to end: "It will be from 1982, that the 64-

kilo-bit RAM will play the leading role in the semi-

conductor market.' Looking askance at other companies en-

gaged in similar business, which raced ahead in the compe-

tition for increased production, NEC did not readily join

this race. The "judgment" based on the marketing research

by the information strategic units which NEC spread both at

home and abroad, served as its self-confidence in the "view

that the 64-kilo-bit RAM will play the leading role in

1982."

As Vice-President OUCHI read the information stra-

tegic units' research reports which he obtained after the

start of November, he is said to have though that "the rapid

recovery of demand for the 64-kilo-bit RAM exceeds my expec-

tations." In the reports, the names of about 130 enter-

prises which had reported on the passage of the examination

of the samples, which NEC had shipped to European and Ameri-

can users, were listed. It is said that among them, "seven

of the 11 major computer manufacturers in Europe and Amer-

ica, such as Honeywell, are included."

Shares Will Become Clear from Early Next Year

Even in the light of the single fact that facili-

ties investments amount to a huge sum, the VLSI war, which

was started with the appearance of the 64-kilo-bit RAM, is
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forcing Japanese semi-conductor manufacturers to engage in a

heavy-load race. It can be said that the price competition

was a 'test' as to whether they can stand this race or not.

As far as is viewed at the present time, no companies seem

to have dropped out in the offensive-defensive battle among

NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, and Oki Elec-

tric, which battle was developed as to what company will

hold price leadership. However, there are also new moves,

such as Toshiba's deciding to expand the kinds of VLSI prod-

ucts.

The results of the struggles for users will cer-

tainly become clear after early next year, in the situation

where users' demand will mount, centering on computer and

communications equipment industry circles. Real ability is

yet to be truly questioned in the load race among the vari-

ous companies which have outlived the price competition.

(Reporter NONAKA)

(To be continued)
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tsnent wl adso be kept no-rt. Udng thei podures
the windpower generator will be operated in conjunction with
coisoneretl power linrt In other Countries this method has
already been adopted.

Windmilla used for windpOwr genlration re generally of
the lift type. The counteracting force type windtnill. as
represented by the windgauge (anemometer). which has arms
aupporting cup4ike wind acceptors. can be used efficiently at
low wind speeds but loses effictency as wind speed increases.
The lift type windmill utilizes wind energy on the same
prurciple as an auptine-t wings (greater speed produets greater

lift). thus the efficiency of utilizing wind energy increases
with wind veloctty. Becautc wind energy is proportional to
the cube of ward velocity, the lifting force type windmill is

usually used for windpower generation in view of its efficiency.
In some windmills the rotor axis is parallel to wind direc

lion and in others it is perpendicular. The Sunshine Plan's

design employs a horizontal rotor axis and a lift type propeller.
Basic experiments on the propeller-type windmill wered

performed at the Mechanical Engineeriig Laboratory using a
1125 acite model for wind tunnel tests. The number of blades
ia usually two or three. and the test windmill used two. The

use of three blades greatly increases cost while raising efficiency
only a few percent and a two-blade ptcpeller is safer consider-
ing the high frequency of typhoons in Japan. When wind
velocity exceeds a definite value (lah wind condition), the

blades eh nge their direction to the horizontal in relation to

the ground, and adjust their angle to minimize wind resistanie.
When using three blades, it is impossible to hold all three

blades horizontally, thus increasing wind resistnrce. requiring
greater mechanical strength, and causing safety problems in
the event of a typhoon.

The windmill begins to rotate when wind velocity ruches
Sm/s, attains the rated output at lOm/s. and stops rotating at

speeds above l7mha, for safety. To avoid variations in titer.

F. 1. Profte of t IOOkW Pilot Windmill

nating current frequency due to changes in wind velocity. it
rotates at a constant speed of Slrpm by controlling the pitch
angle of the blades using a microcomputer The pitch angle
is hydraulically controlled.

As shown in Figure 1, the diameter of the propeller is

29 Am. and the height of the propeller axis is 2sm. The
material of the blades is GFRP. The rotational sped of the
rotor. 51rpm. is changed up to 1.500rpm by a multiplier to
drive the generator, which is a DC link system. Using pitch
angle control and frequency control to adjust input to the DC
link system. It is possible to supply stable electinc powe
independent of wind velocity vuristions, to the electnc power

network. Miyakejima is the proposed site. If this pilot wind-
mill is successful. the plan is to construct an experimental
windmill having a rapacity of I OOkW.

Competition Around VLSI's
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The fuct that Japanese semiconductor makers hae become tion rapidly. NEC. Hitachi and Fujitsu are aiming at reachongbelievers n this theory has triggered confusion in the 64K a production scale of one million unis pet month by thisRAM market snd created fricton between Japan and the US. spring, and Oki hba announced that its production of 400VWhen the technical considerations fot matketmg64K RAM's thousatnd unita in December bat yen will be mncretsed to 800were satisfied. Japanese makers begen tntensree efforts to thousand in March. Mitsubishi Electric is planning to produc.
expand production independent of actual demand. In the tion 500 thousand unis this spring. Toshiba reportedly willsremiconductor indust'y a is generally considered that an- expand production equipment to raise the present monthlyportant new products are introduced about every four years production of 100 thousand units to I million unita by theThe market for 16K RAM's has continued for four year and end of this yer. Sharp will begot production of 300 thousandthe greater share was held by the American semiconductor units pe month from Apra.
industry. When the age of 64K RAMs arrived, all the big This expansion of production by Japanese makers is to bemakers of semiconductors in Japan announced that they would attained by ivesting 41% of their srls. Shown in Table I arebe suppliers of the product. Mitsubishi Electric Corp.. the the trends of IC sales, research and development, and invest-latecomer in the 16K RAM market, joined the group. Oki ment in equipment. In 1982, research and developmentElectric Industry Co.. which had no positive achievements expenses and equipment investment are expected to amountannounced it would supply 64K RAM's. Oki Electric was to 13.6% and 26.2%. respectively, of sales - a toa investmentfollowed by Sharp Corp. in April lat year. Al these makers of 29.8%. This fact shows that the IC industry is reallyare etrrying out their plans. It is ntural that price wi drop investment oriented. It is feared that then active investments
with the increase of production, independent at real demand. might reult in intensified competition and excessive equipment.If the price of 64K RAM's drops to Vl,0 per unlttthe With demand for 64K RAM's at the nd of thiseprice will become comporeble to that of 16K RAM's. Then, expected to exceed supply, the market is still expathe users will naturally select U4K RAM's instead of 16K Japanese makers have enjoyed development benefits in the new
RAM's becutse of the better cost/performance ratio of the 64K RAM merket. So long as the 16K RAM market in the US.fortmer. Thus, the demand for 64K RAMs hbs grown rapidly. has not diminished, Japarese makers are not infging on
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ASAHI

(P-age 8) (Full) June 15, 1982

Will Give Aid to Venture Business in Fields

of Funds and Taxes; miTi's Policy

MITI has firmed up the policy of establishing, by

the next fiscal year, a system for financial aid 
to re-

search-development-type business (venture business) and aid

measures in the field of taxes, to promote the development

of advanced technology in a positive way. Venture business

to tackle the development of semi-conductors, computers,

etc., is a source of vitality of Japanese industries. How-

ever, as there are many cases of racking their brains 
over

the procurement of funds, the Ministry has decided to embark

upon backing them up in the fields of funds. The US and

France also are making efforts to foster venture 
business,

and it is likely that the international competition in 
the

'new age of technology" will become severer.

In Japan, there are about 3,000 companies engaged

in venture business at present, and they are furiously com-

peting with one another in the development of advanced tech-

nology. The amount of their capital is small, ranging from

several million yen to about Y200 million, but they 
have

superior technicians. There are also enterprises exclu-

sively studying new materials and biological engineering, 
in

addition to the development of semi-conductors, computers,

machine tools, etc.
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What is common among these enterprises is the

agony over the procurement of funds. Huge amounts of funds

are necessary for development, and, moreover, a long period

of time is required before merchandising. Only about 10

years have passed since the establishment of the enterprises

themselves. In addition, the amounts of their capital are

small, and they lack power of operation. There are already

six private investment companies covering venture business,

but the enterprises which receive investments are centered

on stabilized ones, and the amount of investments is lim-

ited, too.

This is why MITI, which is pushing Japan's become

a country established on the basis of technology, has em-

barked upon positive aid. It is pushing the formulation of

concrete measures in the fields of funds and taxes. In the

field of financial aid, it will lend funds for Treasury

investments and loans to venture business through the Medium

and Small Enterprises Financing Corporation. In addition,

it is thinking of opening a way to secure funds through the

issuance of shares, by facilitating the transactions of

shares of venture business by easing the conditions for

over-the-counter sales of shares.

It is also checking into the expansion of the

framework of guarantees (Y900 million at present) by the

"Research-Development-Type Enterprises Fostering Center,'

which guarantees enterprises' liabilities at the time they

borrow funds for research and development, and into the
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carrying out of investment and financing enterprises by the

Center itself, moving one step from the guarantee of liabil-

ities.

In the field of taxes, on the other hand, it is

pushing co-ordination of opinions within the Government in

the direction of excluding the investments in venture busi-

ness from the objects of taxation, in order to promote in-

vestments by private circles. In addition, it is checking

into the establishment of an investment insurance system

covering venture business, and the utilization of investment

trust for it. The Ministry intends to set such new policies

as star items of its enterprises for the next fiscal year.

Together with this, it will check into the establishment of

a 'Research-Development-Type Medium and Small Enterprises

Investment Promotion Law' (tentative name) consolidating all

these policies.
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NIHON KEIZAI
(Top Play) (Full)

July 23, 1982

Development Bank to Extend Low-Interest Loans for
Development of Advanced Technology; New System to

Be Started from Next Fiscal Year; Y10 Billion, First;
10 Some-Odd Cases Including Komatsu; will Be Opened

Also to Foreiqn Capital-Aftiliated Enterprises

The Government has decided on the policy of in-

augurating, from fiscal 1983, a system for low-interest

loans by the Japan Development Bank in order to promote

research and development of advanced technology by private

circles, including biotechnology, at this time when the

friction between Japan and the U.S. over the development of

technology is intensifying. The Government judged that for

Japan, which is a resources-poor country, working to perfect

the research and development facilities for advanced tech-

nology with high added value will lead to the firming up of

the basis of a country established on the basis of technol-

ogy in the future. The loan conditions include the most

preferential special interest rate of the Development Bank

(7.3% per annum), and the rate of loans is 50 percent of the

facilities construction expenses. The Government intends to

extend loans amounting to some Y10 billion in fiscal 1983,

for the time being. Komatsu Manufacturing, Fuji Photo Film,

etc., are already pushing plans for constructing research

facilities for the development of advanced technology, and

it is expected that these 10 some-odd cases will become
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objects of loans, for the time being. The Government in-

tends to open this system to foreign capital-affiliated

enterprises, too, to ward off the criticism by the U.S.,

etc., that it is a measure to protect and foster domestic

industries.

Development of technology in the future is ex-

pected to move in the direction of "limits," 'micro," 'fine-

ness," and "compoundness," and advanced research facilities

compared with the research and development to date will

become necessary. For example, the shield room to shield

electric waves and electro-magnetic waves from outside is

necessary for the research and development of electronics,

and such research facilities as the germ-free room, and the

artificial environment experiment room (fight-tron) to cre-

ate various natural conditions artificially, are indispens-

able for the study of biotechnology.

The expenses for the construction of these re-

search facilities amount to Y1 billion to Y2 billion, de-

pending upon the scale of facilities, and there are many

cases where it is difficult for enterprises to procure funds

independently. When the future of business is not clear,

investing huge amounts of money in research and development

facilities is a big burden for private enterprises. There

is also the fear that development of advanced technology

will slow down due to restrictions in the field of funds.

Therefore, the Government has decided to establish

a "system to extend loans to advanced technology research
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institutes' (tentative name) at a low interest rate, for the

purpose of perfecting advanced technology research and

development facilities, separately from ordinary facilities

investments.

From fiscal 1965, the Deyelopment Bank extended

low-interest loans to the establishment of research insti-

tutes by Fujitsu, Sumitomo Electric Industry, Kuraray, etc.,

in order to promote domestic technology. However, it dis-

continued the granting of loans for the establishment of

research institutes in fiscal 1972, because demand had run

its course. It has not yet extended special low-interest

loans to facilities for the development of advanced technol-

ogy.

Research and development investments by private

circles are expected to amount to Y545,700 million in fiscal

1982. It is expected that research and development invest-

ments including the development of advanced technology will

increase from fiscal 1983, centering on the Tsukuba Study

and Education City, the technopolis, etc. The Government

wants to increase such a trend further through low-interest

loans by the Development Bank.

The Development Bank is considering the following

items as candidate projects for which it is to grant loans:

(1) Development of liquid-phase epitaxial (material for

optical semi-conductors), utilizing Japan Vacuum Technol-

ogy's ultra-vacuum technology; (2) development of an opto-

electronics material (substitute material for film) to
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change light to electricity, by Fuji Photo Film; (3) devel-

opment of a material to dissolve cerebral thrombosis, by the

Yakult Head Office; (4) polymide synthesis (heat-proof plas-

tic) by Dainippon Ink Chemical Industry; and (5) development

of robots by Komatsu Manufacturing. As research facilities,

radition-connection experiment rooms, sound-free rooms,

large-size structural experiment facilities, rooms connected

with information processing, etc., are being considered.

It is expected that the following criticism will

be offered by the U.S. Government in regard to such a low-

interest loan policy for private enterprises: "The trade

structure in the future will be distorted by the Govern-

ment's fostering the research and development by private

circles." The policy of the Government is to include for-

eign capital-affiliated enterprises among the objects of

loans, under this system, in case they engage in research

and development in Japan, in order to ward off such criti-

cism.
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NIHON KEIZAI
(Page 1) (Full)

Eve., July 23, 1982

Breaking of One-Percent Framework Cannot be
Helped, If Economic Growth Becomes Dull; Clarified

by Prime Minister SUZUKI

Prime Minister SUZUKI, in connection with the

growing possibility of defense expenditures breaking the

framework of 1% of the GNP during the 1981 Medium-Term Oper-

ations Estimate, clarified the position that it cannot be

helped, if defense expenditures exceed the framework of 1%

of the GNP, due to a dip in the growth rate of the GNP,

saying that "if economic growth becomes stagnant, or if it

dips, due to a world-wide depression, it is possible (for

defense expenditures] (to break the framework of 1%)."

Also, concerning a brake on defense expenditures, SUZUKI

showed the view that "it does not mean that the steady car-

rying out of the Defense Plan General Outline will lift the

brake.' These statements were made in reply to questions

asked by a group of reporters in the Diet Building.

JDA Director General ITO explained the outline of

the 1981 Medium-Term Operations Estimate at the Cabinet

meeting held in the wake of the National Defense Council

meeting on the 23rd. In his explanations, in connection

with the situation where defense expenditures cannot but

break the "framework of 1%" of the GNP, during the period of

the same Operations Estimate, ITO said that "the GNP, which
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is the denominator, changes, depending upon economic situa-

tions. When the fact that the scope of defense expendi-

tures, which are the numerator, is also subject to changes,

is taken into consideration, it cannot be said, at the

present stage, that defense expenditures will exceed the one

percent of the GNP due to the 1981 Medium-Term Operations

Estimate." So saying, ITO officially clarified that at the

present stage, he has no intention of changing the Govern-

ment's policy on the 'framework of 1%.'
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NIHON KOGYO
(Top Play) (Full)

July 28, 1982

MITI to Conduct Fact-Findinq Surveys Concerning Motives
for Purchasing IC s; To Give 'Counter-Evidence as to

Misunderstanding Micro-Computers of INTEL to Be Covered;
Will Give Explanations at Japan-US Conference in September

MITI will soon carry out surveys, covering users,

on their motives for purchasing IC's (integrated circuits).

On the US side, there is the deep-rooted suspicion that MITI

administration or the market mechanism to promote unfair

sales competition is working in the background of the "ex-

tinction of the market," to the effect that U.S. products,

which sold on the Japanese market, too, at first, become

utterly unsalable at a certain time. This was brought up by

the U.S. side even at the first meeting of the Japan-US

Advanced Technology Working Group, which meeting was held in

Honolulu recently. MITI strongly rebutted this, saying that

"There is no such reality." The Ministry, thinking that it

is necessary to clarify the live voices of users to elimi-

nate the misunderstanding of the U.S. side, is to carry out

surveys covering users, centering on their motives for pur-

chasing IC's. The U.S. side has made Japan's advanced tech-

nological industry an object of attack, as can be seen from

the IBM industrial espionage case and the suspicion that an

export cartel as to IC memory was formed. However, MITI's

policy is to give counter-evidence, one by one, as to the

U.S. side's unilateral misunderstanding. The results of the

62-030 0 - 87 - 16
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forthcoming surveys will be presented to the second meeting

of the Working Group, which is scheduled to be held in Sep-

tember.

MITI is planning to carry out surveys of users as

to the 8080-type micro-computers produced by INTEL of the

U.S., among IC's. At the recent meeting of the Japan-U.S.

Advanced Technological Industry Working Group, they were

taken up by the U.S. side as "market-extinction products" on

the Japanese market, together with the U.S. CRAY Company's

super-computers for scientific calculations.

8080-type micro-computers can be said to be the

standard version of the 8-bit type. They were imported to

Japan from about 1974. As to these, NEC, Toshiba, and

Mitsubishi Electric merchandised products of the compatible

type, one after another. The U.S. side's assertion is that

for this reason, INTEL products, which held an overwhelming

share at first, have come to disappear on the Japanese mar-

ket.

It is an extremely rare case for MITI to carry out

surveys as to specific products. However, it will boldly

carry them out with the thought that if the misunderstanding

on the U.S. side is left as is, it will inevitably promote

the trade friction further in the future. In the surveys,

the Ministry will ask questions centering on users' motives

for purchasing IC's, including quality, the deadline for

delivery, and prices, as to why the users, who used micro-
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computers of the 8080 type in the past, have switched to

domestic products.

It is viewed that in the background of the U.S.

side's emphasizing the "extinction of the market," there is

the sense of distrust that there is the administrative guid-

ance by MITI which forces unfair transactions as to foreign

products and the market mechanism peculiar to Japan.

Through the forthcoming surveys, however, MITI will present

to the U.S. side, at the second meeting of the Japan-U.S.

Advanced Technology Working Group, the following points as

concrete facts: (1) There are no unfair transactions on the

Japanese market; (2) the purchasing by users is decided by

such purely economic factors as quality, prices, and the

deadline for delivery; and (3) such cases can be said as a

general view, not limited to the micro-computers which are

to be subjected to surveys. It is rather scheduled to cor-

rect the posture of the U.S. side, conversely, as material

to prove why U.S. products do not sell on the Japanese mar-

ket.
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[Excerpts from NIKKEI SANGYO SHIMBUN, August 25, 1982]

The New Technology Development Corporation decided

on the 24th to commission the development of "High Speed

Continuous Coating Technology for IC material" which is a

research product of Toyo University's Professor Yoichi

Murakami. The part which will get the commission is the

Sumitomo Electric Industries. Its development period will

be 3 years, and the development cost will be 360 million yen

The proposed new technology is designed to accom-

plish the coating process, which has been done so far by

using precious metals such as gold and silver, by using

aluminum with a high speed. The result will be a few steps

forward from the existing technology in terms of production

cost, precision, and reliability ....

The New Technology Development Corporation be-

lieves that once this technology is established, it will

find a wide range of usage in the area of IC and LSI packag-

ing, thereby contributing to the technological renovation of

Japan's semiconductor industries.
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(Summary)

NIKKEI SANGYO SIMBUN
October 21, 1982,
Page 1

Nihon Telephone & Telegraph Public Corporation

reported that they would make an investment of

Y150,000,000,000 to develop an 'intellectual com-

puter", which can make an assumptions, predictions, recogni-

tion and also can learn and understand as well.

In order to pursue this development, they will

encourage the study of human elements technology and psy-

chology, and also the study of high technology fields to

achieve this type of computer.

NTT has proposed the high-level information and

communications system (INS) for the future. This type of

computer would be an important part of the system.

NTT also reported its policy to open its informa-

tion to domestic and foreign companies and to propose joint

studies.

Concerning to this type of computer, IBM and Bell

Institute have already started the studies. In Japan, MITI

has also started a large project called "the fifth genera-

tion computer'.
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(Summary)
NIHON KBIZAI SHIMBUN
October 23, 1982
Page 1

Opening quotes from U.S. TV program and Mr. Hiroo

Toyota who is the ugodfather of VLSI.

It is said that LSI can be developed most effi-

ciently with speeds in multiples of four. Why then did the

MITI study institute jump from 4-K RAMs to 64-K RAMs, the

so-called VLSI.

Although you cannot produce 64-K RAMs with the

equipment for 16-K RAMs, you can produce up to 256-K RAMs

with those for 64-K RAMs. The reason why Japan is leading

the U.S. in the 64-K RAM field is that the MITI study insti-

tute considered this fact at the earlier stage.' -- Hiroshi

Toyota

Being urged by a proposal from NTT, MITI made a

plan for LSI development under government and public cooper-

ation. As a result, they agreed that NTT would be in charge

of LSIs for communications and MITI for computers.

NTT has invested V80,000,000,000 on VLSI totally,

and MITI assumed that its production would start in 1980.

American people think that the semiconductor

business is a venture business, and they don't try to think

about producing cheaply and efficiently. In this point,

Japan knows now to mass-produce high quality goods cheaply

as in color TVs and VCRs -- Tomihiro Matsumura, NEC
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On the other hand, especially at the semiconductor

plants in Kyushu, quality control activities are advanced.

With cooperation of government and public orga-

nizations, and with a huge amount of investment, the VLS was

developed in Japan. Then big electronic appliances compa-

nies took charge of production. That is the secret.

In software, Japan is behind, but will catch up.
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IElectronics
industry output

[ in October drops
Production of the electronics

industry in October fell short of
the year-earlier level for the
first time in lour years and half
since April. 19, the Elec.
tromcs Industries Association
of Japan reported recently.

Production of electronic
machinery and equipment and
parts and components in Octo.
ber reached Y907.264 million.
down 0.9 per cent from the
same 1981 month.

The prolonging audio equip-
ment recession' adversely af-
fected not only household elec-
tronic machinery and equip-
ment but also parts and coin-
ponents. the association said.

The October production value
broke down into V 304,564 mil-
lion, down 10.1 per cent, for
household electronic ma.
chinery. and equipment.
Y 304.303 million, up 10.5 per
cent. for industrial electronic
machinery and equipment, and
Y 298.397 million, down 0.7 per
cent. for electronic parts and
components.
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, IC exports in Nov. marked
47.1% gain over year ago
Exports of integrated circuits

remain strong, although other
electronic parts and com-
poxints are faring poorly.

IC exports in November rte
47.1 per cent from a year before
to V Z7.967 million, the Elec-
tronic Industries Association of
Japan reported recently. IC ex-
ports during the Jaisuary-
November, 1982 period reached
i 255 billion. up 41.9 per cent
from the corresponding 1981
period. The export perform-
ance in the It-month period a
ready has topped 1981's figure
of V 199.6 billion.

The association predicts IC
exports in 1982 at V 280 billion
at least. The 40 per cent-plis
pin contrasts sharply with the
merely 8.9 per cent increase re-
gistered in 1981. Except for
19t1, however, IC exports have
been recording a double-digit
gain. The estimated 1962 figure
is about nine times larger than
the V 31.7 billion in 1977. in-
dicating a 9-fold expansion in
five years.

IC imports in November also
pined 11.0 per cent to Vt 13.03
million. EIA-J reported. IC im-
ports during the Jatauary-
November period came to
i 117.5 billion. up 13 per cent.

The big gap in the rate of in-
creuse between eots and
imports greatly widened the IC
trade surplus. The V 137.5 bil-
lion surplus in IC trade during
the 11-month period is almest
double thte i 758 billion surplus
in 1981.

Exports of discrete semicon-
ductoms however, contrined to
be sluggish. They ropped 9.4
per cent to Y5416 milliwi bi

November. bringing the Janu.
ary-November period perform-
ance to i 63.9 billion, down 3.9
per cent.

Sales to America
shoot up by 62.6%
IC exports to the United

States in November shot up 62.6
per cent from a year earlier to
i 1t2059 million. IC shipments
to the U.S. during the January-
November period reached
i 104.2 billion, up 63.2 per cent.
exceeding the If 100 billion
mark for the first time.

IC imports from the U.S.
gained 17.2 per cent to Yf8.613
million in November. resulting
in a i 3,446 million surplus in
IC trade balance in favor of
Japan. IC imports during the
Il-month period gained 21.6 per
cent to Y 77 billion.

Japan's surplus in IC trade
with the U.S. during the
January-November period
came to i 27.2 billion. com-
pared to 1te virtual equilibrium
(a surplus of YS00 million in
Japans favor) in 1981.

Industry men fear that such a
huge surplus would stimulate
the U.S. semiconductor indus-
try and government. The
Japan-U.S. IC trade friction is
still smoldering. High-ranking
officials of the US. Commerce
Department have been repeat-
ing harsh criticism agait
Japan, and the Semiconductor
Industry Association ISIA) hs
compiled a spocial report on
Japan's semiconductor indui-
try.

r
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NIHON KEIZAI
July 2, 1984
Page 1

MITI ASSISTS WITH 30 BILLION YEN FOR 8 YEARS TO DEVELOP THE
ULTRA-HIGH-TECH PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT FROM NEXT YEAR

MITI designates the "Ultra-high-tech Procession

Technology Project' as one of the "Large-Scale Industrial

Technology Research and Development System" aimed to develop

the grade of IC or precision instruments and also to manu-

facture high-functioned compound material by using ceramics.

MITI makes a policy to budget 30 billion yen to develop the

technology for 8 years. High-grade processing techniques

are the basic techniques for development of high-tech indus-

try. MITI aims to lead the competition in the world.

At the present moment, the U.S. and Japan are now

at the top of the processing techniques for parts of the

high-tech industry which bears 21 century like airspace,

aircrafts and energy. In the U.S.A., there are several

research projects controlled by the Pentagon and the DOE.

Most objects of research are for military affairs. There-

fore, the U.S. Government restrains the outflow of new pro-

cessing techniques because of security reasons.

On the other hand, there are many developments of

techniques by the private sector in Japan. At the present

time, the Japanese processing techniques for parts for gen-

eral use is at the top of the world. However, MITI under-

stands that up-grading high-tech processing technique is a

"MUST' to become the world leader in the high-tech develop-
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ment competition. Therefore, MITI will assist in developing

the 3 areas of semiconductors, precision instruments and new

materials which are the most popular for usage.

With reference to semiconductors, they will de-

velop the grade of IC from 1 mega bit (1 mega is 1 million)

to a couple hundreds of mega bits by using laser beams to

make ultra-fine processes. Again with the reference to

ultra precision instruments, they will try to develop the

processing grade to 0.1 micron which is 100 times the

present grade. (1 micron is 1/1000 mm)
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NIHON KEIZAI
Jul-y 6, 1984
Page 3

THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE REFUSES MITI'S REQUEST OFSPECIAL FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH-TECH DEVELOPMENT FROM THAT OFESTIMATE REQUEST LIMITS (CEILINGS)

The Ministry of Finance has concluded that it will

refuse MITI's request for a special framework for high-tech

development from MITI's budget of 1985. It is because under

the financial reassessment situation, it is difficult to

make new ceilings. Also, the Ministry of Finance judges

that 1) the expansion of subsidies for industrial policy has

the possibility to raise criticisms from abroad, and 2) the

Japanese private sector has enough power to develop tech-

niques and to raise funds by itself.
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NIHON KEIZAI
July 31, 1984
Page 5

MITI SUBMIT "THE INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE INVESTMENT COMMITTEE"
A DRAFT OF 'THE IMPORTANT POLICIES FOR 1985n" AIMS AT "HIGH-
TECH" AND "INFORMATION"

MITI decided to request an annual budget on 7

important items including technology development and promo-

tion of information systems. Therefore, MITI submitted a

draft to the General Committee of "The Industrial Structure

Investment Committee" (Advisory Committee of MITI on the

30th. MITI urged that technology development is "MUST" for

developing the Japanese economy and industry and drafted the

establishment of a "Technology Development Foundation Ad-

justment Law" (tentative] which includes supporting measures

for the private sector. Moreover, MITI suggested the estab-

lishment of an "Information Foundation Adjustment Law"

[tentative] to promote an information system. MITI will

receive the committee's decision on August 27, and will

submit a request for a budget and prospective regulations to

the Ministry of Finance and the Liberal Democratic Party.

The 7 items are 1) Technology Development, 2)

Information, 3) Foreign Economic Policy, 4) Energy Re-

sources, 5) Medium/Small sized Business, 6) Industrial Loca-

tion, and 7) Related matter in regard to people's living

conditions.

MITI especially aimed at high-tech development of

New Material Biotechnology and Micro-electronics. And MITI
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submitted measures for increasing the research and develop-

ment budget supporting measure for private sector to promote

technology development, and plans for establishing a 'High-

Tech University" to their manpower. MITI sets forth the new

regulation to promote these items systematically.
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NIHON KEIZAI
August 2, 1984
Page 1

MITI POLICY: JOINT DEVELOPMENT IN HIGH-TECH BY GOVERNMENT
AND PRIVATE SECTOR

PATENT RIGHT BELONGS TO BOTH THE GOVERNMENT AND
CONTRIBUTED COMPANIES

Industrial Bureau of MITI decided on the estab-

lishment of a "Joint Cooperation Research System" in 1985.

The Joint Cooperation Research System is to develop the

high-tech fundamental area with the cooperation of the gov-

ernment research institute and private sectors. Nine insti-

tutions of the Industrial Bureau will accept researchers

from the private sector to use high grade facilities and to

introduce facilities from the private sector. Also, the

patent right of joint research which belongs to the govern-

ment now, will belong both to the Government as well as

private companies which will joint the project. It will be

a liberalization of Government patent practice towards the

private sector.

*********** *********** *

There are 9 institutions in Tsukuba-city consist-

ing of the Machinery Technology Institute, the Electronics

Technology Institute, the Science Technology Institute, the

Textile High-molecule Material Institute, t-he Scientific-

goods Institute, the Pollution Resources Institute, and the

Geological Survey Institute. Prospective research themes

are Radial Rays Applied Technology Institute, and New Mate-
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rial Development by using explosion systems at the Science

and Technology Institute. These developments need expensive

facilities, therefore, it is very difficult for-the private

sector to develop technologies by themselves.

The private sector will take charge of the entire

technology development budget of joint development. How-

ever, the private sector will be able to use high-grade

government facilities and man-power to develop high-tech

fundation techniques which have a lot of risks technically

and financially. MITI already started to ask private compa-

nies to join the project. There are many private companies

showing their interests in the Applied Radial Ray Technology

and New Material Development.

The patent right for joint research will be a co-

ownership between the Government and the private sector. By

authorization of the Government, a private company which

will share the patent right with the government, will let

other companies use the patent. Half of the royality (pat-

ent charge) will be a revenue for the Government to accumu-

late as financial resources for technology development.

As a present internal rule of the Industrial Bu-

reau, when the private sector uses the Government facili-

ties, there are so many complicated procedures that the

Industrial Bureau does not acknowledge joint-research with

the private sector. Even though there is allotment research

or consigned research, the research facilities are not

shared with private sector researchers. Moreover, these
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results are given Government patents. Cooperating companies

can only get permission to use results. Therefore, the

dissatisfaction among private sectors increased towards

patent rights that are not shared with the private sector

under the present rule.

For instance, there are so many cases of private

companies establishing research groups with government con-

trol, like the ICOT which is now studying the Fifth Genera-

tion Computer Systems. These cases illustrate that the

Government trusts the private sector to develop the research

with Government budget or Government aid. The result from

consigned research belongs to the Government, and the result

from research by aid belongs to private sector, however,

both situations are not joint-research.

MITI will study carefully in the areas of 1)

Joint-research theme should have technology which can be

made public, 2) there should not be any inequality in selec-

tion of participating companies. MITI wants to conclude the

plan for 1985 before the end of this year.
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Page 5

MITI POLICY: PROMOTES HIGH-TECH JOINT DEVELOPMENT

REORGANIZES 'JAPAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY PROMOTION
ORGANIZATIONK FOR THE WINDOW

MITI has made concrete plans for reconstructing

and expanding the "Japan Industrial Technology Promotion

Organization" (Chairman: Mr. Kenichiro Komai, Advisor of

Hitachi) to promote high-tech development. It will be a

specially authorized corporation established by the MITI

minister in conformity with the "High-tech Development Foun-

dation Adjustment Law" which MITI is hoping to pass at the

next Diet. It's function is to provide low interest finance

and subsidy assistance for high-tech development by private

companies. Also, it will be a Government "window" for the

joint research by the governmental research institute which

is controlled by the Industrial Technology Bureau, and pri-

vate sector. Moreover, MITI is planning to use it or man-

agement of "Japan Trust" (Tentative) which MITI is planning

to establish to invite foreign researchers.

MITI aims at promoting technology development as a

new policy for 1985. Therefore, MITI aims at establishing a

core organization for policy. At the early stage, MITI

studied the establishment of a special organization which

has the same managing function as the New Energy Development

Organization (NEDO). However, it is very difficult to es-

tablish a new special organization under the present admin-
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istrative conditions. Therefore, MITI will change the

strategy to expand presently established organizations.

The "Japan Industrial Technology Promotion Orga-

nization" was established by government subsidies and dona-

tions from private companies in 1969. Its present function

is receiving of technical investigation from MITI and the

window for providing the result of research by the Indus-

trial Technology Bureau to private industry.

By establishing the new law, MITI will establish

the foundation of the organization to manage and finance a

research trust as a proxy of MITI. Moreover, the organiza-

tion will collect donations from private companies to

strengthen the financial resources and become the technical

development promotion/adjustment organization jointly co-

financed by the Government and private sector.
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NIKKEI SANGYO
August 10, 1984
Page 1 & 5

OKI AMERICA ENFORCES LEGAL POLICY TO AVOID HIGH-TECH FRICTION

Oki Electric Corp. has enforced a legal policy for Oki

America to avoid high-tech trade friction which might come up by

increasing imports to the U.S.A. Oki Electric has invited a

well-known lawyer to Oki America as a part-time board member, and

Oki Electric will make contracts with several law firms which

have a strong background of actual situations as dealt by

institutions of the American Government, like the ITC, DOC,

etc. They will aim at gathering detailed information and opinion

frm U.S. Government and industrial specialists to avoid trade

problems by exports and to continue stable exports.

The part-time board member whom Oki Electric invited, is an

outstanding lawyer who was active in buying 'Walter E. Heler

Corp." for the Fuji Bank. Oki Electric asked for his appointment

for receiving advice from a broader point of view. Oki also

expects concrete advice to avoid friction between American

private companies, industry, and the Government.

Oki is also making contact with law firms which know the

inside mevements (trade and tax, etc.) of supervisory government

agents, i.e. the ITC, DOC, FTC, DOT. Oki will sign contracts

with several law firms shortly. These decisions are based on the

judgement of well versed knowledge and experiences of American
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law and customs which are very important for avoiding friction.

The enforcement of legal policy is because Oki has rapidly

increased its export rate in company's operation, especially the

rate of export to the U.S.A. Also, total Japanese exports of

computer and communication equipment to the U.S.A. has increased

dramatically, therefore, there are some strong views in the

industry that the high-tech goods might become the target for

U.S.-Japan trade friction issues.

Page 5 [Explanation]

Oki Electric will enforce its legal policy in the U.S.A.

Not only in increasing the rate of producing goods in the U.S.A.

but also in enforcing legal policy to avoid trade friction is

getting industry's attention as a new movement.

Taking situations of AT&T's separation and the OA boom, Oki

Electric's increase in exports to the U.S.A. is centered on the

compact printer and automobile telephone. The 3-year-export

ratio has increased from 12% to 30%. Exporting countries also

have changed from under-developed-countries to the U.S.A.

Therefore, if the U.S. will start to regulate imports, Oki will

run into difficulties on its operation.

Also, the movement for regulation over foreign communication

equipment imports by Senator Danforth, becomes very active in
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these days. Therefore, the high-tech industry will need to make

moves to avoid trade friction policies. Four years ago, Oki

America was investigated by the ITC when the ITC investigated the

dumping issue over Japanese-made semiconductors. The result was

a conclusion that no dumping was present. But, Oki had

experience that once they are involved in trade investigation, it

will cost a lot to make reports to submit to the ITC and to

negotiate with the ITC. No matter what the result is, it will

definitely damage operations.

Therefore, Oki will increase production of goods in the

U.S.A.: 'We will drop the additional value in the U.S.A. for

surviving in the U.S.A." On the other hand, they judged the

importance of consideration of export price and cost and be

cleared from doubts on dumping and cartel issues. It will

therefore enable Oki to enforce a legal policy in the U.S.A.

62-030 0 - 87 - 17
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NIHON KEIZAI
August 10, 1984
Page 1

Miti Requests 1,000 Billion Yen "Hih-Tech Tax Deduction"
Promotes Venture Investment Increases Research Deduction
Special Measure for Equipment

MITI has determined to request a "High-Tech Tax

Deduction" system at the Tax Reformation, and made the out-

line of it on August 9. It aims at backing up technical

development by private companies through Tax concessions:

The outline is 1) to expand tax deduction measure for in-

creasing the budget of research by private companies, 2) to

authorize tax deduction or special treatment when a private

company installs manufacturing facilities of new materials

or electronics for promoting high-tech development, and 3)

to reduce tax for profits from stock-sales of venture capi-

tal to increase venture investment. MITI estimates about

1,000 billion yen from tax deduction.

* *** *** * ***** * *** ****** ** **

The reason that MITI has determined to request a

"High-Tech Tax Deduction" is because it concluded that,

compared to other countries, Japanese tax burdens are

heavier than other countries. And the heavy tax burden

makes the private sector hesitate to invest on research and

development as well as delaying maintenance of the facili-

ties. MITI is concerned that if the situation continues

like this, Japanese international competitive power will

decrease. According to an investigation done by the
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Keidanren, Japanese companies' actual tax burden rate is

51.57% (as of 1984). It is much higher than the U.S.

(32.38%, as of 1985) and England (18.06%, as of 1982).

The remarkable point of MITI's Tax Deduction Plan

focuses on research and development. First of all, MITI

will apply the Tax Deduction Plan to expand the present Tax

Deduction system. The present Tax Deduction system is ap-

plied when the private company increases its research bud-

get. MITI plans to increase present deduction rate of 20%

of that of 30% in principle. Also, MITI examines a new

deduction rate of 50% on expansion of both research budgets

for fundamental research and new material development. MITI

tries, also, to amend the standard of Tax Deduction system.

The present standard of Tax Deduction system is that the

private company can apply the Tax Deduction system only when

its research and development budget exceeds the highest

amount of the past. MITI tries to mitigate it to the same

standard as the American one: The private company can apply

the Tax Deduction system when its research and development

budget exceeds the average of past 3 years. Moreover, MITI

tries to increase the limit of tax deduction from 10% of

corporate tax to 20% of it.

When a private company installs equipment and

facilities research and development, they will be authorized

a new special measure for tax deduction. The special mea-

sure is a 50% deduction on the equipment/facilities bill and

a 30% deduction on industrial adjustment for fundamental
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technology like new material, electronics, and biotechnol-

ogy. The tax deduction is up to 7% for test and research

equipment and machine or necessary facilities for funda-

mental technology development.

Also, the tax deduction includes a scheme for a

30% special deduction or 7% of tax deduction when the pri-

vate company installs 1) the facilities for making a com-

puter net-work, and 2) the facilities for making a high-tech

managing function like industrial robots or NC industrial

tool and machinery.

For promoting venture business, they will not

apply a corporate tax (leading companies, 43.3%,

medium/small size companies, 31%), on capital gains by in-

vestment on venture business. MITI applies 10% tax deduc-

tion on it.

MITI estimates 1,000 billion yen from tax deduc-

tions by the high-tech development promotion tax system.

However, MOF will promote to reduce special measurements on

tax because of financial difficulties. Therefore, MOF does

not like to authorize the establishment of the new organiza-

tion. There will be difficult negotiations on High-Tech Tax

Deduction system between MITI and MOF until the Tax Reforma-

tion will be settled at the end of this year.
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MAJOR REQUESTS OF HIGH-TECH DEVELOPMENT PROMOTION TAX SYSTEM

ITEMS OUTLINE OBJECT

(Amendment)
*Tax Deduction Rate *20% (present) to 30% *when the amount exceedes
on increasing test by the highest amount of
and research fee past years

to

*Tax Deduction limit *10% of corporate tax when the amount exceedes
on increasing test (present) to by the average of past
and research fee 20% of it 3 years

(New Role)
*Promotion Tax on *30% of Investment sunFor facilities, equipment
High-tech Development as Special Concessio and machinery for new
Investment or material, electronics,

7% of tax deduction biotechnology, and
(10% for medium/small industrial robot and
business) tool & machinery for NC

*Research & Develop- *30% of research and General reserach and
ment preparatory fee development fee development
system for medium &
small sized companies

*Venture Capital *20% of separation ta.
Special Treatment on profit from stock
System sales
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NIHON KEIZAI
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MITI POLICY: 'HIGH-TECH FUND" IN COOPERATION WITH
PRIVATE COMPANIES

SUPPORTS TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

SCALE OF 100 BILLION YEN: NO INTEREST
LOAN/SUBSIDISE INTERESTS

MITI is planning to establish a 'High-Tech Fund"

(tentative name) to raise funds for the promotion of tech-

nical development which is MITI's major policy for 1985.

The scale of the Fund is about 100 billion yen to be raised

by joint financing by the government, Japan Development Bank

and several private companies. Through the High-Tech Devel-

opment Promotion Organization which will be established at

the same time, the 'High-Tech Fund' will finance no-interest

loans to the research institute. Also when private compa-

nies rent capital for research and development from other

monetary institutes, the 'High-Tech Fund' will guarantee

loans and subsidise interests. MITI will aim at including

it into 'High-Tech Foundation Adjustment Law."

* ** ** ** ** * ** ***** * ** *** * **

MITI GAVE UP 'SPECIAL ACCOUNT PLAN"

MITI has determined that the promotion and the

expansion for technical development in high-tech areas of

micro-electronics, new material, biotechnology and robotics,

are indispensible for establishing the new industry's foun-

dation. MITI proposes to create the 'High-Tech Development
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Foundation Adjustment Law- and establish a 'High-Tech Devel-

opment Promotion Organization' in conformity with the Law.

Then, MITI intends to promote technical development as well

as support private companies' research and development

through special concessions on tax by establishing a 'High-

Tech Tax Deduction' system.

MITI understands that promotion and expansion

needs not only special treatment on tax but also special

treatment on financial support and capital aid. However,

the special ceiling for high-tech development in MITI's

budget allocation proposal of 1985 was rejected by the Min-

istry of Finance (MOF). ,Also, 'The Special Account Plan'

which MITI examined as toe most secure financial measure,

could not guarantee the capital, therefore, MITI had to give

up the plan. As an alternative plan, MITI decided to estab-

lish the 'High-Tech Fund.,

The 'High-Tech Fund' is co-financed by the Japa-

nese Government and several private companies. MITI will

raise funds by reducing its budget (excluding the budget for

technical development) and use it as Government financial

resources for the Fund. JDB will also finance. Regarding

the present "JDB Act,' a financing function is not included.

Therefore, under the present JDB Act, the JDB will not be

able to finance it. Hence, the new JDB Act will include a

financing role. JDB will use its own-capital (664.4 billion

yen) as the financial resource. Each industry will manage

to raise contributions from the private sector. MITI will
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collect contributions from the Electric-appliance industry,

Iron and Steel industry, Automobile industry, Chemical in-

dustry and the Medical industry, etc.

The 'High-Tech Fund' will take charge of financial

matters and the 'High-Tech Organization' will take charge of

the research and development area. The "High-Tech Organiza-

tion' will also promote cooperate research with private

companies in areas of key/applied research and which are

risky for private companies to develop by themselves. The

organization will also evaluate new technology and new ma-

terials, accumulate technical information, and exchange

techniques. Also, MITI is planning to establish a research

institute and a research company for individual study areas

under the "High-Tech Organization" and entrust research to

them.

The "High-Tech Fund" provides capital to "The

High-Tech Organization,' back up the research institute or

research company financially, and guarantee or subsidize the

interest when a private company takes a loan for research

and development. When the High-Tech Fund finances a private

research institute/organization, a no-interest system will

be applied. And when the research is carried out with suc-

cessful results and items are produced for business, the

'High-Tech Fund" will apply interest rates at special JDB

rates (7.1% as of now).

MITI is also examining the joint organization

which has both functions of research and finance. However,
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according to MOF's authorization, the MOP has a rule of

'Scrap and Build' for establishment of new organizations.

MIT} will examine the 'High-Tech Fund' even though it cannot

establish a new organization. MITI will also examine the

possible expanding of functions of the 'Japan Industry Tech-

nology Promotion Organization' similar to the 'High-Tech

Organization' as an alternative plan.
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NIHON KEIZAI
August 15, 1984
Page 5

MITI POLICY: LARGE SCALE PROJECTS

TARGET ON HIGH-TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

THE THREE PROJECTS ON SUPER-PRECISION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, ETC.

MITI has determined to select three themes for the 'Large-

scale Industrial technology Research and Development System' (so-

called 'Large Scale Project') which MITI starts to work on from

1985. These three projects ares 1) An Inter-operable Database

System which enables the exchange of data between different

database systems, 2) Aqua-Renaissance 90 which is the water

recycling unit system by using biotechnology, and 3) Super-

precision Processing Technology which aims at utilizing energy

beams, widely applicable to semiconductor manufacturing. It is

very unusual to raise three projects at the same time. From this

point, we can see MITI's strong ambition for high-tech

development.

MITI will raise 20 million yen as a research and preparatory

fee for each project in 1985 budget. However, a total sum of 60

billion yen for three projects is necessary to complete

development in the next 6-10 years. Therefore, there are some

predictions that the negotiations between the Ministry of Finance

(MOF) will be somehow be difficult, concerning the Future

Burden.'
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MITI takes the development promotion of high-tech as the top

priority for its new policy of 1985. Therefore, aobut 30

prospective project themes were submittd. Regarding the

importance of technology, MITI has decided on three themes. In

the past few years, only one project for each year was

selected. Three projects at the same time was a very drastic

decision. The final decision will be made by the Technology

Development Sub-committe of the Industrial Technology Council

which will be held on August 24.

The Inter-operable database system is the one which unifies

information frcp different databases. Using this system, the

user can receive information from any database. The database is

a very wide information system which includes voice as well as

video information. MITI estimates 20 billion yen for the next 7

years to develop mainly, software for the system.

The Aqua-Renaissance is a system of processing and purifying

waste water by development of bio-reactor using microorganism.

MITI estimates 13 billion yen for the next 6 years to develop the

system.

The high precision processing technology project aims at

establishing applied technology through laser-beam and high-

energy beams. Through this develoopment, MITI aims at

establishing the fundamental technology for high-tech, like ultra

fine-processing which draw wiring system for super LSI and ultra
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precision processing which cut/chip new materials. MITI

estimates 30 billion yen for the next 8 years for it.

The Large Scale Project' is the scheme which concerns

joint-develoment with the private sector for urgent necessity of

technical development and will have a direct impact in the near

future in industry. The project has promoted about 20 schemes,

such projects involving jet engines and supercomputers. Because

of the budget shortage, MITI has applied the 'Scrap and build'

system to engage only on one project per year.

ynp88/2
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Promotes Joint-Research by the Government and Private Sector
"TechnologY Development Organization" Includes the Measure
of Inviting Foreign Researchers

MITI has made concrete measures for a "High-Tech

Development Organization" ("High-Tech Organization-tentative

name) on September 13. According to the measures, in addi-

tion to Investment/Finance Business, the operational func-

tions will include 1) Joint Research Promotion business

which will promote joint research by governmental research

institutes and private companies, 2) Japan Trust business

which will invite foreign researchers by using private com-

panies' capital, 3) Research Information Circulating busi-

ness which will examine the diffusion method of research

results/information held by the Government Research Insti-

tute to private companies, and 4) Test Evaluation Promotion

business which will examine adjustment policy for the test-

evaluation system. MITI will give wide operational func-

tions to the Organization to promote the technical develop-

ment policy which is the most important one.

***** **** **** * **************** *

The Organization will be established in conformity

with the law of the "High-Tech Development Foundation Ad-

justment Act" which MITI will submit at the next Diet. The

major business of the Organization is related to "Invest-

ments" and "Loans" to companies which work on research and
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development of high-tech, like microelectronics and new-

material. With reference to loans when the research is

carried out with successful results, 7.1% (annual) interest

will be applied, but when the research fails, a no-interest

system will be applied.

In addition to this, four other functions are

added. The Joint Research Promotion business: nine govern-

ment research institutes controlled by the Industrial Tech-

nology Bureau, will invite researchers from private compa-

nies for joint research by using government high-grade

equipment.

The Japan Trust business: the Organization will

take charge of the foreign researcher invitation plan and

its "windor. The operational fund will be raised by con-

tributions from individuals and corporations.

In addition these will be a Research Information

Circulating business and a Test-evaluation Promotion busi-

ness which manages quality control. The Organization has

five different business areas. MITI explains that the pri-

vate companies will not be able to operate broad business

areas and the object is to use the private companies' power.

Also, MITI emphasizes that the establishment of the Orga-

nization will go along with the concept of the Government

policy. The staff of the Organization will consist of 37

people including board members. Also, the Organization will

establish a committee of specialists to discuss technical

evaluations for loans and finances.
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Six Major Points on Budgetary Allocation (4)
the Establishment of a High-Tech Organization

(The very beginning)

In MITI's budget ceiling proposal for a Financial

Investment Plan in 1985, MITI requests the JDB to 'invest" 8

billion yen for the establishment of a 'High-Tech Develop-

ment Promotion Organization" (so-called the 'High-Tech Orga-

nization").

The High-Tech Organization is the reorganization

and expansion of the Japan Industry Technology Promotion

Organization. It will finance with no-interest loans and

provide financial aid to support technical development by

private companies. *According to MITI, the sum of 8 billion

yen from the JDB is much smaller than the sum of other Min-

istries' requests, such as increases subsidies (170 billion

yen) to the Housing Finance Corporation, or Long-term Bond

Repayment by National Railways (124.4 billion yen). How-

ever, the matter which MOF is concerned about, is not the

amount of the sum. MOF is concerned that instead of asking

the JDB to "finance" (loan), MITI will request the JDB to

"invest' which is illegal under the present JDB Act.

The first MITI plan was that MITI will raise the

budget for the new organization by the technical development

budget of the General Account: MITI requested the separate

ceiling in the technical development budget to increase the
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budget for the new organization, at the end of July. Mr.

Okunogi, the MITI Minister, raised the subject of the sepa-

rate ceiling to increase the budget at Science and Technol-

ogy Committee in April. But MOF's Financial Crisis Campaign

was strong and MITI's separate ceiling request was rejected.

(MITI's Objection)

MITI maintained its opinion, that was an emergent

escape measure, MITI requested the JDB Investment. Also

MITI added that the High-Tech Development Foundation Adjust-

ment Law (so-called the "High-Tech Act") which MITI is hop-

ing to pass as a bill at the next Diet, includes the special

role for JDB's Investment. Therefore, there is no institu-

tional problem.

On the other hand, MOF objects to MITI's request

and says that it is actually a request for a ceiling. Also,

MOF adds that they do not know whether it is necessary to

establish a new organization which will support productive

leading companies. MOF has taken the precaution that if the

profit from New NTT stock-sales goes to the General Account

in 1986, MITI might raise the separate ceiling issue to

raise the budget next year again.

(Future Prospect)

Budget allocation and drawing up a "High-Tech Act"

will go on at the same time. MOF will protest a "High-Tech

Act" to include the establishment of a new organization,

financing and systemizing JDB's Investment. As a final
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analysis, the establishment of the "High-Tech Organization'

and the JDB Investment will not be authorized. MOF and MITI

will settle it by mutual concessions. They will probably

compromise and take an alternative plan for expanding the

business function of the Japan Industry Technology Promotion

Organization and of permitting no-interest loans/finances to

private companies. MITI will receive a 5-6 billion yen

finance (loan) from the JDB to use it as financial resources

for use as no-interest loans or for financing.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET IN WESTERN COUNTRIES

(100 billion yen)
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NEW HIGH-TECH ORGANIZATION
BUSINESS OPERATION BUDGET: 4 BILLION YEN
CAPITAL: 9 BILLION YEN

The outline of the special authorized corporation

for technical development and promotion, was concluded by

negotiation between the Government and the LDP in the morn-

ing of December 28.

Contents of the outline are 1) the name of the

organization is 'The Basic Technology Research Promotion

Center"; 2) the capital is 9 billion yen: 3 billion yen

from the Japan Development Bank (JDB) and 6 billion yen from

the Industrial Investment Special Account; and 3) the opera-

tion budget for 1985 is 4 billion yen: the Industrial In-

vestment Special Account finances 2 billion yen, and loans 2

billion yen, etc. The official decision will be made by

negotiation among three Ministers of MITI, MOF and MOPT in

the afternoon of Dec. 28.

Regarding issues of establishing the 'Industry

Technology Center' requested by MITI and the "Electric Com-

munication Promotion Organization requested by MOPT, they

have already been concluded at negotiations between the

Government and the LDP on the 21st: 1) By unifying two

plans, the special authorized corporation which will aim at

research for high-tech development and electric communica-

tion promotion, will be established, 2) dividends of the New
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NTT's stocks which is the Government share (1/3 of whole New

NTT stocks) will be applied for the operation budget after

1986; 3) the operation budget for 1985 will be funded from

the Industrial Investment Account.

There were several discussions regarding the ac-

tual picture of the new organization among MITI, MOF and

MOPT. As a result, words of "Basic Technology" and "Center"

were added to the name because it is the precaution to avoid

U.S. and other foreign countries' criticism of promoting a

specific industry.

Regarding the operation budget for 1985, MITI and

MOPT requested 15-20 billion yen which is equivalent to the

dividend of New NTT stocks after 1986. But, by negotiation

with MOF, it was concluded 13 billion yen would be provided

which was the total amount of basic property and operation

fund.

Also, the issue of finance from the JDB which was

MITI's strong request, was approved. The JDB will finance 3

billion yen to the Center. The present JDB Act does not

permit JDB to finance. Therefore, the Government will

change the JDB Act or the Government will include the state-

ment about the JDB's finance in the new Act for establish

the new organization.

The main business of the new organization will be

the finance, low-interest rate loans, and no-interest loan

with conditions attached (when the research development does

not bring successful results, no-interest policy will be
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applied) to the Venture Business which aims at research and

development.

Regarding the distribution of the budget after

1986, Minister Sato, Minister of MOPT, stated the following

at the press conference on the 28th: It depends on what

type of project will be operated. However, as a basic 1)

the revenue from the dividends of New NTT stocks, will be

appropriated for the basic technology research project,

relating to electric communication which the Ministry of

Posts and Telecommunication will take responsibility for,

and the technology development project for which both Minis-

tries will take responsibility; 2) the initial capital from

the Industrial Investment Special Account, will be appropri-

ated for the technology development-project for which MITI

will take responsibility; 3) the finance from the JDB will

be appropriated for research development projects for which

both Ministries will take responsibility.

Miti intends to request equal basis for the finan-

cial distribution.
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(B) CATCHING UP LEGAL PROTECTION
DELAY IN OWN OFFENSIVE COUNTERMEASURE

With increasing U.S.-Japan high-tech friction,

Japanese computer companies are secretly studying one par-

ticular law. It is the U.S. 1930, Tariff, Sec. 337 (Unfair

Competition). Originally, it was enacted to apply to cases

of the infringement of patent rights. However, because of

the obscure meanings of "unfair competition," it has ex-

panded its application limit recently. There are so many

recent cases in which this law was applied as a trump-card

for legal protection, (the legal division of leading com-

pany). Companies noticed that it was very dangerous for

them.

After 1983, the Japanese products which were in-

volved in lawsuits by this law, were micro-processor, print-

ers for computer, automatic finger-print inspection system,

and optical-fibers, etc. Everything was a high-tech prod-

uct. Once the company was involved a lawsuit by this law,

the company has to spend tremendous legal fees to defend.

Moreover, 'Customs Exclusion Orders" will be issued. It is

quite a strict law for defendents. Therefore, it cannot be

ignored.

ALONG WITH LEGAL PROFESSIONALS TO MAKE CONTRACTS

Japanese computer companies will try to change

employees' business consciousness, and to instruct "legal

protection."
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Mitsubishi Electric Co. which was paid expensive

"tuition" by an IBM Spy Incident, made an order that high-

tech information gathering activity should be consulted with

the legal division. Whenever a company makes a contract

with specific company of consulting company in Japan and

abroad, legal staff or corporate lawyers who deal with high-

tech area, go along with the technical staff. It is because

they try to avoid unnecessary friction and business loss

caused by their ignorance of legal aspects and contracts.

The Mitsubishi Eiectric Co. doubled its legal

staff to about 10 people in 2 years time, and established

the High-tech Group which follows the new regulation or

protection case relating to intellectual proprietary, such

as software, abroad. Mitsubishi receives foreign legal

information, and amendments from its corporate lawyers in

the U.S.A. and Europe. The legal staff analyzes this in-

formation clearly, and circulates it within the office. In

short, Mitsubishi has enforced the function of preventive

law.

AFRAID TO BECOME PASSIVE IN BUSINESS

Mr. Katsushige Mita, President of Hitachi Co.,

suggested the meeting of a foreign law seminar for technical

staff at the division chief level. About 120 staff members

have attended the seminar already, and more than half of

them are technical staff for computer design and develop-

ment. According to the spokesman from the legal division,

Hitachi aims at avoiding elementary mistakes such as getting
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into trouble by ignorance. However, the implication is that

many international troubles relating to hardware, software

of computer and LSI of semiconductor, etc. will occur in the

future.

Oki Electric Co. aiso established.a legal division

in 1982, after the IBM Industrial Spy Incident. Oki aims

especially at foreign law to prepare for the high-tech fric-

tion with the U.S.A. The legal division issued a small

pamphlet, entitled "Legal Disputes in Trade between U.S. and

Japan,' and circulated it within the company to educate

staff. Last April, Oki invited Mr. Joseph A. Doil who was a

well-known lawyer (former Assistant Secretary of Navy under

Carter Administration), to Oki U.S.A. as part-time managing

director. Trying to prevent friction by appointing legal

personnel. (Mr. Hashimoto, President of Oki Electric Co.)

Oki will attempt to promote and enforce its company con-

stitution.

However, by being afraid of friction too much, if

the company activities become too passive, it will lose

everything. Mr. Tadayoshi Honma, Director of Legal Division

in Mitsubishi, said, "The thing we are concerned most, is

that technical staff will apply the breaks to the gathering

of information activity by too much legal information and

consultants provided. The company should be a forward-

looking battle group which is not afraid of taking risks.

Otherwise, the company cannot grow. We are only the sup-
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porting staff for it.' They understand what their mission

is, then they work for preventing a high-tech friction.

INCREASING FRICTION IN JAPAN

Regarding intellectual proprietary or intellectual

property such as software for computer, a company stands on

the defensive side as well as on the offensive side. In a

word, by researching other company's property, the company

creates better products. However, according to Japanese

companies' countermeasures, there are so many offensive

measures but few defensive ones. Most of the internation-

ally recognized softwares are created by IBM or other Ameri-

can/European companies. Reasons why Japanese companies do

not have defensive measures, are probably because Japan is

still at the stage of imitating other company's products and

because Japanese intellectual properties are protected by

invisible barriers such as the Japanese language and Japa-

nese culture.

However, there is no doubt that the friction re-

lating to computer software and database in Japan, will

increase in the near future. Incidents of copying game-

software and stealing CAD software by Ni'igata Steel's ex-

technical staff, are indications of this. The Copyright

Council of the No. 7 Subcommittee, Database Study Group, in

the Cultural Agency, has concluded in its interim report at

the end of 1984, that the database should be protected by

copyright.
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In the high-information society, the database is

given attention that it has the highest possibility for

growth among intellectual property. The friction or trouble

relating to database manufacturing sales, etc., will in-

crease both in Japan and abroad. Under increasing high-tech

friction, the company has to accumulate know-how of its

defense countermeasures, such as clarifying the concept of

intellectual property.
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